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OPINIONS 

Dr, C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar, Banaras Hindu University, 

Vice-Chancellor, Ranaras-5, 

January 13, 1955. 

Dear Mr. Kota Venkatachalam, 

I have perused your brochure on the “Age of Lord 

Buddha” with interest and great appreciation and congra¬ 
tulate you on the scholarship and research devoted by you 
to some very important points of Indian chronology in rela¬ 
tion not only to Lord Buddha but Adi Sankaraeharya, Naga- 
rjuna and Patanjali. 

I wish you all success in your labours. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Sd) C. P, Ramaswami Aiyar. 

D. G. Apti, M. A„ M. Ed., Baroda, 

Shankar Pole 28-1-1955. 

Raopura, 

BARODA 
Dear Panditji, 

I was extremely happy to receive a copy of your 
booklet ‘Age of Lord Buddha’ so kindly sent by you, as a 
gesture of cultural and literary friendship. For reciprocating 
the same I send herewith two brochures ‘Gitatattvasara’ and 
‘Universities in Ancient India,' I request you to send a copy 

of your book for review to the ‘Journal of the Oriental 
Institute’ which is a quarterly dealing mainly with Sanskrit 

research, being published by the Oriental Institute, Maharaja 

Sayajirao. University of Baroda, with a letter addressed to 
Prof. G. M, Bhatt, Director of the Institute and the Editor 
of the Journal. Ia regard to the brochure sent by you I 

have to say the following:— 

‘‘During recent years the tendency to neglect the 
study of the Sanskrit language and the Aryan culture of 
which the language is the vehicle is ever on the increase. 

Wt js a fact that references tq ‘Q^F tndftiQhs $nd our cp|- 



ture’ by great persons in India are not infrequent but the 

phrase is many times repeated as a mere fashion of the day. 
Little tangible is being done to encourage the study of the 

language or researches in its literature. As a signal to this 
sad indifference and complacency in this respect various 
wrong and mischievous theories floated by western Indolo¬ 
gists, which ought to have been refuted long ago continue 
to hold the field even after independence of our nation has 
been gained. One very outstanding from among these is, 
as the author says, based on the wrong assumption of iden¬ 
tity of Chandragupta, the contemporary of Alexander with 
Ghandragupta Maurya who succeeded Mahapadma Nanda in 
1534 B. C. By a logical sifting of material available from 
various sources, supplied by both eastern and western scholars 
the author has arrived at conclusions which are astounding to 
those who have been so long nourished on western theories. 

The matter has been presented so forcefully and convincingly 
that one, who is free from lias in this respect, cannot resist 
the temptation of agreeing with the author’s conclusions- 

The acceptance of this and other important conclusions 

arrived at in this book, will of course mean almost a revolution 
in the field of Sanskrit chronology but this fear need not 
deter Sanskritists from accepting them. They cannot be 
tolerated any longer. It is very heartening to any lover of 
Arya culture to learn that Buddha lived between 1837-1807 
B. C., and not as late as the fifth century B. C., that Adya 

Shankaraeharya lived bet ween 509-477 B. C. and not in the 

seventh century A.D., that Rumania Bhatta was Adya Shankara- 
eharya's contemporary, senior by forty-eight years and was 
born in 557 B. C., that Rumania was a student of Jina 

(Mahavira) who lived between 599-528 B. C., and that 
Pafcanjali the author of Mahabhashya lived between 1284-1182 

B. C. The thesis put forward by the author is well document¬ 
ed with quotations from authoritative sources like Dr. M. 

Rrishnamachari’s ‘History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, 
A Somayajulu’s ‘Dates in Ancient History of India*, ‘Cambridge 

history of India,’ the chronological accounts available from 
the records of the Kamakoti Pitha, the records by Fa-Hien 
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and K. T. Saunder’s “The Heritage of India Series’’ among 
many others. 

It is much to be hoped that this important brochure 
as well as books like ‘The Plot in Indian Chronology’ (by 
the same author) be paid the attention they so richly 
deserve, at the hands of research scholars both in India 
and abroad and thoroughly scrutinized. The Author doubtless 
deserves congratulations on the scholarly treatment of the 
theme which is bristling with controversies. We humbly 
suggest the addition of a bibliography for the study of the 
topic by young scholars, in the next edition, which, I pray, 
shall have to be published before long. 

Kindly acknowledge receipt of the book-post. 
With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely 

D. G. Apti• 

The Age of Lord Buddha. (B. C. 1887-1807) 

Sri Kota Venkataehalam ‘.has honoured me by send¬ 
ing a copy of his book “The Age of Lord Buddha.” 

I cannot sufficiently admire this grand-old - man for 
his yeoman efforts in bringing to the canvas of Indian 
history such well-known but shadowy hoary figures (as) 
Vikramaditya, Salivahana, Kumarila Bhatta and Sri Sankara- 
charya etc. It is not as if there is no material for fixing 
their ages and giving them “flesh and blood”, “Colour and 
line” and thus resuscitate them as real-live people who 
have left their mark in Ancient India. 

The real difficulty lies in the stupid inertia-one can 
call it perversity even in our present day Indian writers 
not to recognize the march of scholarship and research in 
our Ancient Puranas and other indigenous material in this 
practically virgin soil, Sriman Kota Venkataehalam has just 
scratched the soil (I hope he will excuse me) and behold 
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he has brought out gold. Sir W. Jones and his successors 
have dose good work in their own day. Nobody denies 
them their dues, but then it will not do to swear in the 
present day by their apriory theories and notions. As Sriman 
K. Venkatachalam has shown with great courage and learning, 
it is now high time to fix up the point the Cardinal fact 
in Indian History. 

Alexander of Maeedon, is contemporaneous with 
Gupta -chandra -Gupta and Samudra-Gupta. This should be 
made the Sheet-Anchor of Ancient Indian History, 

Once this cardinal fact is admitted and the former 
mistake acknowledged then everything becomes as clear as 
day-light. This truth must prevail. It has every right to 
prevail for then our Puranas become truthful chronicles. I 
suppose that there is no harm in this. On the other hand 
we have the satisfaction that these sacred books (sacred in 
the estimation* of millions of unsophisticated, ordinary humble 
folk of common sense) are after all speaking only of true 
fact3 and traditions. There is no fear of being “old fashion¬ 
ed” by realizing the truth of the Puranas. 

Further our Ancient well-known eras - verified by 
astronomical facts-take their rightful place in history. The 
Loukika era or Saptarshi Era-well-attested by Yudhistira’s pass¬ 
ing away (3076 B. C.). The Kali era of 3102 B. C.. the Vikra- 
maditya of 57 B C. and the Salivahana era of 78 A. D., become 
beacons of light showing our way in the darkness which 
our learned savants cf the west and the east delight in 
enshrouding our Ancient past. 

Sriman K. Venkatachalam has shown us the way. 
He has spent a well-merited life-time in this arduous task. 
Will our historians grasp the truth ‘'Because truth is truth’ 
and get out of the gang-mire into which they have thrown 
themselves? or will they become afraid of their so-called 
prestige and still wallow in the mire? 

; Further it is absolutely necessary to carry on 
researches ip the history of Kashmir and Nepal, Kalhana’S 
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Rajatarangini and the Nepala Raja Vamsavali cannot be 
ignored because they do not support the theory of Alexander 
and Chandra-Gupta Maury a. The Jain chronicles also cry 

out against this theory. The> assert that Kumarila was 
thrown out of the window by his Guru in 525 B. C. 

Taking therefore all the evidence so carefully and 
clearly brought out by our learned author the only honest 
conclusion that ean be arrived out is that the age of Buddha 
cannot be the ascribed sixth century B. C, but that it is 
really the 19th century B, C. 

In the conclusion it is my fervent hope that Sriman 
K. Venkatachalam may be spared a long number of years 
of life so that we can have from his learned pen the 
lives of such ancient kings fas) Mandhata, Nahusha and 
others of traditional fame. 

(Sd) 5. N. Venkatesa Iyer. 
Advocate 

17-12-’54. Coimbatore 

S. R. Narayana Ayyar. 
Advocate 

Devinilayam. Coonoor, The Nilgiris. 7 Dec. 1954 
Dear Sir, 

I have read through the book and I feel that you 
have made a good case to demolish the present dates, of the 
birth of Lord Buddha and Adi Sankaraeharya. 

(,Sd) S. R. Narayana Iyer. 

Organizer 1-1*1955 Delhi 
AGE OF LORD BUDDHA 

(By: Pt. Kota Vankatachalam; Gandhi Nagar, Vijayawada-2 

Pp. 46- Price Rs. 1 /—) 

This extremely interesting little booklet is a scholar’s 
effort to authentically establish the correct period of Buddha’s 
life, which, he concludes after discussing all material from 
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Puranic to modern sources, is B. C. 1887 to 1807. The author 
traces the genealogy of Buddha straight from Ikshwaku 

the son of Vaivasvat Manu. and adduces a number of refer¬ 
ences to substantiate his chronology. He examines western 
theories in this connection and finds them ill-founded. The 
critical care with which the author has examined all sources 
bearing on the subject is commendable. 

The Sunday Standard, November 28, 1954. 

Indian Chronology. 

The Plot In Indian Chronology By Pandit Kota 
Venkataehalam of Vijayawada. Rs, 7/8/- Available from the 
author, Gandhinagar, Vijayawada-2, 

The basis on which the author has built his thesis 
is thus expressed by him in his Own words. “For preparing 

the history of a country the main basis should be the 
ancient historical writings of the people of the country. 
Inscriptions etc., should be taken as confirmatory evidence. 
When such regular and complete historical treatises of 
ancient times are not available, adequate attention and 
respect should be paid to the customs, beliefs, traditions, 
generic ideas and persistent ideals of the people handed 
from generation to generation in the reconstruction of their 
ancient history. But ancient history should never be based 
on the individual opinions and guess-work of the writers 
in direct contravention of the traditions of the people. Such 
writings constitute no dignified appellation of historical 
treatises.’-' 

Starting with this premise, the author bases himself 
on material available in the Puranas and the epics. He 
charges European orientalists with disregarding Puranic 
chronology and minimising the antiquity of India. Accord¬ 
ing to him this ‘plot’ was deliberate and started with Sir 
William Jones who ‘concocted a false chronology for the 
apcient history of Bharat and propounded baseless theories 
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which were ail the product of his imagination and whim. 
And why did Jones do that? The author's explanation is 
that Jones, a pious Christian, was anxious to ignore date® 
which would run counter to the chronology of creation 
given in the Bible. So, he purposely reduced the antiquity 
of Indian history and culture by identifying Chandragupta 
Maurya with the Sandracottus mentioned by Greek records 
as the contemporary of Alexander the Great. The author 

contends that this Sandracottus was really Chandragupta of 
the Gupta Dynasty. His view is that Chandragupta of the' 
Maurya Dynasty reigned from 3534 B.C. and not from 322 
B, C„ as assumed by western Orientalists and that Chandra¬ 
gupta of the Gupta Dynasty was the founder of the Andhra 
Bhritya dynasty who started the Gupta Era in 327 B. C, 
Ha charges these European scholars with ‘discarding Vikra* 
maditya and Salivahana as mythical personages, because dat¬ 
ing Vikramaditya to the first century B. C„ (as it should be 
done) does not fit in with the chronology they assigned to 
the Maurya Dynasty. The author’s belief is that the 
chronology of Indian history should be begun with the Maha- 
bharatha war which was 36 years before the Kali Era (beginning 
in 3102 B. C.), that is, in 3138 B. C. The Yavana kings of 
the Asokan inscriptions should not be identified with the 
Greek kings of the 3rd century B. C., as is done, but with 
the excommunicated Kshatriya princes who set up kingdoms 
in the northwest of India in the fifteenth century B. C. 
The author opines that authenticity of inscriptions should 
not be taken for granted and adduces the Hathigumpha 
record of Kharavela to support his opinion. In Chapter ten, 
he studies the Aihole inscription to glean evidence for his 
view that the Mahabharata war was in 3138 B. C. and that 
Kalidasa and Bharavi should be dated to the first century 
B. C. 

Prof. Subba Row, in his foreword, has given sup* 
port to the views put forward by the author. None can 
question the deep study made by the author and the incisive 
logic with which he presents his views. Unfortunately it is 
true that several basic dates in ancient Indian history are 
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tentative and it is certainly no sacrilege to question them. 
Yet. we cannot share the view of the autho? that European 
Orientalists deliberately conspired to falsify Indian chronology. 
The author’s attempt to question “the Sheet-Anchor of 
Indian chronology” as established by Jones is so revolutio¬ 
nary of the accepted view that the question how far he is 
successful in his attempt should be left for decision to the 
unprejudiced and dispassionate judgement of the eminent 
scholars in the field, who are, fortunately, numerous. Till 
the accepted view is overthrown, it must hold the field. 
The author can claim to have stimulated thought on the 
matter. 

T. K. Venkata Raman. 

In his introduction to my Book “The Indian Eras’” 
(Telugu) the late Kala* Prapurna, Mahopadhyaya, Ch. Nara- 

yana Rao M.A-, Ph. D., L. T. wrote the following sentences:— 

“Till now our Indian History has been written in 
imitation of that of the western writers. Those books are 
prescribed as texts in schools and colleges for students. 
The teachers instruct and the pupils study those books, in 
a blind manner, without any critical outlook. So we are 
not able to get a correct and true account of our national 
history. Even those who obtained English degrees wrote 
history without further research, depending entirely on the 
writing of western scholars. There is no agreement in the 
writings of the learned historians even though they wrote 
them after some investigation. As the Occidentalists had no 
faith, in the original sources and records, excepting the 
inscriptions and in the Puranas, our historians also disre¬ 
garded and neglected them (Puranas), However, there Is no 
dearth of wise and judicious chroniclers among us, outside 
the range of the western educated, who can use their intellect 
to make a thorough study of the above sources, and produce 
an accurate and correct history. Of these, Sri Kota Venkata- 
chalam, an Andhra scholar of Vijayawada tops the list. I 
have the good luck of having acquaintance and association 
with the gentleman for the past three years. His attempts 



to exhibit the Bharatiya Culture, Civilisatiun and 1’radtions 
and the truths as expounded in his books are, indeed, peer¬ 
less and praiseworthy. I had the good fortune of perusing 
his instructive and illuminating works, the out-eome of his 
extensive and exhaustive researches, namely ‘‘Kali Saka 

Vijnanam” (Three parts), “who are Andhras?”, “criticism on 
the Arctic Home of the Aryans;” “Manava Srishti Vijnanam” 
or “1 he Genesis of the Human Race” and other works. Further 
Sri K. Venkatachalam exposed the several blunders commi¬ 
tted by Pargitar in his bock “The Dynasties of the Kal1" 
Age” and corrected his wrong theories by citing quotations 
from the same Puranas, accepted as authentic by the same 
western scholar. I am of opinion that all the Andhras 
should Study “Kalisaka Vijnanam.” His decisions about the 
Jambu Dvipa Vibhagams (Divisions) are admirable. The 
angle of vision and the line of argument in his work “Who 
are Andhras?” are quite logical and original. The true origin 
of the Andhras has been correctly shown in this book. His 
criticism on the “Arctic Home”, is quite an authoritative 
document upon Sri B. G, Tilak’s work. While the W. Scho¬ 
lars who could not fathom the depths of the Vedic lore 
were led astray by the scholarship of Tilak and so praised 

his book, Sri Venkatachalam, with his deep knowledge of 
Vedic lore, was able enough to contradict and criticise it 
and supply correct interpretation. His work, the Bharatiya 
Sakas, is of great use, since it lays bare gross mistakes 
of the westerners and at the same time establishes t.he 
correct dates of the Indian Eras. The eminent erudition 
and the critical acumen of the author arrests the spread 
of the false notions and upholds the cause of true and 

correct Indian history. He wrote several works in this vein 
and I trust that they will all soon see.the light of the day. 

Ch, Narayana Rao, M.A., Ph.D., L.T. 

Mahopachyaya SL Kala Prapoorna. 

Anantapur, 14-10-1950 
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INTRODUCTION 
by 

Sri R. Sabba Rao Pantulu, M.A., L.T., M.E.S. (Retd) 

H>i. G-ni'.rxl Seerttnry Andhra Hte, Reseirch Society Rajahmundry 

Author of ‘History of KiVnj * et\ G>ot. Nominee Madras Regional 

Lilian His. Cun mission: H-nl of the Dipt, of History & Econom¬ 

ics, Govt. Arts College R ij ahmundry (Retd.). 

Kalhana in writing his history of Kashmir Kings in 
1148 A. D., stated that his main purpose was to remedy the 
errors (committed by later chroniclers) with the help of old 
records, gift-deeds and inscriptions that were at his disposal. 
So far so good. But, as pointed out by the author Pt. Sri 
Venkatachalam, western scholars like Buhler not only failed 
to mention this fast but they actually, in their writings, 
changed the places and periods of certain kings. Hence the 
necessity for this author to point out this fact and set 
right the things in this valuable and learned work. The author 
restored from oblivion, the names of 35 kings omitted by Kal¬ 
hana and his predecessors as they led a life contrary to the 
Hindu Holy Scriptures. Four verses. Viz. 49, ZQ, 51, 54 in the first 
Taranga are later interpolations and as the Author points 
out Kalhana himself in verses, 1, 53 and 56 refers to Lauki- 
kabda B, C, 3976 which is made the Sheet-Anchor of Kash- 
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mir History. The statement that Kuru-Pandavas ruled after 
653 years lapsed in Ka'i Era eannot be attributed to Kalha- 
na nor is it correct. Drs. Buhler and Stein did not under¬ 
stand or did not interpret Kalhana’s writings correctly. The 
author himself a great Sanskrit scholar took pains to study 
several ancient works and his statement that the history 
of Kashmir must begin from 3450 B, & or 312 years before 
the beginning of Bharata battle is really convincing. 

In part II of- this work, the Age of Lord Buddha 
is correctlyv.;given as 1887 B. C. to 1807 B. C., supported 
by the Ikshvaku genealogy and Magadha genealogy as well 
atf historical and astronomical data. 

Vikramaditya-a name given by his parents- mentioned 
in Rajatarangini, is said to have ruled from B. C. 82 to 19 
A. D, But the Western scholars, as rightly complained by 
the author, wrongly or even with some prejudice identified 
him with Chandragupta II of the Gupta Dynasty who won 
the tittle of Vikramaditya according to the Puranas. He 
has given convincing proof of this in his new work on 
Vikramaditya, 

The blunders committed by western historians 
regarding Mihirakula and Toramana, their times, anseestry 
and deeds in Kashmir have been exposed by the author 
with the necessary authorities. 

Last but not least, his statements regarding Malava. 
Gana Saka of 725 B. C„ are worth careful perusal; This 
was wrongly identified with Vikrama Era of 57 B. C„ in 
our Indian Histories. The Malava-Gana Saka throws new 
light on Gapta Chronology. 

On the whole, it is a good critical history which 
should be read by every scholar and which should find a 
place in every library. 

R. Subba Rao, M.A., L.T., M.E.S. (Retd) 

is-2-1955. 
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“The be3fc way to undermine the foundations 

of a false creed (History) and successfully attack it, 

is to lay it open to the eyes of all and exhibit it 

as it really is. Error never retains its hold over the 

mind except under the mask of truth which it con¬ 

trives to assume. When deprived of the mask that 

has covered its emptiness and unreality, it vanishes 

away as a phantom and an illusion, 

(Vide The Life an 5 Legend of Gautama, By 

Bishop P. Bigandet. Preface to the first Edition 

P. XIV. October 18SS Rangoon). 

i 
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THANKS 

I am very sorry that this book could, not be 
published during the life time of my friend Sri S. V 
Raghava Iyyangar M. A., B. Ed., Retired Head 
master, Hindu Branch, Bezwada, who translated this 
history of Kashmir into English, originally written by 
me in Telugu. I take this opportunity of expressing 
my deep sense of thankfulness to this scholar, poet 
and writer who laboured all his life for the promo¬ 
tion of Indian Culture. May Sri Maha Vishnu grant 
him peace! 

AUTHOR 
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CHRONOLOGY OF KASHMIR HISTORY 

RECONSTRUCTED 
PREFACE 

It is admitted on all hands nowadays that in the entire 
range of world’s literature the Vedas of the Hindus are the most 
ancient. And the Vedas form the basis for the various daily 
activities prescribed for and performed by the Bharatiyas from 
the time of their rising from bed-cons in the morning to the 
time of their going to bed in the night. From the procedure 
of brushing the teeth all the daily physical and intelleetua1 
activities of the human being are laid down in the form 
of sacred duties in the Vedas. Even to this day the con¬ 
duct of the orthodox among the Indians is regulated by 
the Vedic injunctions. For the due performance of these 
Vedic rites time and place are of importance and have to 
be carefully fixed and noted. Tne prescribed rites have 
to be performed at the times prescribed exactly without any 

■discrepancy even to the very minute and second. Time 
is fixed accurately with reference to the movements and 
relative positions of the Sun, Moon, the Planet3 and Stars 
and the activities of the orthodox Hindus who observe 
the traditional ritual are still regulated by the time thus deter¬ 
mined, even to this day. Almanacs are prepared every year for 
the purpose, on the basis of their highly developed and perfected 
•astronomical science and these are available to the common 
people. It is the custom of the country to keep the alma¬ 
nac in every Hindu house-hold. With its help every one 
knows the date (the phase of Moon) the day of the week, 
the star associated with the Moon, Yoga and karana and 
is enabled to-— perform the rites prescribed for him, his reli¬ 
gious injunctions. Besides, these almanacs contain details 
of the movements of the different planets and their posi - 
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tions from time to time, the fixing of the present time in 
the flow of time from the beginning of the month, the 
.year, the yuga, the Manvanthara, the kalpa, the beginning of 
creation itself. According to these almanacs, which 
show a remarkable uniformity in these matters from time 
to time and province to province throughout the country, 

1. the present time 1952 A. D. is the year 5053 of the 
kali Yuga. 

2. the time elapsed since the beginning of the Manvanthara 
of Vaivaswatha Manu the seventh Manu is 12, 05, 33, 053 years. 

3. The time elapsed since the beginning of the 28 th 
Mahayuga is 38, 93, 053 years, 

4. In the 23th Mahayuga. of the present kaliyuga the time 
elapsed is 5953 years. So 1952 A. D is equivalent to kali 
d053. Hence the first year* of the Kali Era comes in 3101 
B. C. Even the scholars of the west i the orientalists) of 
modern times all recognise that the kali Era of the Hindu 
system of reckoning time began at 2-27’—30’ hours on the 
20th of February 3102 B. C.. the first year of the kali 
Era is 3101 B. C., that in the year Kali 26 on the first 
day of the year, i. e. in 3076 B. C„ the victors in the Maha-. 
bharata war, the Pandavas, Yudhishtira and his brothers 
ascended to heaven, that on that day the constellation of 
stars familiarly known as Saptarshi Mandala left the region 
of Magha and entered the region of the next star and 
from that time commenced the Saptarshi Era or the Yudhi¬ 
shtira kala Era. This Era is known in Kashmir as the 
Easlimirabda even to this day and it figures in their almanacs 
from year to year, even according to Dr. Buhler, ( Vide 
Indian Eras £ in English ’ by this author). ' Dr, Buhler quotes 
in this connection the following verse. 

(C t5"gs sr'cSiS'-^sSsS 13^* * cJSoo|jj6cJSr»*X*sl 

•$j&8x$r*£o (jSsS&oS Coggsi 

4 ■ wM fft: swrar: i 
ft safte sra^ft m: n 

* '• Is not correct. 

n 
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The verse means “ In the 25 th year of the kali Era 
Yudhishtira and his brothers etc. ascended to heaven. 
From this year those verses in astronomy reckon the 
Saptarshi Era. This Era is used in the almanacs of Kash¬ 
mir from year to year 

On the strength of this verse and many other autho¬ 
rities cited by him. Dr. Buhler himself has established 
conclusively that the Saptarshi Era began in kali 26 or 
3076 B.C„ and the Kali Era began in 3102 B. C. The 
Yudhishtira Era began in the year of the Mahabharata 
war i. e. 36 years before kali and the coronation of Yu* 
dhishtira after the war in the same year 3138 B. C. 
It follows therefore that Dr. Buhler and his followers, the 
orientalists who accept his lead on these questions, concede 
though they do not say so in so many words that the 
Mahabharata war took place in 3138 B. C., as Sri Krishn® 
passed away in the 36 th year of the reign of Yudhishtira, 
at the same time the Seven Planets were joined together 
in Mesha, the Kali Era began, Yudhishtira renounced his 
kingdom and started on a pilgrimage to the sacred places. 
The fixing of the Kali Era fixes automatically the time 
of the Mahabharata War. When once the initial year of 
the Kali Era is fixed in 3102 B. C. the time of the Maha¬ 
bharata War is fixed 36 years earlier i. e. in 3138 B. C. 
The conclusions of Dr, Buhler on the Kali Era and the 
Saptarshi Era are recorded in pages 264 to 268 of Vol, Vl 
•of the Indian Antiquary. They are reproduced before for 
ready reference.” . 

“ These facts are sufficient to prove that P. Dayaram’s 
■statement regarding the beginning of tbe Saptarsai Era 
is not an invention of his own, but based on the general 
tradition of the country. I do not for a moment doubt that 
the calculation that throws the beginning of the Saptarshi 
Era bact to 3076 B. 0. is worth no more than that which 
fixes the beginning of the Kali Yuga in 3101 B. C. But it 
seems to me certain that it i3 much older than Kalhana’3 
time because his equation Saptarshi 24 = Saka 1070 agrees 
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with it. It may therefore be safely used for reducing with 
exactness the Saptarshi years, months and days mentioned 
in his work Rajatharangini to years Gf the Christian Era. 
The results which will be thus obtained will always closely 
agree with those gained by General Cunningham, who did 
use the right key 

From the above quotation, it is clear that Dr. Buhler 
and General Cunningham, not only accepted but conclusively 
proved these facts that Kali year 1 is 3101 B. C , that Kali 
26 is 3076 B. C., and' this is the initial year of the Era, 
known as Laukikabda, Saptarshi Saka, Kashmirabda. and 
Yudhishtira Kala Saka, The year of the Mahabharata War 
is 3102 4-36=3138 B. C. Sir William Jones, Dr. Wilford, Dr. 
Hultzseh, Dr. Buhler. General Cnnningham. Lassen, Wilson. Zod, 
Fergusson, Dr. -Beal. Stein, Dr. Troyer, Dr. Fleet, 
prof. Maxmuller, Weber, Macdonell and other orientalists 
were alllived in 19 th century A. D. They have all attempted 
Histories of India or Histories of Indian Literature. In fix¬ 
ing the dates in their several histories they seem to have 
proceeded on an agreed plan to bring down the events of 
the Mahabharata War and later events recorded in our 
epics and Puranas, to recent times after 4004 B. C„ when 
according to their sacred text of the Christian religion, the 
Holy Bible, the creation of man and this earth began. In 
accordance with this predetermined plan all these orienta¬ 
lists while accepting the lists of the dynasties of kings 
mentioned in our Puranas, at. the same time they rejected 
the times of the events and the lengths of the reigns of 
their kings specified therein but reduced the antiquity of 
the entire history by 1200 years. To suit their purpose 
they have rejected and deliberately ignored the basis of all 
references to time in our Puranas, the year of the Maha¬ 
bharata War in 3138 B.C„ or the year of the Kali Era 3102 
B.C., or the year of the Saptarshi Era 3076 B.C., and made the 
supposed contemporaneity of Alexander the great with the Indian 
princes Xandrames, Srandrocottus and Sandrocyptus whom 
they wrongly but wantonly identified as the Mahapadma Nanda 
Chandragupta and Bindu - Sara or Amitraghata of the Maurya 
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dynasty of Magadha mentioned in our Puranas, the basis 

of all their chronological determinations in Indian History. 

The Indian monarehs referred to by the ancient Greek His¬ 
torians were not these princes of Magadha of the Maurya 
dynasty. They were respectively Chandrasri or Chandrabija 
or Chandramas, the last king of the Andhra dynasty that 
ruled over the Magadha empire long after the Mauryas. 

Cbandragupta of the Gupta dynasty who was a military 

officer under him and seized power from him and ascended 
the imperial throne and his son Samudragupta the great 
conqueror who extended his sway all over the continent,, 
the famous monarch of the Gupta dynasty. Rejecting deli¬ 

berately this correct and obvious identification naturally 
suggested by the indisputable similarity in the names of 
Xandraraes or Chandrasri, Sandrocottus or Chandragupta and 
Sandrocyptus or Samudragupta these western Historians, by 
their wrong and absurd identification of Xamdrames with Maha- 
padmananda of the Nanda Dynasty, Sandrocottus with Chan¬ 
dragupta. and Sandrocyptus with Bindusara or Amitraghata 
of the Maurya dynasty, mentioned in our Puranas among 
the kings of Magadha. they pushed forward Maurya Chan¬ 
dragupta who was crowned in 1534 B.C., to 322 B.C., by a 
period of nearly 1212 years and since this determination was 

accepted as the basis for the reconstruction of Indian His¬ 
tory and the Chronology of Indian princes of ancient times, 
the antiquity of our entire history has been correspondingly 
reduced by 1212 years. Thus they are unable to tally their1 
findings with the proved and establised times of the Maha- 

bharata War, the Kali Era or the Saptarhsi Era - proved 
accepted and adopted by themselves- or any reference to time 

on any Indian Era mentioned in the Puranas. But on acco¬ 
unt of this discrepancy between accounts given in our Pura- 
na?, of the events of our History and their own accounts 

based on their own wrong hypothesis, itself motivated by 
bias and prejudice against the antiquity cf our history and 

civilisation and culture, these Orientalists, and their follow¬ 
ers have oeen loudly proclaiming that the chronologies con¬ 

tained in our sacred Puranas are all wrong deliberately 
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exaggerated unreliable for historical purposes. This mischie¬ 
vous propaganda is being carried on by Indian scholars also 

who follow in their footsteps blindly, repeating their words 
parrotlike with a regretable lack of any independant capa¬ 

city to think for themselves and ascertain the truth regard¬ 

ing their own country’s past. The wrong hypothesis of the 

contemporaneity of Alexander the Great and Chandragupta 

Maurya of Magadha is mainly responsible for all this confu¬ 
sion in our history and injustice to our culture. To justify 
the validity of their absurd hypothesis and their histories 
of India based thereon these orientalists began to meddle 
with Nepala Raja Vamsavali (the list of dynasties of the 
kings of Nepal ) and Kalhana’s Rajatharangini, which gives 
the chronology of the kings of Kashmir and attempted to 

reduce the antiquity of the History of Nepal and Kashmir 
by the same period of 1212 years and reconstruct the his¬ 
tories of these Kingdoms also in their own way, dealing arbitrarily 
and to suit their preconceived prejudices, with all references to 
time in those avowedly historical compositions by our anci¬ 
ents which should naturally claim the highest, indisputable 
authority for the Historians of our country, discounting 

their historical value and elevating to a position of greater 
antiquity, stray references at second or third hand to events 
and kings of Indian history in the writings of Greek and 
Chinese travellers and Historians and men of letters, and even 

tampering with the texts of our native compositions which 
fell into their ^hands. Not satisfied with this, they have 
approached the 'records of Chinese travellers to India of 
ancient times and on the pretext of translating them into 
modern languages, they seem to have tampered with the texts 
of such records also to alter and adjust the references in 
them to the events of Indian histony to suit and thus justify 
their fictitious Indian history. The thief should naturally 

be suspected in all his activities. It is hard to believe that 
these orientalists who were clearly guilty of arbitrary handling 
and mischievous tampeing with the manuscripts of the 

authoritative texts of our countrymen in their dealings with the 
Histories of India, Nepal and Kashmir could be fair unbiassed and 
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objective as befitting a true historian, in their dealings elsewhere 
with the ancient records of other eastern countries, like China 
and Ceylon, which were closely connected with India, cul¬ 
turally in ancient times. Self-interest and desire for eonsis- 

tancy would dictate consistency in conduct and therefore 
equally daring and mischievous distortions, tampering and 
mis-interpretation. That is the reason why, perhaps, they 

have laid down that for the reconstruction of the ancient 
history of India the writings of foreign travellers and 
Historians inscriptions, coins & Buildings were of greater value 
and more reliable than the compositions of; Indians them 
selves of ancient times contemporary with the events or 

at least traditional accounts of those events. In our innocence, 

ignorance, modesty, inferiority complex and superstitious 
admiration and veneration for the culture and views of 
the ruling race, our people, even the scholars and 
Historians among us, educated in the institutions and accor¬ 
ding to the system established by the rulers and indoctri¬ 
nated with such prejudiced views and writings of the 
western orientalists, have believed, during all these 
decades of foreign domination, with unquestioning faith, 
all these insulting verdicts on the antiquity of our history 
and culture, the reliabilities of our historians, the regard 

for truth in our natural character; the history of India, 

composed by these Indian follwers of the European masters 
are all based on the same false hypothesis and the conse¬ 
quent wrong and absurd conclusions and chronologies. 

We need not attribute the neglect of the three famous- 
Indian Eras, the Yudhistira Era, the Kali Era, the Saptar- 

shi Era ( or the Yudhishtira Kala Era) , by the European 
orientalists to ignorance of them on their part. Sir William 
Jones knew the Kali Era of 3102 B.C. (Vide Jona’s works 
VolIV Ch. I. PP, 17-20 written in 1778 A. D. by Jones) 

Dr. H. H, Wilson at any rate was aware of the existence of 

the Kashmir Era at the time of 1825 A. D. “ To Dr. Horace 
Heyman Wilson’s famous essay on the Hindu History of Kashmir 

published in 1825 in Vol XV of the Asiatic resear¬ 
ches Calcutta, belongs the merit of having first acquain- 
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ted European students with the general character of Kalhana’s 
Rajatarangini, a chronicle of the kings of Kashmir from 
the commencement of the Great Mahabharata War down to 

the year 4224 of the Loukika Era or Yudhishtira Kaia Era 
corresponding to 1148-49 A. D. ” “ ( Quoted by T. S. Narayana 
Sastry, in his Age of ‘Sankara’ part I, Pp. 12, 13 ) 

Dr. Buhler has given the entire history of this Kashmir 
Era and besides he has also established beyond doubt, the 

anterior Kali Era, and its initial year in 3102 B. C. His find¬ 
ings are reproduced in the first pages of this book. This 
Kali Era has been in vogue in all the native almanacs in 
the different provinces of India all these centuries of our 

hoary past. 

M. Troyer, among these orientalists, ■ even then in 1859 
A. D. held the view that the contemporaneity of Alexander 
the Great of Greece and Chandra Gupta Maurya of Magadha was 
wrong and that the contemporary (Indian prince) of Alexander 
was Chandra Gupta of the Gupta dynasty of Magadha and not 

■only recorded it in his introduction to Rajatharangini but 
wrote the same in a personal letter addressed to prof. 
Max-Muiler. But prof. Max—Muller stuck to his own view 
without meeting the arguments of Troyer, coolly ignoring 
it. In this connection prof. Max—Muller writes 

e' Although other scholars, and particularly M. Troyer, 

in his edition of the Raja tarangini, have raised objections, 
we shall see that the evidence in favour of the identity of 
Chandragupta and Sandrocyptus is such as to admit of no 

.reasonable doubt- " 

(Vide pp. 3-8 of Max- Muller’s History of Ancient 
Sanskrit Literature Ed. 1859 & The Allhabad Edition, 

P—P. 141 — 143.) 

Hence it is obvious that the ancient, history of India now 

in vogue has been the reconstruction of European Orient¬ 
alists who were all determined to maintain certain preconce¬ 
ived views of their own and to sacrifice historical truth to 

the same if necessry. Even to this day no answer is forth¬ 
coming to the objection of M. Troyer to the basic hypothesis 
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of our current accepted history of ancient India built up 

assiduously by these interested orientalists. The author of 
this treatise ventures to appeal to all historians to whom 
historical truth should be sacred and precious to rect¬ 
ify this mistake and redress the injustice so deliberately 
perpetrated on the history of India. He challenges the 
historians who wish to uphold the current version of our 
ancient Indian History and question our alternative hypothe" 
sis and contention to come forward with their arguments 
and authorities and controvert in the issues for the eonto- 
versy are given below: — 

1. 36 Years before Kali in 3138 B.C. the Year of the Maha. 
Bharata war Yudhishtira the Victor in the war was crowned 
at Hastinapura, Brihadbaia in Ayodhya, Somadhi in Maga- 
dha, Gali in Nepal and Gonanda II in Kashmir* 

2. From that starting point the Puranas give us lists 
of the Kings of the different dynasties that ruled over 
these various kingdoms and the periods of their reigns down 
to modern times. 

3. That the Kali Era began in 3102 B.C. that in Kali 26 

or 3076 B.C., the Kashmir Era or Loukika Era or Yudhishtira- 
Kala- era inaugurated, were wel1 known to toe orientalists. 

Sir Wiliam Jones, Wilfxrd, Lassen, Wilson. Max-Mulier, Dr. 

Buhler, Cunningham etc. who were engaged in laying the 
foundations for the reconstruction of the ancient History of 

India In modern times. 

4. Still these orientalists deliberately indulged in assidu¬ 
ously propagating the wrong view that the da.te of Ale~ 

xander s invasion of India should he taken as the 

basis and starting point for the History of India 

and there is no other alternative basis* 

5. They deliberately ignored the natural course open 

to them for the purpose of starting with the year of the Mahabha- 

rata war before Kali 36 (i. e. 3102+36^3138 B.C. ) and using the 
accounts of the kings and their reigns in the puranas from 

that time to establish the chronology of Indian History and 

resorted to their own procedure based on a fictitious basis. 
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A Challenge 

Hence the author of this treatise challenges the historians 

not only of India but of all the countries on the following 

issues. Those who dispute them are invited to come for¬ 

ward with their authorities and arguments in support of 
their views and submit the dispute in writing to the impartial 

judgement of any tribunal competant to deal with the matter. 

Issues for Controversy 

1. The Kali Era began in 3102. B. C. 

2. The time of the Mahabharata war 36 Years before 

the kali Era commenced—so in B. C. 3139 — 3138. 

3. The Saptarshi Era or Laukika Era or Kashmirabda" 

Kali-26 or 3077—3076 B, C. 

4. The Chronology of Indian History should begin with 
the Mahabharata war in 36 before Kali or 3138 B. C., and be 
based on the times of the Kings of the Dynasties of our 

ancient ‘kingdoms available in our puranas, epics and histo' 

rical works, 

5. The reigning monarch in India at about the time of 

Alexander’s invasion 326 —322 B. C. was Chandra Gupta of the 

Gupta Dynasty of pataliputra and not ChandraGupta Maurya- 

who was crowned in 1534 B, C. as the king of Magadha, 

Many so-called Indian Historians have compiled histories of 

India, But if they had first acquainted themselves thoroughly 
with Indian literature and approached the Indian histories 

prepared by European orientalists with the discrimination 
and critical alertness born of such knowledge of their own 

literature, they could have detected the fallacies in the 

arguments of these orientalists and exposed them 
and contributed to the reconstruction of the true 

history of their country but they were brought up intellec¬ 

tually* as the children of the European scholars, lost thejr 



own individuality and independent judgement and accepted 

the wrong hypotheses of their foreign masters as veritable 
statements of facts, adopted their lines of argument and 

repeated in other words the same wrung history of their 

country which they learnt from their foreign masters. These 

Indian historians generally do not claim any knowledge of 

their own Puranas, even if a few of them do his acquain¬ 

tance with it will be confused to an English translation 
or through an English commentary. If he ever attempts 

an interpretation of any of our Puranas his interpretation 
and understanding of it will be based on the interpretations 
and arguments of the European scholars and never on the 

traditions of his own country. It is naturally absurd to expect 
of such Indian historians a true history of their own coun¬ 

try, Even when the mischievous distortions and purversions 

of our historical authorities are brought to their notice, the 

so-called Indian research scholar-in Indian History is reluctant 
even to consider it dispassionately when he is shown the 
atrocious arbitrary dealings of the European Orientalists like 

Buhler, Stein etc., with the chronologies of even the royal 
dynasties of Kashmir and Nepal and the wrong historical 

treatises which form the authority for them he instinctively 
endeavours to justify them or exonerate them. He follows 

blindly the arguments of his foreign masters when they 

dismiss such verses of the historical treatises as run counter 

to their own preconceived theories as spurious. He believes 
with pathetic mental slavery, the insulting assertions of the 
foreign scholars that the ancient writers of India had no 
regard for historic truth or sense of accuracy in dates, that 
they wantonly exaggerated the duration of the reigns of our 
kings out of a vain desire to claim antiquity and contem- 

poraueii„ with the legendary heroes of the Mahabharata War 
for the founders of the royal dynasties of the different 
kingdoms in the country. Such one are the overwhelming majo- 
rity of the Indian historians of India of the present,-- 
intellectual slaves to the west and hence deserving of con¬ 
demnation at our hands, certain io be condemned by the 
future generations of our country-men. 



The author of this treatise, who has already published 

his findings in these directions in several volumes in the 

regional language, Teiugu, after a laborious and solitary stru¬ 

ggle with difficulties, discouragement and indifference had 

presented copies of each of them to all the well-known 
historians in Andhra Desa, inviting their doubts, views and 
criticisms of the contents to which answers would be offered 

by him or their conclusions would be accepted by him. But 

of all of them only one was courteous and fair enough to 

respond, the late Mahopadhyaya and Kalaprapurna Dr. Chi- 

ukuri Narayanarao panthuiu M. A,, Ph. D., L. T Anantapur 

who promtly confessed—that the current accepted histories 

were all based on false foundations, that the acceptance of 

the same by him among other Indian historians was due to 

their implicit faith in the findings of the European Orienta¬ 
lists and absolute ignorance of our Puranas, the basic autho¬ 

ritative texts and authorities for ancient Indian History, that 
the text—books of history taught to our youngsters in schools 

and colleges were full of distortions and mistakes and 

that the views of the present author appeared to him per¬ 

fectly reasonable and justified—in his valuable introduction 

to the author’s treatise in Teiugu on ' Indian Eras,’ (An 
English rendering of it will be found seperately.) 

But all the others refrained from any kind of reply 
or response. Nearly four years have passed since. If they 

had expressed their views agreeing or disagreeing with the 

author and come out with their arguments and authorities 

in support of their views, they wou«d have contributed to 

the cause of the Indan History and laid the future gene¬ 

rations of their c mntry-men under obligation to them. But 
by their silence and indifference they h$ve confused and 

obstructed the ascertainment of the truth. 

For the reconstruction of the ancient history of a country 

histories of the country written by the natives in earlier 

times should form the essential basis. Without interpreting 
them properly end without other aids such as inscriptions, 

coins etc,, of those itirces our ancient history has been 



attempted by the European orientalists and their blind native 

followers, on the basis of their own prejudices and hypo¬ 

theses to suit them, which have been clothed with the 

dignified appellation of researches• But such writings 

cannot claim the respect one to history. Such treatises 

based on conjectures punctuated everywhere with doubts 

and apologies and approximations and- gaps from the 

histories *for us and one prescribed for study by our 

young. This should be at-once scrapped altogether. The 
history of our country must be reconstructed afresh on 

the basis of our hoary literature The Indian Government and 

the Indian historians should for a time totally forget the 
history learnt by them in the school-days, conduct genuine 
dispassionate researches into our ancient literature and Pur- 

anas, and only then will it be possible to ascertain the true 

history of our past. Such an endeavour the author of this 
treatise has put up over the last SO years and studied our 

Puranas and other ancient literature, the criticisms of the same 
by the European orientalists, the histories prepared by 
them, and produced a number of books under the general 
title, “Arya Vijnana’5.Toe Aryan cui turec exposing the 
fallacies and perversions of which the western historians have 

been deliberately guilty and the authoritative texts from the 

ancient literature of the country to rectify the same and 

offered the series of treatises on Indian historical subject to 
his countrymen. It is up to the Indian youth and histori¬ 
cal scholars to examine them and appreciate them and make 
use of them. It is up to the truth-loving historians of the 
west al so to examine them and ascertain the truth in their 

contentions and advise the historians of India properly—with 

regard to the procedure to be adopted for reconstructing 
the true history of their country at least now. 

Interpolations and Misinterpretations 

Champakapura was a small State in Kashmir. The king 

of this State was paying tribute to the monarehs of Kashmir. 

The king of Champakapura was the prime- minister of 
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the Sovereign of Kashmir. His son Pundit sKalhana’ 

was the author of ss Rajatarangini ” the History of Kashmir. 

Kalhana was a great Sanskrit Scholar. His work 

“ Rajatarangini ” being printed, the whole book is avai¬ 

lable now, for our perusal. It is printed in Deva Nagari 
script, in two volumes, consisting of eight Tarangas. The 

author himself expressed that he wrote a critical systematic 

history of the kings inl!48 AD., after a scrutiny of twelve ancient 

histories, inscriptions, the eulogies of the heirarchy of the past 

generation of the kings by the heralds and officers of the 

State and that he cleared all his doubts, 

(?lTdt^f SPBFvW:) in the light of his researches. 

The beginning of Gonanda III ’s rule goes back to 2330 

years, of his own time (the time of the author Kalhana), 

and he was writing the history of the Kashmir Rulers from 
that time and Kalhana said that the period of his writing the 

Rajatarangini ” was Loukikabda 24 (i.e.-4224 ) of Saka 

1070 or 1148 A. D. Prior to Gonanda III. 52 kings who discar¬ 
ded the Vedic Dharma ruled for 2268 years according to popular 

tradition. Kalhana affirmed that he wrote the past history after 

a close study of 11 Chroniclers and the Purana of (Nilamuni) 
who existed before his time. 

M- Troyer fixed the date of Gonanda III, to be 2330 

years anterior to that of Kalhana’ s Rajatarangini date, that is, 
( 2330—1148)= 1182 B. C. 

Br» Buhler, Indian Antiquary, Vol V„ Edition 1876 

in Pages 27 onwards, mentioned as follows; — 

“.It ( Sapfa -shi Era ) began on Chaitra Sudhi, 
1 st of me 26 th Year of Kaliyuga, or March—April, 30 76 

B. C.,” which Comes to. 

Saptarshi Era Begins — 3076 B. G, 

Kali Era or Years— 26 

(i. e Kali Era begins 3076+26 = 3102 B, C. ), Maha - Bharata 
war took place 36 Years before the beginning of Kali Era, i. e 

3102+36 = 3138 B. C. This above computation of the 
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Saptarshi and Kali Era was accepted by Buhler, Stein. Cun- 

ningham and other western historians. Further, in his eriti- 

aue on the genealogy of the kings of Nepal, Dr, Buhler 

asserted that Kali E*’a commenced from 8102 B. G. 

Dr. Stein an adept in adverse criticism, and other historians, 
distorted the above data an 1 perverted the dates of the 

Indian (Magadha) rulers. They made Alexander who lived 
in 827 B. C. a contemporary to Maurya Chandra Gupta of 

1584 B. C. By this garble of facts, the history of 1207 years 
was screened over from the public vision, and the reigning 

periods of several Indian sovereigns were shortened to suit 

the misrepresentation. We could come to this conclusion by 

a comparative study of other Histories, (such as Kashmir 
and Nepal etc, ) 

With the aid of the original Sanskrit Rajatarangini 

of Kalhana. we repudiate, in the following pages, the distorted 
and perverted theories of all the biassed and prejudiced 
historians of India, The statement that the Pandavas lived 

653 years after the Kah Era, the Bharata battle was fought 
then, and that the constellation of the Seven Sages ( Saptarshi 
Maridala) was located in Magha Star at that time is 

contradicted. The four verses, of R. T. 1—49, 50, 51, 54 

are the insertions of an interpolator to discredit Kalhana, 

and we have shown that their purport is not in accordance 

with Kalhana’s conclusion, as stated in R, T. 1-55, 56 verses. 

We have expressed their (R. T. 1-55. 55) correct meaning 
and there-by exposed the misinterpretation foisted upon those 

poems. The later history, that is, fr,;m 1148 A. D., we have 
taken from a “ Short History of Kashmir ” written by a 

Kashmirian by name P. Gwashalal, B, A. This historian, 

followed faithfully Dr. Stein and walked in his foot-prints 
as regards fixing the dates of the rulers. As his dates are 
contradictory to those of Kalhana, we are obliged to reject 

them. Though we accepted the dates mentioned by Kalhana, 
since we did not take into account, the months and days, 

the readers may find slight differences but these are negligible. 



We have already related that some historians misrepre¬ 

sented the dates; decreased and increased the ruling periods 

.'f some rulers, and made the contemporaries appear to be 

not living at the same time, with a motive to discredit and 

disregard the authenticity of the native chroniclers. Now, 

we have taken pains to correct those errors, rectify the 

mistakes and to bring the chronology true to historical datas 

which begins from the date of the Mahabharata War of 

3138 B. C. Thus we tried our level best to remove all 

anachronisms and to hold the mirror up to the facts as 

they really were, when the events took place. 

Raiatarangini proves that many of the portions of Indian 

history, written by foreign Historians and studied by stu¬ 
dents in schools now-a-days, are false and fictitious. This 

book reveals that Vikramaditya, the founder of Vikrama Era, 

lived in 57 B. C,, and that he was a historical personage. It 

is stated therein, that Kanishka was the 51 st ruler of the 

Kashmir king and that he reigned from 1294-1234 B. C., and 

this refutes the writings of the western historians, that 

Kanishka lived in 78 A D., and that he was the promulga¬ 

tor of Salivahana Era. Further the book mentions that 

Thoramana was a kshatriya king and that he did not reign 

at all; he was the brother of Hiranya, the 82nd king of 

Kashmir, 16 B, C. to 14 A, D., and was, for some time, regent 

prince or yuvaraja, who was put in prison and died therein. 

As this information is given by Rajatarangini the statements 
that Thoramana was a Huna king, father of Mihirakula of 
704 B. C, and that he ruled in Central India, we are to 

conclude, were figments of fancy of the alien historians. 
Rajatarangini expresses that Mihirakula, who reigned from 
704-634 B. C„ was a Kshatriya king. He was neither a Huna 
nor a foreigner but one of the Kashmir monarchs, descended 

fro m Gonanda III of the Lunar Race. (Ghandravamsi). 
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History 

Gonanda the first lived before the time of the 
Bharata battle. He was a relation of Jarasandha. These both 
invaded against Sri Krishna and besieged Mathura. In the 
fight that ensued, Gonanda was killed by Balarama. Damo- 
dara I was the son of Gonanda I. On the eve of the Svayam- 
vara of the daughter of Gandhara king, Damodara I went 
with a large army to disturb the function and was put to 
death by Sri Krishna. Then Sri Krishna went to Kashmir, and 
made the pregnant Yasovati, the wife of Damodara I. the 

Queen of Kashmir, with the consent of the ministers. 
Some time after the Queen gave birth to a son and he was 
Gonanda II. Soon after the child was named, he was 
crowned King on the same day and regal ceremonies were 
duly performed. 

As Gonanda II was infant-king, Rajatarangini relates, 
that both the Kauravas and Pandavas did not seek his 
support for the war. On this account, it is evident that 
Gonanda I and Damodara I died before 3138 B. C., the date of 
Bharata War and at that time Gonanda II was a mere 
child. In the same manner, the Nepal history was begun 
from about ten centuries, prior to Bharata battle. Similarly 
the genealogies of the kings of Magadha, Ayodhya and 
Hastinapur were mentioned from ten or twelve generations 
anterior to the date of the Bharata fight (3138 B-C), Not 
only this, the origins of those royal dynasties were traced 

from the beginning of Creation. Primarily some of these 
dynasties were commenced from Manu VII or Vaivasvata 
Manu and the names of the prominent Sovereigns were 

mentioned. In this way. we possess a rich heritage of real 
and accurate Indian History from a time long before 3138 
BC., the date of the famous Bharata battle. While ancient 

native chroniclers narrated the names of the Kings in 
order, with their reigning periods and events, the alien his¬ 
torians had the audacity to distort and pervert the history 
of Ancient India, so as to suit their own racial prejudices 
and pre-conceived notions. Let alone the bias of the foreign 
historians of the ruling race: It is highly deplorable that our 



Indian historians exhibit their ignorance and inferiority 
complex, by accepting the garbled versions of the Western 
writers as Gospel Truth. The ‘Rajatarangini* is an eye- 
opener and it serves as a mirror, wherein we can see the 
reflection of real ancient history of our Indian Sovereigns. 
Further, the book plays the part of a Search-light and 
exposes, to the seekers of historic truth, the shoals and 

rocks, of the misrepresentations and false statements of the 
foreign historians. We trust that our native and modern 

writers of the History of India, will spare no pains to make 
further researches and to correct the gross mistakes and 
wilful misrepresentations done by alien historians by perus¬ 
ing the original Rajatarangini but not the translations. 

Kalhana wrote this Rajatarangini in 1070 year of Saliva" 
hana Era, which comes to 1070+78 = 1148 A. D. He told 
that the beginning of the reign of Gonanda III, the 53rd 
king ,in the genealogy of the Kashmir monarehs, was 
2330 years from his own date and gave a history of those 
kings and the periods of their rule. If we go back from 
the period of Gonanda III, he related, that there was a 
poplar tradition of the rule of the line of Gonanda I for 
2268 years. The 52 kings from Gonanda I to Gonanda III, 
being discorded Vedic rites, he said, that the past, 

historians did not chronicle the details of their rule. Of the 
later historians, Niiamuni wrote the history of the first four 
kings, Padma-Mihira wrote the history of 8 monarehs from 
40 to 47 rulers, the scholar Sri-Chehavillakara wrote the 

history of 5 Sovereigns from 48 to 52 and that he wrote 
Rajatarangini based upon the records of the previous writers. 
As the ancient historians did not write about the rest, he 
mentioned that he could not write about the missing 35 

monarehs, In this book. We could narrate the history of 
the dynasty of Gonanda kings, computing the period of their 
reigns, to and fro, about a period of 2268 years, upon the 

basis of Gonanda II, who lived in 3138 B. C., the date of 
the Bharata battle. The history from Gonanda III, being 
stated in Rajatarangini, we could narrate them herein. 
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adjusting the year of the Laukikabda to the Christian Era. 
On the whole, this book contains the history of the Kashmir kings 
from 3450 B.C., to 1951 A, D. But, the first five kings 
ruled for 212 years; we could not know the history of the 

kings from 5 to 39 of the list and that of the rulers from 
1155 to 1295 A, D . But we regained the names of the 3b 
lost kings from 'Mulla Ahmed’s history of Kashmir written 
in the Persian language. 

Vijayawada*) Author. 
1—1—52 j 





-4j)P3g^S-'S08^ 

‘RTP'f* 
<^'j >Ctr cSIvjS 

(RAJATARANGINI) 

‘Kalhana.* the author speaks about the sources and the 
purpose of his] writing Rafatarangini as follows:- 

(j3"<S3-*8tf "SjSm^o rJ er°o!lt.(R.T.x-8) 

u $ % ^ i 

spftjR Bert I! ” 

2t ^jgo as^go tfjjddasodo a|5^ (SaSfccSSb SXr»dcSoo^o I 

u ?cj gqi^Ff q?^:q[ j 

m\ trd % ?m% 11 ’’ 

B §d& S2SO S^l?F*tfs5tfl§l 

tfb^sS-g-etfo •.]£) ll sfc33-®»g«sb: 11 

^ ft* t%S] FTffiT ' 

BifcR %RPI if ^Sfifi !i ” 

(R.T.x.io) 

When I say that I am writing the history written by 
my ancients, the readers should not disregard my work, 
without comprehending my motive exprssed herein" (1-8) 

The Pandits living in those times, wrote the lives of 
their contemporary monarchs, on the basis of first-hand 
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knowledge, having practically seen and personally known, 

they wrote them in seperate Volumes and made their 'exit from 
this world. But later chroniclers compiled them and in 
doing so added some information which they gathered from 
hearsy and informal talks. (R . T1 - 9) 

In doing so there is neither dexterity nor intellect* 

Therefore, in writing this ancient history, my main 

purpose is to remedy such errors and correct 

those contradictions, with the help of old records, 

gift-deeds and inscriptions that are at my disposal. ll-lQ' 

In the light of the above slokas and their substance 
the following facts are evident. The lives of the anci¬ 

ent kings were composed by the pandits and scho¬ 

lars who Were alive at the time of the respective 

monarchs. So those events and incidents recorded 

were actually seen by them and known to them, 

as they Were eye-witnesses and contemporaries of 
those. Sovereigns. But the later writers, it seems, desired 

to have a continuous history of the ruling kings. So 
While compiling the individual lives into a condensed compo¬ 
site Volume, the later writers made their own contribution 
that is they intermingled the popular incidents with the real 
facts of history. This zeal of the later scholars resulted in 
certain errors and contradictions. So the purpose of ‘Kalhana’ 
was, with the aid of old histories and inscriptions, to purge 

the later compilation of its mistakes and to expunge the ficti¬ 
tious incidents. But this Important and valuable information 
left untouched by the Western critics. 

So we must realise that the motive of Kalhana was to 
present to his readers a correct chronological history of the 

kings of Kashmir; but not to reject one king and replace ano¬ 
ther; not to change the places and periods of this or that 
monarch, as the Western historians now did in modern 
editions of the same history. 
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The author says that he rewrites the history written by 
his predecessors. So the events mentioned in Ra jatarangini 
have an authenticity, based upon the records of the ancients 
who were alive at the time of the respective monarchs and 
they are not the outcome of the idle fancy : of ‘Kalhana.’ 
As such in this book are not visible, the safe shelter of the 
modern writers of history, namely, the stock phrases like, ‘It is 
possible, it is probable, it may be taken as granted, or we may 
guess, conjecture or surmise5 and so on. He did not transgress 
the limits of information, found in the writings of his pre¬ 
decessors, nor did he reject those incidents, on the score 
of myth or fiction. In case there were any doubts he took 
great pains to verify and clear them with the informatio11 
from other sources, like the records of the eleven ancient 
chroniclers, and one of Nilamuni and the grants and inscriptions 
of the old kings. In this way, Kalhana sifted the evidence 
available at his disposal, with great care, caution and patience 
and arrived at correct accurate historical meterial for his 

Ra jatarangini. 

Prof- P* Gwasha Lai B. A., writes:- 

‘Kalhana Pundit, Jonaraja Pundit, Srirara, Prajyabhatta> 
Haider Malik, Mohamud Azina, Narayana Kaul, Birbai Kaehoo- 
roo. Divan Kirparam, (the histones of Kashmir of those histo¬ 
rians are said to be standard works). Of these Kalhana's 

Ra jatarangini is almost a revelation. Among the master-pieces 

of the world, his history (Kalhana's) is also one.' 

‘Such a book as Rajatarangini is unique in the literature 
of the world,5 (P. 8. of ‘A Short History of Kashmir By P 
Gwashalal B, A. ) 

Mr. V.A, Smith has the following to say on Kalhana’s work 

■‘The Sanskrit book which comes nearest to the European 
notion of a regular history is the Ra jatarangini of Kalhana 

a metrical chronical of Kashmir, written in the twefth century 
by the son of a minister of the Raja,’ 

(page 54 Oxford Student's His, of India, Ed. 1915 By 
V, A. Smith. 
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Further he (Kalh'ana) mentions, Suvrata abridged and co- 

ndenced the detailed ancient histories for easy reference 

and wrote a history, namely “Raja -Katha”, The language 
being concise and difficult, this book was not within the com¬ 
prehension of the readers. Another scholar, Kshemendra 

wrote a history, “Nripavali” ; though this is free from lan¬ 

guage faults, it does not give us correct old histories and 

as such it can not be accepted as accurate history. Moreover 

Kalhana Expresses as foliows;- 

5Sbo3b‘^£'g•<i^3§'Klr, cSbQo H« (R. T. x. 14) 

m m ” n 

5. 8 1 

SSIJg -^sl.^sar SS=8»(R.T.I.I5) 
_0 ej a_/ "W ' r r>n 

■ i 

srr%^ n 

My doubts and suspicions were set at rest, when I 

perused the records of Eleven chroniclers and the Parana 

(or history) of Nilamuni; the edicts and inscriptions of the 

ancient monarchs together with their recorded praises and 

eulogies and other Sastras (Sciences) helped a great deal in 

clearing all my doubts. Then he proceeds:* 

6. c* ■er>^s5o;crcS’i5x^sSt*^ cs£ \ 

htraSS^'W°^2'i)o °fi-SeloSldSsIxj” li fi_x6) 
&3 v 

“ gr'Nrera \ 

Ml ^fecif || 



7. ‘ s§”£) 
9 ds d> o/ 

O§0?5 

rO > ■^8^r,sS©8 
<P 

H 

grsprfi^ftRr *rc IT 

8- e$3^s$o ^js^svoVoS'-6 as^^>^a_§^'g^a’4}~°8^7v,,§' i 

W'ST’ <Dvr°<§>^^5t^ ?j£^sT ^Kol^ ^S^gsei^cjabi^-”41 (1.18) 

61 qsrftfed fasfrs 

aim 5p2f 

9. “^D2_‘Sgfr<?'5r,’(Scs5i8 s5o-& (I^Serbs'h§~i 

'er'g- rr^SDo^^"6 sSb'^g -S^gGS^^ ^9n»sS-°gcXSoo!| 

(R.T.x.19.) 

“ 4^ hTF«fe^HS94tT i 

di^ gi4qraa\ *^1=^$^ w\m !i ” 

No mention of fifty-two kings was made, as they led 
a life contrary to the Holy Hindu Scriptures, Of these 
Nilamuni wrote about four monarchs, Gonanda etc. A great 
sacred Brahmin Scholar by name ’Helaraja’ wrote a history 

by name “Parthivavali’* or‘kings’ Assembly, consisting of 

twelve thousand slokas or verses. Then, ‘Padma Mihira,’ on 
the lines of Helaraja, wrote the lives of eight rulers, Lava 

and others, the predecessors of Asoka. The history of 

Asoka and others, five sovereigns were written by a chro¬ 
nicler Sri-Chchavillakara, Of the history o£ 52 monarchs* 
commencing from Gonanda, the contemporaries of Kuru 
Pandavas in the beginning of Kali Era the history of 17 kings 

were added but the history of 35 monarchs were lost in 
oblivion, as they discarded Vedie-Rites. 

Kalhana says that the books wherein ancient events are 
narrated give pleasure to good people. So he asserts that 

the duty of an impartial historian is to record, without bias 
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the lives of the kings, though they enhance or belittle, 

the prestige or reputation of the Mother-land. 

He praises Kashmir as follows:- 

Offthe three worlds, the best is the land of the mortals. 

In our living world, the North, the abode of Kubera or the 

Lord of Wealth, is praise-worthy. In the Northern region 

Kailasa is famous. Therein Kashmir is par excellence. 

In the context of the discussion of the reigning periods 

of the Kashmir kings, we come across four Verses 49, 50, 

51 and 54, in the first Taranga. As these verses run cou¬ 

nter to all Puranss, *he history of Bharat, popular tradition 
annual almanacs and astronomical calculations, we cannot 

attribute their author-ship to Kaihana, None of the ancient 
scholars gave expression to such contradictory statements, 
revolting to Aryan tradition. Nay-—, even the modern 
historians, as long as they were not anglicised and prosely¬ 
tized by Occidentalists, did not commit the sin of misreprese¬ 
ntation or making irreconcilable utterances. In such a case 
how can wa venture to father these Verses, bristling 
with contradictions, to Kaihana, a historian born and bred 
up in Vedic tradition, and a chronicler, endowed with 

gifts of scholarship, impartial judgement and supreme rever¬ 

ence to truth. So it is evident that Kaihana had nothing 
to do with these four verses, is our strong conviction and conclu¬ 
sion. Several scholars account for their existence in many 
ways. Some chink that they were surreptitious insertions of 

those to whom the greatness and glory of Ancient Aryan 
culture and civilisation was an eye-sore and heart-burn; or 
they were inter Ablations of ignoramuses who mistook Saka 
Era for Salivahana Era. Those, to whom the above possi¬ 

bilities did not strike, are of opinion that Kaihana wrote 
these verses and erifcicLe him for this blunder. The biased 

and the prejudiced, take advantage of these verses and 

propagate them as the real view of Kaihana. Below we 

give those slokas with their substance;- 
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10. efo 7y°^Sj T'o C3n> •5T'’p<5 S'3-Tno£r»'ST'S I 

■^■u) ^ic"o ss^^r? !?7s^0 ir’u'Oo^g0 (3-i5(§^ II 

(R.T.i#49) 
<6 *rr^ giqpft ^ gn^ra f^4iT|r!r: I 
%nlqf m mw* si ” 

11. i{ej'3"* ro^v'^o.jj^r-^c stt°§— fdnarvcSSi ^J^^SS^r'So II 

a^-g-o^pj' g'ci- "^^8 -j^ fjo^o c£&(> 3 8 er^eT II (:.5o) 

“ 555'-Tif^q^%w^Rf ^pf * 

#?? frn^ra 3i1^f%raji’’ 

12. ‘§ €?^> SS.t>:A; xt^^d / So^e5^ 1 
•* Cp 's- 23 

^s3 tf STT’r- sfc^sSg- Sfc.SokT’o^.vrs #” (1.51) 
O cCk. 111 

“ ^3 *i&5 w'wj ^ ^ 1 

qqkr^^r^ pqfeqr: n7’ 

13 ‘sS'^PT’O SStxg SiS^j^ tfod&wlF’ i 

^r»^5aar*o ^orfo^r°gcSxT-=o $zs~v<^£c:crj>'!3&r*' aft eF°'ll(i.54) 

45 errkf gR5T 5?cft qfs*. qsfa«r I 
W>T mi is” 

The ignorant say that Bharata battle took place at the 

end of Dvaparayuga; but some speak that this is false. So 

I fix the date (1-49), If the periods of the reigns of the 

several kings of Kashmir are summed up and the total is 

deducted from the Kali Era calculation, we arrive at the 

age of Bharata Kings, without remainder. (1-50). Kuru 
Pandavas ruled after 653 years lapsed in kali Era. (1-51) 
”We are to consider that those 52 kings reigned for 1266 
years.” (1-54) 

There was no Indian who did not believe in the fact 
) hat 1 Bharata battle was fought at the end of Dvapara 
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until our country came into contact with the westerner 

These western perverted notions did not take root till the 

time of Kalhana, that is, 4249 Kali Era or 1148 A-D. All 

over the country, the Puranas and the Mahabharata were 
read and held in high esteem by the people. Kalhana was 

a great Sanskrit scholar, who had an unshaken belief in the 

Puranas and he closely followed the ancient Aryan traditi¬ 

ons. The readers of Rajatarangini can know Kalhana’s 
faith and belief in our ancient learning and religion- 
How could such an orthodox scholar speak in a 

manner quite contradictory to Puranic litrature, that Bharata 

fight happened after 853 years in kali Era and that Kuru Pand- 
avas lived at that time. As such we ean not give credence 

to this statement. So the above cited four Verses should 

be either insertions or later interpolations, by some cnet 

who intended only to dim the prestige and renown of the 

great fight, by transposing the dates and bringing the 

event nearer to our Iron age. It serves no other purpose. 

The Vishnu Purana mentions as follows 

14. ‘ easier* 8^3^ Ss5o eScr’sS-0^ i 

(J5Ss5?5^o SfScSSboXo "^-'11 

m ^ii ’’ 

In other words, the day on which Lord Sri Krishna 

went to Heaven, that day began Kali Era. In the face of 

the concordant evidence of all the Puranas and Bharatam. 

how could a sane critic and seasoned historian, of Kalhana’s 

calibre, who was wedded to the principles of investigation, 
impartiality and independence, venture to chronicle that the 

incarnation of Sri Krishna occurred after a lapse of 653 

years in Kali Era. When all the sacred books unanimously pro¬ 

claim that Kali Era commenced on the day of Sri Krishna’s 

demise, why should a truth-loving Sanskrit scholar Kalhana 

depart from the path of truth trodden by the ancients? 
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But, we must congratulate the writer of these mis¬ 
representations, for having accepted that Kali Era began in 

3102 BC„ on 2)ct February ®t ?.’-27”-30 P.M. 3102 BC., 

took place the entrance (starting point) of Kali Era. If we 
add our present English calender years 1952 A.D. to 3101. 

B.C., the elapsed period, we get a total of Kali Era 5053 

as it is calculated in our Indian almanacs. This computation 
of Kali Era is observed in our presenc day Indian Calend¬ 

ers. Kalhana also accepted this calculation. Further, the 

following Verse; in Rajatarangini 1-35, and 56, evidently 

express the opinion of Kalhana. In these two slokas, Kalhana 

mentioned about the beginning of traditional nomenclature of 
time calculation in Kashmir, as "iaptarshi Era or Yudhis- 
htira Kala Era” or Loukikabda. 

a_ 

'too s»5r°a_ (jS^cS5b3”(R.T.x.55) 

Vd&lliT zjTrf I 

rMR yVlsq RTF: II ” 

. es:hg~ So riv-'6o*3b3 S5y,^c ct5a$fkl-; ■g^k>IF°l 

t5.Rgg's3c-ib5^(33xeS S~ej8 TT'JS^y’ (R.T.1.56) 

7-^ ||” 

One hundred years is the period of passage of the Sa- 
ptarshi Mandala from one star to another. Its movement 

was decided by the Samhitakaras as follows, and l take 

it as my authority here, (1.55). When the circle of the 

"KoSt* >3"’ *3a 5*0 p Kess t'-6 Stfdtfcs 
&_ oJ —o V*. 

qq ci'WR ^tT: qq 3T5T f?fe: 

( ®r^1% qiq% m ) 
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Seven sages resided in the century of Magha aster, Yudhis* 
tira or Dharraa Raja, the eldest of 'the Pandavas was the 
ruling sovereign* If we acid 2526 years to the ’Saka-Kala 
prevalent, we get the commencement of that monarch’s (Sw- 
argarohana) time that is, of ’’Yndhishtira Kala Era or Sap- 
tarshi Era or Loukikabda. (1-56) It means that an Era came 
into being, after a lapse of 2526 years in Yndhishtira Kala 
Era. Yudhishtira Kala Era 3076 B.C.—minus 2526 = 550 B.C. 
and in this year an Era came into existence. In the sloka 
56, is the expression “Yutah Sakakalah” and the question 
arises to what Saka-Kala or Era the reference is made. 
If it is interpreted as Salivahana Era, the calculation comes 
to 2526+1873 = 4399 years, when according to Kalhana, Yu¬ 
dhishtira might have lived. On the strength of the above inter¬ 
polations, some made calculations and considered that Kalhana 
committed a mistake. While others, who had a bent to 
reduce time-limit, had lost themselves in a maze of argu¬ 
ments and counter-arguments. Another class of chroniclers 
who esteem these insertions to be gospel truth, arrived at 
the conclusion that Kuru Pandavas lived in Kali Era after 
a lapse of 653 years and that the Bharata b&ttle was fought 
lateron. 

But Kalhana related that he accepted the statements 
of ths Sanhitakaras as fundamental evidence to reach his 
findings. (Vide R.T. 1—55). Who are the Samhitakaras is 
the moot ease? Originally this verse is from “Garga Sam- 
hita.” Varaha Mihira cited this in his Brihat Samhita. I have 
proved that Varaha Mihira was one -of the Nine gems 
in the court 'of Vikramarkn who lived in 57 B. G , 
(Vide Kali Saka Vijnanam Part 1, By this author) This 
ancient Garga was four or five centuries ante¬ 
rior. in time. Even Western scholars agreed that either 
Vikarma Era or Salivahana Era was not prevalent at the 
time of Garga. So the Saka Era related in the sloka is 
neither Vikrama nor Salivahana Era and this fact is appr¬ 
oved by all the historians. That is the age of the Persian 
Emperor, Cyrus, which began in 550 B.G. That Era being 



current in Punjab, N.W. Bharat. Kashmir and North India 
in Vrudda Garga’s time found access into the Samhitas. 
This age was in Vouge under the four appellations of 
“Saka—Kala, Sakanripa - Kala, Sakendra Kala or Sakabhupa 

Kala.” The above sloka 1—56 mentioned in Rajatarangini 

and cited in Brihat Samhita of Varaha Mihira, was explained 
by Bhattotpala, in the commentary of Brihat Samhita, named 
Chintamani. 
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The commentary means:— “When Yudhishtira was the 
ruling monarch, the Seven Sages (Saptarshis) resided in 

Magha star.*' In the same way, the Senior Garga mentioned 

that iKthe Seven Sages were in the Magha star at 

the transition age ofDvapara into Kali. In Yudhish¬ 

tira-kala Era or Loukikabda elapsed 2526 years. To this figure 
that is 2526 years should be added the age of the Saka 
Nrupa Kala which was in use at that time; (Sakanri- 
pakaloyuktah karyah). When calculated in this manner, 
the total amount of years, will be the period that 

eUpsed from the commencement of Yudhishtira Kala Era 
or Laukikabda 3076 B.C. The quotient got when the divid¬ 
end of the years is divided by the divisor 100, should be 
the number and we must take that so many Stars from 

Magha elapsed, in the cycle of the Seven Sages. Divided 
in the above manner, the remainder should be deemed as 
the number of the expired years in the then existing 
star. As Magha is the star into which the entrance of the 
Cycle of the Seven Sages took place, the calculation should 
be from the Magha Star, and the number of the stars 
will denote the lapse of so many centuries." Here Bhatto- 

tpala cited the sentence H)2*SS>» 

t ? of senior Gar&a as authority 

in his commei tary. 

In the above quoted Sioka 1—55 of Rajatarangini 

Kalhana stated as “Tatchchare samhitakarairevam dat- 

totra nirnayah” which means that he accepted as authority. 



the calculations of Senior Garga and Varaha -Mihira, concer¬ 
ning the movements of the Seven Sages.” Among the 
Samhitakaras, the opinion of.Senior Garga was mentioned in 
the commentary as <sK.ali Dvapara Sandhautu stitaste 

Pitradaivatam ” which clearly expresses, that the ancestral 

celestial group of Seven Sages-sphere was in theMagha Star 

at the time of the transition period of Kali and 

Dvapara, that is at 3102 B.C., on 20th February 

2’-27”-30” P.M. Kalhana. in sloka 1-55 of Rajataran- 

gini, asserted that he had taken as standard the statements 

of the Samhitakaras and how could he write the self-contra¬ 
dictory Verses 1-49, 50, t.l and 54. which mention that the 
seven sages Cycle was in Magha at the time of 653 years 
in Kali. So it is evident that these four verses were forged 
insertions of some one and deserve to be deleted from 
Rajatarangini. Moreover, the first sloka. in the list of the 

Rulers, related in the end of VIII. Taranga of Second 
Volume of Rajatarangini makes a misrepresentation and 

ought to be expunged. 

We have already stated that the "Saka Era” in 1-56 
verse, ‘‘Asan Maghasu Munayah”, was the Age of Cyrus. 

the Saka king, who lived at 550 B.C. (.Vide ‘‘Indian Eras” 
by this author) Let us consider about “Yudhishtira Era; ” 
in the same sloka it is said, “Shatdvika pancha dvi” and 
“yutah Saka Kalah’’, It means that 2526 years should be 
added to the current Era or the age of Cyrus which was 
then prevalent in Kashmir, Punjab etc. We have to explain 
what the expression, “Tasya Rajyasya” (or Rajnascha) inter¬ 
prets. The last line of the sloka seems to be incomplete, 

and it will make complete sense if the missing word is 
supplied. At the end of the second half of the sloka, the 
word understood, namely, “Kalah” is added, the reading will 
be ‘‘Shat dvika pancha dvi, yutah Saka kalah, tasya Raj¬ 
nascha Kalah”- Then the verse makes full sense; and it 

will mean * the Svargarohana time of that king ’ or the 
‘Yudhishtira Kala’ or ‘Laukikabda’. The full interpretation 
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of the verse will be as follows:- The Cycle of Seven 

Sages, at the transition period of Kali Dvapara> 

was in Mag ha Star, and Yudhishtira was r tiling at 

that time. If 2526 years are added to the years current 

in the then Saka Era (Cyrus), we get "Yudhishtira Kala 
Era, or Laukikabda or Saptarshi Saka.” (3076 B.C.,) The 
Puranas speak about the Era of Yudhishtira Kala in the 
following manner:- 
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The above slokas from “the history of Kali Yuga Raja 

Vrifctanta” mean:- 

“When Yudhishtira reigned in Sakraprastha as the 
anointed Sovereign, the Seven Sages resided and moved in 
the Magha star which is presided by the Pitris”. (1) 

“The Seven Sages entered the Magha Star, 75 years 
before the commencement of the Kali Age, When the Seven 
Sages were in Magha, Yudhishtira ruled’’ The seven Sages 
entered the Magha Star in 3102+75 = 3177 B.C. (2) 

“After the lapse of 25 years in the Kali Era, the 
Seven Rishis will enter Aslesha Star and stay there for one 
hundred years.” (3) 

In the opinion of the author, the Seven Sages have 
Retrograde motion; so they are said to go from Magha to 

Aslesha. Whatever the movement may be, there will be no 
objection to accept a century to be the duration for a star. 

“When the Seven Sages leave Magha star and reach the 
Aslesha Star, Yudhishtira will complete going round the Earth 
and will ascend to Heaven; this is true.” (4) (DharmaRaja’s 
ascension to Heaven was 26th year Kali or 3076 B C.) 

“Then, in memory of Dharmaraja or Yudhishtira, Loukikabda> 
or a Secular age of twenty Seven centuries, will come into 
existence and since then it will be prevalent,’’ (5) 

From this, it is evident that 26 Kali Age or 3076 B.C., 

is the beginning of the ‘Secular Era.,’ (Loukikabda) and this 

was called ‘Saptarshi Age’ or ‘Yudhishtira Kala’, due to 
th^se reasons:- 

1. As the people calculated, it is named ‘Secular Era’ 

or Loukikabda. 
2. As it began from the time of the exit of the Cycle 

of the Seven Sages from Magha and their entrance into the 
Star Aslesha, it is termed «Saptarshi Age * 

3. As it is instituted in memory of Yudhishtira, after his 
demise or ascent to Heaven, it is called ‘Yudhishtira Kala * 

Thus, it was in vouge by these three names. 
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As this Era was current in Kashmir, it got the name of 
"Kashmirabda ” The time occupied for passage from one 

Star to another is one hundred years. When thus one 
hundred years are complete, calculation in the next Star 
begins from one and goes on to hundred; then the count 

begins again with one. The centuries will be omitted and 
calculation is made from one to hundred. ‘Kashmir Era’ is 
calculated in accordance with the movement of Sapfca Rishis. 
The above commentary of Senior Garga explains that this 
sloka was intended to let us know the count of the omitted 
centuries. The verse cited in ‘Kalhana’s’ Rajaiarangini 

(1-56). ‘ fAsan Maghasu Munayah” refers to the secular Era 
or Loukikabda (or Kashmirabda). The commencement of Cyrus 

Era or ‘Saka Kala or Saka Nripa Kala or Saka 

B hup a k ala or Sakendra Kala is 550 B.C. (It is fully 

explained in the book “Indian Eras” by this Author ) The 
present current 1952 A.D, will be 559 4-1952=1502 years in 

Cyrus Era. If to this. 2526 years are added, we get'Yulhis- 
htira Kala’ or Secular Era (Loukikabda or Saptarsht Eraj 
Then we get 2502 + 2526=5028 years. The elapsed period in 
Kali Age till now is 5053 and if, 5028 years are deducted, we 
get the remainder of 25 years in the Kali Age. After a 
lapse of 25 years in Kali Age, Loukikabda begins. According 

to the Christian Era. Kali Era 1 comes to 3101—25 = 30763.C., 
then, from Chaitra Suddha Padyami, begins the Secular Era 
(Loukikabda) or Saptarshi Era or Yudhishtira Kala Era. 

In the light of the above discussion, the 3rd sloka, in 
13th chapter of 'Varahamihira’s Brihat Samhiia, beginning 

with, “Asan Maghasu MunayahW was written only to express 
the commencement of the Secular Era or Loukikabda. The 
expression in that sloka, tcYufcah Sakakalah” to which 2526 
years are to be added means the Cyrus Era which started in 
550 B.C., and no. other else. At that time the Era of 
Cyrus was current in Kashmir. Calculated in this manner only^ 

we can get Yudhishtira Kala Era and it ean-not be got in any 

other way. If'.Cyrus Era is excluded, it will not fit in with 

another Era. So it means that Cyrus Era came into existence 
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after an expfrv of 2526 -years 'in the Yndhishtira Kala Era. 

If from Yudhishfcira Kala Era, 3076 B. G., is deducted 

the expired period 2526, we arrive at (3076-2526) = 550 

B. C., the commencement of the Cyrus Era. ‘Kalhana’ 
mentioned this verse only to express the beginning of the 
Secular Era or Loukikabda current in Kashmir and also 
to know the hundreds that were elapsed in Loukikabda as it is 
usual to the Kashmirians to leave the hundreds and count the 
years of Loukikabda from one to hundred, and in the next turn 
again they begin with one leaving th^ hundred, but not to state 
that the Bharata battle was fought in 653rd year during the 

Kali Age. Some chroniclers, with a biassed outlook, to make this 
support their pet theory, composed and inserted’fche above four 
slokas and there-by perverted the intention of the author of 
Ra jatarangini, Else how Kalhana, who in I -55 sloko avowed 
that he accepted the decision of tne Samhitakaras. could write 
in a contrary manner? In case Ivalhana entertained a contra¬ 

dictory view, he would not have quoted the Samhitakaras as 

standard or might have cited them only to criticise and 
condemn. Here he did not refute the Samhitakaras. 

On the other hand, in Rajatarangini, Verse 1 — 52 

cKalhaoa’ spoke about the date of his writing of the book. 

25. ^g"’3-^b"°o(j5e£ol 

o fj4n>Qj 

m&i qr=i 

In the Secular Era or Loukikabda, 24 years (4224 years 

will be equal to 1070, Salivahana Era, that is, 1148 A.D. if 

we deduct 1148 years from 4224 of Loukikabda we get 3076 B.C. 

the starting point of Loukikabda or the Saptarshi Era or Yudhi- 

shtira Kala i.e the Swargarohana time of Yudhishtir.:.) Telling 

that he began to write Rajatarangini in that year, he related 

when the time of Gonanda ill began before hjs time. 



This means that 2330 years elapsed from the beginning 

of Gonanda III’s rule to his time. ‘Kalhana’ did not say this 
in an indifferent off-hand manner or basing his opinion upon 
popular gossip. In the beginning of Rajaiarangini, ‘Kalinina.’ 

affirmed that he had made a careful, critical exhaustive study 

of the writings of eleven ancient scholars, the histories written 
by Milamuni, Suvrata, Kshemersdra, Sri Chchavillakara and 

others; he, further, peruse! the inscriptions and plates, the 
eulogies and gift-deeds of the several Sovereigns. With the 
above historical data at his command, ‘Kalhana’ carefully 
sifted the evidence, cleared all his doubts and suspicions and 
wrote Rajatarangini, as real history, with great regard 
and esteem to truth and Veracity of facts and events. As 

such it is evident that the chronology given above was neither 
his guess nor surmise. The above mentioned interpolations 
also do not stand in the way of accepting 2330 years between 
‘Kalhana’ and ‘Gonanda III.’ 

In the face of the above arguments. Dr. Stein had the 
cheek to accuse ‘Kalhana’, as having independently imagined' 
the period and wrote that he could not accept it as historical 

truth. Further, he reduced the total 2330 years to 1070 years 

and fixed it as correct date in his history, without any previous 
historical authority. As his findings were based on bias and 
prejudice, perversions and misrepresentations, no sane man 
could give credence to his writings; much less could an impa¬ 
rtial historian accept the date. The period from ‘Kalhana’ to 
53rd king in the list of Kashmir Kings, namely ‘Gonanda III’ 
was correctly given to be 2330 years. The date of Kalhana 
was 1148 A.D, the time of Goaaadi 111 was anterior to that 

by 2330 years and hence it comes to 2330—1148 = 1182 B.C. 
This data was accepted by the Western historian like Dr. M, 

Troyer but the writers of the volumes of the Indian Antiquary 
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having suppressed the true and correct findings of M. Troyer, 

published and gave prominence to the writings of persons like 
Dr, Buhler and Stein who misrepresented and perverted 
facts. Kaihana wrote that there was a popular tradition to 
the effect that the 52 kings, namely Gonanda I and others 
ruled for 2268 years in Kah'yuga. The previous historians 

of Kalhana also wrote in the same way. As it was stated 

that ‘Gonanda IT’ was one-year old child at the time of 
Bharata battle and did not take part in it, Gonanda II 
must have lived in 3138 B.C., the date of Bharata fight. 

So the date of ‘Gonanda I’ and ‘Damodars I5 will beat the end 
of Dvapara Yuga. Rajatarangini mentions that ‘Gonanda I’ 
was a relative and contemporary of ‘Jarasandha.’ The father of 

‘Gonanda I5 will be the contemporary of the father of ‘Jarasan¬ 
dha.’ As their names were not known, the histories of the 
predecessors of ‘Gonanda P might have been neglected and the 

period might have commenced with the illustrious Sovereign 
‘Gonanda P. It was stated that the king of Gonanda dynasty 

ruled for 2268 years, and from Gonanda III should have 
lived in B.C. 1182+2238=3450 B.C. Therefore the history of 

Kashmir must begin from 3450 B.C, We need not omit the 
history, on the score that the names of the kings were shrouded 
in mystery. The names of the predecessors of Jarasandha, the 

king of Magadha, were mentioned in the Puranas and Bharatam, 
So, if we consider the Gonanda dynasty prior to that of 
‘Gonanda IP, the contemporary of Bharata battle and accept 

eight generations to have gone before, the period will come to 

(3450—3138=) 312 years. The calculation will be as follows: - 

Kings whose names are not known are five, ‘Gonanda I5 is 
the sixth ruler, ‘Damodara P is the seventh Sovereign, 
‘Yasovati’ is the Eigfch monarch; and ‘Gonanda IP will be 

the Ninth king. From Rajatarangini, we know that‘Gonanda IP 

lived in 3i38 B.C. The interval between ‘Gonanda IP and 

‘Gonanda IIP will be 3138-1185=1956 years; if we assume 

that each ruled for 50 years, the period for ‘Gonanda P and 

‘Damodara I’ will be one hundred years. This period added 

to the date of ‘Gonanda IP, 8138+1003238 B.C.. will be the 
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date of the beginning of the reign of Gonanda !•’ If we assign 
212 years to the five unknown rulers, predecessors of ‘Gonanda I" 
we arrive at the calculation prevalent among the people of 
Kashmir. The popular period of 2288 years need not be sacr¬ 

ificed to suit our own misconception and perverted theories. 
Popular traditions being unsophisticated, will be free from 
bias and prejudice. The common people will be nearer to the times 
than the moderns and as such their views closer to truth and 

may be given the credence which they deserve. Conjectures 

and surmises can-not acquire the validity and veracity 

of historic truth and fact. It is called the dynasty of 

Gonanda and others, after the illustrious name of the reputed 
Gonanda I. The expression “Adi’’ “Others” had a reference 
to his fore-fathers. and successors till the reigning period of 
‘Gonanda III,5 which can be accepted as 2268 years, when the 
bare facts properly appreciated would so naturally agree with 
the popular tradition as shown above; to reject the period 
2268 years as exaggerated and unhistoric, to reduce it to 
1266 years by distorted reasoning and perverted arguments 
and to make the ancient kings live in modern times, or in 
A.D., will be fadulous on the part of the present day 
historians. Above all, such writings will be fictitious and 
living monuments of forged and spurious history which will 
redound to the discredit of the authors. 

The value of tradition or heresay as a source -of history, 
particularly ancient history, is accepted by'all great historians. 
In the absence of written records, their value is immenee. The 
history of Greece was written largely on the authority of 
heresay. In this connection the words of the historian 
Frederic Harrison deserve notice. 

“'Where scientific verification is not possible, it is well 
to have a variety cf working hypotheses. Heresay evidence, 
indeed, is anything but good evidence. But where striet 
evidence is not to be had, it is useful, in great decisive events, 
to collect all the hearsay evidence that is forthcoming at all. 
And this is what Herodotus did.55 

(Vide The meaning of History and other historical pieces 
page 92 by Frederic Harrison, London and Newyark, Ed, 1894) 



We write here the history of Kashmir from S48 years 

before Kali or 3459 B.C. We do not know the names of 
the first five kings, those five rulers reigned for 212 years_ 

‘Gonanda P was the first king whose name was known. 

His son ‘Damodara F was the second king. His Queen* 
Yasovati was the third ruler and she reigned for only six 
months. Her husband was killed by Sri krishna, in the 
fight that took place on the banks of the Sindhu river, 
when he attempted to spoil the Svayamvara of the daughter 

of the Gandhara king. By the time of her husband’s death, 

the Queen was pregnant. On the eve of the birth of 
a son, the preliminary rites were performed and the child was 
named after his grand-father, 'Gonanda’. Then the twelve 

days’ old child was installed king as 'Gonanda IP, by the 

ministers. One year after this, the Bharata battle was fought. 
Rajatarangini says, that the Kauravas and Pandavas did not 

seek his support for the war, as he was a child. (There is 

no mention of Kashmir army in 'Mahabharata’ taking part 
on either side, fighting in tne Great Bharata battle.) He wass men¬ 

tioned as the fourth in the list of the Kings of Kashmir. His 
date was 36th year before Kali, the time of Bharata battle 
which comes to 3138 B.C. The history of these four rulers, 
from ‘Gonanda I’ to ‘Gonanda IF was written by ‘Nilamunj 
p om the 5th to the 39th king, that is the names cf 35 

rulers were not known. The 40th king was Lava; 41st Kusa, 

42nd Khagendra, 43rd Surendra, 44th Godhara, 45th Suvarna, 
4ith Janaka, 47th Sac’ninara. The history of these eight kings, 
from 40th to 47th were written by ‘Fadma Mihira' based on 

the chronicles of ‘Hela Raja’. The 48th ruler was Asoka. 

49th Jalauka, 50th Damodara II, 61st were Hushka, Jushka 

and Kanishka, who ruled at the same time and these three 
might be Turushka brothers. Then Abhimanyu, a king of 

the Gonanda race reigned as 52nd monarch. The history of 

these five kings from the 48th ruler Asoka was written by 
Sri Chchavillakara, a great scholar and this information is 

given in Rajatarangini, As these 52 rulers discarded the 
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Vedie rites and duties, their histories were not written at first; 
but as mentioned above, the histories of the kings 1 to 4 were 
recorded by ‘NiiamunP, from 40th to 47th by ‘Padma Mihira’ 
and from 48th to 52nd by Sri-Chchavillakara. Thus out of the 52 

Sovereigns, the histories of lTmonarchs were recovered lateron 
and that of (52—17=)35 rulers were neglected and wre do not know 
about their administration or even their names. In his 
Rajatarangini, * Kalhana’ chronicled about these 52 kings, with 
the five unknown predecessors of ‘Gonanda F that the 
Gonanda dynasty ruled for 2268 years, as was related- by 
the ancient historians which was in accord with the popular 

tradition and belief. The 53rd king was. ‘Gonanda III'. From 
this monarch till the time of 'Kalhana’ when this history 
was recorded in 1148 A.D., the period is 2330 years in 
other words, the date of the commencement of the reign of 
‘Gonanda IIP will come to 2330—1148=1182 3.C. His prede¬ 
cessors, 52 kings and their ancestors put together might 
have ruled for 2268 years, that is, B.C. 1182+2268 = 3450 B C 
and it seems to us that the Kashmir kings ruled from that 
date. So it is evident that, if we deduct the Kali years 

3102 B.C., from 3450 B C„ (3450—3102=) 348 years will be 

the remainder of the end in -?Dvaparayuga, and from this 

time we have the history of Kashmir. 

The reigning period of the Kings of Kashmir from 36 
years before Kali or 3138 B.G., (the time of the Mahabharata 
War) till the date of Kalhana, when Rajatarangini was 

written, 4249 Kali or 4224 Kashmirabda (Era) or 1148 A,D-> 
was clearly demarcated into five land-marks or mile-stones 

in this history, With the help of these notable events, we 

can adjust and set right the lapses and errors that are 

interpolated by the alien historians in the genealogy 

of the Kashmir Kings. Then we can have an accurate and 

correct history from the time of ‘Gonahda IIP to ‘Kalhana’ 
a period of 2330 Years:- 

/. Kalhana*s time or date• 

Laukikabda 4224 years; Kali Era 4249 or 1148 A.D. 
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II. The commencement date of the reign of 

Gonanda III. 

The .'3rd ruler in the dynasty of kings is 1919 Kali Era 

or 1182 B.G 

III. The date of Gonanda II, corresponds to the 

date of the Bhsrata Battle, 36 years before Kali or 8138 B.G. 

IV. The date of Macrigu.pt a, who was the 83rd 

king in the list. He was male king by Vikramaditya the 
Sovereign of Ujjain and on hearing about the demise of 

Vikramaditya, Matrigupta abdicated the throne. Matrigupta’s 

coronation was 14 A.D. and abdication 19 A.D. 

Vc King Sangrama, he was the 127th ruler in the line 

of the Kashmir kings. lie was the nephe.v of Ditha Devi 
and was a descendant of the Safcavahana family. He was 
a contemporary to Triiochana-Pala the eighth king of Hindu 

Sahi race who ruled Punjab and Afghanistan. Trilochana was 

killed by Muhammad Ghazni in the battle that took place 
in 1021 A.D. Rajalarangini describes that Sangrama Raja 
sent his army for the assistance of Trilochana during that 

fight. 

In this way, there are five epochs in history: the first 
3138 B.C., the second 1182 B.C , the third 14 to 19 A.D. the fourth 
1012 to 1027 A.D. and the fifth lUi A.D. Before 3138 B.C., eight 
kings ruled; of these the names of the first five were 
unknown and the kings Q, 7 and 8 were shown as 1, 2 and 
3 kings. In the list of the rulers, the 48th king was Asoka 
who ruled from 1448 to 14X) B.C. This monarch was con¬ 
temporary to Asoka, the Sovereign of magadha and the 

grandson of Chandragupta Maurya. As Maurya Asoka reign- 
el according to our Puratias from 1172 to 1436 B.C,. these 
two might have been contemporaries from 1448 to 1436 B.C, 
The >lst king in the list was Kanishka, whose time was 
from Loukikabda 1782 to 1842 (or Kali 1808 to 1868) or 
1294 to 1234 B.C. The modern historians brought king 
Kanishka to 78 A.D., and have outraged the sanctity of 
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historic sense and truth, by their specious and spurious 
sophisms that Salivahara, the then sovereign, never existed 
at all. In this manner the whole of our present Indian 

History was concocted and contaminated by the fabrications 

of foreign writers. Kalhana’s RajUarangini sheds a flood 

of light on this field and establishes the truth that Kanishka 
lived in 13th century B,C. In the list of tne Kings of 
Kashmir, from the time of the beginning of the reign of the 53rd 
king,‘Gonanda III,’that is I IS2 B.C., till the time of the 83rd 
ruler, Matrigupta, (19 A.D.) the period should be (1182 B.G. + 19 
A.D. —)1201 years but according to the calculation of the 

ruling periods of each king, as mentioned in the present 
printed copy of Rajatarangini the total period comes to 1305 
years. So there is a difference of (1305—1201=104 years, 
excess. This calculation, 19 A.D.+ 104 years = 113 A.D., will 
be the date, when Matrigupta and Vikramaditya lived. 

The Vikramaditya described in Rajatarangini reigned from 
82 B,C„ to 19 A.D., with Ujjain as his capital. If we 

consider, on the strength of the arguments of the Western 

scholars, the Vikramaditya mentioned in the Rajatarangini 
to be the Chandragupta II of the Gupta Dynasty who won 
tlie title of Vikramaditya, according to the Puranas, he should 
have ruled at Pataliputra two centuries prior to Vikrama¬ 

ditya who reigned at Ujjain daring the 1st century B.C* 
But the writings, of the western historians show that, he 
ruled at Pataliputra, as capital in 5th century A.D., on the 

other hand, the Vikramaditya, who was described in Rajata¬ 

rangini by Kalhana as the Emperor of Bharat with Ujjain 
as capital and who, in 1st century A.D , (14 A.D.), installed 
Matrigupta as king of Kashmir never had Pataliputra as 
his capital. During 115 A.D., no Vikramirka was the ruler of 
either Pataliputra or Ujjain. It is clearly evident that occide¬ 

ntal chroniclers meddled with the natural trend of historical 
events, adjusted and amalgamated these 104 years, so as to 

separate the reigiing dates of Matrigupta and Vikramaditya 
of Ujjain and to discredit and disprove the historicity of 
Kalhana’s Rajatarangini. Dr. Buhler and Hultzsch have made 
a clear confession of the fact that they interchanged the 
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periods of the rule and the names of the kings and attempted 

to write a new history in the following quota tijns:- 

From Dr. Buhler’s report of a tour in search of Sanskrit 

Manuscripts made in Kashmir, Rajapucana and Central India. 

(Indian Antiquary Vol. VI, p. 264- Ed 1877). 

“As regards the use of the contents of the Rajitaran- 

gini for the history of Kashmir and of India, a great deal 
remains to be done for the earlier portion, up to the beginn¬ 
ing of the Karkota Dynasty. Kalhaaa’s chronology of the 
Gonandiya dynasties is, as Prof. Wilson, Prof. Lassen and 

General Cunningham have pointed out, Valueless. An author 
who connects the history of his country with the imaginary 
date of a legendary event, like the coronation of Yudhistira 
and boasts that “his narrative resembles a medicine and is 
useful for increasing and diminishing the (statements of 
previous writers regarding) kings, place and time,” (Raj.l-'l) 
must always be sharply controlled and deserves no credit 
whatever in those portions of his work, where his narrative 
shows any suspicious figures or facts. The improbabilities 
and absurdities in the first three cantoes are so numerous 
that I think the Rajatarangini ought to be consulted much 
less for the period comprised therein than has been done by 

the illustrious orientalists named above. / wovld not fill 

the intervals between the historically certain dates 

of Asoka, Kanishka and Darlabhaka by cutting 

down the years of the kings placed between 

them by Kalhana. Bat I would altogether ignore 
all Kashmirian kings for whose existence we have 

no evidence from other sources, be it through Indian 

or foreign writers, or through coins, buildings and 

inscriptions. If Kalhana had merely given stories reported 
by Suvrata and other predecessors, there might be a hope 
that we could re-arrange them. But we do not know what 

materials he had, nor how he treated them, if in any 

particular case he lengthened or shortened the reigns and if 
he displaced or added kings or not. General Cunningham’s 
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constant search for Kashmirian eoins, which as I learn from 

his private letters, is attended with good results, will event¬ 

ually throw a great deal of light on this dark period of 
Kashmirian history. Full certainty regarding the era of the 

Guptas, which now seems to be near at hand, will also assist 

in settling the dates of some kings* especially of 

Toramana, Matrigupta and Pravarasena„ 

“For the period which begins with the Karkota dynasty 
not much remains to be done. The discovery of the initial 
date of Saptarshi or Laukika era which I obtained in Kashmir, 

makes it possible to fix the reigns after Avantivarman with 
perfect accuracy. The beginning of the Saptarshi era is 

placed by the Kashmirians on Ghaitra Sudi I of the twenty- 
fifth year of the Kaliyugi and the 24th year, or 1148 A.D., 

in which Kalhana wrote, is consequently the Saptarshi year 

4224. For 

From Kaliyuga 25 to the beginning of the Saka era is 3154 
From Saka Samvat 1 to Kalhana’s time {1148 A.D ,) is 1070 

Total Saptarshi years 4224 

My authorities for placing the beginning of the Saptarshi 

era in Kali 25 are the following. First, P-Dayaram jotsi gave 

me the subjoined Verse, the origin of which he did not 
know:* 

jrlrcSSoS' 1§(j3 3 VS ^5^0 (S5 30cr^ er°g 1 

era'll Vo Sc© &oe£8!l 

srvh sfq: ssrfM fern sfwi 
fk Flip? JTR tfcf: II 

“When the years of the Kaliyuga marked by the ‘arrows’ 

and the ‘eyes’ (i.e. the five and the two, or, as Indian dates 

have to be read backward, 25) had elapsed, the most excellent 

-.T'gs’n & is altered as **<> ^sS^ga” 

“ggfqqqv.” The actual reading is ,‘c3k>$Va-'er>g8 [pn&r>w‘2’f 

fam mm*:1 
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seven Rishis ascended to heaven. For in the calender (used) 

in the world the virtuous declare the computation of the 
Saptarshi (years to begin from that point)’’. Pandit Dayaram 
explained the verse as I have done in the above translation 

and added that each Saptarshi year began on Chaitra Sudi I 

and that its length was regulated by the customary mixing 

of the Chandra and Sauramanas. 

“The correctness of his statement is confirmed by a 

passage in P. Sahebram’s Rajatarangini sangraha where the 
author says that the Saka year 1786 (A.D. 1864). in which 
he writes, corresponds to Kali 4965 and to Saptarshi or 

Laukika Samvat 4940, One of the copyists, too, who copied 
the Dhvanyaloka for me in September, 1875, gives in the 
colophon, as the date of his copy, the Saptarshi year 4951. These 
facts are sufficient to prove that P. Dayaram’s statement regar¬ 

ding the beginning of the Saptarshi era is not an invention of 
his own, but based on the General tradition of the country. 

/ do not doubt for a moment that the calculation 
which throws th& beginning of the Saptarshi era 
back to 3076 B.C., is worth no more than that 

which fixes the beginning of the Kaliyuga in 3101 

B.C. Eut it seems to me certain that it is much older than 
Kalhana’s time, because his equation 24 = 1070 agrees with it. It 
may therefore be safely used for reducing with exactness the 

Saptarshi years, months and days mentioned in his work 

to years of the Christian era. The results which will be 

thus obtained will always closely agree with those gained 

by General Cunningham, who did use the right key.” (Pages 
264 to 268 Ind. Antiquary Vol, VI, Ed. 1877.) 

Rajatarangini By. E. Hultzsch Ph.D. Bangalore writes;-' 

In the matter of the adjustment of Kalhana*s 
chronology, Prof. Wilson considered the subject in the 

remarks attached to his abstract account; and Gen. Sir. 
A. Cunningham has dealt with it in 1843, in his paper on 
“the ancient coinage of Kashmir”, in the numismatic 

Chronicle, Vol VI. pp. 1-38. But no very satisfactory results 
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at least for the early period, have as yet been attained. 
As good an illustration of this as can be wished for, is to 

be found in connection with king Mihirakula. His 

initial date as deduced from Rajatarangini itself 

is Kaliyuga Samvat 2397 expired, or B.C. 704; 

and the end of his reign, seventy years later. Prof. 

H.H. Wilson brought him down to 200 B,C.,(loc. cit. p. 81). 
And Gen. Sir A. Cunningham arrived at the conclusion that 
he should be placed in A.D., (163 loc. cit. 18). With the 
help, however, of newly discovered inscriptions, which are 

the really safe guide. Dr, Fleet (ante. Vol XV. p252) has 
now shewn that his true date was in the beginning of the 
sixth century A.D,. that as nearly as possible the comme¬ 
ncement of his career was in 515 A.D., and that A.D. 530. 
or very soon after, was the year in which his power in 

India was overthrown, after which he proceeded to Kashmir 
and established himself there. This illustrates very 

pointed by fhe extent of the adjustments that will 

have to be made in Kalhand’s earlier details; and 

furnishes us with a definite point from which 

chronology may be regulated backwards and for¬ 

wards for a considerable time. A similar earlier point 

is provided by Kalhana’s mention, in Taranga I, verse 18, 

of the Turushka king Kanishka, who, according to his account. 

was anterior by two reigns to B.C• 1182, the date 

of the - accession of Gonanda III, but who is undoubtedly 

the king kanishka, from the commencement of whose reign in 
all probability runs the Saka era, commencing in 77 A.D. And a 

still earlier point is furnished by Kalhana’s mention of king Asoka 

in Taranga I verse 101, According to Kalhana, he 

stood five reigns before 1182 B.C. But it can hardly 

be doubted that he is intended for the great Buddhist 

king Asoka, whose accession has now been shewn by 

Gen. Sir. A- Cunningham to have been in B.C. 260 (corp. 

*nscr. Indica Vol. I, Preface p.VII). This question of adju- 
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stment is one that I shall not at present enter upon. And 

I will here only remark that the earliest lists evidently 

include, as consecutive kings, many persons who, if they 

existed at all, were only ancestors or other relatives of 

actual kings of. Kashmir, and did not themselves occupy the 

throne; that the introduction of the names of such persons 

after a break in the direct succession, of course necessitated 

forcing back the date of the immediately preceding 

actual king in each instance to a period long before the 

true one, and that no completely satisfactory solution can 

be arrived at. until we are able to determine which of the 

names have to be eliminated on these grounds.’’ 

(2nd paper of E, Hultzsch p. 65-66 of Ind. Ant. Vol. 
XVIII) 

“Kalhana’s narrative opens with a fragmentary account 

of 52 kings who were supposed to have reigned for 1266 

years. The earliest definite starting-point taken by him is 
the coronation of Yudhistira; his authority for which 

(verse 56) is a .Verse given by Varahamihira in the Brihat- 
Samhita XIII- 3, as being according to the opinion of 
Vriddha-Garga;- 

“When king Yudhistira ruled the earth, the (Seven) 

seers (i.e. the constallation Ursa Major) were in the 
(Nakshatra) Magha; the Saka era (is) 2526 (years) (after the 
commencement) of his reign.” Accordingly, the coronation 

of Yudhistira took place 2526 years before the commence¬ 
ment of the Saka era, or at the expiration of Kaliyuga 
Samvat 653 (Verse ■ 51), and in 2448 B.C. Kalhana himself 
was writing (Verse 52), (ante. * Vol. XVII p. 213) in Saka 
Samvat 1071 current, i.e. 1148- 49 A.D.” 

“At this present moment, in the twenty-fourth Laukika 
year (of the popular Kashmiri reckoning by Cycles of a 
hundred years), there have gone by one thousand years 

increased, by Seventy of the Saka era.” And, as an inter- 
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mediate point, but how arrived at he does not explain, he had 

the accession of the fifty-third king. Gonanda III, which took 
place on the whole, roughly 2330 years before his own time* 

i.e. in 1182 B„C.” 

(Ind. Ant. Vol. XVIII. p 66. second paper of E. Hultzsch) 

From the above quotation, it is clear that Dr. 
Buhler & Hultzsch not only accepted but conclusively proved 
these facts; that Kali Saka 1st year is 3101 B.C., and Kali 
25th year or 3076 B.C., was current in Kashmir as Louki* 

kabda or Saptarshi Saka or Yudhistira Kala Saka or Kash- 

mirabda. We have already mentioned the Puranic statement 

that the Laukikabda or Saptarshi Saka had its commencement 
in 3076 B.C., when Yudhistira ascended to heaven. Kaliyuga 
began 36 years after the Bharata battle took place. So the 
beginning of the Bharata fight Synchronizes with the initial of 

the Kaliyuga, that is, B. C. 3102+36=3138 B.C. All the 
Puranas and Itihasas unanimously declare that Bharata Battle 

was fought for 18 days and that Yudhistira was crowned 

emperor of Bharata Khanda during the same year. The Yudh¬ 

istira Saka commenced from 3138 B.C., the coronation of 
Yudhistira. When Yudhistira ruled for 36 years, took place 
the demise of Sri Krishna. Then Dharma Raja abdicated the 
throne, crowned Parikshit as king and went on pilgrimage 
with Draupadi and his brothers. This happened during the 

1st year of Kaliyuga or 3101 B.C., ard Yudhistira went to 
heaven after a pilgrimage of 25 years. On 26th year of Kali, 
the 1st day of Chaitra Sudhi, when the Saptarshi Mandala left 

Magha and occupied the next star, in memory of Yudhistira* 
began an Era under the appellation of Laukikabda, Yudhistira 
Kala Saka or Saptarshi Saka. All the Pur&nas and Siddhantas 
mention clearly that the beginning of that Laukikabda wag 
related to Yudhistira. Dr. Buhler and Hultzsch also accepted 

that that date 26th year of Kali was 3076 B.C., and Kalhana 
made this clear in 1-55 and 56 verses of Rajatarangini. 
Therefore, it is manifest that Yudhistira ascended to heaven 
in 8076 B.C., the time of his abdication was 1st year Kali or 

3101 B.G.. and the date of his coronation was 3138 B.C., the 
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year of the Bharata Battle, when the Saptarshi Mandala was in 

Magha star or Magha century of the Saptarshis 3176 B.C. to 3076 
B.C. (The Saptarshi Mandala entered Magha Nakshatra in 
3176 B.C., and after a century’s movement left Magha and 
entered Aslesha in 3076 B.C., by Retrograde motion). 2526 
years after Yudhistira’s death in 3076 B.C., tha era of Cyrus, 
the great, king of the Sakas or Persians began in(3076 B.C. 

—2526 = )550B.C. This Cyrus era was used in Kashmir and 
Punjab etc. in the time of Vriddha Garga, 5th century B.C. 

(At that time North-West-Bharat was under the rule of the, 

Persian Emperors.) 

Dr. Buhler quoted a sloka which he got from P. Dayaram 

Joshi of Kashmir and the trend of that sloka reveals that an 
alteration was made in it. The verse cited by Dr. Buhler is 
as follows;- 

(28) ‘ 3<So (J5 3S.T-0 1 

t^c35t^o }6^Q^S$y~°^o s5oe$*!l 

^jt%: j i 

fk epfPTRT^ ddTFd II 

In the first half of the above sloka, the expression, 

^^55° s5^3&n>'33"Dg’ appears to be inconsistent, bec¬ 

ause the Saptarshi Mandala or the Cycle of the Seven Sages 
will always reside in Heaven. In such a case, there is no 
rationality or possibility, in saying that the Seven Sages 
entered Heaven after 25 years in Kali. It will be plausible to 
speak that mortals or men who live on this Earth went to 
Heaven. But to mention that the Seven Sages, who always 
reside in heaven, went to Heaven in 25 Kali will look ludicr¬ 
ous and ridiculous. It will be a statement quite contrary to 

common sense and out of place. Such a sentence will never 
occur in a scientific treatise. The latter part of the first half 

of the sloka is not a correct one. The authentic reading a 
we got it is given below:- 
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('29'} “S'ci XH3 13s 
\ / Oa— '■ oXQ— 

c<5x^»xrr'?y,>(g8 {JSSsSo (j5cSxr° eF'S’’ H 

: I 

Sf^flwflrf^ srarar: II 

So in the above Sloka, "Yudhistiradyah” was replaced by 
“ Saptarshi varyah”, The ex-emperor of Bharata-Varsha, Yud- 
histira. along with his brothers and wife went to Heaven 
after 25 years in Kali and at that time, on Kali 26th year 
i.e. 3076 B.C., 1st of Chaitra Sudhi, the Saptarshi Mandala 
made exit from Magha and entered the next Star. There- 
fore, the people in memory of Yudhistira’s departure from 
our Planet, Earth, commenced the 'Saptarshi Mana’, say the 
Puranas. 

We have already noted elsewhere those Purana Slokas. 
Yet for easy reference of the readers, we give here again 
the important ones for their perusal. 

(SO) ‘•tfo-sSOotfBsiSsp SffT- cxSxrA 1 

KJ^rcj^oooSlgo SbsrfdSa ^ S’eJo KjS5bn=g|| 

Tsftsiffoqg ^ # i 

STO# 515 II 

(31) ‘fe$|3sS sSsSr^lSsl 

&zSo &>y,6ell" 

wptsfq jrrfp^: i 

gq smii 

(32) 

&*~i W£ ^£>8^8(1” 

^f^TS^Sfq | 
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Substance:- 

“ After the expiry of 25 years in Kaliyuga, that is, in the 
beginning of the 26th Year or 3076 B C.. the Seven Rishis 
who were till then in Magha enter • the Star Aslesha and 
stay there for one hundred years. At that time, Yudhistira 
(Dharmaraja) who was on world pilgrimage, it is a fact, 
will complete his going round the Earth and would ascend 
to Heaven. From that period, the Laukikabda, comprising 
a period of 27 centuries, will be begun, in memory of 
Dharma Raja or Yudhistira by the people and it will be 
current in this world.” So the Puranas pronounced clearly. 
As such the person who enteied the Heaven, after a lapse 
of 25 years in Kali, will be ‘Dharmaraja or Yudhistira’, but 
not the “Saptarshis”, because the Saptarshis were eternal 
residents of Heaven. 

From the above information, it is evident that Buhler and 
Hultzseh who wrote that Kalhana mentioned the Kuru Pandavas 
to have lived in 653 years Kali, as per the inserted forged slokas, 
in Rajatarangini 1-49, 50, 51 and 54, in order to avoid the contra¬ 
diction. might have altered the expression, "Yudhistiradyah” 
into “Sapfcardhi Varyah”. In 26th year Kalii. e. 3076 B.C., Yudhi¬ 
stira ascended to Heaven, In 1st year Kali i.e. 3101 B.G., having 
abdicated the throne, Yudhistira together with his brothers und¬ 
ertook the pilgrimage round the earth. As he reigned for 36 
years, before Kali, the year of his coronation will be the 36th 
year before the beginning of Kali, namely, 3102 B.G. +36 = 3138- 
B.C, During that year happened the Bharata Battle and as Yud¬ 
histira was the Victor in that fight, his coronation took place in 
that year. So the date of Bharata War comes to 3138 B.G. 
As a consequence, the Readers will be in a position to realise, the 
amount and extent of the distortions and interpolations committed 
by the Western writers, in their attempt to re-write the Indian 
History. The above sloka proves that;- 

The date of the Mahabharata war and the coronation of Yud¬ 
histira was 3138 B.C., the beginning of Kali Era was 3102 B.C., 
Yudhistira’s abdication of the throne of Bharata-Varsha and his 
Mahaprasthanagamana was in 3101 B.C., his ascending to heaven 
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and the starting of Saptarshi Era (or the Laukikabda or the Yud- 
histira Kala era or Kashmirabda) was in 3076 B.C. 

Dr. Buhler, who was fully aware of the above facts, wrote 
about Kalhana as follows:- “An author, who connects the history 

of his country with the imaginary date of a legendary 

event, like the coronation of Yudhistira and boasts that 

his narrative resembles a medicine etc., (Ind. Ant. Vol 

VI P 264 Ed .1877.) and we find no valid reason for his sceptici¬ 
sm and i adverse criticism, except the arrogance and audacity, 
bias and prejudice which is the monopoly of a ruling race. Their 
supposed superiority complex should have been the root cause 

for the distortions and pervertions of historic facts,and for discr¬ 
editing and slandering the popular beliefs and traditions. The 
remarks that Kalhana ‘boasts’ and that the first three Tarangas 
of Rajatarangini are full of ‘improbabilities and absurdities, since 
they contain the lists of kings who lived in the Pre-Bharata period 
and that Kalhana changed the names and the periods of their 

reigns by ‘increasing and diminishing’ the time, all these are 
examples of the haughty and self-conceited utterances of the 

Western writers. On this account, he ventures to declare 

that he would ign ore the first three tararigas. Further* 

he cites that Prof. Wilson, Lassen and General Cunningham did 
not accept Kalhana as authority and that these historians were 
‘illustrious’. In case the Western scholars mentioned what was 
related in Rajatarangini and took pains to show the ‘improbabili¬ 
ties and absurdities’ contained therein, the readers’ faith might 
have been Shaken; but how can their confidence in the historicity 
and chronology of Rajatarangini be demolished by destructive 
and negative criticism, fraught with self-esteem and self-praise, 
mingled with censure and condemnation of Kalhana which was 
engendered by racial pride and foriegn prejudice? On the other 
hand such biassed and uncritical writings will only reveal the 
narrow mind and distorted vision of the occidental chroniclers but 
cannot prove the native histories to be fictitious and imaginary. 

The western writers. Sir William Jones, Wilson, Lassen, 
Cunningham, Buhler, Stein and Hultzsch were imbued with racial 
pride and their writings were saturated with base self-adulation 
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and unbridled condemnation of native chroniclers. We do not 
find rational and argumentative discussion of the Subject-matter 
in their criticism- With such adverse reasonings, unnecessary 
and out of place discussions, they ignored and neglected native 
records and chronicles, as unhistorie and legendary; they 
omitted some and added other kings, changed, decreas¬ 

ed and increased the periods of the reigns of these 

rulers, at their sweet will and pleasure, so as to suit 

their preconceived pet false theories; they distorted the 
shape and origin of some of the monarchs, dubbing them as Saka 
and Huna Sovereigns and, in this way the Westerners left no 
stone unturned to make them appear to have lived and ruled in 
A.D. In doing so. the foreign writers had the audacity to father 
upon Kalhana. the sins committed by them. This self-delusion 
and ostrich-policy is clearly evident in Buhler’s report and 
remarks upon Kalhana’s book ‘'consisting of chronological impr¬ 
obabilities and absurdities’’ and that "he boasts his narrative 
resembles a medicine etc. (R.T, 1-21)” In this context, we 
invite the attention of the readers, to scrutinize the verses 1-19, 
20, 21 of Rajatarangini and to furm their own judgement. 

(88) “^3s‘_sSg§r8^8ScS&3 SSo-tS {fyjtS\p<£r> S'S'"'?- {jobeTl 

!F°g~ s^gcSSolxjll” 

mm n 

“Prom among the fifty-two monarchs, Sri Chchavillakara 
narrated the histories of five kings, beginning from Asoka and 
others. The following sloka of Sri Chchavillakara speaks to that 
effect and I am giving it as a quotation from Sri Chchavillakara.” 

(1*19) 
(84) &$>s5bJST8£ 

1§sS <u?X^3 •<§)'Croe$'S8,, U (1_20) 

ste q^i i 

it gpfaRrat ^5'df: II 
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“The histories of the five sovereigns, starting from Asoka 
to Abhimanyu, were taken, from among the list of the fifty-two 

monarchs, by the ancient historians.” The above (1-20) sloka 

composed by Sri Chehavillakara was cited as authority by 
Kalhana and then Kalhana expressed his opinion upon the fore¬ 
going sloka as follows:- 

(85) us)cs£so )6^^rr° ,;&x>er°7b £r° !§& T°o^ngl 

^5 sizjo rfoS'<7r-»c3CSa>§v^s3cssbosiCillK’* (R T. 1-21) 

^qruirg^i% qi i 

“The narrative of the above 17 rulers will serve as a 
suitable medicine and will be useful for increasing and diminish¬ 
ing the place and time, in the annals of the history of the ancient 
(35) monarchs*” (1-21) The above three poems will perform the 
function of the finger-post of faults in the conclusions of the 
Western writers. In addition to this, they expose the ignorance 
and illiteracy of Dr.Buhler and bring home to the minds of the 
readers how illogical, irrational and irrelevant his report and 
remarks upon Rajaiarangini and Kalhana are : To be plain, Sloka 
1-20 was composed by Sri Chehavillakara and was quoted by 
Kalhana as standard authority for his work; but Dr. Buhler 

atributed it to Kalhana and in doing so, Buhler blundered. 

Then, Sloka 1—21, was a commentary upon the work 

of Sri Chehavillakara and an encomium of that history 

by Kalhana. This Buhler mis- read and misrepresent¬ 

ed as Kalhana’s self-praise of his own book and 

committed a gross mistake. With this pre-conceived 

wrong notion, Buhler darted off anew and embarked on the fulj 
tide of adverse and hostile criticism and censure upon Rajataran- 

gini and Kalhana, On the other hand, we assert that Kalhana 
was neither a braggart nor an ignoramus, as most of his critics 
were. His book was entirely free from the so-called improbabil¬ 
ities and absurdities. He never changed the names and periods 

of the kings’ reigns, by increasing and diminishing the time as 
was done by Dr. Buhler, Dr. Hultzsch and Dr, Stein. As a lover 
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of truth and admirer of Veracity, Kalhana based his rese- 

arches upon the works of the ancient historians who 

were alive at the time of the respective monarchs, (Vide 

R.T.l*8,9,lQslokas)and records and inscriptions of the predecessor 
monarchs. Moreover,he had neither desire nor design to distort 
history to suit his own motive or purpose like the alien writers. 

The periods of the reigns of the kings of Kashmir in the 
intervals of the historically ascertained dates of Asoka, Kanishka 
and Durlabhaka, specified in Kalhana’s Rajatarangini, are 
historically correct and therefore they need not be reduced or 
tampered with in any way. Says Dr. Buhler“I would not fill 
the intervals between the historically certain dates of Asoka, 
Kanishka and Durlabhaka by cutting down the years of the 

Kings placed between them by Kalhana.” 

Asoka of Kashmir is the 48th in Kalhana’s list of kings of 
Kashmir. Kanishka is the 51st. The periods of the reigns of 
the two kings between them Jalauka the 49th and Damodara II 
the 50th have not been specified by Kalhana. Kalhana mentions 
Gonanda II of 3138 B.C., and Gonanda III of 1182 B.C. The 
interval between these two is 3138 - 1182 = 1956 years. During 
this period there were 48 kings. If this interval is ailoted evenly 
to these 48 kings, the time of Asoka works out to about 1448-1400 
B.C., Kanishka’s 1294 to 1234 B.C. and Durlabhaka’s 288 to 
338 A.D. It seems that the total period of the reigns of the 17 
kings of the Karkota dynasty between Kanishka and Durlabhaka 
is speci fied in the manuscript of Kalhana’s Rajatarangini as 
600 years. The figure was corrected into 260 even at the time 

the text of Kalhana was printed. So Dr. Buhler cannot claim 

any credit for restraint or scruples, when he professes to refrain 
from reducing it further. Sven without any further reduction if 
it is conceded according to Kalhana that Gonanda III ruled in 1182 
B.C., Kanishka was to be placed in the 13 th century B.C. and 
Asoka in the 15th Century B.C. Dr. Buhler does not concede these. 

So the expression 'historically certain dates’in the sentence quoted 

above, of Dr. Buhler, curiously mean the dates 272 to 230 B.C. 

assigned to Asoka of Magadha by him on the basis of their accepted 

hypothesis that the contemporary of Alexander the Great among 
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the kings of Magadha was Maurya Chandragupta. But such a 
statement cannot be attributed toKalhana. The Asoka of Kalhana 
was a king of Kashmir and not the Maurya Asoka of Magadha , 
If according to the assumption of Buhler he was also the contem¬ 
porary of Maurya Asoka, he should discard his timing of Maurya 

Asoka in 230 B.C. and push him back 13 1436 B.C., the time of 

Kashmir Asoka, But the European Orientalists have always been 
eorsistantly labouring to reduce the antiquity of Indian History 

and so Dr. Buhler has pushed forward the time of Kashmir Asok® 
to the supposed time of Maurya Asoka, {according to their basic 
false hypothesis regarding Alexander and Chandragupta Maury a 

272-230 B.C. According to Kalhana’s Rajatarangini as well as 

according to the Puranas Maurya Asoka of Magadha should 
belong to 1436 B.C. So by the false hypothesis of the Western 
Orientalists regarding Alexander and Chandragupta Ma urya, the 
time of Asoka and thereby of the history of Magadha i.e. of India 
has been pushed forward by 1206 years. In the same manner 
on account of the supposed contemporaneity of Kashmir Asoka 
and Maurya Asoka, Kashmir Asoka who belonged to 1436 B.C., has 

also been pushed forward to 230 B.C., and thereby the history 
of Kashmir too. Even so in the history of Nepal. The date Kali 
2764 i.e. 338 B.C. for the coronation of Sivadevavarma according 
to the Nepala Raja Vamsavali is rejected and while the date 
mentioned in the inscription is in Sri Harsha Era and it corresponds 
to457B.C., and tallies with the Rajatarangini and other inscriptions, 
it is rejected and a new Sri Harsha(Siladitya) Era is invented and 
alloted to 606 A.D. and Sivadevavarma’s coronation is dragged 
down to 725 A.D. Thus there is a reduction of 1063 years in the 
history of the kings of Nepal. By some further other reductions, 
the total reduction is made up to 1260 years. Thus the European 
Orientalists tampered consistantly with all the Chronologies of 
the kings of Magadha. Kashmir and Nepal, which are given in 
continuous, unbroken sequence from the time of the Mahabharata 
War in our Puranas and other historical works by our ancients 
and arbitrarily reconstructed by them to suit their preconceived 
assumptions and Hypothesis. 

Dr .Buhler says in the above quotation, ‘For the period which 
begins with the Karkota Dynasty not much remains to be done.’’ 
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Even at the time of the publication in print of Kalhana’s Rajataran- 
gini the total period of reigns of the kings of Kashmir of the Kar- 
kota dynasty had been reduced from 6dOto260 years. So Dr. Buhler 
felt there was no need for any further reduction. He has also 
struck off some kings at his will from the lists of kings of 
Kashmir professedly on the ground that their historicity was 
not otherwise corroharated by coins, Buildings and inscriptions. 
There is no conceivable right or authority for him to entitle him 
to do so. This is highly reprehensible. What corrobaraticn can 
he show for his conclusions based on such cancellations, redu¬ 
ctions and alterations, can he produce any evidence coin, building, 
or inscription to substitute his arbitrary assumption that Kashmir 
Asoka was a contemporary of Maury a Asoka in the third century 
B C. Has be anywhere adduced the evidence of coins,, 
inscriptions and buildings, in support of his contentions and 
chronological determinations. It is regrettable that he could not 
see that the test he institutes for accepting the historical truth of 
K&lhana’s statements should apply to him also and his own state¬ 
ments too. While it is clear from Rajatarangini that Kanishka 
belonged to 13th century B.C., what evidence has he adduced, 
of coins buildings or inscriptions to support his rejection of 
Kalhana’s determinations and in support of his own in favour of 
78 A.D. He has equated the letters “KanerkF on the Coin cited 
by him with ‘‘Kanishka”, This is disputed as too arbitrary and 
flimsy for such an important fact as the date of a king by some 
scholars. There is no date on the coin, “Kanerki” could never 
mean “Kanishka”, To fix his time in 78 A.D. is absolutely 
wrong. There seems to be no limit to his agression on the ancient 
historians of India. There is not even a shred of evidence in 
his turn, of coins, inscriptions or buildings in support of the 

entirely fictitious history of ancient India anxiously built up by 
him and his ilk, on the basis of the flimsiest of arbitrary hypothe¬ 
ses inspired by prejuidices and preconceptions and the unwarra¬ 
nted rejection of all the really authoritative evidence of our 
ancient puranas and other historical narratives of the country. 

Moreover how can buildings help to establish the times of 
kings of ancient times we venture to question. It is just possible 
that a modern prince or a prince of resent times, takes it into his 
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head to build in the style of ancient times. Will it not be comm¬ 
itting an eggregious blunder to assign the ancient buildings in 
the same style to the time of such a prince or the buildings of the 
prince and him to the ancient times on the strength of the 
similarity in the style of architecture of all the buildings? Can 

such reasonings ever lead to correct history? We are left to 
wonder how such chronological determinations can serve any 
purpose in history. How can we expect any such evidence to be 
forth-coming in regard to the ancient history of our country 
which enjoyed a high degree of civilisation and glory at a time 
when the so called advanced countries of the west had 
net yet emerged from barbarism. For the ancient history of such 
a country as ours, the native literature of the ancient times can 
be the only authority. We have to recognise this truth but, instead, 
our native historians accept the findings of the foreign scholars 
based on such fallacious reasoning. These European Orientalists 
have themselves accepted the historicity of Rama, Ravana, 

Jarasandba, Santanu, Somadhi the first king in Kali of Magadha' 
Sisunaga, Nanda, Chandragupta Maurya etc. Eut can they adduce 
any coins, inscriptions or buildings of these kings of ancient times? 
How then are they justified in demanding the evidence of coins, 
inscriptions and buildings to prove the existence of the ancient 
kings mentioned in the first three tarangas of Kalhana’s history 
and to reject all in whose ease such evidence is not available to 
them. Will they dare to apply the argument in connection with 
the ancient history of any other country, say their own country 
of England? The following sentences of Prof. T. Subbarow are 

appropriate in this context.’’ 

"The Adept therefore, has little, if anything, to do with 

difficulties presented by Western history. To his knowledge 

-based on documentary records from which, as said, hypothe¬ 

sis is excluded, and as regards which even psychology is called to 
play a very secondary part-the histotyof his and other nations 
extends immeasurably beyond that hardly discernible point that 
stands on the faraway horizon of the Western world as a land¬ 
mark of the commencement of its history. Records made 
throughout a series of ages based on astronomical chronology 
and zodiacal calculations cannot err.” 
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That is about all Western History knows of its genesis. Like 
Havana's brother Kumbhakarns-the Hindu Rip Van Wincle— 
it slept for a long series of ages a dreamless, heavy sleep. And 
when at last it awoke to consciousness, it was but to find the 
'nascent Aryan race’ grown into scores of nations, peoples and 
races, most of them effete and crippled with age, many irretrie¬ 

vably extinct while the true origin of the younger ones it was 
utterly unable to account for. So much for the youngest brother 
As for "the eldest brother, the Hindu’’ who professor Max-Muller 
tells us f,was the last to leave the central home of the Aryan 

family”, and whose history, this eminent philologist has now 
kindly under-taken to impart to him,—he, the Hindu, claims that 
while his Indo-European relative was soundly sleeping under the 
protecting shadow of Noah’s ark, he kept watch and did not miss 
seeing one event from his 'high Himalayan fastnesses; and that 

he has recorded the history thereof in a language which, though 

as incomprehensible as the lapygian inscriptions to the Indo-Euro¬ 

pean immigrant, is quite clear to the writers. For this crime he 
now stands condemned as a falsifier of the records of his fore¬ 

fathers. A place has been hitherto purposely left open for India 

<fto be filled up'when the pure metal of history should have been 

extracted from the ore of Brahmanic exaggeration and supersti¬ 

tion.” Unable, however, to meet this programme, the Orientalist 

has since persuaded himself that there was nothing in that "ore” 

but dross. He did more. He applied himself to contrast 

Brahmanic "superstition” and “exaggeration” with Mosaic revela¬ 

tion and its Chronology, The Veda was confronted with 

Genesis, Its absurd claims to antiquity were forthwith dwarfed 

to their proper dimensions by the 4,004 years B.C., measure of 

the world’s age; and the Brahmanic “superstition and fables’’ 

about the longevity of the Aryan Rishis were belittled and 

exposed by the sober historical evidence furnished in "the geneo- 
ogy and age of the Patriarchs from Adam to Noah”-whose 

respective days were 980 and 950 years; without mentioning 

Methuselah who died at the premature age of nine hundred 

and sixty nine .” 
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“In view of such experience, the Hindu has a certain right 
to decline the offers made to correct his annals by Western history 

and chronology. On the contrary, he would respectfully advise 
the Western scholar before he denies point-blank any statement 

made by the Asiatics with reference to what is pre-historic ages 

to Europeans to prove that the latter have themselves anything 

like trust-worthy data as regards their own racial history. And 
that settled, he may have the leisure and capacity to help his 
ethnic neighbours to prune their geneological trees. Our Rajputs, 
among others, have perfectly trustworthy family records of an 

unbroken lineal descent through 2,000 years B.C , and more, as 
proved by Colonel Tod; records which are accepted by the British 
Government in its official dealings with them. It is not enough 
to have studied stray fragments of Sanskrit literature-even 

though their number should amount to 10.000 texts, as boasted 
of allowed to fall into their hands, to speak so confidently 

of the “Aryan first settlers in India”, and assert that “left to 

themselves, in a world of their own, without a past and 

without a future before them, they had nothing but 

themselves to ponder upon”, -- and therefore could know ahsokr 
tely nothing of other nations. 

Disrespectful though it may seem, we call on the philologist 
to prove in some more convincing manner than usual, that he is 
better qualified than even the average Hindu Sanskrit Pandit to 
judge of the antiquity of the “Language of the Gods”; that he 
has been really in a position to trace unerringly along the lines of 
countless generations, the course of the “now extinct Aryan 

tongue” in its many and various transformations in the West, and 
its primitive evolution into first, the Vedie, and then the Classical 

Sanskrit in the East, and that from the moment when the 
mother-stream began deviating into its new ethnographical beds, 

he has followed it up. Finally that, while he, the Orientalist, 
can, owing to speculative interpretations of what he thinks he 

has learnt from fragments of Sanskrit literature, judge of the 

nature of all that he knows nothing about, i,e„ to speculate upon 

the past history of a great nation he has lost sight of from its 
nascent state”, and caught up again but at the period of its 
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last degeneration — the native student never knew, nor Can ever 
know anything of that history. Until the Orientalist has proved 
all this, he can be accorded but small justification for assuming 
that air of authority and supreme contempt which is found in 

almost every work upon India and its past. Having no knowledge 
himself whatever of those incalculable ages that lie between the 

Aryan Brahman in Central Asia and the Brahman at the thresh- 
hold of Buddhism, he has no right to maintain that the initiated 
Indo-Aryan can never know as much of them as the foreigner. 

Those periods being an utter blank to him, he .is little qualified 
to declare that the Aryan having had political history “of his 

own” his only sphere was “religion and philosophy .in 
solitude and contemplation.” A happy thought suggested, no 

doubt, by the active life, incessant wars, triumphs, and defeats 

portrayed in the oldest songs of the Rig-Veda. Nor can he, with 
the smallest show of logic affirm that “India had no place in the 

political history of the world’’, or that “there are no Synchronisms 
between the history of the Brahmans and that of other nations 
before the date of the "Origin of Buddhism in India”, for-he 

knows no more of the prehistoric history of those “other nations’’ 
than that of the Brahman. All his inferences, conjectures and 
systematic arrangements of hypotheses begin very little earlier 
than 200 B.C., if even so much, on anything like really historical 
grounds. He has to prove all this before he would command our 
attention. 

As in the “historical,” so in this new “archaeological diffi¬ 
culty”, the dates assumed to be fixed by these Western Orienta¬ 
lists could not stand the test of unbiassed reason when subjected 
to the critical and scientific methods of modern logic. For 
example, when called upon to determine the date of an inscrip¬ 
tion or eoin, the historical and traditional circumstances conne¬ 
cted with the Era in which it is expressed must be taken into 

consideration, and only such date as strictly conforms to such 

circumstances should be accepted as correct. Such, at least, hag 
been the practice of Journals and Societies devoted to European 

classical archaeology. But our Indian archaeologists confine 

their collateral inquiries to within the narrowest limits. They 
have agreed to dismiss altogether all ancient traditions, written 
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and oral, which in Europe and America, form one of the principal 
sources of verification. Our modern archaeologist resort chiefly 
to philology and paleography — which may be wielded according 

to the caprice and fancy of each writer --in arriving at their 

conclusions. 

While expressing the sincerest admiration for the clever 
modern methods of reading the past histories of nations now 
mostly extinct, and following the progress and evolution of their 

respective languages, now dead, the student of Indian Literature 

can hardly be made to share the confidence felt by Western 
philologists in these conglutinative methods, when practically 
applied to his own country and Samskrit Literature. Three facts, 
at least, out of many — says the great scholar, Mr. Prof. T. 
Subba Row, - are well calculated to undermine his faith in these 

Western methods: — 

“1. Of some dozens of eminent Orientalists, no two agree’ 
even in their verbatim translation of Samskrit texts. Nor is 

there more harmony shown in their interpretation of the possible 

meaning of doubtful passages. 

2, Though Numismatics is a less conjectural branch of 
science, and when starting from well-established basic dates, so 
to say, an exact one (since it can hardly fail to yield correct 
chronological data, in our case namely, Indian antiquities) arehae- 
logists have hitherto failed to obtain any such result. 

The greatest authorities upon Indian Archaeology and Archite¬ 
cture — General Cunningham and Mr. Fergusson • - represent 
in their conclusions the two opposite poles, The province of 
archaeology is to provide trustworthy canons of criticism and not, 
it should seem, to perplex or puzzle. The Western critic is 
invited to point to one single relic of the past in India, whether 
written record or inscribed or un inscribed mo, ument, the age of 
which is not disputed. No sooner has one av haeologisfc determi¬ 
ned a date, — say the 1st century — than anc .her tries to pull it 

forward to the 10th or perhaps the 34th century of the Christian 
Era. While General Cunningham ascribes the construction of 
the present Buddha Gaya Temple to the 1st century after 

Christ,-- the opinion of Mr. Fergusson is that its external form 
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belongs to the 14th century; and so the unfortunate outsider is 
as wise as ever. Noticing this discrepancy in a Report of the 
Archaeological Survey of India (p. 60, Vol. VJII)the 
conscientious and capable Buddha-Gaya Chief Engineer, Mr- 
J. D. Beglar observes that “Notwithstanding his (Fergusson’s) 
high authority, this opinion must be unhesitatingly set aside” 
and — forthwith assigns the building under notice to the 6th 
century. While the conjectures of one archaeologist are termed 
by another hopelessly wrong”, the identifications of Buddhistic 
relics by this other are in their turn denounced as “quite 
untenable.” And so in the case of every relic of whatever age.’’ 
(Quoted By T. S. Narayana Sastri. in his <fAg*e of Sankara,” 
Part I. C. Pages 43 ff.) 

Then arises the problem, why should the foreign chroniclers 
tamper with the native records and ignore them. This might, 
be due to two causes, namely, ignorance of Sanskrit and racial 
pride and prejudice. By a stroke of good luck, the westerners 
came into contact with India, at first as traders and by the 
favour of Dame Fortune—rather by an odd twist of the Fate 
of India’—they became the monarchs. As such they were quite 
ignorant of the language of the land, in which Sanskrit was the 
spoken and written tongue for over millenniums. How could 
a mortal in the short span of his life get mastery over a 
classical language like Sanskrit and its Various dialects! So 
the strangers might have lost their way in the labyrinthine 
inflexions and intricacies of a foreign language. Due to their 
confusion worse confounded, the foreign writers might have 
landed in the marshy region of mistakes and misrepresenta¬ 
tions. In this way they might have blamed the truth but 
could not shame it forever. Secondly the foreign historians 
of the ilk of Buhler, Lassen and others belonged to the 
species of the ruling race. Further Self-preservation is the 
first law of Nature and this can only be maintained by 
Self-glorification and sustained by condemnation of the culture 
and civilisation of the subject race. The first and foremost 
weapon to achieve their ambition would be to distort their 
history, to demean their religion and to demoralise the nation 
by grafting alien civilisation and culture, upon the fallen 
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foe. Men were not wanting to do these dirty and dastardly 
deeds. So the above-mentioned so-called amateurs and 
dilethanti crossed the seas and came over a distance of 
thousands of miles, in unholy zeal and zest, to write a correct 
history of the kings of Kashmir, Their assets for this 
arduous task were their racial arrogance, religious bigotry and 
spurious superiority-complex. As a result of oblique vision 
and warped judgement, in neglecting the native historians, the 
western scholars played the part of ‘doubtixig Thomases or 
careless Gallios\ They mistook the rotten shell for the ripe 
fruit and in doing this, they threw away the babe with 
the bath-water. So Buhler and his kindred chroniclers 
were obliged to re-write, a new history bristling with concoctions, 
distortions and fabrications, so as to support and strengthen the 
prominence and predominance of the pride and prestige of the 
civilisation and culture of their nation. This mentality of self- 
aggrandisement, spirit of self-glorification, and clamour for 
self-preservation should have been the corner-stone for the 
cathedral of their contorted and distorted Indian history. 

As Lord Acton said. "All power corrupts; and absolute power 

corrupts absolutely”; the power-drunk Englishman, with upstart 

pride became the Suzerain of India. To him, the ancient Aryan 

culture and civilisation of Bharat was an anathema and he 

regarded its fame, glory and its very existence as a thorn in his 

flesh. So the western historians started the game of calumny 
s 

and condemnation of the ancient Indian chroniclers. 

Thus sprang up the mushroom growth of anti-Indian 
alien historians. Dr Buhler, Lassen, Keith and others, the Kith 
and Kin of John Bull, began to bellow with full-throated ease but 
their Babel of tongues could not drown the clarion call and 
trumpet voice of Kalhana and his predecessors, who were the 
seers of historic truth. The Indian historians did not desire, 
like heretics, to demolish and destroy the heritage left by the 
ancients; but their aim and ambition was, to dig deep, by the 
sweat of their brow, smelt the ore and extract the precious metal. 
In search of the gems of the purest ray serene, Kalhana dived 
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his fore-runners. The result of his labour of love was Rajatara" 
ngini, which had to be cited by the westerners, only to be 
mercilessly criticised and condemned. 

The baneful British rule and the narcotic English medium of 
education, nursed and nourished the rise and growth of the rank 
weeds of the false and distorted history. Our ignorant and 

innocent youth were-made to read the histories written by the 

aligns and to trust them as Gospel Truth. One man’s meat may 

be the poison of another and it so happened with the young men 
of India. Taught and tutored by the western scholars, our 
native historians walked in their foot-prints. The intoxicant of 
scepticism had its evil influence upon the simple minds of our 

college students. So they pinned their faith to the false and 
baseless theories of the growth of Indian civilisation and culture- 
with the advent of Alexander, Caesar and Christ. In this manner, 

the western historians determined to deal a death blow' and to 

uproot the Ancient Aryan pre-eminence. Thus for a time the 
glory of the Oriental chroniclers was shrouded in the clouds of 

the doubtful surmises and suspicions of the scholar's from the 
Occident. With the dawn of the Sovereign Republic of Bharat, 
tne death-knell of subjection and slavery was tolled and the 
gloom was dispelled. The bright and brilliant rays of the Sun of 

Truth began to illumine the glory and splendour of our Ancient 

Bharata Empire. It is high-time that the tocsin should be 
sounded to awaken our Native and Vernacular historians, from 
their deep slumber and in these pages, we herald the necessity of 
discharging their duty towards their Mother-land, in Vindicating 
her due claims and rights, to be crowned as the supreme Sovere¬ 
ign of age-long culture and spiritual wisdom. 

Now let us follow the trend of our narrative and know what 
these western historians ‘Buhler’ and others have done; they 
discarded and ignored the native chroniclers. Kalhana and his 
predecessors; increased and diminished the reigning periods and 

time of the Kashmir kings and altered the names and places of 
some rulers. They eliminated some kings from it. They made 

Maurya Chandragupta 1534 B.C., a contemporary to Alexander of 
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327 B.C.. and in doing so, they lessened a period of 1207 years 
from the chronology of the kings, from the time of Bharata 
Battle. They neglected and rejected some of the kings of 
Kashmir; called Thoramana and Mihirakula as father and son, 
and Huna kings and lastly brought them to a later date of their 
own pre-conception. In thus distorting and perverting the 

historical facts, these westerners had to quote their kinsmen as 
authority, since they had no other verifiable data. This is just 
like, ‘Tickle me Tom. tickle you Toby”. The absurd accusations 
they attributed to Kalhana, were actually done by them and so 
Kalhana was more sinned against than s'nning. This is a case 
of pot calling the kettle black and two wrongs can never make a 
right. But it is the pity of pities that our country-men condemn 

their own native chroniclers, esteem alien writers as authorities 
and are not in a mood to be convinced, even if their blunders and 

mistakes are brought home to their minds. Their wisdom is 

consumed in confidence and what a fall it is my country-menf 
It is the misfortune of our Mother-land. 

For the benifit of the readers who have neither leisure nor 
access to read tne original, we give below, in brief, the substance 
of Kalhana’s Rajafarangini so that they may arrive at correct 
judgement and decide the real culprits regarding the metamor¬ 
phosis and mutilation of historical facts, events and circumsta- 
nces:- 

The first Kashmir king, prior to the Bharata battle 
was Gonanda I and he was a contemporary of Jarasandha. 
When he went to fight with Krishna, in company with Jarasa" 

ndha* Gonanda I was killed by Bala Rama. The son of 

Gonanda I was the second king, Damodara I, who was killed 
by Sri Krishna, when he went to spoil the Svayamvaram of 
Gandhara Raja’s daughter. Then Yasovati, the pregnant queen 
of Damodara I became the third ruler. A few months later, 

when she gave birth to a son, the son, after the ceremony 

of Jatakarma, was crowned as the fourth king under the name 
of Gonanda II. The history of these four monarchs was 

written by Nilamuni. When the fourth king, Gonanda II was 
one-year old, the Bharata fight took place in 3138 B.C., '-6 



years before Kali Era of 3102 B C. As Gonanda II was an 

infant, his support for the fight was not sought by Kauravas 
or Pandavas. Then after a lapse of 62 years from the date 
of Bharata battle i.e. in 3076 B.C.. commenced the Laukikabda 
which was proved and accepted by Dr. Buhler and other 

historians, Tne readers may themselves consider and decide 
how these four kings could be imaginary inventions. The 
successors of Gonanda II, from 5th to 39th, in all 35 monarehs, 
were transgressors of Vedic duties and rites and since they 
were anti-vedic and irreligious, their history was not recorded. 

On the authority of Hela Raja's work, Padmamihira wrote, 
the narrative of the kings from 40 to 47. The 48th monarch 

was Asoka and his son, Jaiauka was the 49th ruler. The 50th 

sovereign was Damodara II. Then having conquered Kashmir, 

Hushka, Jushka and Kanishka (three Turushka brothers) ruled 
the country, as 51st king, con-jointly at the same time, 

Afterwards, Abhimanyu, a king of the Gonanda dynasty, 
reconquered Kashmir and reigned as 52nd ruler. The history of 
these five monarehs was written by Sri Chehavillakara. The 
53rd king was Gonanda III. His time was 2330 years anterior 
to the date of Kalb ana’s writing his chronicle, during 1148 A.D* 
So it comes to 2330-—1U8 = 1182 B.C„, and this date was 
approved by Troyer and many other Western writers. There 

are three generations before the Bharata war; Gonanda I, 
Damodara I, and Queen Yasovati or Gonanda II in 3138 B,C.’ 
and from this date to Gonanda III (B.C. 1182), the history was 
for a period of 19.6 years. The Predecessors of Bharata fight, 
Gonanda I, his son, his daughter-in-law and his grandson 

before the war, might have ruled for 100 years; and the 
unknown kings (Predecessors of Gonanda I) for about 212 years; 
the Sum-total 1956+100+212 =2268 years’ history. There was 

the popular tradition that the history was extant even before 
Gonanda III, 1182 B.C. Let the readers decide what is 
absurd and improbable in the popular tradition. The 51st king 
Kanishka should have ruled two generations prior to Gonanda 
III who reigned in 1182 B.C. So the 48th monarch Asoka 
might have ruled three generations before Kanishka. Kalhana 

wrote Rajatarangini after a full study of the fifteen works of his 



predecessors, ioho based their histories on the narratives 

of those chroniclers who Were alive at ike time of the 

respective monarchs and who chronicled what they 

had seen and known (R.7. 1-8, 9, IQ verses)through 

research of ancient records and inscriptions and exh¬ 

austive investigation of various sources of historical 

information. 

Though these Western historians do not possess any authen" 

tic records to write a new history of India, they had enough 
presumption in their infallibility and sufficient racial prejudice 

to reject Rajatarangini. At the same time, they are indiscreet 
and impudent enough to make the 48th king of Kashmir- 
namely Asoka, who lived in the 15th century B. C„, identical 
with Mauryan Asoka, some wrote that they both were 
contemporaries. Owing to the erroneous synchronism of 

Alexander with Maurya Chandragupta, the Westerners bi-ought 
Maurya Asoka to 3rd century B.C. On the authority of Kalhana 
since Kashmir Asoka and Maurya Asoka were contemporaries, 

Maurya Asoka should be placed in 15th century B. C., but 

should not bring Kashmir Asoka to a recent date 3rd century 

B. C., of their pre-conceived date, which was confirmed by 

the Puranas also. Thus they have diminished the period and 

brought the king of 15th century B. C-, to 230 B. C., which 

was their pre-conceived date. Further, the Turushka king 

of Kashmir of the 13th cen- B.C„ namely, Kanishka was 

placed in 78 A. D. by the western writers; they denied the 

very existence of the then king of Ujjain, Salivahana and 

deliberately declared that the Salivahana Era was no other 

than Kanishka Era. For this assumption, the Westerners had 

no written records. The so-called inscriptions and coins were 

forged and Spurious. Their interpretations and inferences were 
in concord with their pre-conceived false notions and wrong 

theories. From among such forged inscriptions, I place before 

the readers one pertaining to Mihirakuia and show how it is 

absurd and ridiculous. 



In the above quoted comment on the Rajatarangini, E. 

Hultzsch Pb. D., Bangalore, in Indian Antiquary Vo], XVIII p 65 
and 97 speaks of the date of MihRsitula:- 

Mihirakula, the king of Kashmir, was the 12th ruler, in the 
family of Gonanda III, who ruled as 53rd king, in 1182 B.C., that 

is, he was the 64th ruler in the list of the Kashmir Kings, a 
Kshatriya belonging to Gonanda dynasty. His father was 

Vasukula, the 63rd ruler and his son was Baka, the 65 king. 
Hultzsch accepted that he ruled for 70 years and his date was 
Kali 2397 years or 704 B.C-, as was related in Rajatarangini. But 

he mentioned that Wilson put him in 200 B.C., (loc-cit, p 18) 

Cunningham brought him to 163 A.D., (loc-cit. p 18,'and later on 

Dr. Fleet, on the authority of an inscription (Ant-Vol. XV, p. 
252) fixed Mihirakula as a Sovereign during the 6th century A.D., 
and that the inscriptions are sure guides and certain sources of 
historical facts- This shows how the Kshatriya king Mihirakula 
who existed in 704 B.C., was altered into a Hun a king of the 6th 

century A.D., by the western writers. Further they said that 
Thoramana who existed during 16 B.C., — 14 A.D„ was the 
father of Mihirakula. The readers can understand now, how 
these occidental chroniclers tried their level best to diminish the 
glory of the history of Bharat. A scrutiny of that inscription 
shows that it was an invention and many inscriptions published 
in the Indian Antiquary are fabrications. Even these eminent 
erudite and enlightened western scholars, as they claimed them¬ 
selves to be, rejected some inscriptions as forged and spurious, 
and the above one is the child of their fancy. As they could not 
find the date of that inscription mentioned in it, they barrowed 

the date of Iriandasor No. "3, inscription and decided that 

Mihirakula existed in Sih cento-Ty A.D, Then they adjusted the 

king's and altered their datei, forwards and backwards, from 

Mihirakula’s forged date of 532 A.D.; and manufactured a modern 
history of Kashmir, to begone the gullible readers. In this 

attempt, the westerns deleted the history of native kings for 

about a period of 12 centuries, The same process of 

deception and diminution of about 1200 years, they 

performed in the history of the Nepal Kings- The sin 
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of this omission was due to the sin of commission of accepting 
Maurya Chandragupta of 1534 B.C., to be the contemporary of 
Alexander, of 327 B.C., in preference to Gupta Chandragupta 

The utterance of one falsehood brings in a train of fabrications 
to support and uphold the first lie; this infection, like an epidemic 

spread far and wide, into all Indian histories. Thus the foreigners 
contaminated the native sources of the history of Bharat. Prof. 

Lowise Jaecoliot writes as foliows:- 

“The Rev-Fathers, Jesuits, Franciscans, Srangar missions 

and other corporations unite with touching harmony in India to 
accomplish a work of Vandalism, which it is right to denounce 
as well to the learned world as to the Orientalists. Every manu¬ 
script, every Sanskrit work that falls into their hands is imedia. 
tely condemned and consigned to flames. Needless to say that 
the choice of these gentlemen always falls from preference upon 

those of highest antiquity, and whose authenticity may 

appear incontestable. 

Every new arrival receives a formal order, so to impose of all 
that may fall into his hands. Happily, Happily the Brahmins do 
not open to them the sacred stores of their literary wealth, philo¬ 
sophic and religious.” 

(Vide Lowise Jaccoliots Bible Le Indi and Vide Mr. N. Chi- 
dambara Aiyer’s Varahaminira’s Brihat-Samhita, English tran¬ 
slation, Intro. Page 2, foot-note,.) 

We have already mentioned that Self-glorification and self- 
preservation were the twin-ambitions of the aliens. The Euro¬ 
pean adores and admires his own civilisation and culture and 

never yields the palm to that of the Orient. According to his 
Holy Bible, the Genesis of Creation began from 4004 B. C,, and 
the westerner believes that his culture leads all the rest. The 

couplet of Cowper contains in a nut-shell the ambition of the 
Englishman which is “ I am monarch of all I survey my right 

there is none to dispute.” As such, can we expect the western 
writers to be catholic and fair-minded to do Justice to the culture 
of Non-European nations and coloured races who posses an age¬ 
ing civilisation and an ancient religion, whose spirit and soul 
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are the quint essence of truth and love, wisdom and godliness' 

With a set purpose, they mangled and mutilated our ancient his¬ 
tory to bring it to a level of recent date to be in accord with the 
time of tno Biblical Genesis of- Creation. Their handi-work of 
modern history of India reveals a diseased mentality, inebriated 
with racial pride and intoxicated with the arrogance of the 
sovereign species. 

Dr. Fleet, the infallible archaeologist, has given us a huge 
volume on the subject (Corpus Inscriptionem Indicarum Vol III). 
And a most valuable volume, in one respect, it is; it gives an 
excellent collection of the Early Gupta inscriptions. But Dr. 
Fleet’s conclusions from them are quite wrong; his claim to have 
discovered the Gupta Era as beginning in 319-820 AD., is based 
entirely, as I shall show presently, upon an eggregious misinter¬ 
pretation. Now most of the Gupta inscriptions are either not 
dated; or else they are dated in the Gupta Era; and so they do not 

disclose when the Gupta Era began. Dr. Fleet knows this; 
and he relies entirely upon one record, No 18, the Mandasor 
inscription of Kumaragupta and Visvayarman. The inscription 
is of a temple constructed by the weavers of Malawa when 
Kumara-Gupta was ruler of the earth and Vfsvavarman was 
Governer of Malava; the temple was repaired in the time of 
Bhano Varman, son and successor of Visvavarman. The date of 
construction is given as 493 expired or 494th year of some Era- 

and the date of repair as 524th similarly. In the 494th year 
therefore Kumaragupta I was King. The text of the inscription 
reads excellent Sanskrit poetry; and it gives the year 493 expired 

Malavanam Gana-Sthitya which means‘'according to the 

calculation current among the Malawas.” But the original Dr. 
Fleet translates the phrase as “from the establishment cf the 

tribal constitution of the Malawas.” And he quotes a parallel 
inscription (No. 35 of Yasodharman) in which the Sanskrit 
verse gives the date as 589 years (expired -- malava — gana- 

sthiti-vasat —kalajnanaya likhiteshu i.e- in the years 

written according to the method of calculation of the Malawas 
for chronological (or astronomical)purpose. But here again Dr. 
Fleet translates the line as ‘‘from (the establishment of) the 
Supremacy of the Tribal Constitution of the Malawas;” adding in 
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a footnote that he does not quite eateh the significance of vasat! 
But in the name of sanity, what is this fiction of 5ftlie tribal 
constitution of the Maiawas.” Dr. Fleet does not enlighten us. 
When was this tribal constitution? Mo evidence is adduced on 
the point. Bat we are asked to believe that this was in 57 
B.C. And so this Mandasor inscription, we are told, gives 494-57 
or 487 A.D. as the elate of Kumarsgupta. This must be 

Kumaragupta I who lived in 127 of the Gupta Era, and so Q.E.D., 

the Gupta Era began in 329 A.D.i All this however, in simple 
English, is nothing but squibbling. The Sanskrit words in the 
inscriptions are quite plain; they give the year according to the 

“Malavagana Saka5’ (725 B.C.l in common use among the astrono¬ 

mers (Kalajnas) of Malawa; Malava-Gana-Saka 725 B.C.— 494= 
231 B.C. or 96 Gupta Era. The inscription (No. 18)therefore gives 

the date 96 G.E. or 231 B.C, for Kumara Gupta 1 who reigned 
between 94—136 of the Gupta Era, which began in 327 B.C,, 

(or between 233—131 B.C.) 

Below we give a quotation from Dr. Fleet for the convenien¬ 
ce of the readers. Its perusal will convince them what a line 
of absurd arguments, illogical reasonings, and invented self-con¬ 
tradictory statements. Dr. Fleet adopted to hoist a false pet the¬ 
ory of the modernity of Indian history and recency of Mihirakukt’s 

date. 

The History and date of Mihirakula By Dr. Fleet- 

“ The dates that have been proposed for Mihirakula and 
Baladitya are(l) by the late Mr. Fergusson A. D. 180 to 200 A. D. 
(2) by General Gunningham, during the century from A.D. 45Q to 
650 A.D. and (3) by Mr. Beal, 420 A.D., Mr. Fergusson based 

his date on the opinion, which he then held but afterwards aban¬ 
doned, that the reign of Kanishka ended A.D. 21; coupled with 
the statement of Bajafcarangini, that twelve reigns intervened 

between Kanishka and Mihirakula. General Gunningham’s date 
was based partly on Fahian’s silence regarding Baladitya’s 
samgharama aad other buildings at Nalanda: and partly on the 
similarity of the architectural style of Baladitya’s temple with 

that of a temple near the Boihi-trae at Baddha-Gaya, which, he 
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had already shewn, must have been built about A.D. 500. And 
Mr. Beal based his date (a) upon his erroneous identification of 
the Buddha-Gupta of Hiuen Tseng’s account with the Buddha- 

Gupta of t'.ie Eran inscription; wlv'cn, coupled with his adoption of 
the theory that the Gupta era commenced A.D. 190, gave to 

Buddha Gupta the date of 349 to 3 /3 A.D,, and for his ‘‘Grandson’’ 

Baladifcya a period of fifty years later; (p) on the fact that, 

in Fa Hierf s time ( 339-414 A.D. ) Buddhism was 

still flourishing and there wars five hundred Sangha- 

rarnas in the neighbourhood of the Swat river; 

whereas in Hiaen-Tsang’s time all the convents were 

ruined and desolate; which shewed that Mihirakala>s 

persecution, during which Simha was killed, must 

have taken place at any rate after that period» 

(c) on the current testimony of the Chinese accounts, which 
state that a life of Vasubandhu, the 21st patriarch, was written 
by Kumarajiva in 409 A.D., and that history of the patriarchs 
including Simha. was translated in China-in 472 A.D., and (d) on 

the fact that the twenty-eight patriarch, Bodhidharma, was 
certainly alive in 520 A.D,, as he arrived in China, from South 

India in that year; which, allowing one hundred years for the 

four patriarchs between him^ and Simha, brought us again to 

420 A.D., the period already arrived at on grounds (a) and (b).” 

“The real date, however, of Mihirukula and Baladitya with 
of course, the margin of a few years either way, is now fixed 

with certainty by the duplicate piliar-ir?srtription of Yasodharman, 

from Mandasor, which I publish in page 253 ff below. This 
inscription records that this powerful king Yasodharman has 

worship done to his feet by king Mihirakuia “ whose forehead 

was pained through being bent down by the strength of his arm, 

in the act of compelling obeisance;” i.e. that he subjugated 

Mihirakula. And, another Mandasor inscription, published by 

me at page 222 ff, above, has already given vs the date of Malava 
Samvat 589 ( A.D, 532-33 ) expired, for Yasodharman, we now 
know very closely the time of the overthrow of Mihirakula’s 
power in, at any rate, western and Central India,” 



"As regards the beginning of his reign, we have only to 

notice that Mihirakula’s Gwalior inscription is dated in his 

fifteenth year. Considering all that he did subsequently in 

Kashmir and Gandhara, it will be admitted that this date must 

be very near the end of his Indian career. His fifteenth year 
therefore, must fall some-where about 532-33 A.D., the recor¬ 
ded date of Yasodharman; and in all probability a year or two 

before it. And we shall probably be very near the mark 
indeed, if we select A.D. 515 for the commencement of his 
career.” (P. 245 to 252, Vol. XV. Ind. Ant. Ed. 1836. Text in 
Page 252.) 

E. Hultzsch and other Western writers have accepted the 
date of Mihirakula to be Kali 2397 or 704 B.C., as related in 

Rajatarangini. Having rejected it, and the fact on which it was 
based that he was the ruler of Kashmir, being a descendant of. 
Gonanda Ill’s dynasty, as the twelfth grand-son in succession. 
Dr Fleet changed Mihirakula into a Huna king and brought him 

to a recent date of 6th cen, A.D. In order to maintain the 
modernity, he invented an inscription and created a non-existent 
monarch, by name Yasodharma, who Vanquished Mihirakula and 
humiliated him to bow to his feet. It is clear that this is a 
forged inscription which was published in Indian Antiquary Vol 

XV. p, 253, as No 164, of Dr, Fleet’s Sanskrit and old Kanarese 
Inscriptions. A duplicate of this same inscription was invented 

as No 165, being engraved on the second stone pillar. In case 
there existed, at any time, a supreme sovereign who conquered 

the whole of Bharat from the Himalayas to Setu (Rameswaram) 

and reigned as the Emperor, the Puranas would have certainly 

praised his deeds of prowess and valour. But the narratives of 
the Kaliyuga kings in all the Puranas have described the 

monarchs from the date of the Bharata battle 36yrs B.E. or 
3138 B.C., to Kali 4295 or 1193 A.D. No mention of Yasodharma 
was made in any one of the above books. Even Rajatarangini, 

which gave a graphic account of Mihirakula was silent about 
Yasodharman, who by the strength of his arms, could extract 
homage from Mihirakula. Rajatarangini related that Mihirakula 

was a tyrant who invaded against Sjmhala (Ceylon), conquered 
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and killed the kin?, he gave the kingdom to another, and, 
on his return journey, slew the kings of Chola, Karnata 
and Lata countries; and imprisoned many enemy rulers in 
his fortress. If there was a great hero who could defeat 
and destroy a despot like Mihirakula, Rajatarangini would* 

indeed, have showered praises and encomiums upon the 
saviour of humanity. In the absence of even the slightest 
reference to such a peerless hero or his victories, it is 
evident that the much boasted victor of the whole of 

India, Yasodharma, was a mere figment of the fancy of the 

foreign historains, who by the strength of their fantastic 

imagination gave to airy nothings a local habitation and 
a name. Mihirakula never persecuted Buddhists, and destroyed 
their sangharamas as Dr. Fleet alleged. There is n^t even 

a single line in Rajatarangini to show that Mihirakula 
persecuted Buddhists and destroyd their Sanghramas. It is 

not true that he reigned in Central and Western India. 

We shall give below the story of the discovery of those 
inscriptions as narrated by Dr. Fleet, himself;- 

Sanskrit and old Kanarese Inscriptions By J. F. Fleet, 
B.O.S.M.R.A.S.C.I.E, Ind.Ant. Vol. XV p 253 (continued 
from p 228.) 

No 164 Mandasor Pillar Inscription of Yasodharman 

“ This is another Inscription from Dasor or Mandasor, 

the chief town of Mandasor Dt. of scindia’s Dominions in the 
western Maiawa Division of Central India. With the inscri¬ 
ption of Kumaragupta and Bandhuvarman No — 162 above, 
P.lk4 ff; it was discovered in!884 in consequence of information 
given Mr. Arthur sulivan; and it is now published for the 
first time. Like the following inscription, No 165, it is on 

one of a pair of magnificient monolith columns, apparently 
of very close-grained and good sand—stone, lying in a field 

immediately on the south-side of a small collection of huts, 
known by the name of sodani or soudani but not shewn 
in the maps as a seperate village, between two and three 
miles to the south-east of Mandasor. 



The column with the present inscription lies partially 

buried, north and south, with the top to the north The 

base of it is rectangular, about 3’ —4” high; and, as there 
is no socket at the bottom to indicate that it was fitted in¬ 
to any masonry foundation, this part must have been buried 

when the column stood up-right. Prom this base there rises 

a sixteen sided shaft, each face of which is about 8 1/2” 

broad where it starts from the base; part of the shaft about 

17’—0” in length, is still connected with the base, making 
the length of this fragment about 2i’—5”; and the present 

inscription, occupying five of the sixteen faces, is on the 

fragment, the bottom line being about 2’—2” above the 
top of the base. Immediately in connection of this, there 
lies the remainder of the shaft, about 17’—10” long 
at upper end of this, the faces are each about 7” broad, 
shewing that the column tapers slightly from bottom to top. 
The upper end of this fragment is flat, with a round socket 
projecting from it; which shews these two fragments make 
up the entire shaft, the total length 39’—3’’ or 345—10”, 
above the base. This column appears to have broken naturally 
in falling, and not to have been deliberately divided, as the 
other column, was, in the manner described below. Tha 

next part of this column, the lower part of the capital, lies 
about forty yards away to tno north, close up to the hedge 
of the hamlee, and is a fluted ball, about 2 — 6’’ high and 
3’—2” in diameter, almost identical in design with the corres¬ 
ponding part of a small pillar from an old Gupta temple- 

at Sanehi, drawn by General Cunnigham in the Archaeol— 

Sur -Ind, Vol X, plate XXII, No. 1. In the bottom of it 

thei is a socket hole about 11 In diameter, answering in 
size io the socket on the top of the shaft; and on the top 
there is a projecting socket. About twenty five yards south 
of this, and fifteen yards north of the column, l found 
aflat stone buried in the ground, just level with the surface; 
and, on excavating it, it proved to be next portion, the 
square upper part of the capital. It measures about 2’—8” 
high bs? 3’—10” mare, with vertical corner edges trimmed 
off. I could not C get ? ) at the bottom of it, but there 
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must be there a socket-hole, answering to the projecting 

socket on the top of the bell-shaped part that came below it 

I only exposed one side of it; but this was sufficient to 

shew that it is a lion-capital, exactly like the capital of the 

other column, noticed more fully below. On the top surface 

of it, there is in the centre a circular socket-hole about 11 if” 

in diameter and 4” deep, with eight other rectangular socket- 

holes round it, one in the centre of each side and one 

opposite each corner etc, etc.” 

Mandasor Inscription No. 164 

“The inscription refers itself to the reign of a powerful 
king named Yasodharman, who is evidently identical with 
the Yasodharman of the Mandasor inscription of Malva 
Samvat 589, No. 163 above, page 222 ff (Ind. Ant XV) 

and whose dominions are here described as including the 
whole of the northern part of India, from the river 

Lauhitya, or the Brahmaputra, to the Western Ocean 
and from the Himalayas to the mountain Mahendra, We 
have an important allusion in the statement that he 

possessed countries which not even the Guptas and riunas 
could subdue and a still more important record, in 
connection with the general history of the period, to the 
effect that homage was done to him, by even the famous 
king Mihirakula. It is not dated. But Yasohdharman’s date 
is now known from Mandasor inscription of Malva Samvat 
589 (A.D. 532—33) expired No. 163 above, which mentions 
him and Vishnuvardhana; and the present inscription, having 
been engraved by the sane person, Govinda, must fall with 
a few years on either sit 3 of that date. The object of it 
is to record the erection of the column for the purpose of 
reciting the glory and po ver of Yasodharman and, since the 
present tense is used almost throughout, and also verses 7 

and 8 speak of the colui m as being set up by Yasodharman 
himself, the inscription must be one of his own time, not 
posthumous.” 



“ May that very long banner of (the God) Sulapani destroy 
the glory of your enemies; (that banner) which bears (a 
representation of) the bull, marked by the fingers (dipped 
in some dye and then) placed on him by (Parvati) the 
daughter of the mountain (Himalaya), who causes the distant 
regions, in which the demons are driven wild with fear by 
(his) terrible beilowings, to shake; (and) who makes the glens 
of (the mountain) Sumeru to have their rocks split open 
by the blows of his horns.” 

“ (L - 2) - He, to whose arm. as if to (the arm) of (the God) 
Sarangapani, the fore-arm of which is marked with callous 
parts caused by the hard string of (his) bow, (and which is 
stead-fast in the successful carrying of vows for the 
benefit of mankind, the earth be took itself (for succor,) 
when it was afflicted by kings of the present age, who 
manifested pride; who were cruel through want of proper 
training; who from delusion, transgressed the path of good 
conduct; (and) who were destitute of virtuous delights. 

“In line 6, there is the reference of Mihirakula. “He t0 
whose two feet respect was paid, with the complementary 
presents of the flowers from the hair on the top of (his) 
head, by even that (famous) king Mihirakula, whose forehead 
(was) pained through being bent low down by the strength 
of (his) arm in (the act of compelling) obeisance. 

“There are nine lines in this inscription. 

“No. 165 Mandasor Duplicate Pillar inscription of 
Yasodharnaan. There are nine lines. In the 6th line, there 
is the name Mihirakula and in the seventh the name of 
Yasodharman noted.” The text of both the inscriptions is the 
same. 

These two inscriptions Nos. 164. 165 are, indeed, forged 
ones, with no date. To fix a date which suits their purpose, 
they complicated the problem by introducing the story of 
the pilgrimages of Fa-Kian and Hiuen-Tsang, besides extra- 



neous and irrelevant arguments and information. The No. 163 
Mandasor inscription speaks of the existence of a person, by 
name “Daksha,” who had a great well dug, during Malava 
Samvat 589, the time of kings, Yasodharma and Vishnuvardhan 
(The Ind. Ant. Ed. 1885 vol. XV. P. 222 ff). That inscription 
at the bottom, says that it was engraved by ‘Govinda.’ On the 
basis of this, the name ‘Govinda’ was inserted in No. 164 
inscription and it was concluded that these two inscriptions 
were of about the same date; and our western scholars decided 
that the time of Mihirakula was 589 Malva samvat. They mis¬ 
interpreted Malva Samvat to be the same as Vikrama Samvat; 
have deducted B. C. 57 from 589 and imagined that the date 
of Mihirakula was 532 A. D. On the strength of this imaginary 
date, by calculating backwards and forwards, by increasing and 
diminishing the kings, the foreign historians have brought, 
the five thousand years’ old history of the Kashmir kings to 
a very recent date. This is an inexcusable and intolerable imp¬ 
udent interpolation perpetrated by western chroniclers. 

To refute the above conclusion of-the western historians, 
it may be argued that the so-called engraver “Govinda” of 
the inscription No. 164?may be the grand-son or great grand-son 
or grand-father or the great grand-father of ‘Govinda’ of the 
inscription No. 163, or some other person of the same name. Then 
the two inscriptions differ in age. How can the date 589 of 
Malava-Gana-Saka of the 163 Mandasor inscription be harrowed 
for the undated lf4 inscription ? 

In the pages of the book, under the title “Indian Eras” 
(By this Author) we have shown reasons and proved that the 
Malava-Gana-Saka Samvat mentioned in No, 163 Mandasor 
inscription is not the Vikrama Era of 57 B.C. The full name 
of the so-called Malava-Saka is “Malava-Gana-saka,” which means 
the Saka Promulgated b.y the people of Malawa and its 
beginning was in 725 B C. But Vikrama-Saka was the era brought 
into existence in 57 B.C., by Vikramaditya, king of-Ujjain. 
The name ‘Malavaganasaka’ was abbreviated into ‘Malava Saka’ 
and it is alleged that it was Vikrama-Saka, fixed by the 
astrologers of Malawa; and it was stated that both are identical. 
Further they expressed that, in B.C., 1st century there was 
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no king by the name of Vikraraaditya, and, if. there was one, 

he was the same as Ghandra-Gupta II of the Gupta Dynasty 

(according to them 5th Century AJX) who propagated this 
era and calculated it from 57 B.C. With such illogical and 
irrational arguments, the westerners led our historians far 
astray from the right track. When the date of Chandra-Gupta 
II of Gupta line was B.C. 263-33, they have changed it to 
5th century AJD. On the authority of the statements found 
in the inscriptions of ‘Malava-gana-saka,’ we have shown that 
it was different from ‘Vikrama-Saka,’ and it was used in the 
Malwa inscriptions during the reigning periods of the Great 
Gupta Emperors who flourished between 327-32 B.C. 

The No. 163, Mandasor inscription contains the below 
Sloka etc, 

“s5o-t5?$o $6zr>o <yxn>'t< 

cp sy- 

fog 51^3 I 

KjIt'o f Sp 1 

etc. etc. 

The substance of the above sloka is to this effect; “After 

the expiry of five hundred and eighty nine { 589 ) years, 

during the traditionally established era by the people of 
Malwa. for the calculation of time, a person by name ‘Daksha’ 
the son of Dharmadosha, who was the minister of king, vishn- 
uvardhana, had a great well dug, in memory of his uncle 

( elder father I, who was minister prior to his father, under 

the king Vishnuvardhan.” They say that this inscription 

contains the name of Yasodharman also and this was the 
same Yasodharman of their creation. As the Nos. 164, 165 
inscriptions make mention of Yasodharman, the emperor of 
Bharat having conquered Mihirakula, got engraved the two 

Nos. 164, 165 inscriptions, which are undated; they say that the 
latter (Mihirakula ) lived in 532 A. D. This is the proof they 
deduced to support their pet theory but the Yasodharman 

spoken of in No- 163 inscription was not the Founder of 



that inscrption. On the other hand, he might have been a 
petty ruler and not the emperor of India. More-over there 

is no evidence to confirm that Yasodharman (of 163 inserip* 
tion ) to be the same who was related in No. 164, 165 ins¬ 

criptions which were undated. Besides, the Malavaganasaka 
was 725 B. C. ( Vide “Indian Eras” by this author ). Accord¬ 
ing to that Era, 589 years would come to 725—589=136 B.C. 
At that period, Narasimhagupta of the Gupta lineage (Gupta 
Era 191 year) was reigning at Pataliputra. In the whole 
range of Bnarata literature, there is no testimony of any 
Emperor by name “Yasodharman” having ruled at that time. 

On the basis of Malava-Gana-Saka being written in No. 163 
inscription, we must think that the kings Yasodharma and 
Mihirakula to be co-existent in 136 B.C. As Malava-Gana-Saka 

and Vikrama-Saka are not one and the same and as the west¬ 

ern writers fell into an error in taking them to be identi¬ 
cal. the date of Mihirakula can-not be 532 A, D„ as concluded 
by them. We cannot accept their history to be correct, since 
they wrote on the basis of this wrong calculation. 

Kalhana in his Rajatarangini says that Mihirakula, who 
was the twelfth king from Gonanda III, (the 53rd king in the 
list of Kashmir kings 1182 B.C.,) lived in 2397 Kali or 704 
B.C. This Mihirakula is the 64th ruler in the list of Kashmir 
kings and was a Kshatriya. This being the fact we have to 
reject all the alleged inscriptions assigning 532 A.D., for 
Mihirakula and describing him as a Huna. These inscriptions 

are forged, in order to show that Kalhana’s Chronology was 

wrong. It is remarkable that they could not adduce any other 

evidence to deseredit Kalhana’s chronology. The anxiety of 
western scholars to cut down Indian Chronology was due to 

their attempt to bring the Indian chronology on a par with 
Greek chronology. (Vide Max-Muller's “History of Ancient 
Sanskrit Literature” Allahabad Ed. pp, 141-143 and pp 3-8 of 
the same book Ed. 1859 A.D.) It was for this that these two 
inscriptions (Nos, 164. 165 Mandasor) were forged. 

As Kanishka existed twelve generations (i.e. 532 A.D. 
78 A.D.) =451 years before Mihirakula, according to their 
arguments, Kanishka’s date should recede to 590 B.C. (136 
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B.C.+454 = ? 90 B.C.) The date in No. 163 inscription was 
in accordance with Malava-Gana-Saka of 725 B.C,, and as 
they calculated following the ‘Vikrama-Saka of 57 B.C.. their 
chronology and history went wrong. So the dates of the kings 
mentioned in Rajatarangini by Kalhana are accurate and 
correct. Hence on the contrary, the inscriptions of Mandasor 
Nos. 164 and 155 are forged ones, that were advertised by 
them to have been discovered buried in the ground or should 
have been engraved on the old rocks, the remnants of a 
dilapidated edifice. Thus it is clear that they are not authentic 
inscriptions carved by the ancients. So these inscriptions No. 
164 and 165, are mere inventions made in order to justify 
their conclusions, that ‘Vikramaditya5 and ‘Matrigupta’ did not 
live at the same time; chat is, they were not contemporaries, 
during the first century A. D„ and to bring Mihirakula to 
their pre-coneeived recent date of 5th or 6th century A. D.. 
the erroneous period of Vikramaditya or Chandragupta II 
of Gupta Dynasty. Vikramaditya, Matrigupta and pravarasena 
were contemporary kings, in the first century before and after 

Christ. Thoramana was neither a Huna nor the father of Mihi- 
raknla, as stated by the western writers. He was the brother 
of Hiranya, the 82nd ruler in the list of the Kashmir kings 
{16B.C. to 14 A.D.) belonging to the family of MihiraKula, the 
64th ruler who reigned as a tyrant from 704 to 634 B.C. Wnen 

Toramana was Yuvaraja, he, without the permission of his bro. 
ther, the king of Kashmir had got melted the coins consisting 

“ Balavigraha ” (ima?e of a female deity named “ Bala ”) and 
had new ones struck with his figure; for this crime he was 
imprisoned by his brother where he died in captivity. On 
this account are extant the coins, with the picture of 
Toramana but not because he reigned. On the flimsy 
evidence of these coins, the western writers made Toramana 
a Huna king and father of Mihirakula; got inscriptions to 
make Mihirakula a monarch of 6th cen. A.D., brought the 
above rulers together with Chandra-gupta II of Gupta race 
to a later date of 6th century A.D., and thereby, freely 
and deliberately over-hauled the material in Rajatarangini and 
built anew a topsyturvy structure- of Kashmir history, filled 
with fabs and fallacies. 
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Of the relative reliability and regard for truth, so esse¬ 
ntial a qualification for purposes of history, of oriental 
scholars and the writers of our Puranas and ancient books on 

one hand and the western scholars engaged in historical 
research and controversy on the other hand, a fair estimate is 
available to us in the words of Pi of, Max-Mull er, himself, 

a well-known western scholar who interested himself in the 
ancient literature and religion of our country. 

Prof. “Max-Muller” in his book ‘'India; what can it teach 
us” P, 63 writes thus:- 

“During the last twenty years however, I have had 

some excellent opportunities of watching a number of native 
scholars under circumstances where it is no: difficult to det¬ 

ect a man’s character, I mean in literary work, and, more 

particularly, in literary controversy. I have watched them carrying 
on such controversies both among themselves and with 
certain European scholars, and I feel bound to say that, 
with hardly one exception they have displayed a far greater 

respect for truth, and a f a- more manly and generous spi¬ 
rit than we are accustomed to even in Europe and America. 
They have shown strength, but no rudeness; nay, I know 
that nothing has surprised them as much as the coarse in_ 

vective to which certain Sanskrit scholars have condescended, 
rudeness of speech being, according to their view of human 

nature, a safe sign not only of bad breeding but of want 

of knwoledge. When they were wrong they have readily adm¬ 

itted their mistake; when they were right they have never 

sneered at their European adversaries. There has been, with 
few exceptions, no quibbling, no special pleading, no untru¬ 
thfulness on their part, and certainly none of that low 

cunning of the scholar who writes down and publishes 

what he knows perfectly well to be false, and 

snaps his fingers at those who still value truth 
and self-respect more highly than victory or app¬ 

lause at any price ” 
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“Let me add that I have been repeatedlv told by Eng¬ 

lish merchants that commercial honour stands higher in 
India than in any other country, and that a dishonoured 

bill is hardly known there.’-’ 

(Vide India. What can it teach us? By Prof. Max.Muller 
P. 63) 

The late pandit N. Bhashyacharya on the treatment of 

oriental questions by many of the so-called Savents that 
we cannot refrain from quoting a few of his observations:- 

" I. The writings of many of these Orientalists are 
often characterised by an imperfect knowledge of Indian 
Literature, philosophy and Religion and of Hindu traditions 
and a eontemtuous disregard for the opinions of Hindu wri¬ 

ters and pandits. Very often facts and dates are taken by 
these writers from the writings of their predecessors or 
contemporaries, on the assumption that they are correct, 
without any further investigation by themselves. Even when 
a writer gives a date with an expression of doubt as to 

its accuracy, his follower frequently quotes the same date 

as if it were absolutely correct. 

II. It is often assumed without reason that every 
passage in the Vedas containing philosophical or metaphysical 
ideas must be looked upon as a subsequent interpolation 
and that every book treating of a philosophical subject must 
be considered as having been written after the time of 

Buddha or after the commencement of the Christian Era. Civiliz¬ 
ation, philosophy and scientific investigation had their origin, 

ir the opinion of these writers, within the six or seven 
c- nturies preceeding the Christian era, and mankind slowly 
e lerged for the first time from the depths of animal bru¬ 
tality within the last four or five thousand years. 

III. It is also assumed that Buddhism was brought into 
existence by Gautama Buddha. The previous existence of 
Buddhism, Jainism and Arhat Philosophy is rejected as an 
absurd and ridiculous invention of the Buddhists and others 
who attempted thereby to assign a very high antiquity to 
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their own religion. In consequence of this erroneous impress 

sion every Hindu Book referring to the doctrines of the 
Buddhists is declared to have been written subsequent to 
the time of Gautama Buddha.” (Vide ‘The Theosophist, 
Vol. IV. page 804 et, seq. 5 

Prof. T.S. Narayana Sastri B.A.B.L., writes 

“We have pointed out some of the defects in the methods 
of Western Orientalists and of their Indian followers in ordej. 
to show to our countrymen how unsafe it is to rely upon 

the conclusions arrived at by these writers. 

We shall, as we proceed on, have occasion to point out 
several fallacies committed by them with respect to the age 
of Sankara in particular. It is. unfortunate that whenever 

an ancient record conflicts with any of their hasty conclu¬ 
sions, they should try to misinterpret or discredit the record 
rather than revise their own conclusions. This is the only 

explanation we can give of the treatment accorded to the 
historical portions of our Puranas and Itihasas as well as to 
traditions handed down from the oldest times.” 

(Age of Sankara part I. A . pp, 11, 12) 

Rajatarangini gives a detailed description about Matrigupta 
as follows:- On hearing the death of Vikramaditya, king of 
Ujjain and son of Gandharvasena in Kali 8120 or 19 A.Dit 
Matrigupta abdicated the throne of Kashmir and went to 
Benares to lead the life of a recluse. Then Toramana’s son 
Pravarasena II administered the kingdom and remitted the 
surplus income of Kashmir to Matrigupta, in spite of the 
refusal of the latter to accept the amount. So Matrigupta 
gave it as gifts to the po- ?. The Bhavishyad Purana also 
related that Kali 3120 or , $ A.D., to be the last date of 
Vikramaditya. Hence the Fume was the date of the abdi¬ 

cation of Matrigupta and t :ere is no scope to alter it. As the 
initial year of the rule of lonanda III 1182 B.C., was fixed 
as a demarcation mile stone there is no chance to change it. 

From that year to the ez :l of Andha Yudhistira, a period 

of 1014 years, might have been subjected to an addition of 
104 years by others; which being deducted (1014-104= ) 910 
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years should be taken as the difference between Gonanda-III 
and Andha Yudhistira, as in the same way, others have 

meddled with the reigning periods of the kings, we have 

to adjust them. While giving the history from the beginning 

of the reign of Gonanda III. the 53rd king to the 73rd 
ruler Andha yudhistira, the book did not speak of the reign¬ 
ing period of the latter (Andha Yudhistira). The sum-total 
of the remaining monarchs comes to only 967 but not 1014 
years and we get a detriment of 47 years. (We may assign 
this period of 47 years to Andha Yudhistira). If we take 
Andha yudhistira’s reigning period to be 47 years, the total 

will be 967+47 = 1014 years, the intervening period of monar¬ 
chs from No. 53 to No. 73. iThen the difference will be. 
1014-910 = 104 years, excess and this adjusted by reducing the 

periods of the kings in the following manner :- 

Years reduced. 

(1) No. 65 monarch’s period of 63 years to 40 years-23 years. 

(2) No. 68 ,, .» ,, 60 ,. ,, So ,, 25 ,, 

(3) No. 71 sovereign’s .. ,.57 ,, ,, 35 , , 22 ,, 

(4) No. 73 ,.47 ,, ., 13 ,, 34 , , 

Total io4 years 

In this way we are obliged to adjust the excess period 
of 104 years, if not. Matrigupta, the state-poet of Vikrama- 
ditya who was sent as ruler of Kashmir, will come to a later 

date of about 104 years, after the expiry of Vikramaditya 
in 19 A.D., and this will be contrary to history. Out of 
regard to facts mentioned in ancient chronicles, to see that 

it is not contradictory and with a desire to delete the ins¬ 

ertions and interpolations introduced by some mischief-makers 

to discredit and damage the old records, we deem it our 
sacred duty to make the above minor alterations and slight 
changes, to vindicate the value of historic truth and to 

bring home to the minds of the present and future genera¬ 
tions the unchallengeable fact that Vikramaditya and Matri¬ 

gupta were contemporaries in the 1st century after Christ. 
Rajatarangini informs us that the descendants of the 

Andhra Satavahana family ruled for Kali 4113 or 1012 A.D., 
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in Kashmir. We already know that these reigned daring 
that period over the region, south of the Vindhj-as. In the 
list of the kings, the 83rd was Matrigupta and the initial 
of his reign was 14 A.D., from this date to the 128th 
king, Sangraraa Raja, the interval ought to be ( 1012-14= ) 
998 years but wa get only 658 years in Rajatarangini as it 
stood now. The difference is a decrease of 340 years. 
(998-658=340 years). Without the least shadow of doubt, Kalhana 
declared that the interval between the date of Gonanda III 
and that of his time 1148 A. D., was 2330 years and he 
might have given the dates to be in keeping with his sta. 
tement. But. it looks as if the Rajatarangini was polluted 
by contact with the foreign chroniclers whose sole purpose 

was to tarnish the glory and splendour of the ancient 
history of a subject nation. After having announced that 

2330 years elapsed from 'the date of Gonanda III to his date 
Saka era 1070 or 1148 A, D., will Kalhana commit a reduct¬ 
ion of 340 years while narrating the history of the Kings ? 
Or, the historian who gave the accurate details of the kings, 
and their lives, together with the years, months and days, 
can he be so careless as not to verify, if the calculation 
came to the total period of 2333 years? We eannot hold that 
Kalhana would commit such a mistake. He would have ment¬ 
ioned correct-periods on the basis of his records and source-books 

and calculated accurately so that the total would come to 2330 
years. But some later writers might have meddled and tampered 

with the dates; so as to prove that it is contradictory; to ach¬ 
ieve their object they enhanced 104 years during the time of 
Andha Yudhistira, and reduced 340 years from 2330 years, 
fixed by Kalhana so as not to make Matrigupta contemporary 
of Vikramaditya; these inereasings and diminishings were made 

with a motive to support their theory of modernity. If we 
calculate the periods of Kings from Gonanda III; 

Prom 53rd King Gonanda III to 73 Andha Yudhistira-1014 Years. 
74 Pratapaditya to 79 Sandhimati 192 „ 
80 Meghavahana to 89 Baladitya 332 „ 
90 Durlabha'to 106 Sukhavarma 1 260 „ 

(Karkotaka family) / 
1798 
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B, F. 

From 107 Avantivarma to 116 Unmattavanti 

u ■ 117 Yasaskara to 126 Dittha Devi 

127 Samgramaraja to 132 Harsha 

133 Uchchala to 136 Jayasimha 

1798 
84 years. 

76 „ 

98 „ 

38 „ 

(Date when Rajatarangini was written 1148 A„D.) 2094 Year3. 

If from Kalhana’s total 2330. the total as per above table 
2094 is subtracted l83 3-2094= 236 years reduction is obtained. 
This difference, we cannot attribute to the inability of Kalhana 
as it-will be doing injustice to him and it ought to be due to the 
tampering of interested interpolators. As the contemporaneity 
of Matrigupta and Vikramaditya does not accord in this, the 
exeess of 104 years, which occurred during the period of 1014 

years to. the end of Andha Yudhistira, should be added to the 
above 236 years reduction and we get a total ( 236 + 104= ) 340 
years detriment. So to have an accurate and correct calculation, 

these 340 years are to be distributed among the reigning 
periods of the successors of Matrigupta, so as to arrive at the 

grand total period of 2830 years, as mentioned by Kalhana. 
It ‘seems that 260 years were set apart to the 17 kings of 
the Karkotaka family, from 90 to 106 rulers and the 
residue was deducted from this. The 260 years for 17 kings 

will roughly come to 15 years for each ruler. If we add the 
period of 340 years reduced by subsequent writers to 260 

years mentioned as the reigning period of the above 17 kings, 
the total comes to ( 340+260= ) 600 years. We have distri¬ 
buted the aggregated period among the rulers of the Kar- 
k*ta family as given below: — 

Kings of the Karkotaka family. 
No. Period in the 

92 9 years. 
93 4 , . 
96 7 ,, 
97 4 » » 
99 31 , , 

100 12 , , 

67 

ok. adjusted period. 

59 years. 
34 ,, 
57 . . 
44 , , 

51 , , 
_52 , , 

297 
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B. P. 67 297 
101 7 years 57 years 
102 12 , , 52 
103 _36 , , 56 ,. 

122 years. 4 2' years. 

122+340 = 462 years. The total of Karkotaka race 280+340=600 
years have been adjusted and each king got an average of 
35 1/3 years only, as the previous kings of other dynasties got. 

About the Laukikabda, Dr. Buhler wrote as follows:— 

Extract from Dr. G. Buhler’s preliminary Report op the 
results of the search for Sanskrit Mss. in Kashmir. 

(Ind. Ant. Vol V, 27 th page ff; Ed. 1876 ) 

“ They (Rajatarangini manuscripts) also led to the discovery 
of the real nature of the Kashmirian Era which has been 

used by Kalhana in the last three books of his chronicle, and 
is still in use among the Brahmins in Kashmir. Its true name, 
derived from the supposed secular-precession of Ursa6Major, is 

the era of the Saptarshis. It began on Chaithra Sudi, 1st of 
the 26th year of the Kaliyuga or March-April 3076 B. C. In 

using it the Kashmirians usually leave out the hundreds, tho¬ 
ugh there are instances in which they have been added. The 
year 24, stated by Kalhana to be equal to saka 3070, is really 
the year 4224 of the Saptarshi Era. With this key it will become 

possible to fix the chronology of the later Kashmiri¬ 
an kings with perfect acparacyj3 (P. 28 of Ind. Ant. Vol V. 

Ed. 1876 ) 

Dr. Buhler admits that the Kali Era starts trom 3102 B.C , 
and the Saptarshi Era from Kali 26 or 3076 B. C- The age of 
Mahabbarata war is 36 years before Kali. ie. 3138 B.G. This 
Saptarshi Era is other-wise called Yudhistira Kala or the 

Laukikabda. 
The readers are requested to add 25 years to the dates 

given below in Kashmirabda so as to get an equivalent Kali Saka 
date. We have given the dates as per the Christian Era. 



Kings of Kashmir* 

As per the list of Rajatarangini 
Serial Name of the King Years 

Number reigned 

1-5 Names not known. 212 
1. Gonanda I. 50 
2. * Damodara I 48 
8. Yasovati ( wife of 2 

and mother of 4) 
4. Gonanda 11, (before 

war 1| years after 
war 55 years ) 

5 to 39. According to 
Kalhana names are 
not known. But 
Mulla Ahmed’s 
history of Kash¬ 
mir written in the 
Persian language 
gives the list of 
the lost 35 kings 
of Kashmir from 
No. 5-39 of the 
list given in Kalha- 
na’s Rajatharangini. 
Gonanda II <the 4th king 
in the list of the 
Kings of Kalhana’s 
Rajatarangini;) was 
Killed in a battle 
by Parikshit, king 
of Hastinapura in 
3083 B.C. As Gonan¬ 
da II left no heir, 
Parikshit incorpora¬ 
ted Kashmir into his 
empire. He ruled it 
from Hastinapura for 

Before Louki-kabda 
or Kashmirabda 

3076 B.C (Kali 26) 

374-162 
162-112 
112- 64 

64-63| 

631- 7 

Before Christ. 

3450-3238 
3238-3188 
3188-3140 

3140-31394 

3139|-3083 
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42 years. At the time 
of his death in 3041 
B.C. Parikshit gave 
Kashmir to his second 
son “ Harnadeva.’’ 
23 kings of the Pan- 
dava dyanasty and twelve 
other kings ruled for 
1831 years from 3083-1752 B.C. 

B.L.-A.L. 
6. Parikshit. 42 7—35. 3083-3041 
6. Hernadeva. 
7. Ramadeva. 
8. Vyasadeva. 
9. Drunadeva. 

10. Simhadeva. 
11. Gopaladeva 
12. Vijaynnanda. 
13. Sukhadeva, 
14. Ramananda. 
15; Sandhiman. 
16. Marahandeva. 

& Kamandeva. 
17. Chandradeva. 
18. Anandadeva. 
19. Drupadadeva. 
20. Harnamdeva. 
21. Sulkandeva. Total 34 Kings from No. 6 to 39 ruled 
22. Sinaditya. for 1289 years (B.L, 35 to A.L. 1324 or 

B. C. 3041 to 1752) 
23. Mangaladitya. 
24. Khimendra. 
25. Bhimasena. 
26. Jndrasena, 
27. Sundarasena. 
28. Galgendra. 
29. Baladeva. 
30. Nalasena. 
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31. Gokarna. 

32. Prahlada. 

33. Bambru. 

34. Pratapaseela. 

35. Sangrama chandra. 

36. Lank chandra. 

37. Biramehamdra. 

38. Babighana. 

39. Bhagavanta. 
B.L. A.L. B.C. 

40. Lava 39 1324-1363 1752-1713 

41. Kusa or Kusesaya 39 1363-1402 1713-1674 

42. Khagendra 39 1402-1441 1674-1635 

43. Surendra (Issueless) 39 1441-1480 1635-1596 

44i Godhara (Another 
Kshatriya family) 39 1480-3519 1596-1557 

45. Suvarna 39 1519-1558 1557-1518 

46. Janaka 39 1558-1597 1518-1479 

47. Sachinara (His 
Paternal uncle 
Sakuni’s great 
grand-son) 

31 1597-1628 1479-1448 

00
 

• Asoka or Dharmasoka 
(Gonanda Dynasty) 
He lost his king¬ 
dom and Mleehchas 
occupied it and he 

48 1628-1676 1448-1400 

fled to forest. His son 
49. Jalauka- (recon¬ 

quered and reigned ) 56 1673-1732 1400-1344 

£ L Damodara II. 50 1732-1782 1344-1294 

b.U Hushka, Jushka and 
Kanishka. 60 1782-1842 1294-1234 

F > t. J* Abhimanyu 52 1842-1894 1234-1182 

Total 2268 years. 
f . 
1/-. Gonanda III. Crowned in 1894 A.L K. or 1182 B.C. 

Gonanda I was a poet, Dharma-Asoka was the 48th king 

of Kashmir, counting from Gonanda I. He belonged to the Gonanda 
dynasty. Kalhana says that this king freed himself from sins by 
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embracing Buddha’s religion and built the city of Srinagar, with 
ninety-six lakhs of houses, resplendent with wealth. He appears 
to have been a poet ( R. T. 1-101) 

Kings of Kashmir 

Dynasty of Gonanda III. From 1XS2 B.C. to 272 B.C- 
Total 910 years. (21 Kings. From 53 to 73,) 

Serial Name of the king- Years Kashmirabda Christian Era 
Number reigned or 

Loukikabda 

B.C. 

53 Gonanda III 35 1894—1929 1182 — 1147 
54 Vibhishana 541 1929—19831 1147 — 10921 
55 Indrajit 351 19831-2019 10921— 1057 
56 Ravana 30 2019—2049 1057 — 1027 
57 Vibhishana II 351 2049—2084?, 3027 — 9911 
58 Kinnara or Nara 391 20841-2124 9911— 952 
59 Siddha 60 2124-2184 952 — 892 

60 Utpalaksha 301 2184-22141 892 — 8611 
61 Hiranyaksha 375 22141-2252 8611 — 824 
62 Hiranyakula 60 2252—2312 824 - 764 
63 Vasukula 60 2312-2372 734 — 704 
64 Mihirakula 70 2372-2442 704 — 634 
65 Baka 40 2442-2482 634 — 59 i 
66 Kshitinamdana 30 2482—2512 594 — 564 
67 Vasunamdana (Poet) 

( Author of Smara 
Sastra,) 

52 2512—2561 564 — 512 

68 Nara 35 2564-2599 512 - 477 
69 Aksha 60 2599—2659 477 — ■ 437 
70 Gopaditya 60 2659—2719 417 - • 357 

( Built the temple of 
Adi Sankara called Sankara— 
charya or Thakti Sulai— 
man, in B. C. 367—366. He 
founded several temples 
and Agraharams. He was 
a poet.) 

71 Gokarna 35 2719—2754 35,7 — 322 



72 Kinkhila or Narendra— 

ditya. 37 2754—2791 322 — 285 

73 Andha Yudhistira 13 2791—2804 285 — 272 
(He was called 910 yrs. 
Andha Yudhistira by the 
people, because of his 
having small eyes; in fact 
he was not blind. 

The Total period from Gonanda III to Andha Yudhistira was 
910 yrs. 

Kings in Taranga II- (Dynasty of Pratapaditya.) 

From 272 B. C. to 80 B. C. Total 192 years (6 kings.) 

74' *Pratapaditya 32 2804—2836 272 — 240 

75- Jalaukasa 32 2836—2868 240 — 208 

76 Tunjina 36 2868—2904 208 — 172. 

77 Vijaya 8 2904—2912 172 — 164 

78 Jayendra 37 2912—2949 164 — 127 

79; Sandhimati 47 2949—2996 127 — 80 

“192 

From No. 74 to 79 six kings ruled for 192 years. 

* Foot - note;— In Rajatarangini it is stated that this pra¬ 
tapaditya, a relative of Vikramaditya 

was brought by the ministers from a distant 
land and placed on the Kashmir throne. He 
ruled Kashmir 272—240 B. G. Vikramaditya 
referred to here must be Sri Harsha Vikra¬ 
maditya of Ujjain 457 B. C. Kalhana says 
here that this Vikramaditya-the relative 
of the Pratapaditya-was not the Sakari 
Vikramaditya (of 57 B, C. ) 



Kings in Taranga HI 

Dynasty of Andha Yudhistira who belonged to 
Gonanda Dynasty From 80 B.C., to 252 A.D., 10 kings, 
Total years 332. 

80. Meghavahana 34 2996-8030 80-46 

81. Pravarasena or 30 3030-3060 46-16 
Sreshtasena or Tunji- 
na. 

82. Hiranya( elder broth- 30 3060-3090 16-14 A.D. 
er of Toramana died 

issueless. (Toramana 
died in prison. His 
wife and his son were 

in exile.) 

83' Matrigupta (He was 
sent by Vikramaditya 
of Ujjain as king of 

A.D. 

Kashmir in 14 A.D,) 5 3090-3095 1449 

• 
T

H
 

OO Pravarasena II 
(Toramana’s son ) 60 3095-3155 19-79 

85 Yudhistira II eon— 
temporary to Salivahana, 
founder of the Era 78 A.D. 

.39 3155-3194 79-118 

86 Lakshmana (Narendraditya) 13 3194-3207 118—131 
87 Tunjina or Ranaditya (Poet) 42 3207—3249 131—173 
87 Vikramaditya 42 3249-3291 173 —215 
89 Baladitya 37 3291—3828 215—252 

With this king the Gonanda 1 §32 
Dynasty ends. J 
Ten kings ruled for 332 years, Dynasty of Gonanda Ends. 

Kings in taranga IV. Karkotaka Dynasty. 
From 252 A.D. to 852 A. D. Total 600 years. ( 17 kings.) 

90 Durlabha vardhana, (Son- 
in-law of No. 89 king) 36 3328—3364 252—28 8 

91 Durlabhaka or Pratapaditya 50 3364—-3414 288— 33 
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92 Chandrapida or Varnaditya 59 3414—3473 338— 397 
93 Tarapida or Udayaditya 84 3473—3507 397— 431 
94 Lalitadifiya or Muktapida 

( Poet) 36 3507—3543 431— 467 

95 Kuvaiayaditya 1 3543—3544 467— 468 

96 Vajraditya or Bapyayika or 
Laiitapida 57 3544—3601 468— 525 

97 Prithivyapida 44 3601-3645 525— 569 
98. Sangramapida 7 days. 3645- 569 
99. Jayapida. (Pandit and 

poet. R. T. IV. 404; 
489; 497; 543: slokas) 

51 3645-3696 569-620 

100. Laiitapida 52 3696-3748 620-672 
101. Sangramapida II. 57 3748-3805 672-729 
102. Chipyata-Jayapida 52 3805-3857 729-781 
103. Ajitapida 56 3857-3913 781-837 
104. ' Anangapida 3 3913-3916 837-840 

105. Utpalapida 5 3916-3921 840-845 
106. Sukhavarma 7 3921-3928 845-852 

Total 60Q years 

Karkotaka Dynasty ends. These 17 kings ruled for 600 
years. 

Kings in Taranga ¥. Utpala Dynasty. 
From 852 A.D. to 936. Total 84 years. (8 kings) 

107. Avantivarma 28 3928-3956 852-880 

(In his court flouri¬ 
shed many poets like 
Anandavardhan. Ra- 
tnakara etc.) 

108. Sankaravarma 20 3956-3976 880-900 

(Contemporary to La- 
iya Sahi, Brahmin 
king of the Yavanas, 
in Utfcara Jyotisha, 
Divya Eataka and 
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Simhapura, now 
formed part of 

Afghanistan. ) 

109 Gopalavarma minor 2 3976—3978 900—902 
by mother sugandha. 

110 Sankata— 1 1 
111 Sugandha l > 
112 Suravarma, ) 1 J 

2 3978—3980 902-904 

113 Partha 14 3980—3994 904—918 
114 Nirjitavarma 2 3994—3996 918—920 
115 Chakravarma ( murdered ) 14 3996—4010 920—934 
116 Unmattavanti. 2 4010—4012 934—936 

These 8 kings ruled 
for 84 years. 

~84~ years. 

Kings in Taranga VI. - Brahmin Kings. 

Gupta Brahmin Dynasty From 936 A.D. to 1012 A.D. 
Total 76 years (10 kings) 

117 Yasaskara 9$ 4012—4021a 936—9451 
118 Varnata 1 month 1 
119 Sangramadeva 5 months > . 1 2 4021J-4022 9451-946 

120 Parvagupta 2 4022—4024 946—948 
121 Kshemagupta 9 4024—4033 948—957 

Total 21 years 

(Wife Diththa Devi or Didda; contemporary to Bhima Sahi of 
Kabul, descendant of Lalya Sahi. Didda is the grand-daug¬ 
hter of Bhima Sahi; ( Daughter’s daughter. ) 

Kashmira- A.D.-AD. 
bda or Lo- 
ukikabda. 

122 Abhimanyugupta, mi¬ 
nor; By mother Didda. 14 4038-4047 957-971 

123 Nandigupta. (second 
son of Didda; minor 
b y mother Didda. 1 4047-4048 971-972 
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124. Tribhuvanagupta, 3rd 
son of Didda; minor 
by mother Didda. 2 4048-4050 972-974 

125. Bhima gupta; fourth 
son of Didda and minor 
by mother Didda. 5 4050-4055 974-979 

.126. Didda or Diththa; her- 
self reigned. Daughter l 
of Simharaja of Lohar, f 
wife of 121 Kshemagu-J 
pta. 33 4055-4088 979-1012 

76 years 

This Lohar family belongs to the Andhra Satavahana 
dynasty. This Simharaja is the son-in-law of Bhima Sahi 
of Kabul who belonged to the Thomara Dynasty, one 
of the four Agni Vamsis. These ten Brahmin kings 
ruled for 76 years. 

Kings in Taranga VII. Satavahana Dynasty; 

Lohar Family* 

From 1012 A.D. to 1110 A.D. Total 98 years. (6 kings) 

127. Sangramaraja Bro- 1 
ther's son of Didda; 
contemporary to 
Trilochana Pala of 
Kabul 1000 to 1021 
A.D. 

| 15 4088-4103 1012-1027 

128. Hariraja 22 days 

129. Anantadeva 
Do again 

35 years 
16 ,, 

4101*4138 
4138-4154 

1027-1062 
1062-1078 

130. Kalasa or Ranadi-, 
ty a .Pandit and Poet 1 
So Patron of Pan- j 
dits and poets. J 

j. 1) 4154-4164 1078-1088 

76 years 
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131. Utkarsha ! 
132. Harsha j 

These six kings 

ruled for 

22 4164-4186 1088-1110 

98 years. 

Kings of Taranga VIII 

Agni Vamsi or Brahma-Kshatra Kings From 1110 to 
1148 A.D. Total 38 years (4 kings. ) 

133. 
134. 

Uchchala \ 
Sankharaja J 10 4186-4196 1110-1120 

135. Sussala 8 4196-4204 1120-1128 
136. Jayasimha 20 4204-4224 1128-1148 

38 

The Sum total of all the reigns after Gonanda III the 
o3rd king. 

53rd king to 73rd—910 years. 
74th I* „ 79th—192 years. 
80th s» „ 89th—332 years. 
90th it „ 106th—600 years. 

107th • 9 .. 116th— 84 years. 
117th If 126th— 76 years. 
127th 91 „ 132nd— 98 years. 
133rd 99 „ 136th— 38 years. 

Total 2330 years. 
Before Gonanda III 2268 years. 2268 „ 

■MHaOMHbA 

Grand Total-4598 years 

U, Kaihana’s time 1148 A.D. 4593-1148=3450 B,C, From. 8450. 
BX5., we have the history of Kashmir. 

Kalhana mentioned that Jayasimha was the ruler of Kashmir/ 
when he wrote the Rajatarangini, in the Saka 1070 years. If we: 
add 78 to 1070, we get the Christian Era 1148 A.D. It appears 
that Jayasimha ruled for some time more, (till 3154 AJD.,) fiopj, 
the following Sloka. 
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“ rSo^g tfo'tyj) 3 rfo(s3i^ til^b3l 

^ojScSSbr" sb&|b sSj-0 ~h &3&>ho':&s'~s ^3b^T^>S©gll 

i?5RT ^?|: I 

5F3PF* sraf&it ^qfct: u 

(Rajatarangini Vllth Taranga. Sloka 43 of the last list of the 
kings. Vol. II, page 300, 

Sussala’s son, Jayasimha. was ruling, with peerless patience, 
in a prosperous condition when Rajatarangini was being written; 
so says Kalhana. He was a Brahmin scholar and his father was 
Chainpaka Prabhu, that is the king of “ Champaka Pura,” 
a small subsidiary state to Kashmir. 

Kalhana’s father was a tributary to the king of Kashmir, 
besides being the Prime Minister. This family might have 
been a branch of the Satavahana dynasty. Rajatarangini relates 
that the Lohar kings who were subordinate to the kings of 
Kashmir, belonged to Andhra Satavahana race. The 120 th 
king in the list, Parva-gupta. a descendant of Satavahana dynasty, 
since he got the crown of Kashmir, the Brahmin kings of Gupta 
family beeame rulers of Kashmir. The Brahmin king of Lohar 
was the son-in-law of Bhima Sahi of the Hindu Brahmana Sahi 
king in Kabul. His daughter ‘Didda Devi5 was married to Kshe 
-magupta, the son of parvagupta. The 1.27 th king in the list, 
“Sangrama Raja” was the nephew or brother’s son to Didda 
Devi was son of Lohar king. Rajatarangini clearly mentions 
that he was a descendant of Satavahana family. From the above 
lineage, it is evident that Kalhana was Andhra Niyogi Brahman ' 
prabhu. Further, it is stated in Rajatarangini that the author of 
“Kashmir Raja Katha”, by name Hela Raja, was a pious and 
righteous Brahmin. As this person also belonged to Satavahana 
family, it is clear that he too was of Andhra Niyogi Royal family. 
1’lie Puranas pronounced that the Andhra Satavahana race split 
up into several offshoots and spread all over the land. These 
Andhra Brahmin families, held sovereignty not only over the South 
but also over the North; in, Kashmir. Lohar, Champaka Pura e.tfi 
the Sahi family ruled by the name of “Phakkan Territory.,’1; .ip: 
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Simhapura. Divyakafcaka, ULtara Jyocisha regions; these Yavana 
states were conquered and consolidated into one kingdom and 
ruled. Its modern name is Afghanistan. 

It is evident, from the last verse in Vol. II of Rajatarangini, 
given below, that the ancestors of Kaihana were originally the 
residents of the Godavari region in Telugu-nad. 

‘dT83 rtoS.-Se? ?d if o 7^1 

° ^*3_S 

, .§ ,T!oe rrs; OsS;ert-f) mSsrcl 

?^QtZ n§o £>5f> tt3 ai IS - r A d o If (Raj Vol. II. P. 800.) 

\§£ Gqf? I! 

vmm prim n 

As the Godavari River, having branched off into seven trib¬ 
utaries empties itself into the Ocean, this history of Rajatarangini 
also enters into the midst of the Ocean of the people, to enjoy 
rest and tranquillity- In this way Kaihana concludes his work. As 
Kaihana compares his book to the Godavari, in preference to the 
Holy rivers Sindhu arid Vitasta of Kashmir, it is likely that his 
fore-fathers might have belonged to a Brahmin family which 
migrated from the region of the Godavari River. The fact that 
the Godavari branched off into seven streams at its confluence 
with the rea, is not well-known through* out India. It Kaihana 
took this phenomenon for his simile, we may pause and investi¬ 
gate if he was any connections, ancestral or personal, with tne 

Godavari region. 

Ancient records and old inscriptions should be the sources 
for history. The narratives constructed on the basis of personal 
predilections and racial prejudices should be considered as roman¬ 
ces woven out of idle fancies but do not deserve the name of 
history. There might be lapses and slips in the traditional 



records maintained by the chroniclers from generation to genera¬ 
tion. In the absence of the printing press, certain errors might 
have crept in due to the negligence of the scribes or the lack of 
comprehension on the part of the writers. When similar slight 
mistakes occur, the duty of the modern research scholar will 
be to mend them in such a way as to maintain the trend 
of the popular tradition but not to mangle and mutilate 
the original with insertions and interpolations, so that it might 
appear a monstrasity. On the flimsy ground of a contradi¬ 
ction hear and there, the historian should not condemn it as 
a legend and reject the first three Tarangas as Dr. Buhler 
did. Further it will be highly blameworthy and injudicious 
to overhaul the old history and to write a new one so as to 
suit their misconceptions cf modernity. As regards Kalhana 
and his Rajatarangini, the western writers played the game of 
‘run with the hare and hunt with the hound.’ Dr. Buhler, who 
rejected the first three Tarangas, expresses that “with this key, 
it will become possible to fix the chronology of the 

later Kashmirian kings with perfect accuracy/’ and in 
doing so Buhler blows hot and cold in the same breath. We 
are not able to reconcile how Buhler could accept the auth¬ 
enticity of ‘Saptarshi Era’ made use of by Kalhana and reco¬ 
gnise ‘The last three books of his chronicle, while at the same 
time he rejects the authority of the first three Tarangas, 
(i. e. the whole history of the Gonanda dynasty consisting of 
89 kings, covering of a period- of 3702 years from 34-30 B.C., 
to 252 A. D.) 

‘'The first- inclination of European thinkers is to deny the 
.existence of that which they so much dislike." 

( Page 2, Ed VIII. Esoteric Buddhism by 
A. P. Sinnet, 1903 first Edition being printed in 1883.) 

The sorriest part of the whole business is that in this 
fanciful reconstruction of the history of ancient India almost 
every source of information has been used except the most 
direct and valuable ones, namely the historical material con¬ 
tained in the Sanskrit lUhasas and Puranaa, Scholars, with 
an infinite deal of labour, hunted out references to India in 
the stray scribblir.gs of Greeks and Romans, in Ceylonese 



traditions. Chinese travellers’ tales, Tibetan gossip, Assyrian 
remains; they searched in every region from China to Peru 
other than India itself till at a late date they tried to find 
confirmation, and only confirmation, of preconceived theories 
in Indian “arehaelogieal evidences’’ as conventionally interpre¬ 
ted by themselves. 

Later Kashmir History. 

The recent history of Kashmir, since the date of Kalhana 
that is from 1148—1295 A. D„ and that of the kings is not 
known to us. 

The Muslims 

From 1295—1824—25 A. D., the throne of Kashmir was 
occupied by Raja Simha Dev. In his time came to Kashmir 
’‘Shahmir’ from Swat: ‘Renehan zShah’ from Tibet and ‘Lankar 
3Chak5 from Dardistan. They took service under the king and 
were granted Jagirs. Little did the king know that the 
very men whom he was harbouring in his kingdom with such 
kindness would one day overthrow the Hindu rule in Kashmir. 
“He well played the host but the guests untrue to their self 
returned his hospitality in a way of which very few parallels 
are there to be found in the worlds’s history.” (P. 44; 
A short History of Kashmir By P. Gwashalal B. A.) 

In 1322 A. D, Zulfi Kadir Khan alias Dtileh, a descendant 
of cruel Chengiz Khan family, invaded against Kashmir with 
seventy thousand cavalry. He plundered the country, slaugh¬ 
tered innumerable men and women, both young and old and 
carried away with him fifty thousand Brahmins as slaves. 
Most of these captives while they were passing through the 
mountain regions of “Deva Sar”, died of snow and frost. The 
king ‘Simha Deva’ fled to ‘Kishtavar’ and his general Ramachand 

Foot Note : — 1. Shahmir was grandson of Fur-shah a famous 
hermit 2. Renhan shah was a Tibetan prince who had been 
defeated by his uncle. 3, Chak was ruler of Dardistan who 
was vanquished by his enemies. 
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escaped to “Gaganjir.” After the enemy left the land, the 
general Ramachand came back and fried to ran the government. 

But the prince, who came from Tibet and got a Jagir from 
the Kashmir king, murdered Ramachand, married his daughter 

and became king. Then he embraced Muhammadanism at the 

hands of Julo Bulo Shah, a Muslim Divine. Renchan Shah 

took the name of “Sadruddin” and put the Hindus to many 

torments. He planned to extirpate them root and branch. 

After a rule of 25 years, he died. 

After the expiry of ‘Sidruddin’ alias Ranch,m Shah,' 

Simha Deva’s brother, “Udayana Deva” became king in 1327 

A. D. He married the widow - Queen and reigned fee fifteen 
years When Udayana Deva died in 1848 A. D., hi-: minister, 

‘Shah Mirja’ usurped the throne under the title of ‘*Shsm 
Shuddin.” As he compelled the Queen to wed him, she committed 
suicide. Sham Shuddin ruled fer four years and he was not 

a bad king. Since the date of his coronation, from lb-25 A.D., 

he founded ‘Renchan Shah Era.’ After the death of Shamir or 
Sham Shuddin, his son, ‘Sultan Jamshed-' became King in 1247-48 
A D. But his youngest brother, Ali Sher invaded, against 
his brother, defeated him at ‘Avantipuram, battle arid became 
king with the title of ‘AUauddin’ Ali Sher’. He reigned from 
1348 to 1360 and had many old buildings repaired. He h:;d a city, 

‘Allaudinpuram’, built in his name. During the last years of his 

reign, a great famine occurred. Thereupon, his eldest sen, 
Sultan—Shah—Uddin ruled from 1360 to 1378 A. D, He had to 

fight with the emperor of Delhi, Feroz Shah Tuglak and the 
battle, after some time, ended in peace. As a result of the 
treaty, he was accepted as the king from ‘Sirhin 1 to Kashmir.* 
He was a pigot and hated other religions. He bad many temples 
razed to the ground. His queen divorced him. During the last 

days of his rule, the country was inundated and ruined by 
floods. Then his brother. Kutubuddin ruled from 1378 to 1394 
A. D., and he was a lover of letters. As a result cf hostility, 
he was imprisoned UyNawab Hussain Shah kutubuddin of Lohur. 
At the time of this king, one ‘Said Ali’ came to Kashmir 
from ‘Handan’ and made mad efforts to convert the people 



to the Islam Faith. In this proselytism, there was no other 

alternative fc! an to become a victim to the sword and so 

many Brahmin?, who did not embrace Islamism, w era mer¬ 
cilessly massacred. Among the Muhammadan monarehs, there 
was a bigot, possessed with the zeal of conversion and he was 
an inconoclast by name hSikandaiy who reigned from 1894 to 

1417 A.D. He had credit of a breaker of idols, destroyer of 
shrines and a flail and hammer of the Hindus. He earned the 
reputation of consigning to flames into the bargain a bundle 

of the sacred threads or Yajnopavitams, weighing Seven maunds, 
which were removed from the necks of the Brahmins who 
refused to be proselytized into Islamism. The famous temples 
of Marianda and others in Avantipuram, and others in 
Pandrethan, Ganeshbal, Bij Bihara were pulled down and 
levelled with the ground. There is a gossip that Si bandar 
perpetrated all the flagrant atrocities and inhuman crimes of 
extirpating the dlndu race, on the advice of a Muslim con¬ 
verted Hindu minister. But piima facie, this rumour is 
incredible and preposterous to boot, in the face of worst 

bigots and fanatics who played Devil’s dance with other 
peoples, lives and wives, not only in In 3ia, but all over the 
world, when their passions veered on all sides, subjected to 
the hurricane of heathenism and heterodoxy. As an instance, 
in 1398 A.D. Timur invaded India and perhaps excelled ‘Sikar.dar’ 
in his diabolical deeds. Since his lust for riches was lulled 
by an untold ransom of wealth, Kashmir escaped scatheless. 

On the death of Sikandar, his son, Ali Shah ruled frem 
1417 to 1423 A.D. Thi-i was not only a chip of the old block 
but he even shamed his father, because AH Shah made war 

upon his own unarmed, untaught and untrained subjects. He 
was a tormentor of the guileless and gullible masses. The rule 

of the jungle prevailed in his time and then there was neither 

safety nor protection to man’s life and property. He was contem¬ 
porary to Hem y VI of England. During his reign, Al? shah 

looked after the comforts and the conveniences of the Muhamma¬ 
dans. By the time of the Muslim rule in 1325 A.D., Kashmir 

was the home of Sanskrit scholars and seat of learning and wis¬ 

dom. In the reign of Ali Shah ( 1423 A.D.) only eleven families 



of scholars remained in the country. What a contrast is presen¬ 
ted to the readers by tbat'pictureand this picture! Kashmir the 
crown of Sanskrit lore and learning and the diadem of Aryan 
culture and civilisation was reduced with in a period of G3 years, 
from 1369 to 1423 A D., into a waste-land and wilderness by the 
cupidity of the Muslim rnonarchs and the lunacy of their religious 
bigotry and fanaticism. 

Then Zain-ul-Abdin alias Badshah ruled from 1423 to 1474 

A.D.He was a just and peaceful monarch and ruled for fifty years. 
He loved his subjects as his own children and grants 1 them all 
freedoms, including the liberty of faith, religion and worship. 

During his reign, the learned Kaulo, Dar and other Brahmin 

families went from India and domiciled permanently in Kashmir. 
Pandit Mahesvar Nath Kaulo and Mirja Pandit were the leaders 
of tiese learned families. Their off-spring are found in Kashmir 
even to-day by the name of Bhanamasis. Zain-ul-Abdin was 
a patron of learning and letters and his court was the centre for 
many Hindu and Muslim poets and scholars. Once, when he had 
a Quarrel with a Muslim poet, called Mulla Ahmad, the king 
expelled him from the court. There-upon, on being sent 
a eulogy of poems, the sovereign forgave the poet and permitted 
him to attend the court as usual. As be had unbounded confi¬ 
dence in the Hindus, they were entertained in almost all the 
offices of the state. The Brahmins who sought services were 
termed “Karkuns” -and the learned Pandits were styled 
‘Bachabats’ or religious priests. (These two sections resemble 
Niyogi and Vaidiki sects of the Andhra Brahmin caste-) The 
Bachabats are Brahmins devoted to religious rites, study cf 
vedas and performance of Sacrifices as prescribed in the sacred 

Books. On the contrary, the Karkuns engaged themselves in 
the affairs of state and politics and followed the profession of 
public utility and soeial service. These divisions developed into 
two water-tight compartments, having no intermarriages, even 
to-day, between the two branches. 

This sovereign Zain-ul-Abdin had a canal by name, fNallamar* 
dug and had bridges built in seven places. Further, he had a 
beautiful twelve-storeyed palace constructed in the city 'Naushera’ 
and even this city was planned by the king himself. Every storey 
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of the palatial building consisted of fifty spacious rooms which 
can accommodate five hundred people. This palace was named 
‘Zaina Dab.’ From Anckrkot to Sopar he had an aqueduct 
constructed for a great storage for rain-water and this anicut was 
used as a thoroughfare also. The temple of Sanharctcharyci 

on the hill of the same name was repaired in his time. When 
this monarch suffered from a malady, a Brahmin Physician 
cured the disease by proper medicines and restored him to 

health. The king promised the Brahmin a boon. Then the self¬ 
less Brahmin Doctor prayed for the abolition of ‘Zazia’ tax 
levied upon the Hindus in his reign. Apple and pear fruit- 

trees were introduced into Kashmir. He conquered Funjab 
and Tibet and extended his kingdom from Peshawar to Sir-Hind. 

There was a tradition that a Hindu soul transmigrated into the 
body of this sultan and this was the cause of the Pro-Hindu 
administration of the kingdom. He was just, king and peaceful 
monarch who meted out justice to all his subjects equally irres¬ 
pective of caste and creed. race or religion. But, his last days 
were full of anxieties and worries, 'as his sons were evil- 
minded ancl engaged themselves in fraternal fueds and strifes. 
Their mutual quarrels robbed the peace of his mind. 

Raji Khan alias Haider Shah of 1474-75 AJD., was a drun¬ 
kard and he tormented the Eiindus and destroyed their temples. 

Then Hassan shah succeeded him and ruled from 1475-37 A.D. 
Though this king was addicted to wine, he did not cause suffer¬ 
ings to Hindus. Afterwards Mohamed Shah came to the throne 
from 1487 to 1489 A D. During these two years there was much 
blood-shed and the land grew red with the wars waged and 
people slaughtered. In 1489 A.D.. Fateh Shah became king. 
This miscreant monarch, at the point of the bayonet, converted 
twenty four thousand Brahmin families into Islam Faith. 
As Fate also was adverse to the Hindus, nine thousand Brah¬ 
mins lost fchei on their way to ‘Haramukha Gang*.’ from 
the severity of snow and frost. The place of their death won 
the notorious name of 5Hap Radar/' or dead 1DefiIr.* 

Foot Acte 1 
“ Ay biyaban kashida Sar tarikh 
Ghul guffca —“Tabahiye panditan.” 
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“ Having- lifted its head from the desert, the date was said 
by the will—o—the—wisp—” the destruction of the Pundits, 
(Vide. P, 52. A. Short History of Kashmir By P, Gw as ha La! B.A.) 

Then, Mohammed Shah became (Second time) 1493-1501 AJD 

Fateh. Shah became king ( Second time) 
Mohamad Shah king (third time) 

Fateh Shah King ( third time ) 
Mohamed Shah { fourth time) 
Ibrahim Shah. 

1501-1514 A,D. 
514-1514 „ 

1514-1517 „ 
1517-1527 „ 
1527-1529 „ 

Mohamed Shah became king (fifth time) 1529-1537 

Sham Shuddin King 1537-1538 

Ismail Shah king . 1538-1540 
Ibrahim Shah II 1540-1540 
Mazur Shah 1540-1541 
Ismail Shah II. 1541-1553 

faib Shah 1553-1554 

During this period, the whole interval was occupied by civil 
war for the throne among the contending claimants and the 
people had no protection. 

The ehaks 
Nothing is clearly known about the Chaks and their origin 

was v-agu ?. During the rule of ‘Simha Deva Raja’ there was 
a person by name ‘Lankar Chak,’ an officer in the service of the 
king. He came from ‘Darad’ region and gradually the number 
of-this race increased. These were of the Shia sect. It was believed 
that the first Chak was the son of a Kashmiri woman, born to 
a Rakshasa or a preternatural being (monster). Ghazi Khan was 

the first ruler in 1554 A.P„ and he was a descendant of the 
above-mentioned Lankar Chak family.r He converted many Hindus 
imo the uhla sect. Seven of this family reigned over Kashmir 

and they were petty rulers. Of these, ‘Gulmarg’ had the city 
constructed. Another gave his daughter in marriage to Salim 
known as Mehargir,’ the Emperor of Delhi. Akhar sent an invasion 

under the command of Mirza Kasim against the Chak rulers. 

He came through Rajori, the capital of Kambhoj kingdom and 

in 1586 A.D.. defeated the Chak Nawabs. Then Kashmir became 

a part of the Delhi Empire. 
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During t’c ieir reigns was nothin g wor toy ox note e ixcepfc 
that they plundered she people as opportunity occurred. 

The Mhefialls 

Akbar established good governementln Kashmir. The lands 
were properly surveyed and : easonabie taxes were levied. About 
one crore of rupees. In the form cf taxes, Akbar received from 
Kashmir. Akbar had the country administered through his 
governorso 

1. Governor-Mirja Kasim Khan from 

2. ,, Syed Yusuf Khan ,, 

8. ,, Mohamed Qululc Khan , 

4. ,, Mirza Ali Akbar , , 

After Akbar, Jehangir became emperor 

2583 to 1587 A.D. 

1587 to 1580 ,, 

1580 to 1601 ,, 

1601 to 1606 ,, 

1508 to 1627 A.D., 

The Governors sent by Jehangir ruled as follows:-— 

1. Governor Nawab Kubleh Khar, from 1606—1609 A.D. 

2. ,, Hasham Khan , , 1609—1612 ,, 

3. ,, harder Khan 1612—1615 .. 

4, Ahmad Begb Khan 1615—1618 ,, 

5. ., Dilawar Khan 

6. ,, Iradat Khan 

7. ,, liirsd Khan 

,, 1618—1620 ,, 

,. 1620—1622 ,, 

, , 1622—1633 ,, 

Once, when the Hindus complained against the misrule of 
Kubleh Khan, the Emperor Jehangir had that governor removed 
from the office. 
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Shah Jahan 1627 — 165$ A. D. 

1, Governor Zaffar Khan from 1633-1640 A. D- 

2, , , Murad Bakhsh ,, 1640—1841 , 
3, ,» Nawad Ali Mardan Khan 1641—1642 ., 
4, ,, Zaffar Khan ,, 1842—1646. 
6. , s Zarbiat Khan , , 1646—1648 ,, 
6. , , Hassan Begh Khan ,, 1648—1650 ., 
7. ,, Lashkar Khan ,, 1650—1659 ., 

During the Governance of Ali Mardan Khan, the house 
of Mahadeva pundit was subjected to arson, by a fanatic called 
Khwaja Khan and many Brahmins were put to sword. When 
Shah Jahan came to know of these misdeeds, he expressed bis 
regret and sorrow and he condemned the criminals to con¬ 

dign punishment. 

Aurangazeb 1658 — 1707 A, D. 

1. Governor Itimad Khan from 1659—1632 A.D 

2. i • Ibrahim Khan ,, 1662—1663 9 9 

3. » 9 Islam Khan , , 1663—1664 • 9 

4. a • Saif Khan , . 1664—1667 9 9 

5. 9 a Mubariz Khan ,, 1667—1668 f 9 

6. a a Saif Khan ,, 1868—1671 

7, 9 9 Iftikhar Khan , , 1671-1675 » 9 

8. 9 * Quam-ud-din 1675—1678 9 b 
9. 9 9 Ibrahim Khan ,» 1678-1686 » 9 

10 9 9 Hafiz-ulla-Khan,, 1686-1690 9 9 

11 9 9 Muzaffar Khan,, 1690—1692 9 9 

12 9 9 Abu Nazar Khan.. 1692—1698 9 9 

13 9 9 Fazil Khan ,, 1698-1701 9 9 

14 9 » Ibrahim Khan ,, 1700—1706 9 9 

15 • 1 Nawazish Khan, , 1706—1708 9 9 

As per the royal commands of Aurangazeb the Pundits of 
Kashmir were subjected to a series of atrocities. The sufferings 
of rhe Hindus were beyond description. Men were converted 
into Islamism by force; the maids were abducted and were sent 
into the harems of the Muslim chiefs and princes of several pro¬ 
vinces. Countless Hindus were made Muslim proselytes. Then 



unable to bear their troubles and tribulations, the Brahmins went 
to Punjab to fTej Bahadur’, the Ninth Sikh Guru or prophet and 

represented their grievances. They supplicated him to become 
the saviour of the Hindu race and religion. On hearing their 

complaints, the Sikh priest sat lost in thought and contemplation. 

At that crisis, the priest’s son of nine years old, by name ‘Guru 

Govind Singh’, who was playing in the street came in and asked 
his father who the new comers were and what was the cause of 

their sorrow. To this the Priest Tej Bahadur, gave reply to 
his son as follows:- u Aurangazeb compels these Brahmins to 
embrace Muhammadanism and puts them to untold sufferings' 

In case an innocent individual sacrifices his life on their behalf 
their troubles will be at an end.” Then Guru Govind Singh, 
with folded hands saluted his father and spoke; * Oh! Father- 
whose soul is more Saintly than yours? Is not, protection of cows 
and Brahmins, the bounden duty or Dharma of a Kshatriya? 
Why not you sacrifice your life in this holy cause?” Then the 
father asked, "You are still a child! In my absence, who will 
take care of you?” To this question, the boy promptly replied; 

" The great God will take care of me. Almighty God will vouch¬ 

safe my protection! you need have no anxiety or concern about 
it.” Elated and inspired by this bold reply of the boy. Guru Tej 
Bahadur advised the Brahmins to this effect, "You please go 
to Aurangazeb and tell him that the Brahmins of Kashmir, disci¬ 
ples of Tej Bahadur, would become Muslims, if you convert their 
preceptor at first into a Muslim.” So saying he sent the Brahmins 

away. All the Pundits, then, went to Lahore, and presented a 
petition, as advised by Tej Bahadur, to the Governor Zalim 
Khan. The Governor duly endorsed it, asked them to submit to 

the emperor of Delhi and sent them with necessary safe escort. 
They did so. At sight of the representation, the joy of the 
emperor knew no bounds. He gave orders for the safe conduct of 
these Brahmins to their homes and issued commands to the Gover¬ 
nor of Kashmir to stop all further forcible conversions. Then the 

emperor sent a mandate to Guru Tej Bahadur at Anandpur to come 

to Delhi. When Tej Bahadur, with five followers, came to Agra on 
24-6-1675 A.D. there he was put in chains and sent to Delhi. 
His five disciples accompanied their preceptor and reached 



Delhi on 15-11-1675 A,D. Tej Bahadur interviewed the emperor 
and had a conversation with him. Aurangazeb commanded and 

forced Tej Bahadur to become a Muslim. Beside himself with 

noble rage, Tej Bahadur disobeyed the Imperial commands. The 

emperor flew into a fury and gave orders to chop off the head 
of the Sikh priest. When the executioners took him to the 
scaffold, Tej Bahadur gave secret instructions to one of his 
followers to carry his head and to give it to Guru Govind Singh. 
On 27 November 1675 A.D., Tej Bahadur was executed. The 
follower. ‘Bhayi Jeeta’ deceived the watchmen, took the severed 
head of Tej Bahadur and gave it to Guru Govind. With griafc res¬ 
pect and reverence, Guru Govind searched the head- dress and 
found a letter in it, with the writing. “ Sar-i-khud dadam magar 
Sir-i-Khuda na dadam ’’ meaning that “ he had given his head 
but not God’s secret (i.e, religion) ’’ In other words, the letter 

contained sentences which can noted the sense that he sacrificed 
his life to save his soul. On seeing the writing, Guru Govind 

felt righteous indignation, for the violent death of his innocent 
father and swore on the spot that he would not rest content 
until he took vengeance by expelling the Muslims from Bharat. 

There were two tremendous earth quakes in 1669 and 1681 
during the reign of Aurangazeb. In 1672 and 1678 Delhi was in 
flames and a prey to arson. In 1682 a great flood submerged Delhi 
and in 1688 Delhi was devastated by a dire famine. These may 
be Nature’s Nemesis for Aurangazeb’s atrocities to learned 

Hindus and godly Tej Bahadur Guruji. 

Shah Alam. 1707-1712 A. D. 

1. Governor Zaffar Khan from 
2. ,, Ibrahim Khan ,, 
3. ,, Nawazish Khan ,, 
4. ,, Inayatulla Khan ,, 

1708- 1109 A.D. 
1709- 1709 A.D. 

1709-1711 AJD. 
1711-1712 A.D- 

Afterwards, between 1720-1722 A.D., the Hindus in Kash. 
mir were subjected to sufferings by Muslims. A great army un¬ 
der the command of * Abdul Sdmad’ was sent from Lahore by 

the emperor, Muhammad Shah, in 1722 A.D. He had the tor¬ 
mentor of the Hindus, ‘Mulla-Sharaff-ul-uddin’ killed and had 
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fifty muslim miscreants hanged. All the heinous crimes com¬ 
mitted towards the Hindus were arrested and put an end to and 
he bestowed even justice and good government to all the subjects 

without distinction cf colour, caste or creed and race or religion. 

Faruk SMar. 1713-1719 A* B. 

1. Governor Ali Muhammad Khan from 1712-1714 A .D, 
2. > i Aziz Khan > 9 1714—1715 99 

3. 9 9 Ali Muhammad Khan 9 9 1715—1716 39 

4. 9 » Atram Khan 9 * 1716—1718 99 

5. 9 9 Inayatulla Khan » • 1716-1719 99 

Muhammad Shah* 1719-1748 A. D. 

1. Governor Inayatulla Khan from 1719—1720 A.D. 
2. » 3 Abdul Samad Khan 9 9 1720—1723 # 9 

3. ■ 3 Azim Khan Bahadur 9 9 1723—1724 9 * 

4. 9 9 Inayatulla Khan 9 * 1724—1725 9 9 

5. 9 9 Akidat Khan 9 9 1725—1727 } 9 

6, > 9 Aghar Khan 9 9 1727—1723 » 9 

7. * 9 Amir Khan 9 m 1728-1735 9 9 

8. 9 9 Dil-Diier Khan 9 » 1735-1738 9 9 

9. 5 » Fakhur-ul Dwala * 9 17cS—1739 0 9 

10. 5 9 Ataya Ulls Khan 9 9 1739—1741 • 9 

11. 9 9 Asad Baz Khan 9 9 1741—1745 9 9 

12. t 9 Abu-ulIo-Mansur Khan ,, 1745—1748 9 9 

Ahmad Shah, 1748-1754 A. D. 

1. Governor Abullo Mansur Khan from 1748—1753 ,, 
2, ,, AliKuliKhan ,, 1753—1753 ,, 

The Afghans 
With Muhammad Shah Duran i, as leader, in 1753, the Afgh¬ 

ans Conquered Kashmir and ruled the country. The Hindus were 

cruelly treated under their rule. 

Raja Sukhajivan was the first Governor, 1754 to 1762 A.D. 
In 1762 A JD„ Sukha Jivan was defeated by Nuruddin Khan Bam* 
Zai and he began to govern. 



Afghan Governors: The period of their Administration. 
1. Bland-Khsn Bam Zai from 1762-176 i A.D, 
2. Nuruddin Khan Bam Zai „ 1764-17(6 ;s 

3. Khoram Khan 
s 1736-1767 

4. Mir-Fakir-XJJIa Cantan „ 1767-1767 Of 

5. Nuruddin Kham Bam Zai „ 1717-1770 t>f 

6. Khoram Khan 1770-1771 99 

7. Amir Khan Jawan Sher ,, 1771-1772 99 

8 Amir Khan jawan Sher Diler 
Zung. 1772-1776 ** 

9. Haji Karim Dad Khan „ 1776-1783 99 

10, Azad Khan 1783-1785 99 

11. Madad Khan 1785-1786 
22. Amair Dad Khan ., 1786-1788 II 

13. Gaffar Khan ,, 1788-1788 99 

14. Zuma Khan 1788-1792 99 

15, Mirza Khan 1792-1793 it 

16, Mir Hazar Khan „ 1793-1794 M 

17. Mir Rahraat-UIIa Khan. 1794-1794 99 

18, Kifayat Khan 1794-1795 >0 
19, Arsal Khan 1795-1796 99 

2 Abdul-Ulla-Khan „ 1796-1802 • f 
21. Abdul-ulla-Khan 1802-1807 
22. Ata Muhammad Khan 1807-1813 if 

23, Muhammad Azim Khan „ 1813-1819 ft 

21. Zabbar Khan 1819-1819 II 

In 1766 4.D., Lai Muhammad Khan subjected the Hindus to 
inhuman cruelties. The sixth governor, KhoramKhan honoured 
and respected the Hindus while the fourth, Mir Fakir- 
ulla Khan put to death all the famous Hindu scholars. By 

force he had about two thousand Hindus converted into Isla- 
mism. The ninth governor destroyed the Hindu family of 
Zammu king. The tenth governor Azad Khan, a descendant 

of Madir shah, had a pair of Hindus put in each hay 
sacks and sewn air-tight. Then the sacks were immersed 
in the waters of Dalo Lake and in this way, numberless 
were killed. The city of Poonch was besieged for a week. 



the houses were looted and many Hindu Inhabitants were 

slaughtered indiscriminately. A Hindu by name ‘Dilaram 
Kuli’ who was a favourite of the Ninth Governor was 

made ‘Diwan’ or minister. During the term of the 16th 

governor, a Kashmir Pundit named ‘Pundit Nanda Ramtik’ 

was appointed Prime Minister of Kabul. For some time his 

name was inscribed on the Kabul coins. A Scholar Jaya- 
ram Bhan was made minister to Nasirud Muhammad. With¬ 
in a period of six months, twentieth Governor collected one 
crore of Rupees and took the amount to Kabul. Even in 

the worst days, the Hindus exhibited their merits and vir¬ 
tues to the world. On the whole, the Afghan rule was a 
night-mare and a reign of terror and molestation. Poets 
portrayed that, by an odd twist of Fate, Kashmir the Para¬ 
dise on Earth was left in charge of Dragons and Dare-Devils.” 

Pundit Birbal Dar, a victim to the cruelties of Muslims, 

went to Lahore and sought the assistance cf the Sikhs to 
exorcize Kashmir of these Muslim monsters. Ran jit Singh, 
the Sikh leader and the lion of Lahore sent his armies twice 
against Kashmir out could not expel the Afghans. On the 

third occasion, during 1813 A.D., by a military manoeuvre, the 
Sikh army came into conflict, a1' Fir Panchalo, with thirty 
thousand Afghan forces. There a sanguinary battle was fought 
and the Pathan troops were completely routed and great 
numbers lost their lives. This unprecedented defeat struck 
terror into the minds of the Pathans and the rest ran in 
hot haste to their homes in Afghanistan. In this manner, 
these Muslim miscreants were expelled from Kashmir, the 
Eden of the Earth, which by their misdeeds they converted 
into Purgatory. 

The SikSi Governors sent from Lahore* 

1. Governor Misri Diwan Chand from 1819 A.D. 
2- i) Diwan Moiiram 9* 1819-1820 
3. 99 Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa 1820-1821 »• 
4. 99 Diwan Motiram 5» 1822-1824 )( 
5. 99 Diwan Chuniial 3t 1824-1827 $• 
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6. *9 Diwan Kirparam 1827-1831 so 

7. >* Bhim Singh Ardali „ 1831-1831 09 

Si J5 Sher Singh ,, 1832-1834 55 

9. 5 9 Colonel Mian Singh 1834-1841 5« 

10. 55 Sheik Gulam Mohiuddia 1841-1846 55 

11. •s Sheik-Imamuddin „ 1846-1846 59 

On the whole, the sikh rule was not difficult. The admi¬ 
nistration was just and there was religious toleration. In 

1827 A.D., there were three instances of Brahmin women 

performing Sati or Ascending the funeral pyre with their 
dead husbands. In 1831 A.U, many people died of famine. 

Some migrated to other provinces. Besides famine the country 
suffered from floods. There was an earth quake in 
1827 A,D’. Many died from the spread of Cholera. During 
the Muslim rule all traces of Hinduism were uprooted. The 
Muslims declared ‘Zehad5 or Grusade against the people of 

other faiths. Zehad is a holy war waged by Muslims 

against the Hindus by which the latter were conver¬ 

ted into Islamism or put to death. Even heavenly 

bliss is inferior to the joy of (Zehad’ and such sayings 

were incorporated in the quran Sheriff by bigots and 

fanatics. The blind belief of the Muslim masses in these 
wrong notions might have been the cause of their cruel actions 
and violent atrocities which dehumanised and demoralized 
that race. Expurgation of such offensive passages from the 
Holy Quran would enhance the glory and the grace of that 
race and religion. Whatever vicissitudes overtook them though 

exposed to humiliations and mortifications, the Hindus did 

not lose heart but rose equal to the occasion and were 

prepared to sacrifice pelf, power, property and even life. 

They did not, for loaves and fishes or for a mess of pottage 

relinquish their self-respect and fathers’- religion. They 
pinned their faith to the ideal portrayed in these lines 

“To every man upon this earth 

Death cometh soon or late; 

And how can man die better 
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Than facing fearful odds, 

For the ashes of his fathers 
And the temples of his gods?” 

and illustrated its truth in their lives. Though residing in the 

country of the enemy, the Hindus, on the strength of their 
moral stamina, could rise to the highest places of power and 

honour and discharge their duties, according to the dictates of 

their conscience. The oath taken by Guru Govind Singh to 
avenge his father’s death by the destruction of the Muslim rule 
and the holy pledge to wear the Kirpan bore fruit and the 
Muhammadan Empire was ruined within a century. The 
mill-stones of Heaven grind though slow but sure and this truth 
was vindicated beyond doubt. 

The Dogras. 
Genealogical Tree of the Dogra House. 

Ran jit Deo Ghunsar. Surat Deo. Balwant Deo. 

Brijlal Dulel Mian Mota. Torawar Dull Bhoola. 
Deo Singh. Singh, 

i I 
Teet Singh. Kishore Singh. 

Gulab Singh. Dhyan Singh. Suehet Singh, 

I 1 
i r~~i I ! f 

Randhir Sohan Singh Rambir Hira Singh. Tawahir Moti 
Singh. Singh. Singh Singh. 

_ I __ 

Pratap Lachman Ram A mar Singh. 
Singh. Singh. Singh. 1 

Hari Singh. 
I 

Maha Raja Kumar 
Karan Singh. 
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Tiie Dogras. 
After the final defeat and collapse of the Pathans, the 

Sikhs were the masters of the Punjab and reigned over that 
region. During this period, the English were, by degrees, making 
attempts to establish their authority all over India and to 
find a colonial Eastern Empire. On 10-2-1846, near Sobroan 
the two armies met and the Sikhs received a knock-down blow 

at the hands of the British battalions. On account of the utter 
defeat, towards the war expenses and indemnity, the Sikhs 

were compelled to surrender Kashmir and some more territory 
to the English. As a result of the treaty entered into on 

16-3-1846 A.D., for an amount of Seventy-five Laksh of rupees, 

the English gave to the Maha Raja Gulab Singh, the territory 
of Kashmir, consisting of the eastern region to the Sindhu river 

and the western part to the Ravi river. Maharaja Gulab Singh 

had to pay annually a tribute of one horse, twelve goats and 

six pairs of Kashmir shawls to the English Government. By 

the time Kashmir came under the sway of Gulab Singh, one- 
third was full of rocks, one-third, submerged under water and 

the remaining third, under the control of Zagirdars. 

Maha Raja Gulab Singh. 

Maharaja Gulab Singh was born in 1792 A. D. He was in 
the service of Ran jit Singh. By sheer merit and genius, he 
became famous. He was a person of great abilities and talents. 
By the strength of his arms, he conquered Ladak and Tibet. 

In 1*50, he annexed Chiias region in his kingdom; in 1852 

Gilgit province became part of his empire. As an able soldier 
and efficient General, he conquered ‘Main Dedo’ in 1819, 
‘Kishtwar’ region in 1821, and ‘Azar Khan’ province of Kambhoj 
kingdom whose capital was ‘Rajori/ Between, 1834-1842, he 
reigned over Ladak, Chalistan and Western Tibet. In 1846, he 
acquired Kashmir also through an alliance with the English. 
He consolidate 1 all his conquests and acquisitions into the well- 
knit Kashmir kingdom. He subdued all the raiding hill tribes, 
trained them to lead an honest peaceful life and thus got rid 
of robbery and brigandage from the country. As a skilled 
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statesman, he made petty villages grow into big cities of Sri¬ 
nagar and Zammu. He was a patron of letters and learning 
and of poets and scholars. He lent a helping hand to fine arts 

and he was the personification of the milk of human kindness. 
He died in the interval of 1857-1858. During his reign trade 
and commerce increased. Free or feudal service was for¬ 
bidden under his rule. The land-leases and the gift-deeds of 
the Jagirdars were scrutinised and confirmed. After his death, 
his son, Rana Bir Singh came to the throne. 

Rana Bir Singh* 

This prince was born in 1829 at Ramghar. He loved his 
people and worked for their welfare. Though a Hindu, he 
showed tolerance to other faiths and religions. He spent 
large sums of money for works of public utility like educa¬ 

tion and laying of roads and thoroughfares, for traffic and 
transit. In his rule there were neither decoits nor drunkards. 

The living-index was at its lowest ebb; eighty pounds of rice 

was sold for one Rupee; people got sixty pounds of milk or 
twelve pounds of meat per Rupee. As fruits were dead cheap, 
people ate them in large quantities and the surplus was allowed 
to rot. In 1872, when quarrels arose between the Shia and 
Sunni sects, he granted a subsidy of three lakhs of rupees 
for the protection of Shias. When a horrible famine happened 

in 1877, the king expended large sums of money and expedited 

succour and relief. In 1876, Edward VII, as the then Prince 
of Wales paid a visit to Kashmir. The Prince of Wales, then 
conferred the title of G.C.S.I upon the king and bestowed upon 

him a salute of twenty one guns. In 1869, Gilgit was annexed 
in Kashmir. He died on 15-9-1885 in Jammu. 

Maharaja Pratapa Singh. 

Maharaja Pratapa Singh, G.C.S.I., G.C I.E., L.L.D., etc. was 
born in 1B50 and was crowned king in 1885 A.D. He was a 
pure Kshatriya and a follower of Sanatana Dharma. He was 
a lover of justice and generous-hearted. To relieve and 
redress the sufferings of the sorrow-stricken was his daily duty 
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and every day, the noble and saintly Sovereign, raised some 
miserable individual from the slough of despa ir and distress. This 
liberalminded monarch showed greater love towards the aliens 
than the natives. He was merciful to a fault and this weakness 
was resented by some. He abolished all taxes, repugnant to 
the people; the tax upon the Muslim marriages was removed. 
The monopoly of the state and the control of the Government 
over mass-production of the shawls was cancelled. He intro¬ 
duced local administration like Municipalities and re-organised 
Military Department. Public works Department was inaugu¬ 
rated. The Jhelum-Valley road and Bannihal Cart-Road were 
constructed. The subjects enjoyed the amenities of free-edu- 
cation and free-Medicine. In short, his virtues entitle him to 
be styled sovereign-saint or Rajarshi. He breathed his last 
on 23-9-1925. As he died issueless he adopted Jagat Deva 
Singh, the Second son of the Poonch ruler, who performed 
the funeral rites and obsequies. 

Maharajah Hari Singh, G. C. I. E., K, C. V. 0., son of Amar 
Singh, the brother of Pratapa Singh, adorned the Kashmir 
throne in 1925 A.D. He was a great lover of education and 
enlightenment and established schools all over the land to 
eradicate illteracy. 

His son, Maha Rajah Karan Singji Bahadur, became the 
ruler in 1951 both these are alive. 

Finish. 

Om - Tat Sat, 



APPENDIX. 
Malawa Gana Saka Kali 2377 ; B.C. 725. 

The province Malwa attained its independence in 725 
B.C., commemoration of which the Malawa-Gana-Saka (or Era) 
was started by the people of Malwa. The western Indolo¬ 
gists deliberately ignored this fact and wrongly identified 
this Era with Vikrama Era of 57 B.C„ and consequently 
brought down all the inscriptions of Malawa-Gana-Era to the 
fourth and fifth centuries A.D. Therefore the period of the 
Guptas which was identical with the age of the inscripitions 
was brought to the 4th and 5th centuries A.D. Thus the 
Gupta Era which actually commenced in 327 B.C., was pushed 
forward to 319-320 A.D. 

So, a close examination of this question is of great 
historical value. 

An inscription found in Mandasar has this 

“sSo-i&Sd o 

U,? 
<¥> 

■Ng =^5 mzj air^%HEr&^r(|^5 ( 

^TRFPFrfefci^r^ ti 

Dr. Fleet interpreted it as. “from (the establishment of i 
the Supremacy of the— tribal constitution of the Mala was.” 
(Gupta Insc. P. 154). After writing this, he said that it is 
difficult to interpret the word “Vasat”. As Dr. Fleet and 
Dr. Peterson interpreted “Stiti” does not mean ‘‘Sthapana’* 
or establishment; prof. Kielhorn said that ‘Gana’ means 
“ Ganana ” or reckoning; Dr. Bhandarkar said that the inter¬ 
pretation is not correct. The correct meaning is; when 589 
years elapsed after the “Malavagana”; here “Gana” means 
‘Collection’ tribe and ‘Malavagana’ means ‘collection of Malava 
people’. The complete reading of the Sloka is as follows;" 



t( SSotJjkb ^5'CroO (35ans>lf :•£ S'SH* P?r-r-!§£%•.t 
CsJ ^ 

sir* osSKrs^©rf'iSro& ^0osr»r'TD«S33 ©ss s§55$>!3” 
9 cf 

^ ^T ! 

Trr^aTRsjf^ra; u 
(Dr. Fleet’s Guptapmscriptions no. 35 or Gupta Inscriptions 

Page 154 or Mandasor Insc. no. 163.) 

After an elapse of five hundred eighty-nine years of the 
period which was established among the community of Malava 
people, for the knowledge of time, and was in traditional use; or 

in accordance with the Malawa-gana-saha which 

was established for the knowledge of time, after a 
lapse of S89 years; the underlined would be a better ren¬ 
dering. The above sloka, with the last portion “Kalajnanaya 

Likhi-teshu” would mean that “five hundred and 

eighty nine years elapsed, since the period fixed 
for calculation of time, to be in traditional use» 
among Malava peopled3 Bo it was established by the people 

of Malava country and was known as “Malava-Gana-Saka”; 
but it was not known by which king it was established and 
it has no connection with any ruler. It is the Era established 
by the people of Malava, in commemoration of their indepen¬ 
dence and the chronology was calculated beginning from that 
date. So it is reasonable to call it Malava-Gana-Saka as noted 
in the inscriptions and it is not Vikrama Saka. 

As it is stated to be traditional to Malava people, it ought 
to have come into Vogue with the existence of the Malava 
tribe or the dawn of Malava as an independent State; and 
should have been in custom. Then only it would apply to the 
whole community and would become fixed. In case it refers 
to a certain king, it can not be applied to the whole people. 
As sueh all the present existing Sakas bear the names of the 
kings; for instance. Yudhistira Saka, Cyrus Saka, Sri Harsha 
Saka, Vikramarka Saka, Salivahana Saka and others, go by the 
names of the rulers. The Gupta Saka was termed after the Gupta 
Dynasty. Loka-Kala or Laakikabda was established by the 

people and hence was called after the people. 
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Similarly, so that It might concern to all the country-men 

of Malava it is styled “Malavanam Ganastitya” (Indian Anti. 
Vol. XV. P. 201; Gupta Inse. P. 87) Malava-gana stiti-vasat; 
(Dr. Fleet’s Gupta Inse ,no. 85. Malava ganamnate, and malava 
Purvyayam, (Bhandarkar’s commemaration Vol. pp 193. 194) 
but not with the appellation of a particular king. 

It was not used to denote any ruler and so we should not 
consider it as Vikraraa Saka. The above expressions evidently 

indicate that the Malava-gana-Saka had reference to the whole 
tribe and it should have been a red-letter-day in the annals 
of the Malava people. To know this, we have to make a review 
of the aneient history of Malava country. 

The ancient history of Malawa State 

Before the Bharat a Battle, Malava was an independent 

kingdom. Since the Bharaia War, it was incorporated in 
Hastinapura Empire and was a feudatory state. In the year 

of dissolution of Hastinapura Empire, Kali 1488 or 1634 B.C. 
“Maha Padma Nanda” became Emperor of Bharata, at Magadha*. 
He invaded against Sub-ordinate rulers, killed Kshatriya kings 
and installed non-kshatriya monarchs in their places. So the 

Puranas described him as “Sarva Kshatrantako Nripah” or the 
Destroyer of the Kshatriya rulers. In £50 B.C., a Brahmin by 
name, “Dhunji” with the help of the people, united Malava 
and became king. But he was obliged to be a vassal of the 
sovereigns of Magadha Empire. In 730 B.C., a deseendent of 
Dhunji family declared Malava an Independent State. 

“In Indian Manuscripts we find Malwa noticed as a Sepe- 
rate province eight hundred and fifty years before the Chris¬ 
tian Era. When Dhunji, to whom a divine origin is attributed, 
is said to have established the power of the Brahmins and 
to have been the founder of a powerful dynasty.” 

“The family of Dhunji is said to have reigned three hundred 
eighty seven years when Putraj, the fifth in descent, dying 
without issue, Adab Panwar a prince of a Rajput clan still 

numerous in Malwa, ascended the throne, establishing the 
Pan war dynasty which continued to hold sway for upwards of 
one thousand and fifty eight years.” 
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“Daring the period that Dhunji’s family held Malwa we 

find no particular mention of them until abuut seven hundred 

and thirty years before Christ, when Dhunji’s successor is 
said to have shaken off his dependence on the Sovereign of 
Delhi (i.e. Magadha Emperors). From this time we lose all trace 
of kingdom of Malava until near our own era, when Vikramaditya* 
a prince whom all Hindu authors agree in describing as the 

encourager of learning and the arts, obtained the sovereignity.” 
(Memoir of Central India by Ch. Payne M.A. pp.7,8.) (Vide K.Ven- 
katachalam’s Kali Saka Vijnanam part III p.p. 40) 

When Malwa asserted independence in 730 B.C., there was 

a quarrel with Satavahana Emperor of^ “Sri Satakarni” of 
Magadha. He was the fifth king in the list of “Andhra Emperors.” 
Some time might have elapsed to make him accept the indepen¬ 
dence of Malwa, By 725 B.C., Malawa had its independence recog¬ 
nised and entered into friendly alliance with the rulers of 
Magadha. From that date, the Malwa people might have esta¬ 
blished an Era which concerned to their community and termed 
it ‘ ‘Malawa-gana-Saka.” According to this 589 or 136 B.C., 
would be 191 the year of Gupta Saka. During that year, the 
Mandasor inscription no. 163 might have been written. As 
related in the Puranas, according to the movement of the 
Saptarshi Mandala, after the Andhra Satavahanas, the Guptas 
came to rule from 327 B.C. So the year 589 (136 B.C.) mentioned 
in Mandasor no. 163 inscription would be “Malava-Gana-Saka’> 
but not “Vikrama Saka” was otherwise called ‘Samvat' but 

nowhere as Malava-Gana-Saka. Vikramaditya was born after an 
expiry of three thousand years in Kali, as stated in the Pura¬ 

nas, “Purne Trimsat Sate Varshe” and it is discussed else¬ 
where in this book. So the king by name Vikramaditya was 
born in 101 B.C. He was crowned king of Ujjain, in 82 B.C-, 
and founded his era in 57 B.C., after expelling the Sakas from 
the country. As Vikrama Saka was established in 57 B.C., and 
was promulgated by the Sovereign, its founder, the previous 
existing “Malava-gana-Saka” of 725 B.C., and Sri Harsha Saka 
of 457 B.C., went out of use. There were no many signs of 
their reference after the advent of Vikramarka, 

(For further details see “Indian Eras” by this Author.) 
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Rajatarerngini Part II 

1. Age of Lord Buddha 

There is no authoritative text of ancient times declaring 
definitely and directly the date of Lord Buddha. It belongs to 
a very ancient time. In the histories and other writings of 
modern times, the dates ascribed to Buddha are tentative and 
based on conjectures and imagination. The dates ascribed to 
Buddha by the modern European historians are based on the 
wrong identification of Sandrocottus, the Emperor of Magadha, 
mentioned by the Greek historians who accompanied Alexander, 
on his invasion of the Punjab as Maurya Chandra Gupta of the 
Maurya dynasty of Magadha, These ancient Greek historians,' 
make mention of three successive rulers of Magadha Xandrames 
Sandrocottus and Sandroeyptus. Mr. Rapson E. J. suggests the 
equivalence of Xandrames in Greek to Chandramas in Sanskrit. 
(Vide E.J. Rapson’s Ancient India, pp 469, 470 of the Cambridge 
History of India Ed. 1922). 

This wrong identification of Maurya Chandragupta as the 
contemporary of Alexander has vitiated the entire chronology 
of the ancient history of Bharat including the date of Lord 
Buddha, 

The Greek historians never specified the contemporary of 
Alexander as Maurya Ghandragupta or Gupta Chandragupta. 
It is unreasonable to identify their Sandrocottus with Chandra¬ 
gupta of the Maurya dynasty as he was only the Chandragupta 
of the later Gupta dynasty. Xandrames or Chandramas can in 
that case, be identified as Chandramas or Chandra Sri, the 
last of the Andhra dynasty of the kings of Magadha. Chandra-. 
gupta who founded the Gupta dynasty was his minister and 
general. His son Samudragupta was even then another general 
in the Magadha army. At that time, Alexander was informed 
as follows, in response to his enquiries regarding the Magadha 
ruler and his army. “King Agrames or Xandrames kept in the 



field an army of 20,000 cavelry, 200,009 infantry, 2000 Chariots 
and 3000 or 4000 elephants.” (Ibid.) 

This Xandrames could be no other than Chandra Sri, the 
last Emperor of Magadha of the Andhra dynasty. The kings 
of Magadha who succeeded to the Empire after the Andhra 
dynasty were known as Andhra Bhrityas and belonged to the 
Gupta dynasty. The term Andhra Bhritya signifies service in 
the court of the Andhra kings. Chandra Gupta, the founder of 
the Gupta dynasty, a minister and general in the army of Chan¬ 
dra Sri. the last Andhra king of Magadha, appointed himself 
regent on behalf of the minor heir, with the connivance of the 
queen, subsequently got rid of the minor and declared himself 
the ruler of Magadha. As he wished, in his turn, to pass over 
his heir Samudragupta, a son by his eldest wife, in favour of 
another son by a younger wife, in fixing the succession to the 
throne, Samudragupta was preparing, with the help of his mater¬ 
nal grandfather, the king of Nepal, to rebel and declare war 
against his father to claim his right to the throne. It was at 
this juncture that Alexander invaded India and the three suc¬ 
cessive rulers of Magadha brought to his notice could be only 
Chandrasri of the Andhra dynasty, Chandra-guptu the founder 
of the Gupta dynasty and his son Snmudra-gupta. While this 
is the correct identification, they have been wrongly identi¬ 
fied respectively as Mahapadma-nanda or Dhana-nanda, Chandra- 
gapta (Maurya) and his son Bindu-Sara. 

Due to this wrong identification the ancient history of 
Bharat has been shifted forward by a difference of 12 centuries, 
Alexander’s invasion took place In 326 B,C. Chandragupta of 
the Gupta dynasty belongs to 327-320 B.C. So the contempo¬ 
rary of Alexander could be only Chandra-Gupta of the Gupta 
dynasty and never Chandra-gupta of the Maurya dj nasty. All 
the Puranas in which we find Chronological accounts of the 
kings of Bharat begin their accounts with the Mahabharata 
War and trace the dynasties of the kings of the various kingdoms 
of Bharat from that starting point, If we reckon from the 
date of the Mahabharata war 3138 B.C., and follow the lists of 
the kings and their reigns specified in the Puranas, we reach - 
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the reign of Chandragupfca of the Gupta dynasty in Magadha 
by 326 B C. This, the identification of Gupta-Chandragupta of 
Magadha as the contemporary of Alexander tallies with all the 
dates of ancient events noted in the sacred and secular litera¬ 
ture of ancient times of the Hindus, Bauddhas and Jains, 

There is no other source except the Puranas for the re¬ 
construction of the ancient history of India. After the Maha- 
bharata War, Yudhishtira, the victor in the war, was crowned 
the emperor of Bharat, on the tenth day after the close of the 
war. The date was the starting point of a new era named after 
him the Yudhishtira Saka. Yudhishtira then reigned for 
36 years and in 37th year of his reign and of the era after 
his name. Sri Krishna’s life on the earth came to a close and 
the Kali yuga commenced at the moment when the Seven 
Planets happened to be in conjunction in Mesha. The same year 
Yudhishtira placed his grandson Parikshit on the throne and 
started on a pilgrimage accompanied by his wife and brothers* 
He continued his pilgrimage for 25 years and, in Kali 26, dropped 
his mortal coil. Bailley, the French astronomer has admitted 
the amazing correctness and accuracy of the calculations of 
ancient Hindu astronomers and especially their calculation of 
the beginning of Kali yuga from 2-27-30” PJVL of the 20th of 
February of 3102 B.C., the moment of the remarkable conjunc¬ 
tion of the Seven planets in Mesha. The time of the passing 
away of Yudhishtira in 3076 B.C., was the starting point of 
another ancient Indian era known as Saptarshi era or Laukika 
era, in memory of the great king Yudhishtira, and current to 
this day in some parts of Bharat* (Viz. Kashmir) Dr. Bahler has 
conclusively proved and fixed the starting points of the Kali 
Era and the Saptarshi Era. He says in conclusion 

“These facts are sufficient^ prove that P. Dayaram’s state¬ 
ment regarding the beginning of the Saptarshi Era is not an 
invention of his own. but based on the general tradition of the 
country. I do not doubt for a moment that the calculation which 
throws the beginning of the Saptarshi Era back to 3076 B.C., is 
worth no more than that which fixes the beginning of the Kali 

Yutg i in 3101 B.C. 3 it it seems to me certain; that it is much 
older than Kalhana’s time, because his equation >4=1070 agrees 
with it. (i.e. 4224 Loukika Era = 1070 Saliyahana Era) 
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“It may therefore be safely used for reducing with exactness 
the Saptarshi year, months, and days mentioned in his work to 
years of the Christian Era. The results which will be thus 
obtained will always closely agree with those gained by General 
Cunningham, who did use the right key.” (Pages 264-268 of 
Indian Antiquary Vol. VI). 

• Ey all the authorities cited adove, it is clearly established 
that the Kali Era commenced in 3102 B.C., the Saptarshi Era in 
3076 B.C., the Mahabharata war occurred 36 years before Kali 
i.e. in 3138 B.G., and the-Yudhishtira era commenced in 3138 B,C. 

These three ancient eras were well-known and current in 
our country throughout these centuries. Almanacs based on 
them have prepared from year to year all these centuries down 
the ages. When such was the actual situation, it has been alleged 
atrociously by the modern European historians of ancient India* 
that the Hindus had no well-established eras* to refer the events 
of their histories to and that therefore there was no alternative 
to the use of the only known (to them) date of Alexander’s inva¬ 
sion as the basic, fixed, starting point for the reconstruction of 
the ancient history of India, identifying wrongly Sandrocottus 
the contemporary (Alexanders) ruler of Magadha as the famous 
Chandragupta of the Maurya dynasty. As a matter of fact the 
rulers of Magadha contemporary to Alexander were Chandra Sri 
of the Andhra dynasty, Chandragupta, the founder of the Gupta 
dynasty and Samudragupta his son. But without even a passing 
reference to them, the Sandrocottus of the Greek historians has 
been identified with the Maurya Chandragnpta of 1200 years 
before who was therefore brought forward to 322 B.C., and this 
has been taken ever since as the basic event for all the 
chronological determinations of the history of ancient India. 
Thus has arisen a considerable error in the date assigned to 
Lord Buddha by modern European historians of India and 

1. Elphinstone’s His. of India, 5th. Ed P.II; Max Muller’s 
‘‘History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature” PP. 3-8 Ed. 1859 and 
‘P.9 of His Allahabad Edition and of Dr. Fleet’s Article on 
‘‘Epigraphy in the Indian Empire” Imperial Gazeteer of India 
Vol. II PP. 3,5,6. 



it is proposed therefore to arrive at the correct date for 
Lord Buddha, starting with the time of the Mahabharata War 

in 3388 B.C., and reckoning the reigns of the successive 

dynasties of the kings of Ayodhya (Ikshvaku dynasty) mentioned 
in the Puranas till we reach the “23rd king Suddhodana’’ 
of the Ikshvaku dynasty, the blessed father of “Lord Buddha.’ 

Time of Buddha-Puranic Evidence. 
The Mahabharata War.. . 3J38 B.C. 

The coronation of Brihadbala’s son Briha- 

Kshna Ikshvaku dynasty in the same 

year-after the war. 3138 „ 

The reigns of 30 kings of the dynasty 

ending with Sumitra. 3504 „ 

The date of the coronation of Mahapadma Nanda of \ ~77qa o n 
. Magadha. / 1684 RC‘ 

Buddha in the History of Ikshvaku Dynasty. 

Lord Buddha was born in the Ikshvaku dynasty. So it 
behoves us to look to the genealogy of that dynasty, Vaiva- 

swaca Manu is the seventh among the Manus. Vaivaswata 
Manu had len sons, of whom Ikshvaku was the eldest. 
Buddha is his descendent. Ikshvaku was at the beginning 
of the Krita yuga of the 28th (present) Mahayuga. The 
following is the genealogy of Ikshvaku. 

1. Ikshvaku 
2. Vikukshi 
3. Kakutsa 
4. Prithu 
5. Drishadasya 

6. Andhra 

7. Yuvanasva 
8. Sravasti (Built Sravasti city) 
9. Brihadasva 

10. Kuvalayasva or Dundhumara 
11. Dridhasva 

12. Haryasva 
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13. JNiknmbha 
14. Samhafcasva 
15. Krusasva 

16. Prasenajifc 
17. Yuvanasva 
18. Mandhata 
19. Ambarxsha 
20. Sambhuti 
21. Anaranya 
22. Haryasva 
23. Sumati 

2 L Tridhanva 
25. Thrayaruni 
26. Satyavrata or Trisanka 

27. Harisehandra 
23. Rohita 
i 9. Harita 
30. Chanchuvu 

31. Vlnaya 
32. Ruruka 

33. Bahuvu 
34. Sagara 

35. Asamanjasa 
36. Amsuniantlia 
37. Dilipa 
38. Bhagiratha 
39. Sruta 
40. Nabhaga 

41. Ambarisha 
42. Ayutayu 
43. Rutuparna 
44. Sarvakama 
45. Sudama 

46. Saudasa or Kalmashapada 
47. Asmaka 
48. Mulaka 
49. Satharatha 
50. Idabida 
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51. Krusakarma 

52. Dilipa or Khatvanga 
53. Deerghabaha 
54. Raghu 

55. Aja 

56. Dasaratha 

57. Rama Lakshmana Bharata Satrughna. 

Sathrughna killed the Demon Lavanasura and 

reigned over the city ‘Madhura.’ His sons Subahu 
and Surasena succeeded him. Angada and Chandraketu 
were the sons of Lakshmana. They ruled over 
the Himalayan regions. Angada had Angadapura 
as his capital and Chandraketu Chandraehakrapura. 
The portions in Kosala that fell to the share of the 

son3 of Lakshmana are now known as Nepal. 
Taksha and Pushkara were the sons of Bharata. 
Gandhara brought under their rule. Trksha had 

Takshasila and Pushkara had Pushkaravati as their 
capital. Kusa and Lava were the sons of Rama and 
became the kings of Kosala. Dakshina Kosala was 
under Kusa with Kusasthali as the capital. Uttara 
Kosala was under Lava with Sravasti as the capital. 

Dynasty of Kusa. (Capital Kusasthali.) 
58. Kusa 
69. Atithi 

•60. Nishadha 

61. Nala 

62. Nabha 
63. Pundarika 
64. Kshemadhanva 

65. Devaneeka 
66. Ahinaguna 

67. Pariyatra 
68. Dalaraja 
69. Balaraja 



70. Uluka 
71. Vajranahha 

72. Sankhana 
73. Ushithasva 
74. Visvasaha 
75. Hiranyanabha 

76. Pushpakshya 

77. Dhruvasandhi 
78. Sudarsana 

79. Agnivarna 
80. Sighranamaka 
81. Maru 

(He was a yogi residing at the Village Kalaapa. 

He is to begin the Solar dynasty in the £9th Mahayuga) 
82. Prabhu 

83. Susandhi 
84. Sahasvantha 

85. Visruta 
86. Bruhadbala 

(He was killed in the Mahabharata war of 3138 B.C.) 

This is the Jkshvaku dynasty to which belonged several 
hundred kings the chief of whom have been mentioned here 

(Brahmanda Purana, Upodghatapada IVth Chapter) 

The list of kings of lkshvaku dynasty, 

from 3138 B.C., to 1634 B-C. 

Brihadbala was killed in the Mahabharata war by Abhimanu. 
His son “Brihadkshana” became king after the war. 

2. Brihadkshana 
2. Uru yaksha 
3. Vatsa vyuha 
4. Prativyoma 

5. Divakara 
6. Sahadeva 
7. Brihadasva 
8* Bhanuratha 

9. Pratitasya 
10. Supratika 
11. Marudeva 
32, Sunakshatra 

13. Kinnara 
14. Anadharaksha 
15. Suprana 
16. Amitrajith 
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17. Brihadbhaja 25. Rahula (Son 

18. Dharmi rtha) 

19. Kritanjaya or Dhananjaya 26. Prasenajit 

20. Ranamjaya 27. Kahudraka 

21. Sanjaya 28. Kumdaka 
22. Sakya 29. Suratha 
23. Suddhodana 30. Sumitra 
24. Siddhartha i.e. Buddha 

These 30 kings reigned for 1504 years. 

aSbdSSbO s5o§3 7\»g& ?» 

The Ikshvaku dynasty terminated with ‘Sumitra.’ This is 
known from the Matsya, Vayu, Vishnu, Brahmanda and other 
Puranas. The Puranas declare that the Lord Buddha was the 
son of “Suddhodana” (the 23rd king in Ikshvaku dynasty. 
See the above list) 

(Vishnu Purana. Amsa IV Ch. 22) 
and 

(Vide, Kshatriya clans in Buddhist 
India PP. 186, 187) 

“sSjr°<3iro '3cr*S7'° Zj£3tvZF2-~&v &>e5'r6a_^To5eI"I 

'3j~°5$riaSb-°$Sj-°z5 'sS_Wtge~fr‘o 

^kr n” 
(Vishnu Purana) 

“He who was called Maya-Moha in his previous birth 
was born as the son of '“King Suddhodana” By the propaga¬ 

tion of his teachings, many gave up their traditional Vedic 
religion adopted the new religion of Buddha and became 
Bauddhas.” 

Even the Buddhist scriptures confirm that Buddha was 

the son of “Suddhodana ** 
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"When the world-honoured (Sakya muni) was about to 
attain to perfect wisdom, the Devas sang in the sky ‘The 

son of Suddhodana* having quitted his family and studied 
the path (of wisdom) will now in seven days become Buddha.’ 
The Pratyeka Buddha heard their words, and immediately 
attained to Nirvana.” 

(Record of Buddhist kingdoms by Pa-hien translated by 
James Leggie, Ed. 1886, Page 94). 

It is therefore clear that Buddha was the son of 

king Suddhodana, the 23rd of the kings of Ikshvaku 
Dynasty. There will be none to dispute it. 

Buddha was the contemporary of Kshemajit, Bimbisara 
and Ajata Satru, the 31st, the 32nd, and the 33rd kings of 
Magadha. The Buddhistic works say that Buddha was Seventy- 
two years old at the time of Ajata-Satru’s coronation. 

According to the Puranas AJata-Satru’s coronation was in 
1814 B.C. 

“When Ajatasatru came to the throne (of Magadha) 
Gotama (Buddha) was seventy-two years old. but his genius 
still shone bright and clear.” (The Heritage of India Series. 
'Gotama Buddha' P. 70, by Kenneth T. Saunders, Edition 1922.) 

"Buddha left the body in 1807 B.C., at 'Kusinara’ owing 
to dysentery resultant upon an undigestable food offered to 
him by a devotee at the town ‘Pava.’ The Buddhistic works 
also say that Buddha lived for 80 years. 

"Gotama was now seventy-nine years old. He continued 
his ministry of preaching and teaching, revisiting his favouritic 
haunts.” (Ibid.P.76.) 

The famous word ‘Lichchavi ’ with its various forms is 
only a corruption of ‘Lakshmaneya’ i.e. belonging to the 
dynasty of Lakshmana. In some Sanskrit works also like 
‘Divyavadana’ and Mahavastu Avadana the terms Lichchavi 
and Lechchavi were respectively used. (Vide Mahavastu By 

E. Sinart pp. 1, 254 and Kshatriya Clans in Buddhist India 
By Bhimala Charan Law M.A.B.L. Ed. 1922. pp, 2, 3.) 
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The Liehehavis are therefore Lakshmaneya Kshatriyas 
with perfectly in the fold of Varnasrama and performing all 
the vedic rites bearing the Paurohita name Vasishta. It is 
wrong to identify them with the Nichchavis mentioned ip 

Manusmriti who are Vratyas devoid of Vedic rituals. 

The old kingdom (Kosala) of the Ikshvaku dynasty gradually 
disintegrated, each fraction of it being ruled by a king of the 
same dynasty but founding a new sub-dynasty. Thus there 
formed several capitals. Ayodhya not being the capital of 
any one. Among these sub-dynasties there were the Pava 
Malla Kshatriyas, the Kusinara Malla Kshatriyas, and the 
Vaideha (Lichchavi or Mithili), the Vajjia and the Vaiaali 
Liehchavi Kshatriyas, bearing the Gotra name of Vasistha, the 
Sakya, the Sakya Lichchavi etc., Kshatriyas, bearing the Gotra 
name of Gautama, the Thirabhukta and Koliya Kshatriyas 
bearing the Gotra Viaghrapada. Buddha belonged to the Sakya 
Vamsa of Gautama Gotra. Brahmins of Gautama Gotra being 
the Purohits of this family at that time. 

The Malla country was known after the Malla branch of 
Ikshvaku family, who became its rulers. This territory lay 
between Kosala and Videha kingdoms, the river Gandaki 
seperating Malla from Videha and the river “Rapti” sepera- 
ting Malla from Kosala. Pava and Kusinara were towns in 
Malla, being ruled by the Pava Malla Kshatriyas and the 
Kusinara Kshatriyas respectively. The Liehehavis of Nepal 
occupied Videha and parted into two sections, the Videhas and 
the Vidisas each ruling over the territory bearing that name. 

The dismembered parts of the Kosala empire found it 
difficult to resist the on-slaughts of the enemies and therefore 
it was thought desirable to form confederations of a number 
of kingdoms which would ensure better resisting power. The 
Lichchavi confederation of eight kingdoms, the Kasi-Kosala 
confederations were among those that were thus formed 1 

Sakya, the 22nd king of the Ikshvaku dynasty after the 
Mahabharata war (3138 B.C.) became the ruler of North- 
Western portion of Kosala-kingdom, lying at the foot of fhe 
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Himalaya Mountains adjoining Nepal. Kapilavastu was its 
capital. 

‘The Sakyas and the Liehchavis are branches of the same 
people.” (i.e. The Ikshvakus). (Vide, Kshatriya clans in Buddhist 
India’ by Bhimalacharan Law. M.A., B.L., p. 17). 

While there were so many kings of the Ikshvaku family 
ruling over so many kingdoms, Sakya was considered to be 
the particularly important because he descended from a succe¬ 
ssion of the eldest sons of that dynasty. It was for this that 
he was mentioned in the Furanas in the line of Ikshvakus. 

Bharata, the commentator of Amarakosa, says, “Saka is 
a kind of tree. A king of the Ikshvaku dynasty was known 

as “Sakya” because he lived near that Saka tree. His 
posterity was known as Sakyas.” 

Suddhodana was the son of this ‘Sakya.’ 

“Suddhodana’s queens were Maya and Prajapati. He had 
a son by his wife Maya, named Gautama Buddha.” (Ibid, p. 188) 

“The Sakyas have acquired a very great importance in 
Indian history owing to the Buddha having been born among 
them.” 

“General Cunningham and Mr. Carlyle identify the city of 
Kapilavastu with Bulia, a village in the Basti district at the 
foot of the Nepal mountains, about 25 miles north-east from 
Fizabad, 12 miles north-west from Basti and 120 miles north 
of Benaras.” (Buddhism by Moiner Williams, p. 389). & 

(Kshatriya Clans in Buddhist India, p. 181). 

Suddhodana was the 23rd in the line of Ikshvaku and 
Siddhartha the 24th. Siddhartha renounced the mundane 
life in his 29th year and after a continued penance of 6 years 
attained Buddhahood while he was sitting in meditation under 
the Bodhi tree. His son Rahula was the 25th in the line. 
Five more Successive kings of this line ruled over the kingdom. 
After the Mahabharata war the Ikshvaku kings ruled for a 
total period of 1504 years. For the same period 37 kings, of the 
Barhadratha. (22), Pradyota (5) and Sisunaga (10) dynasties 
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ruled over Magadha. The contemporaries of Buddha mentio¬ 

ned above are among these and they were of the Sisunaga 

dynasty. 

Buddhistic works have the following to say in this regard. 

The Divyavadana speaks of Ajatasatru as Vaidehiputra 

in one of the Avadanas3 and in another place ,4 it states, “At 

Rajagrah reigns the King Bimbisara. Vaidehi is his Mahadevi 

(or chief queen) and Ajatasatru, his son and prince.” There 

can, therefore, be no doubt that the Videha princess was the 

mother of Ajatasatru. (Ibid, P. 125) 

“The people of Vaisali sent a deputation headed by Tomara, 

a Liechavi chief of power and position, and at the same time 

of great learning, to Rajagrah to bring the Exalted one to 

their city. Tomara went to Rajagrah, fell down at his feet 

and sought his help with supplications, but was asked to apply 

to the king Srenika Bimbisara who insisted on the condition 

that the Liechavis must welcome the Buddha at the border 

of their own dominions and that he himself would follow the 

great teacher to the boundaries of his own territory. To this 

the Liechavis readily assented and Bimbisara secured the 

consent of the Buddha to save the Liechavis from the decima¬ 
ting disease. 

As soon as the “Enlighted One” crossed over to the northern 

side of the river and stepped on the Liehchavi soil, all malign 

influences that had hung over the country and were making 

a havoc among the people, vanished, and the sick and the 

suffering were restored to health. (Vide Kshatriya Clans in 

Buddhist India page 45 and 47). 

3. Divyavadana, (Cowell and Neil), p. 55. 

4, Ibid.p. 545. “Rajagrhe Raja Bimbisaro rajyara Karayati... 
tasya Vaidehi Mahadevi Ajatasatruh putrah kumaro,” 
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The following: table helps to understand the contempora¬ 
neity of Buddha with the kings of the Sisunaga dynasty of 
Magadha. 
Kings of Ikshvaku Contemporary Magadha 

dynasty. kings. 

19. Rananjaya. 

23. Sanjaya. 

25. Sisunaga B. C. 1994—1954 

29i Kakavarna ,, 1954—1918. 

21. Sakya. 

22. Suddhcdana. 

30. Kshema) 
Dharma j .. 1918—1892. 

31. Kshema jit. , , 1892—1852. 

23. Siddhardha. (Birth.) ,, 1887 

24. Siddhardha became Buddha. ,, ,. 1852 
(During this period } 32. Bimbisara., , 1852—1814. 
Buddha preached his V 33; Ajatasatru . ,. 1814—1787. 
Doctrine J 
1. Buddha’s brith- 1887 B. C. 
2. ,. Reraunieation 1858 ,. 
3. , , Penance 1858- -1852 ,, 
4. ,, Preaching of the 

doctrine. 1852- -1807 ,, 

Total life period 80 years. (From 1887—1807) 

As regards the names of the contemporary Magadha kings 
of Buddha there is perfect concord between Buddhistic litera¬ 
ture and modern historians. 

If we rightly fix the date of the Mahabharata war (3138B.C.) 
and go on adding up the periods of the reigns of the succes¬ 
sive kings, up to the time of Buddha we come to the 19th 
century B.C. The western historians arbitrarily fixed the sixth 
century for Buddha. They have made 322 B. C. the sheet- 
anchor of Indian Chronology, by bringing Chandragupta-Mauryat 
of the sixteenth century B.C., to that date. This wrong history 
is taught in our schools and colleges. These very historians 
carried their researches in the Tibatan, Chinese and Simhalese 
histories. We do not know What changes are made in the 
histories of those countries calculated to lend support to 
their theories, 



Contemporary Evidence 

“Magadha Kings and Buddha” 

The beginning of Kali Saka is 3102 B. C. Thirty-Six years 
prior to this date, the Bharata War took place in (3102+36)= 
3138 B. C. After thejwar, during that year, the first coronated- 
king of Magadha in 3138 B. C., was Somadhi (or Marjari) 
From him to Mahapadma Nanda ruled thirty-seven monarehs. 
The duration of the Magadha Rulers was as given below:— 

1. Somadhi, that is Barhadradha dynasty 22 kings-1006 years 

2b Pradyota dynasty, 5 rulers 138 years 
3. Sisunaga family 10 Monarehs 360 years 

In all these 37 Sovereigns ruled "for a total of 1504 years 
and at that interval Buddha must have existed. The 4th 
king in Sisunaga dynasty, or calculated from Bharata Battle, 
the 31st ruler was Kshemajit who was the contemporary to 
Suddhodana, the father of Buddha. His reigning time was 
1892-1852 B.C. 

Magadha kings after the Mahadharata War of 3138 B. O 

Puranic Account. 

Name of the king. Years reigned. Kali years Christian Era. 
S. No Barhadradha dynasty 

1. Somadhi or Marjari 58 B.K. 36- 22 Kali 3138- -3080 
2. Srutasarva 64 Kali 22- 86 3080- '3016 
3. Apratipa or Ayutayu 36 86-122 3016- -2980 
4. Niramitra 40 122-162 2980- -2940 
5. Sukshatra or Sukrut 58 162-220 2940- -2882 

6. Brihatkarma 23 220-243 2882— -2859 
7. Syenajit 50 243-^y3 2859- -2809 
8. Srutanjaya 40 293-333 2809- -2769 
9. Mahabala or Vibhu 35 333-368 2769- -2734 

lO.Suchi 58 368-426 2734- -2676 
11. Kshemya 28 426-454 2676- -2648 
12. Anuvrata or 

Suvrata 64 454-518 2648' -2584 
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13. Dharmanetra or \ 
Sunefcra J 35 518-553 2584—2549 

14. Nirvriti 58 553-611 2549—2491 
15. Suvrata 
18. Drudhasena or 

38 

l 
611-649 2491—2453 

Mahasena J 58 649-707 2453—2395 
17. Sumati or } 33 Mahanetra 707-740 2395—2362 
18. Suchala or Subala 22 740-762 2362—2340 
19. Sunetra 40 762-802' 2340—2300 
20. Satyajit 83 802-885 2300—2217 
21. Virajit or Viswajit 35 885-920 2217—2182 
22. Ri pun jay a 50 920-970 2182—2132 

End of Barhadra-0 
dha dynasty \ ■ 1006 

i 

Kings of Pradyota Dynasty* 

23. Pradyota or Balaka. 23 970- 993 2132—2109 
24 Palaka 24 993-1017 2109—2085 
25, Visakhayupa 50 1017-1067 2085—2035 
26. Janaka or Suryaka 21 1067-1088 2035—2014 
27. Nandivardhana' 20 1088-1108 2014—1994 

End of Pradyota 11144 dynasty 

Kings of Sisunaga dynasty. 
28. Sisunaga 40 1108-1148 1994-1954 
29. Kakavarna 36 1148-1184 1954—1918 
30. Kshemadharma 

81. Kshemajit (In this' 

26 

1 

1184-1210 1918—1892 

period Buddha 
was born) 

> 40 1210—1250 1892—1852 

32, Bimbisara or ( 
Vidhisara or 
Vindhyasena. * 38 1250—1288 1852—1814 

(Buddha attained 
Buddha-hood) 

33. Ajatasatrn (Bu- 1 
ddha attined > 
Nirvana) J 

• 27 1288—1315 1814—1787 

34, Darsaka or 1 
Vamsaka ) 35 1315—1350 1787—1752 
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35. Udayanaor Udasena33 

36. Nandivardhana 42 

37. Mahanandi 43 
End of Sisunaga . 
Dynasty 1504 
Kings of Nanda Dynsty. 

38. Mahapadma Nanda 
and his 8 sons, 100 
End of Nanda _ 
Dynasty. 1604 
Kigs of Maurya Dyasty. 

39. Chandra gupta Maurya. 34 

1350—1383 

1383-1425 

1425—1468 

1752-1719 

1719—1677 

1677—1634 

1468—1568 1634—1534 B.Q. 

1568-1602 1534—1500 

So between 1892 and 52 B. G. Buddha’s birth-date was 
1887 B. C. and Buddha's renunciation in 1858 B. C. 
In the reign of the 32nd king, Bimbisara between 1852 and 
1814 B.C., Buddha became “The Enlightened and began to preach 
his new faith. During the reign of the 33rd king, Ajata Satru, 
from 1814 to 1787 B.C., in that interval, Buddha’s Nirvana 
happened in 1807 B.C. The Western scholars accepted Buddha 
to have been a contemporary to the three Sovereigns, Kshemajit, 
Bimbisara and Ajata-Satru. If the 37 monarchs from Somadhi 
to Mahapadma Nanda ruled for an aggregate period of 
1504 years, each king might have ruled for an average term 
of 40| years. Then the time of the 32nd king Bimbisara 
would come to (401 x 32) =1302 years; that is, Buddha might 
have lived 13 centuries after Bharata Battle. In other words, 
B.C. 3138—1300=1838 B.C. or in the 19th century before Christ 
Buddha must have existed. Then how could he come to fifth 
century B.C. ? Buddha’s existence in 5th or 6th century B.C.' 
would mean, that his contemporary kings Kshemajit, Bimbi¬ 
sara, Ajata-Satru also should be in 5th. een. B. C„ i.e. the 
32 kings of post-Bharata period should have reigned for 
(3138—500=) 2638 years. Hence in this total period 2638 years 
might have 32 Magadha kings reigned, at an average of 
821 years each ruler, and 23 Ayodhya kings, at an average 
of 1141 years each. This, beyond doubt, proves that the 
Indian History written anew is nothing but a catalogue of 
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canards and concoctions. The calculation of the cecidentalists, to 
wit, preposterous presumption of the contemporaneity of 

Alexander and Maurya Chandra-gupta is the root- 

cause of the patent blunders and gross mistakes 
as regards the dates of Kali Saka and Bharat a 

Battle. On the other hand, if we accept the date 

of Bharata War as 3138 B.C-, Kali Saka as 

3102 B.C., and that of Sapta-Rishi Era as 3076 B.C., 

as Bhuler etc., Proved and accepted, then the dates 
of the Sakas (or Eras) and duration of the kings 

will exactly fit in and will be in keeping with the 

facts and details as mentioned in the Native 

narratives and the Indian chronicles of the 

Bharatiya Literature. 

Buddha Niryana 

Evidence of Fa-Hien 

Fa-Hien was a Chinese Buddhist. He came to India at 
the close of the 5th century A. D., *;to collect the sacred 
Buddhistic Literature and to visit the Buddhistic shrines. 
Wherever he went he enquired, of the Buddhist monks, 
about the Demise of Buddha. Darel (In Afganistan) Darada 
(in the north of Kashmir) also he made these enquries. 
Fa-Hien gives us the information he collected during his 
enquiry, in his writings. 

Various priests had asked Fa-Hien, if he knew when 
Buddhism first went east-ward to which Fa-Hien replied: — 

"When I enquired of the people of those parts Darel 
(Indus ) ( North of Udyana. which is itself north of Gandhara 
i. e. in Northern Afganistan), they all said that according to 
an old tradition shamans Ci.e. Buddha Sramanas) from 
India began to bring the Sutras and desciplines across this 
river (Indus) from the date of setting up the image of 
‘Mitreya Bodhisatwa’. This image was put about three 
hundred years after the Nirvana of Buddha, which occurred 
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during the reign j of king P’ ing of the Chow Dynasty 
( 770 to 719 B.C,). Hence it was said that the Great Doctrine 
began to spread abroad from ,'the settingup of the image.’' 
( Vide Travels of Fa-Hien, 899—414 A.D. or Record of Buddh¬ 
istic -kingdoms re-translated by H. A. Giles M.A, (Hon.) L.L.D. 
( Aberdeen ) Prof, of Chinese in the University of Cambridge 
P; 10, Ed. 1923 ). ( Also vide “A record of Buddhistic king¬ 
doms by Fa-Hien 399—414 A.D.), in search of the Buddhist 
books of Discipline, translated and annotated with a Corean 
Recension of the Chinese Text, by James Legge, M.A.L.L.D. 
Prof, of the Chinese Language and literature, Ed. 1886, 
Pages 24, 25 ) 

Chapter VI. 

On- Towards North- India; Darada; Image of Maitreya 
Bodhi Sattwa. 

The image ( of Bodhisattva Maitreya) was completed, eighty 
cubits in height, and eight cubits at the base from knee to 
knee of the crossed legs. On fast-days it emits an efflugent 
light. The kings of the (surrounding) countries vie with one 
another in presenting offerings to it. Here it is,—to be seen 
now as of gold.” (Andon 27, 28 pages:—) 

“The monks after crossing the Indus asked Fa-Hien, if 
it could be known when the Law of Buddha first went to 
the East. He replied, ‘When I asked the people of those 
countries about it, they all said that it had been handed down 
by their fathers from of old, that, after the setting up of 
the Image of Maitreya Bodhisattva, there were Sramans of 
India who crossed the river, (Indus) carrying with them Sutraa 
and Books of Discipline. Now the image was set up rather 
more than three hundred years after the Nirvana of 
Buddha, which may be referred to the reign of king P’ing 
of the Chow Dynasty.” 

Note 5 :— “As king P* ing’s reign lasted from 759—719B.C. 

this would place the death of Buddha in the Eleventh 

century B.C-” (Vide ‘A 'record of Buddhistic king-doms, 

by Fa-Hien, Translated by James Legge, Foot-Notes 3, 4,5, 
Ed, 1886 ) 



Inference from the Age of Sri Adi Sankaracharya. 

Buddhism had reached a very decadent stage by the time 
of the birth of Sri Adi Sankaracharya. No-where do we 

find any reference in the commentaries and treatises of Sri 

Sankara to any discussion in which he was engaged directly 
with Buddha or the Buddhist philosophers and monks. But 
Sri Sankara refers definitely to the principles of Buddhistic 
metaphysics and religion in his famous commentaries on the 
Brahma Sutras if only to contradict and refute them by elabo¬ 
rate argument. Hence, if we can fix the time of Sri Sankara 
we may safely assert, that the Buddha’s time must have been 
considerably anterior. So let us proceed to fix the time of 
Sri Sankara. 

Of the numerous compositions with the title ‘Sankara 
\fajaya’ and describing the exploits of Sri Sankara, the Brihat 
Sankara Vijay(a of Chitsukhacharya is the most famous and 
authoritative. The author Chitsukhacharya was associated 
with Sankara from the age of 5. in his studies at school 
and when he (Sankara) became a Sanyasi (or monk) in his 
10th year, followed his example, receiving the initiation at 
his hands and always kept him company thereafter throughout- 
his wanderings and exploits all over the country, survived 
Sri Sankara for several years and composed his great work 
rThe Brihat-Sankara-Vijaya’ to immortalise the achivements 
of his friend and preceptor. The date of the birth of Sri 
Sankara is specified in this authoritative treatise, This date 
tallies with the date assigned to the birth of Sri Adi Sankara* 
cjharya in the lists of the Acharyas of the various religious 

establishments known as Sankara Pithas established by Sri 
Adi Sankara at Dwarka, Kanchi, Puri etc. These lists of the 
heads of the religious establishments are complete and continu¬ 
ous from the time of the founder Sri Adi Sankara to the 
present day. These lists are therefore traditional documents 
of unquestioned authenticity and authority. The date of the 

hirth of Sri Sankara according to these authorities is given 
by the verse. 
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“8^ isSsSr-tfg 

#o&i§ a^s&fv s^aK^^rssj 

tt°T$2_ fill S3&SS#e£a£>o?^eyi^a-l 

^r»gs5T«™^3T0g“ ^sSSofibs ?tj-i5 ^oS'■€l5lJ,, 

fcF?r i 

n ^ fewan <^rswrfa i 
*r§sf^ i 

^t|crh ftrcgs *r 11 ” 

Meaning:— Anala=3, Sevadhi= 9, Bana= 5, Netra= 2, which 
comes to 2593rd year of Kali (or 509 B. C.) 

On Sunday, Vaisakha Sukla Panchami in the constellation 
and Lagna of Dhanus in the year Nandana a son was born to 
Sivaguru and he was named ‘Sankara’ by his father in 2598 
Kali (which corresponds to 3102-2593 = 509 B. C. 

Referring to the extraordinary meeting of Sankara with 
Kumarila Bhatta (the great expounder of the Karma Kanda 
of the Vedas ) on his funeral pyre, the Jina Vijaya declares: — 

“There-upon when 15 years had elapsed from his birth, 
(in 2608 Kali or 494 B.C, ) Sankara met Bhattacharya 
( Kumarila Bhatta ) for the first and last time,” 

Referring to the date of Sankaracharya’s Niryana, the 
Jina Vijaya states: — 

W^atfa 13r,’(j53-0il^,i s5£^?5Vl ” 

<£ ^for srmterr^ i 
% cnw m mm: n ” 

“When we calculate the figures Rishi = 7, Bana = 5, 
Bhumi = 1 arid Martyakshau = 2, in the reverse order and 
reckon the total number of years in the Yudhishtira Saka 
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( of the Jains ), we arrive at the year Tamraksha (Raktakshi) 
as the year of Sankara’s death.”1. 

Hence Sankara’s Niryana works out to 2157+468 = 2625 
Kali or 3102—2625 = 477 B.C.; (or 2634 B.C.—2157 B.C.=) 477B.C. 

The Jinavijaya is a composition by a Jaina. It contains 
among other things a brief account of the life of Kumarila 
Bhatta whom the Jains (who condemn the Vedic rituals) 
held as their bitterest opponent. Therein we find a reference 
to the meeting of Sankara with Kumarila just before the 
death of the latter. 

There could be no partiality in the writer in favour of 
his opponents. 

The Kanchi Matha:-chronology of the Peetadhipaties of Kan- 
chi Kamakoti Peetha, commencing from Adi Sankara (509 B. C) 
The Sankaracharya matha established in Kanchipura by 
Sri Sankara himself, (transferred to Kumbhakonam in the 
Tanjore District, in the end of the eighteenth century) 
and presided over from time to time by men of vast learning, 
great piety and mighty intellect, has continued to be a centre 
of Hindu culture and religion in these parts. Some of the 
occupants of the Kamakoti pitha, as will be shown in the 
sequel, are among the most distinguished teachers of Vedanta • 
philosophy and authors of well-known treatises on Advaita- 
Vedanta. 

The Chronology of the Kamakoti Pitha is of 
the utmost importance as it gives accurate dates for a number 
of events in the history of India. Therefore, all inforniation 
that is dated, and dated accurately, is of immense importance 
to it. There can be no doubt of the accuracy of the chrono. 
logy as a whole. The Punya-sloka-mcnjari gives only the 

cyclic year, the (lunar) month, Paksha and tithi, sometimes 

even the time of the day, decease of the gurus. But here 
and there, the Kali or Saka year is given, and with the 
help of these, we can get a complete chronology. 

Note 1. The Jains and Buddhists use a Yudhishtira era 
which commences 468 years after Kali i. e. in (3102 B.C.-* 
468=) 2634 B, C. 
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Nepalaraja Vamsavali 
In the Suryavarasi dynasty of Nepal the 18th king was 

Vrishadeva Varma. He reigned from 2554 Kali to 2815 Kali 
or 547 B.C., to 486 B.G. (Vide "Chronology of Nepal History 
Reconstructed by this Author.) 

It is stated in the Nepalaraja Vamsavali that; "Adi 
Sankaracharya came from the South and destroyed the Buddha 
faith.” Kali 2614 or 487 B.C. 

(Vide The Ind. Ant. Vol. XIII p. 411 ff) 

Temple of Sankaracharya in Kashmir 
“Gopaditya the 70th king in the list of Kashmir kingg 

(417-357 B.C.) founded Agraharas and built the temples of 
Jyestheswara and Sankaracharya.” (A short history of Kashmir 
By P. Gwasha Lai, B.A., Ed. 1932; p. 27). 

“Sankaracharya”—-"This shrine is situated in the eitjf 6f 
Srinagar. Sankaracharya is an ancient temple crowning the 
Takht-i-Sulaiman hill and standing 1000 ft. above the valley. 
The temple and the hill on which it stands take their name 

from Sankaracharya—the great South Indian Teacher of Monism 

who came to Kashmir from Travancore. This temple was 
built by king Gopaditya who reigned in Kashmir from 368 to 
308 B.G. It was repaired later by the liberal-minded Muslim 
king Zainul Abdin.” (Vide The Hindu dated 17-7-1949 p. 15 
2nd column and Kali Saka Vijnanam by K. Venkatachalam 

part HI, p. 66). The real time of Gopaditya is 417-357 B.C. 
Therefore it is evident that Sri Adi Sankaracharya lived 

before Gopaditya’s time i. e. Between 509-477 B.C. (This is 

elaborately discussed in our Nepala-Raja-Vamsavali by this 
author.) 

Esoteric Buddhism. 
Mr. A. P. Sinnett in his “Esoteric Buddhism” (VIII Ed* 

1903, —1st Ed. being printed in 1833—pp. 182, 183) assigns 
the year 503 B,C„ or thereabouts for Sankaracharya. This 
tallies with the date 509 fB. C., given in Brihat Sankara 
Vijaya and Jina Vijaya. 
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It is clear from the above evidence that Sri Adi Sankara 
was born in 509 B.C., and- passed away in 477 B, C, It is 
not at all likely that Buddha was alive during .the life time 
of Sankara (509-477 B.C.) or even just before. By the time 
of Sankara the religion of Buddha had reached a decadent 
stage. So the Buddha must have lived long before the time 
of Sankara. Neither in the writings of Sri Sankara nor those 
of any contemporary of his do we find, any evidence to 
support the view that Buddha was alive in 563-483 B.C., the 
period assigned to his life by the modern European historians 
of Ancient India, Their view in this matter is based upon 
their original erroneous hypothesis of the contemporaneity of 
Alexander of Greece and Chandragupta of the Maurya dynasty 
of Magadha. The view as well as the underlying hypothesis 
is quite contradictory to the dates mentioned in the sacred 
books of the Hindus, Jains and Buddhists of ancient times* 

Nowhere in them is any reference to the birth or Nirvana 

of Buddha in the 7th or 6th century B.C. 

Inference from the age of Kumarila Bhatta 

The Jina Vijaya says of the birth of Kumarila Bhatta:— 

TSjqr* sr 

terras? if’ 

ifr'&tfs'sS K3 big- S5^ 

Is: n” 
We get the year Krodhi if we calculate the figures 

Rishi = 7, Vara=7, Purna=0, Martyakshau=2. in the reverse 
i.e, in 2077 of the Yudhishtira Saka (of the Jains) that 



Kumarila Bhattaeharya, the special advocate of the Karma 
Karda was born (2634-2077=557 B.C.) 

About the birth- place and other particulars of Kumarila 
Bhatta the Jinavijaya says:— 

5T*^b SSbsHsSw’go &s£r»SS'sll ” 

SRlft qf%5T 

s^n>w* •vJoS^XbET'Kj^, 

csfcil^tfs&'sr* dSb.«g 5S)ss-ssr>a^sHr^*^ 

=nr°f(o5an>^^. & 

sS^jr0 Sfcoe£t XbSS^sS. 

=^goii I 

#£K: fqcir m s^if 

farcrewcu 

“Kumarila Bhatta was born in the sacred village. Jaya- 
mangala, on the bank of the river Mahanadi, at the meeting 
place of the Andhra and Utkala countries. (In those days 
the Andhra kingdom extended as far as the Mahanadi which 
formed the boundary line between Andhra and Utkala or 
Odhra or Orissa). He was an Andhra by birth and belonged 
to the Thithiriya Vedie school (Krishna Yajurveda Sakha.) 
His mother was Chandra guna, the pious, and his father 
Y agneswara. He was a terrible debater and a staunch, adherent 
of the Vedas. He lived among the Jains as a student and 
committed the heinous sin of attacking the religion of his 
own Jain gurus, and was therefore hated by them. 

Chitsukhacharya says, in his Brihatsamkara vijaya, that 
Kumarila was older than Sankara by 48 years. As Sankara 
was born in 509 B.C. Kumarila was born in 509+48=557 B;C., 
according to Sankara Vijaya also. 



According to Jina Vijaya, Eumarila was, two years after 
the death of Mahavira, pushed out into the street from the 
top of a terrace. The date is given as follows:— 

“(60 sr's sSbf^Sbzr'^r'o-cS ^sSbe^s 

T&aWiS oSt^S^ (2109) dssbo^&.e^S'itjg 73li 

ar»e$8 SSrP'^S'.'h j6So?r- SD'S'Scr® Se$yi§ 

“sfst: $ ^ frg3THt =?r cjwa: i 

^ to % li” 

“^Rr%*mBT ^5l05^r 1 

to # n” 

“Nanda=9, Purna = 0, Bhumi-1, Netra=2 in the reverse 
order i.e. 2109 the year of the Yudhistira Saka of the Jains, 
was the year Dhata. It was in that auspicious year that 
Kumarila Bhattacharya met with his fall.” 

The poet being a Jain is glad to think of the discomfiture 
of Kumarila in the hands of the great Jain teacher and his 
worthy followers, and remembers the year as an auspicious 

one in the history of the Jains, as the epithet 

indicates. So this year 2109 of the Yudhishtira Saka, according 
to> the Jains, corresponds to 525 B. C. (2dd4-21Q9 ==525) 
Kumarila must have 32 years at this time. 

Kumarila Bhatta was born in 557 B.C. He studied under 
Jina (Mahavira) and later after Jina’s demise in 528 B. C.t 
under his successor guru and learned from them the Jaina 
Darsanas with all their secrets and intricacies. In 525 B.C. 
the Jain Guru could detect that Kumarila was a follower of 
Vedic religion and got him pushed down from the terrace* 
so that he might die and the Jain religious secrets might 
not leak out through him. Fortunately Kumarila did not die 
but only lost an eye. 
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Evidence is available of the existence of Jina Mahavira, 
Kumarila Bhattaeharya and Sri Adi Sankaracharya as contem¬ 
poraries and not of Buddha, between 599 B.C.. the birth-date 
of Jina and 477 B.C., the Nirvana of Sri Adi Sankaracharya. 

Jina Mahavira was the 24th and last Thirthankara. He 
was born in 2503 Kali or 599 B.G. His death was, according 
to Jina Vijaya, in 2574 Kali or 528 B. C. There is not one 
iota of evidence, in Hindu, Buddhist literature in India, to 
show that Buddha existed in the 6th century B.C. It is said 
that in Ceylon alonethere is something to indicate that 
Buddha lived in the 7th century B.C., and not in the sixth 
century B.C. But therp is nothing in Indian literature or any 
other literature to support it. India being the birth-place 

of Buddha, Indian literature alone has to supply 

evidence of Buddha*s date. Certainly there is such 

evidence; but it is not in favour of the 6th century 

B.C., but is clearly assigning the 19th century B.C., 

for Buddha. 

Inference from the Age of 

Nagarjuna Bodhi Saliva- 

In the sloka (of Rajatarangini 1-173) which describes the 
rule of Kanishka it is clearly stated that a Kshatriya king 
by name Nagarjuna came from Bodhi- Sattva’s land and did 
penance for six days in Kashmir, during the reign of Kanishka. 
In the I. 177 of Rajatarangini, it is again related that the 
same Nagarjuna resided in Kashmir for some time and 
propagated the religion of Buddha, during the rule of 
Abhimanyu, the successor of Kanishka, as follows:— 

^Sr,,J)cr®^5^e2_^5S«S~ 

fdvS ” 

s ^ otItT: if* 
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Id the reign of Abhimanyu is the following verse:— 

“ eS&i SSjwu ?5^o dSb^g 

^r,7vDSb'^^ kbassrs 25^4) ?5 lie ;5 ^rD sr*si! >J 
£J 

“ai%r?ras> fer ^ gsraar 93: 1 

STFTli^ gf^RT qrf^TcTT: 11 ” 

Here it is emphasised that Nagarjuna was a Kshatriya 
king and this statement will clear the doubts of writers who 
think that he was a Brahmin or a Sudra. Now we get un¬ 
questioned proof that Nagarjuna lived for six days in Kashmir 
in the reign of Kanishka who ruled from 2294 to 1234 B.CS 
and stayed there for some time to spread the faith of Buddha 
during the rule of Abhimanyu. Kalhana himself expressed 
that he was narrating the history of the kings of Kashmir 
from his date 3148 A.D. to a period of 2330 years backwards, 
that is, from the time of Gonanda III, (1182 B.C.j. If we add 
the period of 52 years, the reigning time of Abhimanyu. the 
father of Gonanda III, we get that 2382 years from the time 
of Kalhana (1148 A D.) will be the end of Kanishka’s time 
1234 B.C. (Kanishka reigned for 60 years) So the date of 
Nagarjuna Bodhisattva will be between 1294^.0.-1284 B.C. 
Therefore Buddha should have lived before Nagarjuna Yogi, 
or before 1294 B.C. 

Inference from the Date of Patanjali Maharshi. 

The Rajatarangini reveals the date of Patanjali also, 

(ssssa^o kjoo-cs 

% =3 5TO3T sanif 

During the reign of the 52nd king Abhimanyu of Kashmir, 
from 1234 to 1182 B.C., “the scholar Chandraeharya came to 
Kashmir, Chandraeharya propagated there the study of 



Mahabhashya of Patanjali, by practically teaching and explai¬ 
ning it to disciples; there Chandracharya1 himself wrote 
a grammar.” From this it is clear that Patanjali Maharshi 

the author of Maha-Bhashya, should have lived in 13th 
century B.C., between 1234-1182 B.C, the reigning period of 
Abhimanyu, the king of Kashmir. He was also the contempo¬ 
rary of Pushyamitra Sunga of Magadha between 1218-1158 B.C.» 
i.e. he was contemporary to. both the kings. Abhimanyu of 
Kashmir and Pushyamitra Sunga of Magadha between the years 
1218-1182 B.C. Nagarjuna lived in Kashmir in the reign of 
Abhimanyu propagating Buddhism. So, Buddha must havb 
lived before the time of Patanjali. 

Rajatarangini 

The Demise (Nirvana) of Buddha. 

Rajatarangini relates that one hundred and fifty years 
before “Lokadhatu,” who lived in the time of Kanishka. 
(1294 to 1234 B.C.) Buddha, the Sakya Simha attained Nirvana. 
The sloka is as follows: — 

“gw V'Sg IbosS-Klg sStSStfp^ligl 

Ci^ *RT5RT: 1 

SPTRC 11” 

(Raj. 1.172) 

This means that the Para Nirvana of the Bhagavan, 
the Sakya Simha Buddha, took place one hundred and fifty 
years before the time of ‘Lokadhatu Buddha’ who lived in 

Foot-note. L This Chandraeharya of 13th century B.C., 
is not the Chandra Sarma of Ujjayini fame whose Sanyasa 
name is Govinda Bhagavatpada (or Govinda Yogin as Sri Adi 
Sankara calls him) the preceptor of Adi Sankaracharya in 5th 
century before Christ and the father of king Harsba the 
founder of Sri Harsha Era of 457 B.C. 
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the reign of Kanishka. Fiom this, if wenadd 150 years to the date 
of Kanishka, 78 A.D., as fixed by the westerners, the date of 
Buddha’s demise will be 228 B.C. But. western scholars fixed 
483 B.C., as the date of Buddha’s Nirvana. From this it is 
evident that Kanishka’s date as given by Western ^Scholars 
is wrong. For this fixation of date, they had no evidence 
(of coins, inscriptions. Buildings or Ancient records;. As per 
their decision, the time of Kanishka and Buddha are con¬ 
tradictory. E. J. Rapson wrote that the date of Buddha 
Nirvana was indecisive and unknown and the date 483 B.C., 
as given in Indian history, was purely imaginative, inten¬ 
ded to adjust the chronological lacuna and as such it is only 
a temporary date but not a true one. 

“ Unfortunately, even after all that has been written on 
the subject of early Buddhist chronology, we are still uncertain 
as to the exact date of the Buddha’s birth. The date 483 B.C.. 
which is adopted in this history must still be regarded as 
provisional." (Cambridge History of India page 171 Vol. I 
By E.J. Rapson). 

“The date of Buddha’s death is uncertain, but there is 
good reason for believing that the event happened in or 
about 487 B.C., possibly four or five years later.” (The Oxford 
Students’ History of India, By V.A. Smith, Ed. 1915. page 44.) 

Inference from the date of Kanishka 
It is evident that Hushka, Jushka and Kanishka reigned 

at the same time; and this information is found from the 
Slokas in the Rajatarangini. The 8 Taranga, in Vol, II, gives 
at the end, a list of the kings of Kashmir. The word ‘Tulya’ 
in the 6 Sloka clearly indicates that they were contemporaries 
and they might be brothers. (Vide Rajatarangini, I Taranga 
168 to 173 Slokas. ) 

SroSifr-, arSljr-, ^cXSi 

q#mu” 



SsHSfSg dfcs! 

8ScSfc ^rgSJo ?&S>^8 c(joS,?^c33bg'8ll 

“s ieERg^ *?: i 

aPMftgrarft u^l: n” 
“if wa ^)ft”^^c53ct» ^iJ'si 

^osifr-'^i?'*^a -^^u'ga -csi^ii” 

®rfq ^pmm jjqc i 

fr^rf^ if’ 

“^^sig cr*asglIi.'^ "ekfo ^t^tfoSso^yfiol 

ajr^ffig ?Tv'cr°?r’o s^sSy^g 

“3T^ fftf £TT3: I 

^qrf[% ^ qfeiqf q^f&aa^T^||’J 

“eiicr* tfXsS&z ■5n0^o5^^g £3 perils I 

W^g- ^f^^S^eF8 tt«5o s5<^^° 5r§:TD(^~■**. 

“d^r *TTO: 511?*#^ ^f%%cT: I 

arf^wf^B^rS «rl spit^ii” 

kj-0?T0&(68 (J^sSr^g" ^^^0[_o^S£?3,^5o^cxx^«>ll,, 

^TSTS#fit | 

* =3 wf^T: q«ig«T65F^ II77 

See end of Vol. II- Taranga 8, page 297, verse 6 reads thus:— 

“Sowgo ^^^j-°2_c|Ss5^o^cBtr-2r!’g 

“g^ spits* i” 



The above verses give us the following information 
The three kings, namely Hushka, Jushka and Kanishka ruled 
Kashmir. They have got three cities built under their names 
respectively. In Jushkapura, Jushka had a vihara erected and 
had Jayasvamipura built. Though they were born in Turushka 
^mily, they were kings of a benevolent nature. So they 
have mutts built for the benefit of monks who observed 
vedic duties and religious rites, and. constructed ehaityas for 
the use of Buddhist recluses and Bhikshus. in Sushkaletra 
and other places. During the period of their reigns Budd¬ 
hism flourished in the kingdom of Kashmir. (168 to 171 slokas.) 

At the time of the rule of these kings in Kashmir 
a person by name, “Lokadhatu Buddha” was propagating his 
religion and one hundred and fifty years elapsed from the 
expiry of Buddha, otherwise called, “Sakya Simha.’’ (172,) 

A Kshatriya king Bodhi-satva termed Nagarjuna came to 
Kashmir and resided for six days in the forest. (1-173); 

The trend of the above slokas reveal that Hushka, Jushka 
$nd Kanishka lived at the same time. The 6th sloka, in 8th 
Taranga of Vol. II, clearly declares that the three kings 
born in Turushka family, by name Hushka, Jushka and 
Kanishka raigned co-evally or at the same period. Hence, 
we must consider that the three were contemporaries and 
perhaps brothers; of these three, Kanishka being prominent, 
WO have given the title, ‘Date of Kanishka.’ 

After the 61st king Kanishka, “Abhimanyu” came to the 

throne as,52nd king; he was a Kshatriya and so was not the 

son of Kapishka. The theory that be was Kanishka's son 

was baseless and groundless. The above slokas of Rajataran- 

gjni speak that Hushka, Jushka and Kanishka were Turushkas 

and their very names have Turushka touch and ring; King Abhi- 

manyu was an observer of Vedic rites and he, in his name* 

had a city built called Abhimanyupuram. He had an Agre- 

hara founded by name ‘Kantakotsa’ and made it a gift to 



the Brahmins. He invited a scholar, Chandracharya to his 
court who wrote a grammar and propagated the Mah a Bhashya 
Pf patanjali; an image of ‘Sasamka sekhara’ was established. 
In his time lived a Bodhi Satva called Nagarjuna 

and he spread the Buddhism in the state. At that 
time, the Nagas caused snow-storms come from mountains 
in showers and troubled the Buddhists in Kashmir. ?A great 
saint by name, ‘Chandra Deva’ of Kasyapa Gotra. worshipped 

Mahesvara. according to the rites mentioned in Nila Purana 
and remedied the havoc caused by the snow-storms. During 
the reign of Abhimanyu the Vedic rites flourished and all 

over the country sacrifices and ceremonies were performed. 
All the people daily followed and observed the Vedic duties 
which were enjoined by Nila Purana and as a consequence 
Buddhism declined completely. After Abhimanyu, his son 
became king under the name Gonanda III; as it is customary* 
to call the sons by the name of the prominent ancestors, and 
as Abhimanyu gave the name Gonanda to his son, it is clear 

that he belonged to Gonanda family. Prom the beginning, of 
the reign of Gonanda III 1182 B.C. to 1148 A.U., the time 
of Kalhana, the interval was 2330 years; having said this, 
Kalhana gave the list of kings from Gonanda III to his date 

j 

together with their reigning periods. 

The initial year of the rule of the 53rd king, Gonandalll 
will be (233Q-A.D.—1148=) 1182 B.C, When the reigning 
period of 52nd king, Abhimanyu, of 52 years was added 
1182+52 = 1234 B.C., will be beginning of the rule of Abhimanyu- 
Then, the beginning of the rule of 51st king, Kanishka wil* 
come to 1234+60 = 1294 B.C. Hence, the interval between 
Kalhana’s date 1148 A. D., and beginning of Karii- 
shka’s reign, will be 12)4 + 1143=2142 years. But the 
western scholars fixed the date of Kanishka as 78 A.D., and 

Foot-note:-—Thi3 Chandracharya is different from 
Chandra Sarma of Ujjaini fame whose Sanyasa name is Govinda. 
Bhagavat-Pada, the preceptor of Sri Adi Sankaracharya 500 B.C, 



calculated on their data, the date of Kalhana’s writing Raja¬ 
tarangini will come to A.D. 78+2442=2520 A. D. Now we 
live in 1951 A.D., only; and Kalhana’s Rajatarangini, should 
be written in the future, (2520-1951 = ) 569 years from the 
present time. The readers can realise, how ludicrous and 
ridiculous it will be to think that Kalhana would write 
Rajatarangini in future, some 569 years from to-day. If we 
accept the date of Kanishka, according to western scholars, 
to be 78A.D,, and Kalhana’s date as 1148 A.Dthe interval 
between the two will be (1148-78 = ) 1070 years only. If we 
consider that Kalhana wrote the history of kings of that 
period of 1070 years, now the number of kings from 51st 
ruler, Kanishka to the time of Kalhana will be 86 and th® 
aggregate period of their rule, as calculated and distorted 
by those biassed foreigners, will come to 2190 years 

or an average of 25| years per each monarch; and an exces8 
of (2190 — 1070 = ) 1120 years will be the result. From this, 
it will be evident, what an illogical and irrational line of 
arguments and reasonings was followed by the western 
scholars, in re-writing the Indian History. We make an 
earnest appeal to the modern writers of Indian History to 
scrutinise and to rectify the mistakes of the western scholars. 

As it was contrary to their pet theory of modernity, the 
westerners concluded that Vikramaditya of the 1st century 
B.C., and Salivahana of the 1st century A.D., were never 
born at all. Further, they stated that Vikrama and Sali¬ 
vahana sakas or ages were the same as Azes and Kanishka Sakas. 
Since they brought Andhra Satavahana dynasty kings’period 
of B.C., to A.D., to support their recent date, they called 
“Salivahana”, as “Hala Satavahana’’ and that “Sata” will 
become Sali,’’ as a testimony to their fanciful interpreta¬ 
tions, they cited the authority of novels and romances like, 

Lilavati, Kathasaritsagara and others. On the evidence of 
these works of fiction and imagination, they affirm that 
HaJa Satavahana was no other than Salivahana and that 
he lived in 78 A.D. So the Westerners arrived at the conclusion 
that Andhra Satavahana dynasty reigned after Christ or in 
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Anno Domini (A.D.) On the basis of Philology, the word 
'Sata* may become ‘Sali’, but the individual 'Satavahana’ 
can never be called 'Salivahana5 and to argue that both are 
identical would be false anology, corrupt and erroneous. On 
the other hand, there might have existed two separate indi¬ 
viduals with the appellations ‘Satavahana’ and 'Salivahana.* 
On the authority of Grammatical rules and phonologic^ 
principles, will it be proper to identify two different persons 
and to transfer the property of Satavahana to Salivahana? 
Do we find It current in the world any-where, to call one 
by another name? For instance, take two names, 'Lakshin}’ 
and ‘Lachehi’, given to different individuals; the former is 
a Sanskrit word while the latter Is a Prakrit word but'bot^ 
the words have the same meaning and are Synonyms. On 
this false anology, will any sane person exchange or identify 
them? To do so will be quite contrary to common sense,' In 
case the Syllable ‘Sata’ in the word Satavahana can change 
into ‘Sali’ and then become Salivahana, on the same anology 
of‘ta’ changing into‘la’, the word ‘Pathakah’ (sinner) should 
become ‘Palakah’ (protector); in a like manner, ‘Potaraju* 
should be ‘Polaraju’; 'Potayya* could change into ‘Polayya’; 
‘Chetamu5 meaning mind, into 'Chelamu’ meaning Garment,* 
‘Gatamu’ into ‘Galamu’; ‘Paturu’ into ‘Paluru’; 'Patera’ into 
‘Paleru5 and ‘Kotturu5 into ‘Kolluru* and so on< Many western 
writers proceeded on Fluellen’s process; namely, “There is 
a river in M-tcedon and there is a river in Monmouth and 
there is Salmon in both.” A certain word has ‘ta’and-another 
‘la’; these two inter-change and therefore both are identical. 
This line of reasoning reminds us of ’Badari Badarayana’ 
relationship. So to alter, on the basis of •, false . anology, 
names of persons, places and things goes against the brain 
of a sane individual. Further such changes will make con* 
fusion worse confounded and our wordly intercourse- would 
result in a Babel of Tongues. Thu3 we . should not venture 
to be quixotic to alter the names at our Sweet will iijnd 
pleasure, which will be erratic and eccentric in the extreme*; 

No man with an iota of common-sense and worldly know? 



ledge, would commit the above blunders. In the face of 
these gross mistakes of the Western scholars, it is highly 

regrettable-rather condemnable, that our modern Indian his¬ 
torians accept them as authority and incorporate the same 
blunders in their works. Even if there are instances, in 
these old books of fiction and romances, of Hala Satavabana 
having the name of Salivahana. the latter can-not be Hala 
Satavahana alias Salivahana of 78 A.D., who was the founder 
of the Era. The propagator of the Saka or Era belonged to 
Panvar Dynasty, ( 78 A.D. ) while the other was a king of 
Satavahana Race. (500-495 B, C.) As there was difference 
both in the family stock and in time, the two individuals 
were separate but not one and the same. Or, there is every 
possibility that there might exist two different persons at 
the same time or at different periods. Evens to-day we find 
different men living, side by side in our province having 
the names of Potayya and Polayya and we have Seperate 
villages called Kotturu and Kolluru. On the basis of Gramma¬ 
tical Principles, the letter ‘ta’ may change into ‘la’ and on 
this score if we alter the names of persons, the individuals 
can-not become identical. This will only lead to complica¬ 
tions in our daily intercourse. Salivahana was a descendant 
of Panvar dynasty, and king of Ujjain. He was the great- 
grand-son of Vikramaditya of 57 B.C., who was the king 
of Ujjain and founder of Vikrama Saka of 57 B.C. In 78 A D., 
his grandson Salivahana defeated Sakas and drove them away 
from the country; he was the emperor who started the 
Salivahana Saka; performed horse-sacrifice, conquered the 
countries as far as Persia and received tributes from the 
vanquished rulers. But the Andhra Satavahanas were the 
emperors of Magadha who reigned with “Girivraja”, as their 

capital, from B.C. 833 to 327 B.C., and held sway over the 
region between the Himalayas and Setu (Ramesvaram). 
Among these, Hala Satavahana ruled from B.C. 500 to 495 B.C, 
four centuries after the break-down of Satavahana empire. 
Salivahana reigned at Ujjain and brought it into a flourish¬ 
ing state. In 833 B.C., the Satavahana kings became monarehs 



of the Magadha Empire. The last king of the Kanva family 
was ‘‘Susarma” and under |him, served an Andhra, by name, 
"Srimukha” both as minister and commander. All the Puranas 
doubtlessly and unanimously mention that Srimukha usurped 
the throne, having put the last Kanva king to death. When 
such was the fact, I do not know what right these Western 
writers have to make an assertion that one of the Sata- 
vahanas No 11 or 12 or 13 murdered Susarma and seized 
the crown. This they did with neither proof nor evidence 
and their statements were vague and uncertain. The Puranas, 
at the outset, promised to relate the dynasties of the Magadha 
rulers and began as follows:— 

JTprrr qis^rr: i” 
“Hereafter I narrate the kings of Magadha, who were the 

descendents of Brihadratha” and spoke of eight dynasties 
1. Barhadratha Vamsa. 2. Pradyota Vamsa. 3. Sisunaga Vamsa* 
4. Nanda Vamsa. 5. Maurya Vamsa* 6, Sunga Vamsa. 7. Kanva 
Vamsa and 8. Andhra Vamsa, in order. While in the narration 
all the Puranas, in one voice, Proclaimed that “Susanna’’ was 
the last monarch of Kanva dynasty, 

nm i'iqf mm n” 

‘‘An Andhra, named Balipuchchaka. who was in the service 
of the (last) kanva king ‘Susarma’ by name, will murder him 
and he (Balipuchchaka) will rule the country,” 

The Matsya, Vayu, Brahmanda and Bhagavata works 
also speak to the same effect. In the light of the authority 
of the concordance of these ancient Puranas, we need not 
give credence to the unfounded theories of the western 
chroniclers. 

Tr°ra£o g z)©q5)%5\)S's 



The oecidentalists, at first, committed the gross, mistake 
of calling the Gupta Chandragupta, the ruler of Pataliputra 
to be Maurya Chandraguola, at the time of Alexander’s 
invasion and this confusion resulted in a difference of about 
twelve centuries. As they were not able to adjust this 
chronological difference, they made the kings of Sunga arid 
Kanva dynasties contemporaries with the Andhra Satavahana 
rulers and concluded that one of the Andhra kings, the Ilth 
or the 12th or the 13th might have killed the last Kanva 
monarch. Having diminished the period, in this way, they 
brought the Satavahana dynasty kings to a recent date; and 
denied the very existence of Vikramarka of the ■ 1st century 
B. C., and Salivahana of the next century in A. D. In order 
to adjust this loss of 12 centuries, the westerners were 
obliged, on baseless and reasonless arguments, to alter the 
chronology of the Sovereigns of Kashmir and Nepal also, 
and bring them to a modern date. Mr. M. Krishnamachariar. 
-M.A.. in bis history of Classical Sanskrit Literature (Ed. 193,7)} 

preface. page2,) ; writes. thus: — 
“India has its well written history and the Puranas 

exhibit that history and chronology. To the devout Hindu 
and to a Hindu who will strive to be honest in the literary 
and historical way, Puranas are not “Pious frauds.’* In the 
hands of Many orientalists, India has lost (or has been che¬ 
ated out of ) a period of 10 or 12 centuries in its political 
and literary life, by the assumption of a fu Ity synchronism 
of Chandragupta Maurya and Sandrocottus of the Greek works.. 
Again in the Indroduction, P. XLIV,. the same author writes: 
“For our present purposes of sifting and settling the 
chronology of India up to the Christian Era, the history of 
Magadha is particularly relevant, for it is at Magadha, 
“Chandragupta” and “Asoka” ruled and it is on these names 
that the modern computation of dates has been based for 
everything relating to India’s literary history and it is those 
two names that make the heroes of the theory of “ Anchor* 
sheet of Indian chronology.” The same author quotes from 
Max-Muller, in his boo$*Qf‘The History of Classical Sanskrit 
Literature”. Introduction pages LXXXIV and LXXXV. 
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“Max-Muller himself was not slow to condemn in others 
this tendency to generalise says he “Men who possessed 
the true faculty of an historian like Niebuhr, have abstained 
from passing sentence on the history of a nation whose 
literature had only just been recovered and had not yet 
passed through the ordeal of philological criticism.Other 
historians, however, thought they could do what Neibuhr had 

left undone; and after perusing some poems of Kalidasa* 
some fables of Hitopadesa, some Verses of the Anandala- 
hari or the mystic poetry of the Bhagavat Gita, they gave 
with the aid of Megasthenes and Appollonius of Tyana a 
so-called Historical account of the Indian Nation, 
without being aware that they were using as contemporary 
witnesses authors as distant as Dante and virgil. No Nation 

has in this respect been more unjustly treated than 
the Indian. Not only have general conclusions been drawn 

from the most scanty materials but the most questionable 
and spurious authorities have been employed, without the 
least historical investigation.” (Ibid) 

Mr. V. A. Smith writes:— “Many alleged incindents of 
the revolution in Magadha are depicted vividly in the ancient 
political drama entitled the “Signet of Rakshasa’’ ( Mudra 
Rakshasa ) written, perhaps, in the fifth century after Christ. 
But it would be obviously unsafe to rely for a matter-of 
fact historical narrative on a work of imagination composed 
some seven centuries after the events dramatized.” 

( Vide Oxford History of India by V. A. Smith C.I.E. 

2nd ed. 1923 ) 

This is a gross mistake, unless it is rectified, the His¬ 
tory of Bharat can-not be a real and correct one. Due to the 
above blunder, the date of the Bharata Battle and the 
decision of Kali Saka could not be accurately adjusted, in 
accordance with the Bharata tradition, popular belief and 
astrological and astronomical evidences. Enamoured and enc¬ 
hanted by their modern materialistsOlid sceptical knowledge 
And wisdom, these western writers arrogated to themselves 



Infallibility and suDeriority over other nations and races. Thus 
they played the game of blind-man’s-buff and paid a deaf- 
ear to the accurate statements and correct facts mentioned 
by the native historians. We wish that such a good-day 
may dawn, when time heals all wounds that were inflicted, 
by the most unkindest cuts of the foreign writers, on the 
corporeal frame of the history of our beloved Mother-land. 

We have learnt from Rajatarangini, that the date of 
Kanishka was from 1294 to 1234 B.C., and in that interval, 
Nagarjuna visited Kashmir, and stayed there for 6 days. 
From this it might be inferred that Buddha flourished 
before the time of Kanishka, (i.e. 1294+150 = ) 1444 B.G. For 
the sake of argument, if we aecept the date of the western 
scholars, 78 A.D., (for Kanishka), as the time of his tw° 
generations predecessor, namely the 48th ruler, Asoka to be 
230 B.C., (according to their date), the period 230+78= 308 
years will be the interval between the end of Asoka and 
beginning of Kanishka. During this period of 308 years, 
the 49th king Jalauka and 50th monarch Damodara II, only 
these two ought to have reigned. So it comes to 154 years 
per king, which will be a sheer impossibility and travesty 
of truth. This is sufficient proof to expose the hollowness 
of the calculations of the westerners and to explode their 
theory of modernity of Nagarjuna, Patanjali, Kanishka and 
Buddha. 

Inscriptional Evidence about Buddha*s time. 
The Learned Somayajulu writes:— 
“Mr. A. V. Thyagaraja Aiyar in his ‘Indian Architecture * 

states that a tomb in Athens discovered recently contains an 
inscription which reads as follows:— 

‘'Here lies Indian Sramanacharya from Bodha Gaya 
a Sakya monk taken to Greece by his Greek pupils and the 
tomb marks his death at about 1000 B.C.” If Buddhist monks 
have gone to Greece in 1000 B.C., the date of Kanishka 
must be at least 1100 B.G., and that of Asoka 1250 B.C. 
and that of Chandragupta Maurya 1300 B.C.” (Vide 
A.- Somayajulu’s ‘Dates in Ancient History of India’. pp.U2,113) 
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‘Hence Buddha must have lived 3 centuries earlier than 
Chandra-Gupta Maurya. 

The various theories regarding the date of Buddha are 
summed up here: — 

Sir william Jones believes in 1027 B. C. on the 
strength of The Chinese, Tibetan accounts, Abul 
Fazal’s writings and Dabistan Document. 
(Vide Jones’ works, vol. IV, PP, 17 & 42 to 46.) 1027 B.C, 

21. According to Max-Muller, the Chinese accounts 
assign 850,B.C. for Asoka. The interval between 
Buddha Niryana and Asoka’s end is 371 years. 

3o Buddha’s Niryana falls in 850+371 = 1221 B.C' 
[Vide His History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature 
Allahabad Ed. PP. 141 — 143 & P 3-8 of the same 
Book Ed- 1859 ) 
According to the same scholar the Ceylonese 
accounts assign 315 B.C., for ‘Asoka,’ Then ‘Buddha 
Nirvana falls in 315 + 371 equal to 686 B.C. 

(Ibid) (7th century B.C.) 

3. Dr. Fleet is of opinion that Buddha Niryana 
oceured in 1631 B. C., as Asoka lived about 1260 B.C. 
1260 B.C. ( according to Rajatarangini) and the interval 
between this date and Buddha Nirvana was 371years=1631B.C* 

Dr, Fleet Says : — 

“We should find that the Rajatarangini would place Asoka 
somewhere about 1?60 B. C. We should prefer to select the 
date B. C. 1260. And then we should set about arranging 
th;e succession of the kings of India 'itself, from the Pura- 
nas, with B. C. 1260 for the approximate, date of the acce¬ 
ssion- of Asoka as our starting point.” (Quoted By M. Krishna- 
ihaeharya in his history of Classical Sanskrit Literature 
Intro, .P. XCII.) 

4- E. J. Rapson’s date of ‘Buddha Niryana,’ 483 B.C., 
was only provisional, even according to himself. 483 B.C, 

. (Vide Cambridge history of India. Vol I, page 171.) 

(U> J V.A. Smith believes almost in the same date as 



Rapson; but we need not take that into account' 

as he never did original research regarding 
Buddha’s date. 483 B.C 
{His Oxford Students’ His. of India. P-44. Ed. 1915) 

6, According to Rajntarangini Buddha Niryana 
occurred 150 years before Kanishka. Thus we 
get the figure 1294+150 = 1444 B.C., 1294 B.G., 
being the date of Kanishka according to Raja- 

tarangini; 1444 B O 
(Raj. 1-12X 

■7. Inseriptional evidence brought by A.V.Thyagaraja 
Ayyar. f 17 cen- 

1 turyB.C. 
8. According to Fa-Hien ‘Buddha Niryana’ was in 

1050 B.C. 1050'B. C- 

9. Mr. A.P. Sinnett in his “Esoteric Buddhism” VTIIth 
Ed. 1903 (First Ed. being printed in 1883 A.D<) 
p. 175 assigns 643 B,C. for Buddha’s birth. 643 B.C. 

It should be noted that these theories are negativing one 
another are based on flimsy grounds. If one theory among 
these viz. that of the 5dh century B.C., is now reigning the 
field, it is a mere accident. This theory of 5th or 6th century 

is perhaps the weakest one even among these flippant 
theories, the other theories being better founded. Even the 
author of this theory (E.J. Rapson) said that it is provisional. 
What a wonder that this theory should now appear to be 
the accepted theory of Buddha’s date! 

The learned Somayajulu writes : — 

“All Jains and Hindus agreed that in 528 B. C, Vardha. 
mana Mahavira died and that Kumarila Bhatta ( 557-493B.C.,) 
was vehemently attacking the Jains all over India and was 
followed by Sankaracharya (509—447 B.C. ), The interval of 
time between Sankara and Buddha was about 1400 or 150® 
years. Hence no Buddha lived in the sixth century B. C. 
The scanty accounts kept by the inhabitants of Ceylone are 
no authorities for fixing the date of Buddha and for calcula. 
ting all dates in Indian history on that basis. Tne Japa- 
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nese acquired Buddhism in the seventh century A.D. Hence 

the Japanese calendar is no genuine authority for fixing 
the date of Buddha as it is only a second hand Information. 

The western scholars piled conjecture upon conjecture accord¬ 

ing to their whims and fancies. The history now taught in 

Indian schools is simply a heap of such misrepresentations and 
baseless conjectures.5’ (Vide A. Somayajulu’s Dates in An¬ 
cient History of India, PP. 112-114). 

I have already shown that the puranic account in this 
respect is never contradicted by any authoritative document 
and that 1807 B.C.. stands as the correct * and* incontrover¬ 
tible date of Buddha’s “demise. 



The date of the Emperor, Vikramaditya. 
1, Puranic Evidence. (Bhavishya Maha Pvtrana) 

In the Rajatarangini Kalhana mentions that Vikramaditya, 
the emperor of India, whose capital was UJjain sent Matri- 
gupta to be the ruler of Kashmir, which was included in 
the empire of the former. We give below all the authori" 
tative evidences that go to show the existence of Vikrama’ 
ditya during 1st cen. B.C., and request the historians to 
peruse them carefully. 

1. The Bhavishya Maha Purana says as follows: — 

**^T*"^ lb jsboJfT^ 

ler0^ -gr-*»ejdS5b^iw 
T a- O 0 

Wt m 1 

sira: mmi msfq n” 
VO V 

fq^rr prir g1 
ST fTfiqr^: Il” 

SdSs8 [Ttrih tfcS&V-TS XXo X&t 
ixk >■ e 

■sr'g&'jT’go o^jflSae'a ST^tS-s dcStl*’ 

“4wi cRSftsq I 

gresrrs? fWm pi cfq: h” 
“sS'^JSosrsS&o fisr^o ^)§o d5r»e*8 (§c53b-«2_!b^8 

SoSgo ftosHStfo o K50;*Sxt$oll,, 

£<^r^r#f 3ff TO'f&PrrfcET: I 

grfl^fa^ n7’ 



The above slokas mean to this effect:— ‘‘After the 
completion of thr.ee thousand years in Kali (101 B. C,), for 
the destruction of the Sakas and the propagation of the 
Aryan Dharma, by the command of S.iva, from the abode of 
the Guhyakas in Kailasa, a personage will be .born (to Gan*, 
dharva Sena, the king of Ujjain). The father gave the child 
the name of Vikramaditya and rejoiced. Even as an infant* 
he was very wise and gladdened the hearts of the parents. 
At an early age of five years, he retired to a forest to do 
penance. Having spent twelve years in meditation, he achieved 
spiritual eminence and returned to his city called “Ambavati” 
or Ujjain. On the eve of his ascending the throne adorned 
with thirty-two golden statues, came a learned Brahmin and 
he delayed the coronation ceremony, with a purpose to teach 
the king, a history consisting of several episodes, wherein 
the rights and duties of a monarch are enumerated. Then 
the Brahmin taught the prince all the rights and responsi¬ 
bilities. he owed to himself and to his subjects and gave 
him a befitting and an efficient training, worthy of an adventu¬ 
rous Sovereign. Afterwards, in Kali 3120 year or B. C. 82 
Vikramaditya was crowned king. Then he expelled the Sakas 
and drove them as far as Bactria, conquered the whole of 
Bharata country from Setu to the Himalayas, and received 
tribute from the feudatory kings. The limits of his empire 
was described in the Bhavishya Purana:— 

“qfs-tf fqgror ft sasrn I 
If’ 

In the west the other bank of the Sindhu River; in the 

South the Setu; Badarinarayana in the Himalayas formed the 

North limit and the city of Kapilavastu, the boundary in the 

East. These were the limits of Vikramaditya’s Empire. 
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“3sr««c5SH> -tS S5^S5S 8g( S'ift J&$8{ 

sflSsStfo §^0 TT°aJgo T§3'i£)' ^ <3 P?V~?2_‘JJS'S'^*1 

fi$fs$<5o §'^0TTt523^0 ^ tfcSSoo K€$3tf>J’ (3-4-l-i 2) 

^ ^fc#s^Wa: I 
Serf ?sa swd srmsw i 

# xm AVI^ jrt: if 
Meaning:— “By the grace and command of Siva, 

Gandharvasena’s son, Vikramaditya reigned as Emperor, for 
hundred years. His son “Devabhakta” after ruling for ten 
years, was killed in a battle by the cruel Sahas*’ (Kali 

3180 or 29 A.D.) 

Contemporary Evidence. 
2. Jyotirvidabharana. By Kalidasa. 

VIKRAMADITYA OP THE 1ST CENTURY B. C. 

It is a wonder that while there is definite evidence from 
ancient records regarding the date of Vikrama and Kalidasa, 

historians have unnecessarily made this a matter of controversy 
and have established wrong theories. Jyotirvidabharana is 
an astrological work by Kalidasa. In that work the great 
poet says that he was writing it to enhance the fame of 
Vikramaditya of the Paramara dynasty (Panwar dynasty 
his patron king). This work was commented upon by Bhavamuni 
in Vikrama Samvat 1768 year or 1711 A.D. In the following 
sloka Vikrama is mentioned as a great donor and as a patron 
of scholars. 

Jyotirvidabharana. Sloka No. 4-89:— 

‘‘sSTT’cwsSy-^sS-* K>5r,2__<5s5S,'3* 
a as °— 

(g)S(S's5x*"5(r-ca S)^&8o (55S 

KJnr* SS^aSbcr'P-vil” 



f^sqrfWi r1% ii 

“distal?? i 

%: ^ 11” 

Commentary By “Bhavamuni’’ :— 

,tft5(^r€55?jO^-6'5"?3^c"^r3 (J^) £3^553-“S'(y-o SS^d&Sl- 

f^rr* (J^S^sSr^'^-ra S^r-SS'o (55® ^SaScrg8 Silx&Sb 

^Ko (S5$ S5tfo MXfcr'iO 23-*e$o. Ss5S5#T3 tt°'S8 S^o$Sr*l&7S 
V“ oJ 'Sf* a— 2a<x~* O Q— 

O^Ssir^jr-n sS^(r-^©^r’° sSc&lisS-EJ ^T?r»a k5ct» Kj0;r-^'5r'* 

S5 r.2_^cxr»S) S5 

cSfco®, tS^SiaS^^csSb lkc»o sSS^cvo ST* jb^fs sJc*o 

aT*qr°c*Sb sp^csfe 5j-»9 s^^fx)!!” 

' «j^#fRgROT sftfqqwr% qferfci:- ^r ^fqqnrr^or 

*m\: qfew *tht sfa qq mifa i 

/apsur^oi qfl^ =q gn^rsfq s^n: qferr 

q^f&r %: siq^rr^d i ^ dfmm ^qf tot 
itoiiptf qterc f rcm stfo fqf^ra^ i 

(Jyotirvidabharana 4*89). 
In this book Kalidasa defines the much disputed word 

“Saka.” He says that whoever kills the Sakas in large 
numbers would be called a Sakakaraka i.e. the founder of 
an era and that he would be an emperor and a founder of 
a new Era, ousting the previous era. 

Sloka No. 10-109:- 
“PSS-'C© ^P* SpT»tSOi&O &£) ^-g^r* 

pj^So-ESiT86ogfc>fis?{£>sSbr* m~ S'eT* 

?5 ■crBas^(jS3 ^S'ig^S§r* 

Sx^ogeS VS'S' 

CPod £>25hs essS?"*# iSo&w Sj^H2_^g- 
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«q^«tSl53I^SEPn^ I! 

s m- \ 

*jqrf%*t |cr ^rr^fir n 

Com:— <S®c£ ■‘sT’&'S’tf ^\ •^r’^~°-£>5$'*o§8h cSar* ^sSr»t^o 

s£>c£^ S'r'r SJSS^c© g"er* S'DcSSoolf 8o5jSr»lT,r' 

^’"ET'i" tfsSo^©- eswo ^€$5^43 jSeJsSb^o 8^43* 
ZS _* © 9 

€5W£^o ?jS5-'Sic-c5^&r'g sSjSlf c*S>J$S5^ sSo-C5f*£3 

•C5 lltf js50cr-»d&>o"^ ISS^j-”8 ?5og§, 2_«Sg(i$ 

(55.00,00,000) f6 iT'23jg)(e^* ^g'‘BTB5^i 7S££rtpTr°zi STyg'sS 6 

. SSr» cJSxT^'^, ^«S^)S8 ^TT°^r*0 ^T’^'T'O* 

^3"g,_5^e_ SJ"0^® -C^sS^ <$T&F. 

cS&jjt’* srof&cbSo (£© »r,?5a'^^s5j~II* (Jyot. 10*109) 

:- ^ *&3sr< 

ftffer ^ ^f^T# SRiR. l 9*53 

Wf5I?#fs 3T5<^<5 m «P3 %®\ 3§c* ^SST- 

&T spftpa EFTI: *3:1 0a% °°, °°, °°*)l 

s i f 1 ^ 3* 

TOHt STRUTS: 3TH>: %?€$[ W^ffT «tsft 

ixmsfi ^ 1 w qr^q srfcf qii^c 1 

The poet further says that there were six founders of 

eras in ‘ every Kaliyuga, namely 1. Yudhishtira. 2. Vikrama. 

3. Salivahana 4. Vijayabhinandana. 5, Emperor Nagarjuna. 

6, Bali. 



Sloka No. 10-110:— 

“ri<x$g.S^ £><$& ^£)sr->s^iT* 

^TT'^ST'c^6 £S£c3&h>e>_ $)K5o£s$s 

sbe&DsfSo 
CO 

,8^f) (^S$r»e3T Sx4f ^Y'S’0# 3^8 S'ST'II” 

jfeid i 

ii 

??»3 RRrftp^fcftfeH- 

SPTO^T'. W.^w 

Com:—“«►$ S'S^’ SieS" ^Sir-tY ^p>3ir^^gS3^:- 

dtSx^&.S' “gzT" zfg* e^$Sx.-<yv&c$£% SleS" 

^V-g-’tf-s-'s ^8.” (Jyot. 10-110 ) 

spsr ^ gftfi* fid:- ^ f$ 

gfsifgW?: **£ II 

‘ The. length of the periods of these eras is respectively 
as fellows:— 

(1) In Kali 3044. (2) 135. (3) 18,000. (4) 10,000. (5) 4,00,000 
(6)& 821. 

With regard to YudhistiraSaka it should be remembered 

that 3044 does not include the 36 year’s rule of Yudhlstira 
m JDwapara yuga, (i. e. 36 years in Dwapara + 3044 Kali 

total 3080 from the Mahabharata War ). When we add up the 

figures given above we get the total figure of 4, 32,000 which 

fe exactly the duration of Kaliyuga. 

Sloka -No. 10-111:— 

‘*ctSx§Sk.-cr» ^«aS3orr’o^rr’a_?\<^cSSa* 3044 

STtjow 1B5 ^’oSbcsSos 18,000 
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Qie?'’82_'t£*.e£o 10,000, -iSSoSid&o 4,00,000 (S's5iro 

821 £© V’°§' sSe^TT'sil” 

t?gJITOKT3:( ^ ° 9 9 ) 1 
*pa^ f%%S( 9 ^Jjrq: ($ <£. ° ° °) I! 

( ? O o o o ) (9,00, eoo)OT| 

3*Ff*rer (<:^») sipp^to tl 

Com.— “# c3Sbo^|.iT,>&?3rD 5360^TTC§ SSTT^r^vST1'- 

cXSba§&* "T” a©:—.£<c3E53.^|>.T?x5|- S'© =5o^Jfcra sr=a;8 srv.aT*. 1§a 

dt5as7<P’o^TP,K^cSSi8 B044 -tSefc^TET*;&o§ S35" S^cSSbO 

■*Sn,S'«Se£ycr' fSa8. & ST-sS •0-'tr-wo d&x$?xS' sT’S's, e£e$s S'oo'M 

Efi^ g'e>oSrs5T,tT‘8 

SlT^erV-wo OS’ 

SJ© 15"»xSrt, ?5J^«bcSSb8 18,000 

&W'£WBir-u o ^©^55-^ •¥'5'8, eS»5^* ^cSSba^o 10,000 

»^>5S3-»rir^ SW'SWV eiO £>25 JsSt^jSo253 ^Sg. a-5^ «Jt 

€S<£&d3io 4,00,000 £w^3w'!r- -:~o PP7~ ?£>3 ^^8. '5°^ 
SJ 23 

^Tr’^Kcfc’ #tr* a^ST e^° 823 ‘jfctr^ a^^A-0*’ 3-Ss. 

£$£>o$&g§-rt*-&$3o £>-&-*£W°(roO wS^Sg. ^© 'g£r° S'eT* 

S^xSo-aT ad^TT-8 ;&g*ii” (Jyot,10-111) 

m #rfto#n^r^W?-- gfaUnfMa:- “gfarir<r 
i^gnriwjra: (3°n) ^si^rfmr^- 

; <^r^rsr gfafgiw^: i m: *fi@*fM* 

^r°TT: (^) to ($ O «N%*reffcH55ra %farerre»: 

fa ^ m *rm fa* fa i 

(5) ar’-a^lBS s5o-tf £s$o 

) song's. ‘S^&s S'or.u #<5 ao'-otfra 
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(^/ooo) t dtsp 

(?»«90)TOf; <^I^I5F f^^f^^JRTPE: I ^ 

(g o o o c o ) qr^r^r^ I ST?F^c3i R*F ^ 

(<^0 “JT$jtsTT*TT:,: f^fa 3F3: 1 'W^rff 

af5RFT«R: ffe |f ^ SfRT^ ^TRSRfTCF: ! 

Periods of Eras from the beginning of Kali Era of 
3102 B.C, Duration of Kali yuga is 4,32,000 years. 

1. YudhistiraEra-FromKali 1 to 3044 Kali-(57 B.C.) 
2. Vikrama Era 3044 -3179 „ -(78 A.D.) 

3. Salivahana Era 3,179 -21,179 „ -(21,257 A.D.) 
4. Yijayabhinanda Era 21,179 -31,179 -(31,257 A.D.) 
5. Nagarjuna Era 31,179 -4,31,179 ,. -(4,31,257 A.D.) 
6. Bali Era 4,31,179-4,32,000 ,. (4,32,078 A.D. i 

Then, ^the Krita yuga will begin. 

t (These Eras will rotate with the same name and duration 
in every Kali yuga) 

The capitals of the above mentioned Emperors who were 
Era founders in Kali are mentioned in 10-112,113. 

’*5’"° e§cSSb-qr° rr^% ^©sy^tfg 

?5o-u)^&%br*?>23a6cr>2_^) ^6oXS8!l’* (10_',12). 

SR fftcFT.^ 1 3$ teHFj^l: I 

5FF^rVJFF^I^r% SFlfcRTfST: ! fipRFf^^U II 

“^TW&ST* 200 

c^oss^do(sr6 ^^r-c^s5j5i3 

ro&j5c3>So 

e^O"” ^£)oS.^o (10-113) 



fi^cifl%^^ *F% I TO 5hff^qT^^fl^5#^: II 

Com.—' 

c33x^|>»TrD5ll:—fS^go. ytKSo 

Scn^S ^Sxv^ A5?70||( 10-112) 

“tfASo S^ir^Ti Jx IT* 

S^Sm-^rf W.&TT’ S5g3g(j§ (Koq^oeS-G- s5o§ 

?x°s£r» Tj^gsr*. c&&%:—“cxsxQ&.S^ pr* e^-o -^asSo^ass 

?3 TT°a^)(jS3 35sSx^0';So3'i£j-°8ll (v§;D|S'55br=6r€(T- 3i&> 

^Sr* SaScXxn^^oJSSiil!” oil 

<<§fr*2Srr»sr^csso^'-S^€ ^DsSg e$£r8s_|e£ js-’rr’gjsS ssoasiT6 

i6^SS8 I 7Toar^^-cr0S5S §e> g'0(r-TFDe^^P> O^eS" «:© 

&J&S8II” —sll q8. 

apJiRsrrSm ^frgfwf gf*#qRi%:- wz i 5Ti*rq- 

*TRP# Fr\ I 

=ir^:- <j?i3 s w f^ i srg^r- 

SPTRRI^rt %5RRPTTC—^TcT: gfqfgtfsgf^ ^4^3:, 

tT^R4^j\: i sftfifWfif qg ^nfeqrsgt, qrft?§<# fq^rf^r 

q^q:il ? ii fsTste^qm^f qfq^, qatssRiJr^s^i gq; I 

tfsrrfsRrsr: te vz ^f&3 gtWRll m I 

“e^ gs e5 or'# S5or»SJ-». e$aS?3oS5o g^eSjSS^ Ife Sj^cSSooX 

(j£5> tfjgo <$-& £Szx°S'irl«Ss &r'><3gei'rS TT°af*s6! 

sSx'egaov’g -^sslgcSii (10-113). 

era f*ratfa: *&TOsfe: 

g^atsg#33t ?RTq: %feqi qftsqf^ \ 
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Emperor & Era founder Capital 

Yudhisthira Hastinapura. 
Vikrama - Ujjain 
Salivahana - Dhara on the Salera 

Molera hills. 
Vijayabhinandana- Chitrakuta. 

Nagarjuna - Rohitaka. 
Bali - Bhrigukacheha. 
In his commentary on the sloka 10-113 the commentator 

gives some particulars of the dynasties of these emperors from 
other books. 

Yudhistira was born of the Lunar family, Vikrama (the 
Rajayut king) of the Paramara (or Panwar) family, Salivahana 
of the same family. Vijayabhinandana of Gohilla family, 
Nagarjuna of Sisodara family, Bali of the family of the 
Avatar Kalki (in the end of Kaliyuga). 

Thereafter begins the Kritayuga of the 29th Mahayuga. 
Then, there will be kings of the Solar dynasty. (10-113). 

From the 43rd sloka in the 17th chapter the following 
particulars are known about Vikrama, 1. He constructed 

several temples. 2. He established an era after 

driving away the Sakas. 3. He established several Deities 
according to the Vedlc ritual. (17-43) 

Sloka no. 17-43, 

ts srV^ss-BT*8 

^0^3&r»SrV 

*TRH, fcilR | 

TOlte ^STFR^cF:, j^RcTT^II 

Com:—®frSs5.<i0^5'^ S(/s5b ss^sSo e^8:« 

S>ilfsSr'78&-er» J&ef 

7T°$ '&oSX£&,tZ S^^S) XSo3",Mr*i 
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T*8 ?5 S^'s5cro5r6jr-*-SS$;Jfi 3£Tr>«ir*0 5Te£>3 

Io0-»^g “« tS^Ys” (.dn‘^g'8 e>3§Y s}§> sKi essS*©-^ ^¥"°8, 

j;cxw-^ 

csSb^^~ ^T’^^S' (_^J5r^ 3^81!” 

(17-43). 

f^FI^ WrfcT 3T^%:—¥l 37F& 

^crfor gwif#^: ^¥rt: &si- 

to: srfcterto: « to'wfeto ^todf¥r*¥ i feph 

smr^: 5jrrt«b: 1 eros fft q& «iq*i5Tr Ffer tors 

i ^sfHrrsqJTcf: gw<j; «j^rejfti%K tope 

^r: 1 

The Poet says (20-45) that as Vikraraa observed and 

made others observe the Varna-Dharma in entirety, there' 

was full-blown prosperity and that others who took up 

“Neeti” for a limited purpose would get only the fruit to1 

that limited extent. 

* Sloku No. 20-45. 

'‘tP’sY XS^ftel 

s5cS5aO s5cs>bce5^t> 

53^ 83^rD5r°'^)jSDoo (j3Son“*>e)o 
_a 

tfeTg O^lf 83SS8 ^SH’ 

“^qarftorl^on, ¥r =toPf i 

q> tores, && sft: fbwC ll 

Qom;_«>;£ i^S^sd&g- D, S. S&r*6y~ s5#i6o ?5o2Sqr°S. 

©iS^S. “«6ao<5g^^b^ 3^2-3^ as^g |S3Sr«$«9 

SSr^eSe 3c3£>o ^©0 tfcXSi'B ^^_sSoB, S'oJg fG5Sr°?5 



^ ?r^go. S3- 

^)’,6g e^S' (653-53- c«x§^ 

e?58 {J8jd&o u^lf (jj-sd"^©. *k3^g^ <£r g jpeS""’ isr-acg . 

WTJ-0{55 ;3-g^)XS S^sSr-fi^g 6jT8 6-ES jot£gr»o S' S3-g~ 

d'&sS sStfocoe£> sScr« 53-11” (Jyot. 20-45.1 
ra ' 

sm ^ fq^JTfi^aR “^fff^- 

5Rr: iw^JTR 9IC3 dq sncgqfor, 

mi km sr^Sorr *q*z qr 3^: 
^ vTt'Wf^ SR: fsR ^qd JiP^fir, 

‘^3 *rM^’ ^ i ^hl mm sft TTOlfaq 3x5; *R 

JTIfl” 

The following countries are said to have been included 
in his Empire. The people of these countries are said to 
sing the praise of Vikrama for protesting the Varnasrama 
Dharma in his empire. 

The provinces included in his empire are:— 
Kambhoja, Gauda, Andhra, Malava. Anarta, Surashtra* 

Gurjara etc.. 

From the Rajatarangini and Nepala Raja Vamsavali it is 
known that Vikrama ruled over Kashmir and Nepal. Thus 
it is clear that the whole of India was brought under the 
empire of Vikrama. (20-46) 

Sloka No. 20-46. 

“■B-o^as ?r)sro(_^g' s5j-«33-tf5r°8 

(^S^S'sir-S'ir-Kjg Kx>rr-&g TT’gtJ-S 

^5^ Js c£b c&r-aj£ f)g^£$o 

d&^T^spn-d&o e$g2£>5r°§> 1§ 853-811” 

£%mfa nr^R^ir: srlflwfeq g*!®* jfliir: I 

^SWTOplq 3 5RF: 11” 
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Com:—'^o^'^S.“e5£b;x'-5!> [psSaasfr>% TSott^u^ 

KiO’-cr0"* as^r0 eS^-g^g £3-*86-cSSo^S i_9 SSb$>7r*cxSbo8. 

So ^°a‘o cSfc^g ?5£^^i5^Xjg pes S)35 sStf ^Sb'^Xjg iScSSadSx* &ttgb 

S^do (Jyot.20-46) 

^TOT%fa:- “si^rfq ^r^r^rqgw*. 3%^ srt 
sftf^wrf^r 2f5i: ^RftropFfri, t%^ *rar: 

%w n” 

This work Jyotirvidabharana says Kalidasa began to 
write in the month Vysakha of 3068 Kali Era (or 33 B.C.) 
and was completed in the month Kartika of the same year. 
This is the clearest evidence of the contemporaneity of 
Kalidasa and Vikrama in the first century before Christ. At 
the end of several chapters Kalidasa extols Vikramaditya to 
whom the work is dedicated. In the beginning of the 22nd 
chapter Kalidasa described, to some extent, the Emperor 
Vikrama and in the 6th sloka he says that this book of 
22 chapters and 1474 slokas is written with the purpose of 
invoking good to Vikramaditya the Emperor of Bharat. 

In the following sloka (22-1), Kalidasa mentions one 
important trait of Vikramaditya. He uses the adjective 

AocSs'd” to Emperor Vikramaditya which means “he 

who pleases the people devoted to him.” 
Sloka No:—22-1. 

tr°e>£)5^d6j-» SS^oeStJo (>Koc^O’1cr«sSc»^g's5ao 

{joolS tf^sSzr- SStfsSol** 

mr fq3Rp|feiftf3*rt tfirasrrsissqRsi ii” VD 

cSSb S'$;cr’sSoe$tfo &«’Sr*V'g'3gtar» 

S0txr*s5r» j,- 

^qr»ocSSao «>z§©:_ 



e<£ s£r*oXe^ sSS^^sSOi-B^o Stf 

cXfcn-tfoe^tfo ^Xo$5&;5b~sSea ^SSbo (jooT§ S'djSdbcrfcCw. 

£^2_.$>(*>er*i3ejS w|)|x eT*^ 

A £'^s£r'sa<Sg sStftfo ^>y^>li” 

(Jyot 22-1) 

era qif^ur^r^m #wqrr^ er&, apsj te- 

*qoi spfr^ ^m\k mfe: —^ htwi fl 

®f| SRlftWT ffc *mi?m 
cfq[2_REriT[^£f5^ 3R>2: RWrTaRll^: SftfeTT 

quR *k u” 
• -o 

In the 7th sloka of Chapter 22 Kalidasa gives some 
particulars of Vikrama’s empire, which are as follows:— 

1. It extended over the whole of Bharata Varsha of 
180 Big jyotisha yojanas (1800 miles) in length and breadth. 
(1 Big Yojana=9| English miles) 

2. The Bharata-Varsha shines forth with the culture of 
the Vedas and Dharma Sastras. This book Is dedicated for 
the good of Vikramaditya, the emperor of Malwa, by me 
(Kalidasa). 

Sloka No. 22-7 

“;Sj3 s3^0 <DEurDS SM^ 

{fyj’Srts% up 180 KSao^tf 

S^©8cSSbo KjS sSy°wl£o^li§ 

[%j &[£&r°tf}r- ^s5rr°3S sS^ II’’ 
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Com:—S{g's5irot5'jr- sS5s5o Rjozsgr'S1:- 

4<(j^ S=C3^tf D’^S' gp 180 

tfSXgtf alecs' £d(tfOod ssij 

■#?5e$cj^(ll dSo Q* ■^>C)“s^ssr* £uc»oo S^Bg 

KisSr*!)^ aj-.UT' g'Snr" ;&r°ol§ol'^ (_%) £)ltS's£r*8|r- r^sS^zs 

SB «©•*’ (Jyot. 22-7) 

m te*rr% e^ri% ^qffci:-t!^ fcirc 

m ^fcf \c° fff^cf^rqfe 3RW«r^5iaqf*ig^r*rjg^r 

m *rcc$ft ^ferskf. st^t f>fa: wn«X ^rar 

*?E5^ sftfaPT.^ STS # *Tcf ii” 

Tn the 8th, and 9fch slokas of Chapter 22 Kalidasa gives 
a list of poets and pundits adorning the court of Vikrama. 

1. Sanku. 2, Vararuchi, 3, Mani. 4. Angudatta. 5. Jishnu. 
0. Trilochana. 7. Hari (Hariswamy the commentator of Sukla 
Yajurveda, and the head of the departments of Dana and 

Dharma (G5”<3*<£g&) and (tfu^gl) 8. Ghata karpara 9. Ama- 

rasimha. 10. Satyacharya. 11. Varahamihira. 12. Srutasena. 

13. Badarayana, 14. Manittha. 15. Kumara Simha and astrolo" 
gers’ like. 16. Myself (Kalidasa) and others. (22-8, 9.) 

Slokas No. 22-8, 9:— 

eS^s S5r*8 5$5<b S'^TT’^gg 

W^l) ?3o0 gsS c&r*a~SSbtf &oS5h> 

. cSSfkgsS K5?TKSSr*2_©ar* 99 (22-8). 

“5If: WR’msfa W>fa^T: I 



Com:— (jsSflSsSbo sSo&eSstfo sstfcsSa®:- 

¥o&8S: “d5b?3g W&cn> ^c&joSsSx^r0* 

X5o^0^8 Kj?TKjJS8 Kjo© (S'5^-J5s3,^>S Sj® 

S<S°^$ ^5fcr«o "fsSsO Sj^goir* (22_8) 

®W <W% Jjqsmrqf qfoft tifftfch-“ssr 

*m spft 5Tf£I3^r: q^cfT: qimi: Sf?cT f^N*, fft ifcf 

§F% Stf M *q*£ II” 

“etS^g tfTT,sJ»jaofr*5i^scr* 

l §J!£5''&trBcai:r3 SfcrleS ^sSx^S'&csS-^g 
<P 

Zz-vtfi,-- sS^sS ?50;C$a ?3c© JSli 

o^& S'SiciSaTJ^SDlS 5fc'^3^,?^p,g?ll,, (22-9). 

“ec^ ^rfRrfer?: ss&rapn, wrf^f ^rcrlt! f: i 
sftfaTO&yHSfe am^^sR^PTC JT^r^rr: II” 

Com:— «S£SjS>|| <5 sS^XJoSS X5 ST’g^tT'g 

*cj& ' £lf £^<3, ’T*§^ Jfocr»yg o^Sdr'o '5^C>3**X5 

«S"’g &£c°c ll -O' if r=e;5c^ g'S.-^S 

XSoD. '’islo K5^go. “(&e$*>^5 ;T°»xr° 

& ST'S" S^ 1§ f6~^'grDoiU® fGQjr-S 

sj® (s§jg'er°ge3 5Sb°Stf ^^r%)°^’sr<,"% SS^o* &£> 

3r«l§ -^o^oK (J^oeS^S («5 &r»E5e$g 

l**§ ST3'"§cSS>‘5rt(5^~* cSSbCfcS^c ^r*»3H>TS 

5^®. * VV^ ^s5^«5 (iar'S* »2^ 



a^TSTV’ -So^-»Sfc£rr|I SjoaDOc^-6 ^j6 

Jksfca. th§* ?St'-0^S cSSiiSS. 

q 3=1:- 

gjR'ft *mi 3t| wteitf aruft ^t a q h srN>r«5cF3ra»qq: qns 

fqqrqsirw: m *q*z i 

jpfoqim te&rfcqte qfqf^1^ 

ffcf afscf I 3?q tesi^l^ g^faw- 
qqr^fqqr |^3; q%te tesi^ sa^qqfa-^ qgcp^ 

“tet sqrqrfq^R SqqRT i fqq ate” m I 
‘tei$ a#r Rfrq teaman’’ ^teHtewoft i ®rci 
fefiic]; |q: ^r qq; n 

In his commentary on sloka 9 of Chapter 22 the commen¬ 
tator quotes the following famous slokas, which perhaps have 
come down traditionally:— 

<4®^s) H-'$^o8 ?So<:Xxr»e?'r* cr^tf'dr'iiy"8 ',5 S5o3Ox50 

SS^ ?50 rStfSosfV Sv*^ K-t5v*?o.,,o 
_» 0—» no tf.) v 

“te§f% ^raT q s 

s# jqsrq^:q#qi sqFF&g qq-ag li” 

“Sscsfo-^o '^n,?3^r>S) -tfe&S# 
a 

Sj-J^ *gjv> -tSSoa^ ek-ST'Ki^So K-i5>jefa.,,_g> 

“cteri qrrqqtfq qgqsri 

Sdiq^g q^ ll’’ 

|^f» sSj|^ e>J>.^3 5TtftfS^C<r£r° 

1 88 !o SoSW rr°es§~ ccb?5 ‘^^'o^SS tfw\”3 
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fffar flsrct *r ifora* *rar if 
‘‘sjdQO- fStf^S-6 So^g-^ ?3o^»ci!Sb'^) !J3^8 

^r,5'^rD *<£$!§ £^&o ^ ^&.8 CSx'JS.eSs/V 

“5^r fa«n 1%: i 
TOt ^ 2S 5T <T*#ET: It” 

These slokas say:— Even a sanyasi desirous of seeing 
Vikrama he is prevented by the door-keeper. But he who 
has four siokas in his hand may freely pass through the 
gate. May he be given 10 lakh coins and 14 Sasanas of 
gifts. 

A poet humourously says to Vikrama like this: ‘‘0! king! 
Saraswati resides in your mouth and Lakshmi in your hand. 
Yet, why is your fame angry? For she is wandering in 
other countries. Scholars praise you as a donor of everything 
at all times. It is a false praise. Because your enemies 
are never given the back, (You never turn back in the battle¬ 
field) and others’ wives are not given your chest. 

In 22-10 Kalidasa mentions the nine Gems of scholars 

adorning the court of Vikrama. viz. 
1. Dhanvantari. 2. Kshapanaka 3. Amarasimha. 4. Sanku. 

5. Vetalabhatta. 6. Ghatakarpara. 7. Kalidasa. 8. the renownd 
Varahamihira and 9. Vararuchi. 

Sloka No. 22-10. 

sp-egS* 5r«&o§r'1SrS (5>}SSli8 X5$Pd5cn>o 

"3 sSb&-D S^oS S/jfsSbfjgll” 

‘‘waft; i 
wrat TORfid foro if 



Com" —'^9$ S?5c  
ra 

3^»£0e$as©:—-J3 s!r’2-jy>T3J. o rSSiOqr'tf 

tfe^sS^T J^ooosS £>llii” (22-10) 

3P4 T% % f*T top'll ^3 I 

*to?r t$ i” 

In 22-11 Kalidasa gives a further account of the court 
of Vikrama. 

There were 800 Vassal kings, one crore of good soldiers, 
16 great scholars, 16 Astrologers, 16 efficient Doctors, 16 Bha- 
ttas and 16 Dhadhis, and 16 scholars of Vedic lore; Vikrama 
sitting on his throne was illumined by these scholarly courtiers. 

Sloka No. 22-11. 

“<“>157 cSSbKSg ?6'cyo 

K»£3 JCe^.&eT'S £$$&$ 

ISsSsr' 
a— 

iSsS'eS'” 
St* 

sS^^rS^lF0^ jSqr» z^S-8 

t$<6*Sc{XZxr° ^aidSb'i 

“amm swrt i 

fg; S^qROTltofs^sr: SRqtor: to 1! 

toi ftoi mmi srf^t i 

toi im-rtm if 

Com:— tf’SrssesaFzr0 rSgjUs&B esta*©©:— 

KjSJT' cSfcXjg sSt^ tf ly~^ ?5,?r,c3Scr®o 5$bo2So 

#tT»$sP (800) &>g 

■^sSc tfotfe5^8fy"^§^36o^&r°8 ?5o?5jS8 fdfPcS^S sSSeT’Sj-S'^ 

£)W‘z>~We §^£3(S$§^^^&r°8 ?Sc>g8. fde^o 

(SlT'sSSogslI sSjSsr- 16 ?6og8ti 



a&ffig 16 »i<rr» ^&r^§ i-i e'5r» ts-'&ssg IS 
e.i sn 

thdx5c?(J5&r*s !6 JdO£gl ?o (J^DjjT So-0 «$2jXr* 

Krp^sxr0 £v»cs&>lfli (Jyoti. 22-iI) 

ai^ Si-zimB:—e^r q^r sfiT^tnw 

*TCM ^IcTrf^J (Z- °j ^ 

^ g^qR'Jiri^fzi^Tdr: qeq; srorar* qfcorrft t^rrear 

^tfzq^i^TZTj *j: qte^T ewfosgr:^: ^wqqr ? S 

3ql{i=fe *3* cWT fipTST; ? ^ 64T flff J ? 5, mj STf^fF: $ ^ 

^r ^q[3^r* qsrq^i: ? ^ *g:i h arffcpj: <qmt fqqq^ i 

In 22-12 the following particulars are given about the 
army of Vikramaditya:— 

His army continuously spread over 18 yojanas (small) 
jyotisha yojanas. 1 small jyotisha yojana = 4i-| english miles 
and consisted of the following:— 

1. There were 3 crores of soldiers. 
2. Ten crores of various vehicles. 
3. 24,300 elephants. 
4. 4,00,000 (four lakhs) of ships, 

This was the army that accompanied him in his expedi¬ 
tions. In this respect there was no emperor to be compared 
to Vikrama in those days, says Kalidasa. 

Sloka No. 22-12. 

S'tall ^^©^43(^3 cSSbo 

STBo54?3^^c^^cS3xe§o-x5 S5sSr^(24, 300) 

8 
oT°—* 

XT'-g-*%5?£><&cSSbo(4,00,000)£teSwS^cSfc?5g(S5cXxr» e§ Sfo5 

(S^^dSJo 0(>S'sfo?&’«S® S^aJcsSbll $9(&$8s.” 
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artsrcTft ^zk i 

^fRP^crr^ ^ (\vf\00) fteril 

(V, O 0j o o o) W3 SRRIS*^ 

^tsq T%pq^qr%fq^?T^ ^pzfr WM'W- (l’? 

Com:—2L^^q <&>f>$®:- 

“cJSbCg -DaoooS^ O^sSamtffc-^ ^c»p^ g’to"! 

£> e£n><£ '&rvs^r>^ ;03o«££o -5-°er°^S^ 

^ \ B'ceSfc 
Q—oC 0 

iSv^sStT. ^sH^^cssba^csSn^o (10 crores) 

90 g'^g 8100^” (8^n>^ (Jd&lf e5<3^24.800^^?yoo £e$ 

(©'35en>5lS' x5“&Q^o#© KjSS’.rf sSb'^'cef". ^)s5 tT^'S'* 

■iSe^csS-cSSo iSo^sStT9 ^§&o k'ASxo[!,? (Jyot 22-12) 
eo T °“aj 

ST^r^T %-jf R^j%;— “m FRT^t Wt 

^zk r arsjf^r %5Rrfd Pfotf ffcf %fM I 

qT^lfcT^tfeq vthree crores) to?t | (i0 crore3) 

^ 3^^: ^° fifcT: <; i ° o w f^rr iWi cT5;r <2, ° ftat 

ir 

Sloka 1 J> of the 22nd chapter says that Vikrama annihi¬ 
lated innumerable Sakas (who are Miechcha Kshatriyas) and 
established the Era, Every day he made gifts of the pearlst 
jems, gold, cow, horse elephants to the four castes. Hence 
he was called Suvarnanana. 

Sloka No. 22-13. 

‘‘c&^&^g- Ztxisr&'S $£Xer‘g- s5cr®££^8 k5oX"6 

Xs->W*^ s5o^asS(SsSr»e- SfOdSx^ 

^ a^dar». r*43jg<s6 (three crores) 



OS^^8 $^s TSoSTT’SS^Sl!” 

qgqra% snunon^ m\ fer: *pft 

s^i qwn^ ^i%# 3aT^qfj%: f^rr 11 

sWI^^jS^n- nf%f^E% swqfeSni i 
qc#fliqqq|qq fq^il *}q: gqajfoq: ll” 

Com:— *rDgs5^ So si^cssa© c&>i§S:_ 

“aSotf Qi^sSs^'dy-gntfbir' S'DcjSxjI^ w&^e" 

jfoqr®^ fCoK"^ ^OA-^lSo Kjtt^S^s SS-o^af" SSgodo 

•3otJ5"®^tvo tfsS ’ll 8 s53xJ)'s5o=i3-«S'e^r€k-£jg8 £c-E5sio=cr*§' e)®^e? 

s3ox5^o=cr^S' C^sS-e^r^ $o ■&$■&•& sSo-ESsSO'sr'tfeT &$8 

sS^St-t* sS^aa^F’S' ^g'Kp?xr" ^sy-^g- s^tst^ ■^ro3' 

^^ejJ^e)^P>* ^8 («5©a»'o rfoa-^^ejo 

oSbr^g tfel^o Kj^tfo "^roSo fC°t &>tf$)8 ?3 & S5-* h 

sjW’gS;^ £5:s5s5Cf ■sn’lStf j&sSzr’sS^g zy'^rSS^ogg^r8 

^(jjpaxbe'o^Q^eS^ oT» #8^ £)£n>&8 g^s”(Jyot.2--18) 

awsi orfr^rfcr ^fcf:-£% ^i%jqr|^^r ^r%# 

q'H SfflTI^ qqfe: q^Tfi-^qqq qqiqj qq%: qq- 

*fqtSR$ter: fcro^rssnrfSr w^ss^nor qqwfq q=qqqf5iq; 

*feiq; gmif%: ^i i gq; 

qfofiq gtRTq^r qfoi: ^q |q rft: g*f*r: qfcq 

|ql fqf! ^qRjqjqqq^qq ST^q gqorfqq; ^qif^qjjfqqt 

fqqTf^qgqoifcq^ qi qqf fqf|q; f.q: ||’5 
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Sloka 14 of Chapter 22 says that Vikrama conquered the 

following countries also:— 

1. Dravida. 2. Lata. 3. Vanga (Bengal). 4. Gauda, 
5. Gurgira. 6. Dhara. 7. Kambhoja. 

Sloka No. 22-14: 

^ v> o.._ rv-s 

■^yZSgoK^ozsoK-^ajKsbi^ rT03rSi'0^r6.,<^^8 

K#2^S’dTr°S&o£bds5-'>5 Tr*r^c# sr’rr'-dQ^Sx-1’ 
23cp3 as 9 ^ e 

^0^33"»o?jo3i-t5o^s^bn> OacsSbli (§_)?; S'Sm 5^^- ^sSsII” 

^?135PT?T3Preit ^§rfs-q|%6T: II 

^q: n” 

Com:—“e*>sr»3C sST^Sr": —?C££xc.” 
^ oO O 23 

(Jyot. 22-14.) 

£ srsrrcq inf 3^1%.- \\ ” 

Sloka 15 of 22 says that Vikrama captured the fortresses 
of kings and after humiliating them returned their fortresses 
to them. In prosperity he was ‘Indrak in ‘Gambhirya’ he 
was the ‘Ocean’; in Charitableness he was “Kalpavriksha’J 
in beauty he was ‘Cupid’; in supporting the world he was 
the Meru. He was a Moon to the lotuses of wicked persons 
(he was a terror to the wicked.) 

a-°(X£Zxc&? J£>TT° rag^tfHg 

fr'SF'o r6^fyf^T‘ iSeT’D iS^co ^)«s 

qojjsr'-o^T6 ^>t4 zr-ost^r 
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£%r^TTTft^^r5rfqw 1 

2jth s^rft hi 3?r: 11 

f^PTt* W |fT^T?5^iT[5J|m^T3r q T 

^ri^^rr 11” 

Com:—(tipS&^rQ foFF’g- StfcsSb©. c§di3©:_ 
<- <0 ra 

»023^-” lv5Soo SSba^g'jS) 

KOSx •^oK^orv°^1^2_^j!S-«g^^\^lr-oS)0 

£5b# B-'gS) a$3-o£> &>&&-* es^ycig 

&£$>-£-' jSsr°o JS'-i^r^o ^£gioS^ zb^W* s^So-tg^^S ^)?S 

iSbxr'^-d-’^o ^?'°3 &Tr°rl a"er°S) if ,^J£>,§'s5xi» 
O —~*> '•w-^ '~~ 

"^fr-ra Sjo^JSS foJi>3(^<g t*;.Jtotf(j5i>,i3;8 ^Iv^Sc'S FCS^Cg 

Ko|)Se$£ 

T3- e^Sc ?&bcr»£5£ ft 5 !T%\gp-'g d&^r- S3 if3 

’J§~^ spyassj'0 £&&zr° ?3 6iX'o25”€ar”?3 S'sfcer®?} >fs3p 
ts —* 

^or&SsS ^£Sbjt>;6 $>ero,;ro s5 o-0#^ ^r’8'1* s^gtfs. aoS’s5ber'?3 

•vSc^eS-^^ gr»-sS>»3 X&r°XzS^ob® -tr^s.” ' (Jyot. 22-15) 

3PTO q^TKjari^' qurqfo ir^rfcT:— £<3T5fBT ^ fcl 

afar^^r um ^qr^iirRm %s% 
gqtfoT ®t{m 3Tft 3t;«^ tor wn^rc to^qrtor 

rqrto tojar tof^r:! gq mi i 

3r;ftoto i^: ^to: sT*R|fr: W’ ^H-' 

h: to ?prr: 
&T I 3*: ftof^ *Tg& ^^r g&TT to^to 'WRSlfa 

^5 fefcr i^to ^ht qwq^ito fto: I to tor 

*^rto ^rtoto i!n 

■^5368 ST^^sSi” "^.5508 ib^o ^cfT'J (_S5^3oeS£ 
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Sloka 16 of Chapter £2 says that Ujjayini the capital 
of Vikrama gives salvation to the inhabitants on account of 
the presence of Lord “Siva” in the name of ‘Mahakala.’ 

Sloka No, 22-16. 

rfzs-* 5So'£rt'&xej 

tf^r^sfoco ss^ooojb 

(v§;3(g's5:-^>6rSjr.a_^s76 aSd&eSgSli” 

££^5T^r^M frirgft i 

^3T II 

i 

Com:—t£)§o d&(jKr° ?i@:— 

rxic i5u£? ss-°ooofe c&(j2r>Si?rD£s 

S^SoSbJdg SSxH><o$zr°Xj 8 ^s>ooo£). cXxr^ eS-E^aT* 

W(J^ (rr°SS^8 *$&o Sb^o.” (Jy0t 22-16) 

wsr 3fi qoRfcT ^i%ra:— “«wta^rt%r v arMt 
^ip^frq^rM dsn^Rl fm;m 3=rfrft 

q=E^)^qj gxas^ m 9M: | '"m ll” 

Sloka 17 of Chapter 22 says that Vikrama of irresistable 
valour defeated the Saka king of the province Rumma 
(Roomaka in North-west India), brought him to Ujjain took 
him round the city as a captive and released him. 

Sloka No. 22-17. 

231F'£ K^lr»s5^S|^SjOOC^O S5bSJ-+o5'01§ 



r<j8 

fd 0|S’sSr*lSjr. *£SSiKSSfr,g ag^-os!!5’ 

|| 

srr#r mm g^rfa ~^i\ 
h mjFrr^: sjRwf^w: n” 

Com:— ‘ ‘ cSSt-* _^o-“ £>(§'»wn>Sr8{r_ BcSfc^Ci^'0^ 

-E$ ^gooofe sSr'&dSb kjoST y3&g -& So #)(Sj5o &x+'&cr*z$. 

es3^ gg "f&o s^go.” fJyot 22-17). 

“qt ^ 

9Trf% fst^r gstenr ^ =*? 5 3^ 
yfcmi I ®Tft |H sn«R 1 tit *q*£ if 

Sloka 18 of Chapter 22 says that while Vikrama was 
ruling with Avanti (Ujjain) as capital, all the people were 
prosperous and happy and everywhere the Vedic Dharma 
prevailed. 

Sloka No. 22-18. 

tdCT' 

oDT'SSSSh-1’'^ f5o5bsSog'g^,c35cr»0 

jSSj^sSar5 sfoo?\$ K3o^ 

£8^ -ES 

Com:—K&go. 

W4 I 

r Jyot. 22-181 
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Sloka 19 and 20 of Chapter 22 give the following parti¬ 
culars. 

In the eourt of Vikrama, I, Kalidasa was the friend of 
the king, while there were many poets and scholars like 
Sanku and astrologers like Varabamihira. 

I (Kalidasa) wrote three Kavyas of which the tirst was 
Raghuvamsa, a treatise on vedic ritual and Jyotirvidabharana. 

Slokas No. 22-19, 20. 

“$oS'sScssc! 

s5TrB2j-i 

sScr'?6g’yQ 

jbhsSgsS-'o §e> ■g_0C)crDXjsll” (22-19) 

“wrfeqlta*!: i 

^Tf<i=rl: 11 

sjq^r n” 

<<TT's5(gtse$cS$bo j^5^»^o^^Vr°d^o 

^pt5^o e$s§'"S '£&> IcSo-Cfc^S 

g'SeT8 2r‘Q'^r8 w^sS*” (Jyot. 22-20) 

«fa5lf«3[TO5if^ f|ddt ^ IIs’ 

Com:—Sot^cSS:—?^slo. 
oJ 6-3 

‘^r^fcr:- src liJ 

(Jyot. 22-19,20) 
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Sloka 21 of chapter 22 definitely gives the date of 
composition of Jyotirvidabnarana. It is to be noted that 
Kalidasa gives both the date of commencement and the date 

of closing of the composition of Jyotirvidabharana. As 

for the date of commencement he gives Vysakha 3068 
of Kali Era (33 B.C.) and as the date of closing he gives 
the month Kartika of the same year. 

Sloka No. 22-21. 

a.,.- 

ZT’Tr’T’O 

2Sar>^ £> £>©y j§^g©S^sr',o 

^ T%f3i to n” 

Com:—*rzr° a^cssbS;—. ;5i38©. 

‘<S>o$Sbsr€ s$-°Jb (8) s$,4f ^6) «oa5o gpo (0) 

tepr 8 3068 <wC-£k_ 4> 1Ter° g'©35bo‘^ 

c5&r*ll X"lf,\5© SSjn^sSsSo 23"^ "13'jT’lp sSbcJOcm c&r^sS 

^ Sr-0 ^WSb^T6 sSr°e^§ S^lSg. ^ ^ Sg' 

sSr»'f) ^o^dsS3T»_a g'^'SF'’ S^g e§r*g©8gsr’0 ISsSar^sr'o 

(JjeSab io §^eF*£ sr’^r’ t°oD?p*^ aps5 s^a^eT 

oDsS’^g'g c^kn^. -sboK^jfci) aa^o eg^g© 

d^nr^o jt>e3,» =C3'e^P’ </£fcr» ^IjeScXxr* eS^-gS 

Kj08S^$^ ISr* -ir» ^ &&.” (Jyot. 22*21) 
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, ST-4 3%# qqftfa: — ‘l%d <£ 

^tRrft % % ^ % ° ^aiTiPT: ^ n;f^: ^ o ^ %fir% Sffj^. ^g| 

cFT&grt sfr3 m %fh 33ft rt^t w jRfttowt 

m$i Mffcr: pr: r ^rfthfn% ^SfrTfcd^to t>crr 

\mwf rhs i ft s*5ir ^r^i^|ii^H^T^rrfs[^[H 

qjr i *& m& m\ to 
rt v^to tor ot: | to- i 

srcftr ii” 

Sloka 22 of Chapter 22 mentions that Kalidasa is the 
author of Jyotirvidabharana and that Chapter 22 contains the 
contents of the book and the description of heroic emperor 
Vikrama. 

Sloka No.22-22. 

“^8 ($) S'S3 -et°C>cr»^r€S'^ 2T*g?^t3"--Sftf?f (Koxp-*i^gcSSh 

S3'lcr»s5ra(S'i5b S3^ sSs hi 3#;p^^£';3ch> ■e3^S3o^S^abj.»* 

^f^rfSTT^cl W^fRf^l^qoiW 

giftsritor: H” 

End of Jyotirvidabharana. 

The commentator of Jyotirvidabharana gives the succes¬ 
sion of his Jaina Gurus. Seven names are given which 
perhaps deserve mention, while many other intervening names 
are omitted. 

1. Vardhamana Mahavira. 
2. Chandraprabha, 
3. Dharmaghosha, 
4. Vidyaprabha. 
5. Lalitaprabhu. 
6. Vinayaprabha. 
7. Mahimaprabhu, 
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Bhavaratna the commentator is the deciple of Mahima- 
prabhu. He wrote his Subodhika, the commentary on Jyotir- 
vidabharana, for the satisfaction of the astronomers, in 1768 
of Vikrama era (or 1711 A D.) which was completed on Sunday 
the 3rd day of light fort-night of Vysakha, His father was 
‘Mandana’ and his mother was ‘Valha-Devi’, and his residence 

was Sri-Pattana (Srinagar?). 

3. Jyotisha Phalaratnamala. 

The scholar Sri Krishna Misra, lived in the court of 
Vikramaditya of 57 B.C. In his book “Jyotishaphala-Ratnamala,” 
a work on Astrology, in the first Chapter he said as follows:— 

<e(v^)S)(§,55croS^sjJ_ as?'\t&s£^£_^nr' 

cS5bg £b"°o 
rs 

j6«To$5So sSj=S8 (MO) 

n: m i 

mim eRsnf&i n’’ 
Substance:—“Let that Vikramarka, the Emperor, famous 

like the Manus, who protected me and my relations for seventy 
years, having endowed upon me one crore of gold coins 
flourish for ever with success and prosperity.” 

This Verse shows that Vikramarka was then alive. Having 
consolidated his empire. Vikramarka went to Nepal; he made the 
king, Amsuvarma a feudatory, and as a symbol of his over-lord¬ 
ship founded his Saka in Nepal in 57 B.C.. (Vide “Thelnd, Ant. 
Vol.XIII.” PP 411 ff) After- wards, Vikramarka returned to 
Ujjain,-became a patron of Poets and scholars and spent his time 
with literary debates and discourses at court. He received dedica¬ 
tions of works line ‘Jyotirvidabharana’ and others, in Kali 3068 
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or 33 B.C. If after the founding of the Era, or 57 B.C., Sri Krishna- 

misra was protected for 70 years; this means B.C 574-70= 

13 A.D. So it is evident that Vikramarka lived till 13 A.D. 
When he was a patron of a scholar for 70 years, this reveals 
that Vikramarka enjoyed longevity. Having been crowned 
king in his 20th year, it would take 24 years to conquer 
the whole of Bharata-Varsha and to consolidate the Empire, 

by winning over the Vassals by the four diplomatic devises 

of Sama, Dana Bheda and Danda or by the exercise of fears 
and favours. He should be (20+24 = ) 44 years old at the 

time of the initiation of his Saka in Nepel. If he supported 
a scholar for 70 years after the start of the Era, he should 

be aged, (44+70=) 114 years at the dedication of Jyotisha- 
phala Ratnamala, and when he made Matrigupta, the king 
of Kashmir, he was aged 115 years. Then after a reign of 
five years’ period, Matrigupta heard the demise of Vikramarka, 

abdicated the throne and became a recluse. Thus, it is evident, 
that the Emperor. Vikramarka lived for 115+5=120 years, 

^P>^rss5^ ^id3gr(]-U) 

sifte, £«rf*rfcifi;wf% i 
11” 

Substance:— ‘'This book consisting of two thousand Poems, 
of various and diverse charming metres, comprising of thirty 
two chapters, is written to embellish the renown and repu¬ 
tation of the Emperor, Vikramarka.” (1-11) 

C4~) Commentary on Sctapatha Brahmana 

Further, as regards this Vikramaditya, the “Sukla Yaju- 

rveda Madhyandina Satapatha Brahmana Bhashya” with 
Sri Hari Swamy Bhashya and with Sayanaeharya Dviveda 
Ganga Bhashya, published by Kshema Raja Sri Krishna Das 

of Bombay, in Laksbmi Venkateswar Steam Press, Kalyan 
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Bombay, minted in 1997 Samvat 1882 Salivahana Saka, in 
1940 A. D,, in Five volumes contains the following passage:- 
To this Bhashya, the Preface was written by 

5r»l3 s353^^3 13 I^^j5;m^^^^?5cr*a5bg 

s, 
53“°S 

'4U F^qsn-i: Sri‘dhara 

Sarma/’ While writing the preface, he wrote about the 
commentator ‘‘Hari Svamy”, to this effect:- “s5r-°(£go8tf 

c&o ilcolf ^g^cScO, §^Ve$^cSSb05T» 

s5# ^ Stowes Jmo oXyO s5 S' ~0* pjx5 

‘‘^f^KETOTiTiSFt *1M I ^ 

?#r mmwA^ RTs-r i g«i,f|:- 

“^r’K^-^soo s5o??^si_^o w'go ^-<y®#5r8g sSsSr* st°38 

tP’^lJr-8cSSb§'8.,, o 

“jrFr^ft^ts^qf qmrf fR: i 

s?^s4[ ^NfRT-f Site: if V3 

“l^sSis^z-sSoS^r0^^ S)(_g's^n»^{r-s5g s^sSlig 

S5-°9fP£0,T^ err°g4)g =vr',>)e££>c|o ^©fSS,” 3 

‘‘^^S^TP-RF fipWrlB? I 

stfouft ^Rpwraqqf ^Rpt. IP’ 

“^SS'crf SjghSbH’^j-re s' lir'o g'sSg'lSa ro 

T3^?m_,ocr Shj^sr’g-" (j5b'5g^D,^©o Sx*8s.” 3 

£!^T f^WT^or f.pit I 

iR: if 
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K5 55g£)crg $qr~s5 S'fec-js-’ rg ;<■£?££ 5 ;cpf30 

S^8d"“££>0?Po SV^T SSr^goajbcSSa SSX# "SP^SS^rs ^iLg 

S5^$sSa SP’Stf^ZS ■r-o'ZS ’Si^ '*■•■■ ep>£ciSo rs“xT- ^3:." 

“ffcT 3fT 3RRRr fn»R sftff^TjfjRf, 

gat a«isr n” 

“SeS-firS,'PrPo S3 s3^5^r^-5>3-o ^p>cr^<5g 

w'J^r^n ^'er*^e?ot3s:g P- 

SP&Sf® ^Sj-’-'^S m-iS^g oo: PgSo TP^ qp;6c§ 

^e$J Sa^PSP l^i^Sx-S^g 

rpppqg&.sS^0 =cp i~|pc£o -;5t^ ?'£cS£ fp^spv?§, 

--#8 jj^o-^r. 

“^<?^F>s!Rt qRi^N^RiR ir^.t4i qr^RR^te^ 

qr g^ssRifom q-nwP-R: ^ i g^isr^mifir 

^^|EWfW sm^qy, RRRR^q^ 

Rtf^gTR RIsqf^-iRW#;, S^n^^Rtajf 

exig-ES &tfg£'CPg ^r>-‘\<5$££>-cpg Pqp;5 

g"bo >^^=SP’5'g -3# f(5 ^ S1 ’ ^-‘5og^5''5?S 5Sitrghif, 

“sreq r B^fesirftRra ^rwrfr 

R^cft u” 

‘‘©cssoot^ ?jg'^s5or‘^5-Kjg &&-,c&'Tp.£ie£g ^p^o 1995 

s$Ty°(>ir •^’^sSx^o ?;.r»gioo lp^d3^s&r»;<5,\ 

*‘m R fqqR;te RqRSqf feci: qq ? qq-j^ q[f?Rf ^ 

RqqpqrR 11” 

P,K)^’5T0fc ■5P‘!6 qi^gs^St'C3 "SaS'Sejg' 

I^SSb &r»<3cg !^53'tpVj 
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^3: ?ftrwf ii>! 
Substance of the above 3 slokas:—“A resident of Ujjain. 

one who belongs to Parasara Gotra, the son of Naga Swamy, 
holding the offices of “Dharmadhyaksha’, (Justice of Vaidika 
Dharma) and “Danadhyaksha” (Distributor of gifts) adorning 
the title of “Sarvavidyanidhana Kavindracharya Saraswati” 
(Treasure of all sciences and Learning, Professor of Poets 
or poet Laureate, the goddess of the Muses) in the court 
of Vikramaditya, the king of Avanti, by name “Hari Svamy’> 
has written this commentary or Bhashya to Satapatha 
Brahmana,” 

End of the 9th Chapter in the first, Haviryajna Khanda. 
The author of the Preface says thus:— 
One or two or three of the above poems which contain 

the above substance were attached to the end of every 
chapter, as follows:— 

1. Satapatha Brahmana, J kanda, 7 chapter 4 Brahmana, has 
first two 

Slokas. 
2 „ „ 1 „ 8 „ 1 Brahmana, has 

last two 
slokas. 

3. „ „ 1 „ 9 „ 1 Brahmana. 
second sloka 

only. 
4. „ „ 1 „ 9 „ 2 Brahmana 

second sloka 
only. 

5. „ 1 „ 9 „ 3 Brahmana at 
the end of 1 
Kanda three 

slokas. 
5. „ „ 4 ,. 7, 8,9 „ at the end of 

7,8,9 chapters 
three slokas 

The readers may see the whole book. 
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The commentary of Hari swamy is available from 8 th 
kanda, 4 th chapter, 4th Brahmana to the end of the kanda 
to 8 chapter, and to 12 and 13 kandas Prof. Weber, 1855 A.D. 
printed in Berlin Satapatha Brahmana with Hari swamy and 
Dviveda Ganga Bhashyams; but he omitted in his edition 
the verses contained in Hari Swamy commentary which 
commemorate the praise of Vikramarka. 

Historical Evidence. 
(5) Rajatarangini— Matrigupta and Vikramaditya ■ 

On the eve of the demise of the 82 king in the list of 
the Kashmh’ monarehs, Hiranya leaving no heir to the throne, 
the country fell into anarchy; the cabinet of the ministers, 
in Kashmir sent a prayer to their over-lord, Emperor Vikra¬ 
maditya and requested him to depute a ruler. Then, out of 
his favour towards Matrigupta, a Scholar-poet of the court, 
Vikramaditya installed Matri-Gupla with the sovereignty of 
his vassal state, Kashmir. This information is rendered in 
Rajatarangini as follows : — 

C35b sfro-g OsSeSSSic^gl 
OO V V © 

<£^^=5^rq qgqf i 

srcsrfcrcrei qqT?t n” 
i(zr’zrv aXo&Tro£frog3o 

$$o S'a >8 
..S -J X. 

<£qrqr gqq; i 
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-y»jab^o S'|_'C S5bo2s<yo||” 

||,? 

“sH^^Sr^ci Sfclr* #3"^ ■©-£ S&d&r* (S5l^2Sglf | 

wsS^tfg sfcln>^»er° £jSS^>e?'’B ^8^^°5'aro^" il” (R.T. 3-287) 

“qi^ri wi ^ Wi w srfcrqr^m i 

JTftqr^r^f^ 11’’ 

4<S}I£ <035^€3g -fOe^itfo j^-^c3Scro's§os5 -s^SsSsl 

Xr»#o s5g<igd3o grou-srv^Sa S^SsS^©.” (R.T.3-188) 

“ffcT qTy%: i 

s?iefei®rF^T^f^: sifcfr: srfcr ir 

“m& si# -cs -ST-^oS^ 258^^ *cr>\f6tio 1-&S& 

rr-lfg S)^o3'o^:£_^S).i5^-er,o.’,{R.T.3-189) 

“snfs&sr ^ cfr^qtq) w i 

RflURl^ qM fspSPB ^sfijR^cTT ll” 

‘*w^S :&r,'lf.j5p cx£n>~lli%5 ^cxdoW1^ t5^^rTsj^§o 

357^«S© <3^0 s5.o £2-^sKr°>VcsSa<§"V* 

(R.T. 3-190) 

“aw frtj| 2fT^ ! 

$?nqfcF3 grqifft ^^^rri^li’’ 
Emperor Vikramarka spoke to Matrigupta as follows:— 

“w^cSSoo -£> eS ^'■5j^t3-®oK! S'tjtr* i&glsj^ lo •^fsr'g-? 

6eS 5fc5o5g1T§o.”(R.T. 3-207) 

^ ^n^fo! -%l% f% 

«T^r 11” 
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ters: 
After going to Kashmir, Matrigupta said to the minls- 

ssootro&i aoDw’’ <d &g 

5T«^oooll£e$ 555^x5 ^tftSxr'SS'ST’s.” 

cfsfa^ qq^sTgqf^ f^f^Tcrr I 
3?5=oq- H’’ 

sj© r^° -^sS^r’ ^jsS ^r°5Sb So? 

;So13 & SeScH’gxS IT3 SOgSr*tf Rgtfs.” 

“m^je ffcr ssim wm m f% ? 

dsR arfaftcffaRT: tl5 

ct 

“e$0s g'o^e5v_8'er0<y ^8 e5^g" s5&r»3cH>j8i 

sS^^s ^MXfcrolf^ea tS^fg ^Ls:^*(^aS58ll*, 

(R. T. 3-238) 

“cB: I 

SRfcl: gis^ §P* t%dm: 11'’ 

“e^ -^r°^d ^fajlbg' s5^!$!^8l 

tfojosSSg ss^j©^) ?<=^ -ESg&ilw C®* T- 3-239) 

“sm qi®g^3#qifetofef|g: I 

?i^g3^s«#3ZRr n” 

“©^XTr^o $3S5o 23er°£ ?S (jSa£^$ ^-S5©gl 

»(y^n>£e5g sSb^rT* ITV-^#^ sS^^’K^So.” (R.T.3-285) 

“ftnakf 5t Iter s 3*rera I 

JTgoft ^@vtS S^Wl" 

■gy'ifTr?') ^xnS0^8^KS'SF*aJ5$§ol 

ooo 3T3? 3r°^”^S) ^ll^r0 s5;3'&^,'3^^i&«,, R.T\3-286) 
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JTTRrPi JTif^r ^rrarfi f^r^re^RWf* 

“enSgsfeg K$3 ss»S^ag SSg®^ 

&>iy°s$ s&r' d^Nato^o ?3 ^x'&i&ro'p §^d &S§o.,? (R.T.3-287) 

“3^13*3333*1 ^>9* l^Rna^l 

flTggH B RBI7 ^mfcRI!” 

Substance of the above slokas:—• (When the 82nd Kashmir 
king Hiranya died issueless 14 A.D); “In Ujjain there reigned 
with alias ‘fiarsha’, the Emperor Vikramaditya as the 
over-lord having brought the whole of Bharata Varsha 

under one umbrella.” (R.T. 3-125). 

"In order to destroy the Mleehchas, (the tormentors of 
the country), Hari will incarnate on the Earth; as if to lighten 
the burden of Hari, Vikramaditya destroyed the sakas who 
were called mlechchas ” (sakas were excommunicated kshatriyas 
of Indian origin.) (Raj. 3-128) “Matrigupta, the far-famed 
in all the quarters as poet and he who was accessible to 
virtuous men came to Vikramaditya.” (3-129) Vikramaditya 
thought like this:— “The state of Kashmir was deprived of 
a ruler.” (3-186). “Though many great kings desire the 
sovereignty, they should be rejected and Kashmir should be 
bestowed upon this deserving person (Matrigupta,) (3-187) 
‘‘Having decided like this that night secretly, Emperor Vikra- 
raaditya sent messengers to the ministers of Kashmir.” (3-188) 
“He, who bears the name of Matrigupta and shows you 
my mandate, without doubt you should crown him king.’’ 
To this effect a royal command was sent to the ministers 
of Kashmir.” (3-189). “Having sent the message with the 
royal orders, the emperor spent the rest of the night.” 
(3-190). On the next morning, after sunrise Vikramaditya said 
to Matrigupta:— “Do you know the state of Kashmir? you go to 
Kashmir and give this inscription to the Chief ministers.” 
( 3-207 ). 
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Having gone to Kashmir, when Matrigupta gave the 
mandate to the Chief Ministers, “They received the order 
with due obeisance and the ministers opened it in a secret 
place. After reading it, the ministers with humility spoke 
to the bearer of the letter, Matrigupta like this:-(3-235) 

“When asked if the illustrious name Matrigupta was his, 

Matrigupta. with a smile replied in the affirmative.” (3-236) 

"Then the whole place was filled with rejoicings and it shone 

like an ocean dashes with waves.” (3-238) 

“Afterwards having seated Matrigupta on a golden 
throne facing eastwards, the Kashmir ministers celebrated 
his coronation as king of Kashmir.” (3-239). Thereupon, Matri¬ 
gupta reigned for five years with justice and made the 
subjects happy and prosperous. Lateron, “he invaded against 
Trigarta region and conquered it; cn his return he learnt 
the tidings of the Emperor Vikramaditya’s ascent to Heaven” 
(3-285). That day Matrigupta (the king of Kashmir) was 
overpowered with grief; spent the day in having hot 
sighs with neither bathing, nor food, nor sleep and sat 
with head bent down with sorrow.” (3-286) “On the next 
day, Matrigupta, having left Kashmir, set out on a journey.’* 
Then, Toramana’s son and heir to the Kashmir throne, 
Pravarasena II heard of the abdication of Matrigupta. He 
came to Matrigupta and requested him not to renounce the 
crown and promised that he would relinquish his claim and 
surrender it in favour of Matrigupta, In spite of the fer¬ 
vent appeals of Pravarasena II, Matrigupta went to Benares, 
became an ascetic and devoted the remainder of his life in 
spiritual contemplation and religious rites. 

(6} Nepala-Raja-Vamsavali. 

In tne year 3044 Kali or 57 B, C., Vikramaditya visited 

his vassal state Nepal and established his Era there 

(Vikrama Saka). This information is published in the Indian 

Antiquary Vol XIII, Pages 411 onwards. 
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7. Ptolemy’s Ancient India. 

“Ozene:— This is a transliteration of Ujjayini, the Sanskrit 
name of the old and famous city of Avanti, still called 
Ujjain. It was the capital of the celebrated Vikramadityaf 

who having expelled the Skythians and thereafter 
established his power over the greater part of India, restored 
the Hindu monarchy to its aneient splendour. It was one of 
the seven sacred cities of the Hindus, and the first Meridian 
of their astronomers. 

(Ptolemy’s Aneient India By Mr. Crindle page 154) 

<5>. Mahavamsa (a Buddhist Cronicle) 

We learn from the Mahavamsa (a Buddhist Chronicle) 

that about (B,C, 95) a certain Buddhist high priest took with 
him 40,000 deeiples from the Dakkhinagiri temple at Ujjain 
to Ceylon to assist there in laying the foundation stone of 
the great Dagaba at Anuradhapura. Half a century later 

than this is the date of the expulsion of the 

skythians by Vikramaditya, which forms the era 

in Indian Chronology called Samvat {57 B.C.). 
(Quoted By Mr. Crindle in Ptolemy’s Aneient India, 
P.P. 154, 155) 

9, Sir William Jones* Works, Vol. IV. 

Sir William Jones the pioneer in the historical field never 
doubted the historicity of Vikramaditya but frequently spoke 
of him as a historical person and a powerful emperor with 
several feudatories is thus a matter of great importance. 
(Vide Sir William Jones’ works Vol. IV. pp. 36 to 46 written 
in 1788 A.D. Ed. 1807.) 

Bjr the time of Jones (1778 A.D.) Vikramaditya was still 
green in the memory of the Indians and everywhere Jones 
heard accounts of that illustrious Emperor, The Panebangas 

(Almanacs) were mentioning his name and Era year after 
year. The necessity to deny the historicity of Vikramaditya to 
shield his wrong theory never struck him. This was an after 
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thought of the later western scholars of the second half 
of the 19th century, 

10. Memoir of Central India 

By 

Ch. Payne M.A. pp, 7, 8. 

"During the period that Dhunji’s family held Mahva we 
find no particular mention of them until about seven hundred 
and thirty years before Christ, when Dhunji’s successor is 
said to have shaken off his dependence on the sovereign 
of Delhi (i.e. Magadha Emperors), From this time we lose 
all trace of kingdom of Malwa until near our own era, 

when Vikramaditya, a prince whom all Hindu 

authors agree in describing as the encouragef of 

learning and the arts, obtained the Sovereignty 

11. Esoteric Buddhism. 

Mr. A.P. Sinnet in his Esoteric Buddhism (VIIJ Ed 1903 
I Ed. being in 1883- - p. 185) says that Vikramaditya lived 
in 80 B.C. 

The theory that Vikramaditya was a mythical person was 
not yet born then. It was only a later day invention. 

12. Tradition of the country. 
“Oral traditions handed down from age to age throughout 

the length and breadth of Bharat, stories about Vikramaditya 
and Salivahana afford equally valuable material for the histori¬ 
city of Vikramaditya and Salivahana.” 

AstroHo /iIca! Evidence. 
13. Our National Almanacs. 

A.D. 1951, English Calender year will be 2007 Vikrama 
Saka and Kali Saka 5051 - 5052. If from 5051 Kali Saka, 
the Vikrama Saka 2007 is subtracted (5051 — 2007=) 3044 
Kali Saka or 57 B C. will be the starting point of Vikrama 
Saka. In the Indian Almanacs, from the past to the present, 
year after year is added and the calculation is made. 



14. Siddhanta Siromam. 

In "Siddhanta Siromani’-' written by himself, Bhaskara- 
charya, while discussing the calculation of time prevalent 
daring his period, spoke about Vikrama and Kali Sakas, as 
given below:— 

(S.S. Kalamanadhyaya 28 Sloka). 

“^fgjoTrai (\ i K39'i) 

This means that 3179 years in Kaliyuga will be the end 
of Vikrama Saka, The beginning of Vikrama Saka will be 
Kali S044 year or 57 B.C., and the end of Vikrama Era 
will be the beginning of Salivahana Saka When a new Era 
begins- the previous Era is considered to come to a close* 
So 3179 Kali will be 78 A,D„, and this is the beginning of 
Salivahana Saka. If we deduct from Kali 3179 the Vikrama 
Saka 3144, we get a period of 135 years. Therefore, this 
calculation, beyond doubt, confirms the truth of the existence 
of Vikramaditya in 57 B,C., and the starting of his Era, 
together with the living of Salivahana in 78 A.D. and the 
establishing of his Saka. Salivahana was the great Grand son 
of Vikramarka. So it is evident that Vikramaditya was born 
in Kali 3001 year or 101 B.C., his coronation took place in 
Kali 3020 year or 82 B.G., and the Vikrama Saka was founded 
in 3044 Kali or 57 B.C., having got dedications of works in 
Kali 3068 (33B.C.) and in Kali 3114 (1SA.D) from Kalidasa and 
others, he made Matrigupta, king of Kashmir in Kali 3115 year 
or 14 A.D., Vikramaditya went to heaven in Kali 3120 year or 
19 A.D. 

Summary of the above discussioa. 
(1). The Bhavishya Purana narrates in detail the history 

of India from 392 B.C., (2710 Kali era), the beginning of the 
Panwar Dynasty, in which Vikramaditya was born to 1193 A.D., 
when Mahamud Ghori invaded India. The Paramara Dynasty 
is the most important of the four Agnivamsas; 1. Pramara 
or Paramara or Panwar dynasty. 2, Chapahanior Chayahani 
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or Tomara dynasty. 3. Sukla (or Bhindaka) or Chalukya 
dynasty, of which the eastern and western Chaiukyas are 
branches, 4. Parihara or Pratihara dynasty. 

The Bhavishya Parana gives in detail the date of birth 
and coronation, as also the date of death, the period of reign 
in the Kali era of Vikramarka. 

(2) . The Jyotirvidabharana, gives a list of the poets and 
Pandits in Vikramarka’s court, and also of the countries 
concerned. It diseribes the valour and splender of Vikrama 
and his armies, and gives some more account of Vikrama. 
According to this book Vikrama established the era in 3044 
Kali (57 B.C.) and the Jyotirvidabharana was written in 3068 
Kali (33B.CJ. 

(3) . It is evident that Vikrama ruled for more than 70 years, 
because the Author of Jyotishaphala Ratnamala says that 
Vikrama supported him and his relatives for seventy years. 

(4) . Kalidasa in his Jyotirvidabharana mentions Hari 
(Hariswamy) as his contemporary. Hariswamy in his Bhashya 
on Satapatha Brahmana says that he was in charge of Dana 
and Dharma in the court of Vikrama. 

(5) . The Nepala Raja Vamsavali says that Vikrama visited 
Nepal and established there Vikrama-saka during the reign 
of Amsuvarma. (Indian Anti, Vol VI, P. 411, ff). 

(6) . The following particulars are known from Kalhana’s 
Rajatarangini: —- 

The king of Ujjain was the supreme Emperor of Bharat; 
there was an anarchy in Kashmir in 14 A D., and the ministers 
there requested the Emperor to provide them with a proper 
king; the Emperor sent Mathru-gupta who ruled for five 
years; on hearing that Vikrama died in 19 A.D, Mathru- 
gupta abdicated the throne. 

(7) . Ptolemy writes that Vikrama the founder of an Era 
(57 B.C.) lived in the beginning of the 1st century A.D. 

(8) . In the Mahavamsa, (a Buddhist chronicle) it is stated 
that, Vikrama lived in 3044 Kali (57 B.C,). 
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(9). Sri william Jones and C.H. Payne clearly said that 
Vikrama was a great Emperor with several vassal kings 
under him. 

(I'.'). Traditional stories about Vikrama, the unbroken 
bringing over of the years of Vikrama era in the panchangas 
year after year, books like Siddhantha Siromani, all these are 

clear about the Vikrama Era, the birth and death of Vikrama 
and several other particulars about Vikrama. While 
such mass of evidence is there to show that Vikrama lived 
just before and after the Christian era, it is nothing short 
of out-rage on our sense of history, on the part of any¬ 
body to deny the historicity of Vikrama. 

In the previous pages, we have given many reasons to 
prove the existence of Vikramadityu; but the western writers 
were eloquent that a king of that name was not at all born 
for which they have no proofs with them. Now, we have, 
beyond doubt, with unquestionable arguments, and with 
authoritative documentary evidence established the existence 
of the illustrious Sovereigns, Vjkramaditya and Salivahana, 
during the first century before and after Christ respectively. 
Other standard works like Rajatarangini, Nepala Raja Vamsa- 
vali, Jyotirvidabharana etc., confirm the tiuth of the infor¬ 
mation supplied by Bhavishya Purana. The western historians 
deliberately distorted dates; invented imaginary incidents and 
identified irreconcilable individuals and adduced absurd 
arguments to support their preconceived theories. All these 
were done to diminish the pre'tige of our sacred Puranas 
and the hoary history of ancient times. In the works of 
Carlyle, “History proper is ranked among the highest arts 
and in this domain there are artists and artisans.’ The same 
author says that “History is philosophy, teaching by Experience’, 
and “History is the essence of innumerable Biographies; and 
that “History is a real Prophetic Manuscript and can be 
fully interpreted by no man.” But the alien Chroniclers and 
the foreign research scholars, who deemed themselves erudite 
and enlightened, dare not' discard their presumptions and 
pretentions; they cast away as worthless, the sane advice of 
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‘Carlyle’ the immortal historian of the French Revolution, 
and considered themselves to he endowed with all knowledge 
and All-Wisdom. Satured in this spirit of superiority and 
vein of vanity, the western writers played the part of artisans 
and did their utmost, to produce a modern history of India. 
The future historians of the Sovereign Republic of Bharat 
should bear these facts in mind, heed- the sage councel of 
‘Carlyle’ to be artists and attempt to write a real and correct 
history based on the authority of our ancient authors and 
authentic Puranas which are real prophetic manuscripts. We 
emphasize that this is their sacred duty and they should 
gird up their loins to discharge it. Then only they will pay 
their debt as sons to their Mother-land and will earn the 
gratitude of the future generation. 

Mihirakula. 
Mihirakula was the 64 th ruler in the list- of Kashmir 

kings. This is a Kshatriya prince a descendant of the dynasty 
of the Gonanda III. His father was ‘Vasukula’ (63rd ruler) 
and his son was ‘Baka’ the 65 th ruler of Kashmir.^ Raja- 
tarangini says that he reigned for seventy years from 704 
to 631 B.C. This was a despot and tyrant and was compared 
to Yama; 1 ‘ ^c5^o © s 

He conquered Ceylon and killed its king. On the 

way, he conquers 1 the rulers of Chola, Karnata and Lata coun¬ 
tries and sent them to heaven, Further he took many kings as 
captives. On his return, after killing the king of Ceylon, one of 
his elephants made a loud thundering noise. Unable to bear the 
noise, he had one hundred of his elephants put to death. Feeling 
it disgusting to narrate the sins committed by this monarch, 
Kalhana emitted to mention his cruel deeds, on the plea that 
it would be a transgression against morality and divine law, 
on his part. One day, while on his way to the river Chandra- 
kulya to bathe, Mihirakula saw a huge massive stone. He 
learnt that a Yaksha Bachelor monster resided in it and that 
it could be remove 1 only by a chaste and Saint-like woman. 
To test the truth of this statement, the king bade every 
woman and wife in the vicinity to lift the stone. All failed 
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in the attempt but a poor potter woman by name “Chandravati” 
was successful and made th£ stone move from the original 
site. On this account, the tyrant-king, had all the ladies 
massacred, together with their husbands, brothers, and 
daughters, and sons, on the charge of being unchaste and 
the number of this indiscriminate slaughter of women with 
relatives amounted to three thousands. In all, during the reign 
of this monster-monarch, Kalhana relates, about three crores 
of innocent persons were assassinated. 

3&-3-°o «Ss$o 
jCk _> _B a- 

i^85rfi7w>Se$:6>$)8 (R* T. 1-309 ^ 

“ 3PRTT ^ 

(U3K) 

“ ateinflra ii?,] grit f%r: " 
“This king Mihirakula who won the notority of Bhuloka 

Bhairava reigned for seventy years. When he came a prey 
to an incurable mortal disease, unable to bear th * suffering, 
he consumed his body in flames, that is, while still alive he 
sacrificed himself to Fire-God. The miscreant monarch who 
murdered three crores of men showed no mercy even to his 
own beloved person and consigned his corporeal frame to the 
fury and ferocity of the blazing tongues of Fire '7 Thus 
describes Rajatcirangini. 

This individual was the ancient ancestor, or six genera¬ 
tions anterior great-great-grand-father to the Kashmir king 
Gopaditya, who in 866 B.C, had a shrine erected to Sankara- 
eharya, on Takti Sulaiman or Sankaracharya hill, and he was 
19 generations anterior ‘Great-Great-Grand father’ of Thora. 
mana. We have read in the histories of the westerners that 
he was. the f son of Thoramana, who lived in 16 B.C., not 
as a king but as the brother of the 82nd king ‘‘Hiranya,’ 
a foreign king and a Huna-who lived in 6th century A.D. 
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In fact, he was neither Huna nor the son of Thoramana— 
who Jived in J6 B. C. as this name Mihirakula seems a 
modern one, there arises a doubt, if the Kashmir ruler 
Mihirakula of 704-634 B*C., an I the monarch Mihirakula of 
A.D., mentioned by the westerners, might be identical or 
altogether separate sovereign*. Or, as the westerners made 
the mistake of thinking Maurya Chandragupta to have lived 
at the time of Alexander’s invasion, did this error lead to 
the blunder of bringing Mihirakula of 7th or 8th eentury B.C.» 
to 6th centnry A.L>,, and thereby diminish a period of twelve 
centuries of Kashmir history. The burden of clearing these 
doubts, rests upon the shoulders of the most eminent of 
modern historians. As we have already discussed in detail 
about Mihirakula in the foregone pages of part I of this book, 
here we give only a brief account. The western historians 
might have considered that it would go unchallenged, if they 
dubbed Mihirakula as Huna king. But the name, “Mihira” 
was well-known and in great vogue in Kashmir. Among the 
historians prior to Kalhana, there was a famous scholar by 
name, ‘'Padma Mihira” (R. T 1-18). The authoritative 
work, quoted by Kalhana in 1-55 verse, called “Brihatsa- 
mhita” was written by “Varaha Mihira,** a Brahmin 

scholar of Kashmir- The name “Mihira” was very popular 
and in great use, in Kashmir. 

6 Thoramana. 
The westerners wrote that Thoramana was a Huna and 

father of Mihirakula. But Rajatarangini gives the following 
information. As given in this book’s list of the kings, as 
related in the third Taranga, ‘Meghavahana’ was the 80 th 
king in the pure Kshatriya Gonanda Dynasty, the 81st ruler 
was Pravarasena or Sreshtasena or Tunjeena. Hiranya and 
Thoramana were the two sons of Pravara sena 1. The first 
Hiranya was the king and the second Thoramana was the 
Yuvaraja, When ‘Thoramana’ had the image of “Bala’' 
removed from the coins and substituted his figure on them 
and put them in circulation, the king Hiranya came to kno w 
of this and put his brother ‘Thoramana’ in priBon where^ he 
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died. These coins having the figure cf ‘Thoramana’ were 
useful to the foreign historians to advertise that he was 
the king but, in fact, Thoramana did not reign at all as 
monarch. The wife of ‘Thormana’ was called "Anjana 
Devi”, the daughter of Vrajendra of Ikshvaku dynasty. 
As she was pregnant by the time of Thoramana’s imprison¬ 
ment, she was Kept in concealment in the house of a potter 
She gave birth to a son and he was named after his grand¬ 

father and was known as Pravara Sena II. ‘Thoramana’ died 
in the prison and afterwards Hiranya died leaving no heir to 
the throne. As the state fell into anarchy, the ‘ministers 
requested Emperor Vikramaditya of Ujjain to send them 
a king to rule _ over Kashmir. Then he sent his state-poe^ 
‘Matrigupta’ as king who reigned for five years. On hearing 
the demise of Vikramaditya, in great grief Matrigupta abdi¬ 
cated the throne. Afterwards, Thoramana’s son, Pravara- 

sena II became the king of Kashmir. All this was 

vividly described in Rajatarangini and so, it is evident that 
Thoramana was a pure Kshatriya prince of the blood Royal 
race This prince lived between 16 B.C. and 14 A.D., but 
was no-where mentioned to have ruled. But the westerners 
styled htm a Huna and mads him father of Mihirakula. Now 
arises a suspicion, that Huna Mihirakula and Thoramana might 
have been altogether separate individuals; and if so, they 
have to produce evidence that they ruled in western India. 
The future historians have to take note of this fact. Mihira¬ 

kula was the 64th ruler in the list of the kings of Kashmir. 
He was the descendant of the dynasty of Gonanda III of 
1182 B.C„ who was the 53rd king in the list. As Mihirakula 
was of the i2th generation to Gonanda III, Mihirakula reigned 
from 704 B.C . to 634 B.C. In this family the 81st ruler was 
Pravara Sena I, whose sons were Hiranya and Thoramana. 
Thf ir date was from 16 B.C. to X4a.D, So there was an 
interval of feeven centuries between Mihirakula and Thora* 
mana. While the facts are so patent, the alien historians 
proclaim that the two monarchs were son and father, belong¬ 
ing to a foreign stock of the Huna race. We are asked t® 
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justify their misrepresentations and reconcile their absurd 
conclusions. In this manner, the western scholars transposed 
royal dynasties, --distorted the Indian History and directed 
It in a wrong track. Thus they wrought all possible harm 
they could do. So we trust that even now, our historians 
open their eyes and attempt to write an accurate Bharat 
history, after a study of native sources, 

Salivahana and Ms Saka. 

After the demise of Vikramaditya, his son ‘‘Devabhakta’’ 
ten years later was killed in a battle with the Sakas. As 
his son was an insignificant ruler, the country became a 
prey to Saka invasions and the people, together with men 
and women, young and old were victims to loot and plunder; 
the women were abducted by the Sakas, The Purana described 
the state of the country as follows:— 

zSWvq §' sT§- ,f\ 3 H ©a 
cO cvX -0 

(R T. 3-3-2-17,18) 

pv3T qT4t^I%R^ 3 Ffi 

During this interval, the great grandson of Vikramaditya, by 
name Salivahana was ero wed king in Ujjain to the paternal 
throne. As soon as he became sovereign, he saw the ravages 
of the country by the cruel Sakas and the anarchical condition 
of the state. So he invaded against them and conquered 
the Sakas, the Chinese and the Tartars. 

“spIro srir S^iSDar'f- 4x>bar*g- 

ll&T* o f*yr /V-N^s5-'P So ickn.-TW’Q 55-^bcStfe^li” 
«k c 

(Bhav. 3-3-2-29,) 
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“ 1^1^ =^31^ i 

hi ajftaT ^ ^I%qR^T^f]’ 

Salivahana won victories over the Bahlikas, Romajas, 
■ and the people of Kamarupa and Khorasan countries. He seized 
again the plundered amounts from them, punished and expelled 
the miscreants from the country in 78 A.D. In the same 
year he established his Era and this was called Salivahana 
Saka. The details of the beginningof this era were discussed 
with reasons in connection with Vikramaditya Saka, When 
Salivahana returned after his triumphant Victories:— 

TT-ar* S5b-&§'Ss§"’ 

tr»ago k5 

?j3q fRl B *Bhav- 3-3-2-33) 

After conquering all the quarters of the country, Sali¬ 
vahana as Emperor performed the Horse-Sacrifice. He reigned 

for sixty years and then ascended to Heaven. 

The Date of Sunga Vamsa. 

Rajatarangini (The History of the kings of Kashmir)gives 

proof of the date of the Sunga Vamsa. From the Statement* 

“qsS- dcb-oas xtH-sks” gcqfF^ znRZflR:” in Maha- 

bhashya, it is clear that the author ‘Patanjali’ was the contempo¬ 
rary of Pushpamitra Sunga the first king of the Sunga dynasty. 
Since the. scholars Chandracharya and others spread the study 
of the Maha Bhashya of Patanjali in Kashmir, during the 
reign of the 52nd king, “Abhimanyu” between 1234-1182 

B.C., we have to conclude that Patanjali took part in the 
Horse-sacrifice performed by Pushyamitra who ruled from 
1218 to 1158 B.C., and was his contemporary. 
This proves that Sunga Vamsa reigned during 

13th century before Christ. With this as the starting-point, 
if Wje go backwards, we can fix the time of Kaliyuga Raja 
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Vamsas. The first emperor in the Sunga Dynasty was 
"Pushpa Mitra Sunga,” who ruled in Magadha in 1218 B,C. 
He was a contemporary of the 52nd Kashmir king Abhimanyu, 
who reigned from 1234 to 1182 B.C, while Pushpa Mitra 
Sunga ruled from 1218-1158 B.C. So, from 1218-1182 both 
the kings were contemporaries. Maurya Dynasty reigned in 
Magadha before Sunga Dynasty and so 1218 B.C., should 
be the date of the end of Maurya Vamsa and the beginning of 
Sunga Vamsa. Therefore, the initial date of Maurya Dynasty 
should recede to a still earlier period. Let us examine it. 

The Date of Maurya Asoka. 

This Asoka was the grandson of Chandra Gupta Maurya 
the first king of the Maurya Dynasty. The western historians 
accepted that Maurya Asoka was the contemporary of the 48th 
king of Kashmir called Asoka. Gonanda III was the 53rd 
king, while Asoka was the 48th ruler in the list of the 
Kashmir kings. Kalhana wrote in his Rajatarangini that 
Gonanda HI was 2330 years anterior to his date 1148 A.D. 
if we go backwards it will come to 2330-1148=1182 B.C. 
Concerning this, Dalai in his history of India, quoted the authority 
of Prof. Mr. Troyer, the commentator of Rajatarangini 

to this effect:- “Gonanda, the third, who according to the 
computation of Mr. Troyer, the sagacious and learned Trans¬ 
lator and commentator of the history of Kashmir, is said to 
be placed in the year 1182 B.C.” (vide Dalai’s History of 
India, p. 195) 

So 1182 B.G., was the date of Gonanda III. as agreed by 
Mr. Troyer. the commentator of Kashmir history, Dalai 
and some other western historians. 

53 king Gonanda III. Beginning of Reign, 1182 B.C. 
52 Abhimanyu’s rule 52 years 
51 Kanishka, Reigning period 60 years 
50 Damodara II. Rule 50 years, 
49 Jalauka. Rule 56 years. 
48 Asoka. Rule 48 years. 

1182-1234 B.C, 
1234-1294 , , 
1294-1344 , , 
1344-1400 , , 
1400-1448 9 9 
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Remembering that 3X38 B.C., is the date of Maha Bharata 
Battle and 3302 B.C., is the beginning of Kali saka, if we 
compute in order the reigning periods of the royal dynas¬ 
ties of Magadha the dates of Maurya Asoka will be 
1472-1436 B.G. Then Maurya Asoka will be a contemporary to 
Asoka the king of Kashmir from 1448 to 1436 B. C. From 
the evidence of this Rajatarangini the foreigners’ theory 

of the existence of Maurya Asoka in 3rd century B.C., 
wholly exploded and his date is conclusively proved by us to 
be 16th century B.C. Thus it is beyond doubt that the wes¬ 
tern writers, with a set purpose, distorted our Ancient 
Indian History, (Vide, the same author’s books. Kali Saka 

Vijnanam Part II and the Age of Asoka or Asokani 

Kalamu•) 

On the wrong assumption that Maurya Asoka conquered 
and ruled Kashmir and founded the city of Srinagar, the 
Western scholars fixed his date between 272-230 B.C., and 
tried their best to obliterate the history of twelve centuries 
from the annals of Kashmir. Some of our Indian historians 
also committed the same chronological blunder as they did not 
consult Rajatarangini and considered the writings of Dr. ‘Stein’ 
and other westerners as standard. Some believed that Kashmir 
Asoka was no other than Maurya Asoka. Others, while accept, 
ing the two as separate monarchs, made the two as contempora¬ 
ries, neglected Kashmir Asoka mentioned in Rajatarangini, 
and committed the error of fixing the date of Maurya Asoka 
as third century B.C., and brought Kashmir Asoka also to 
third century B.C., but this line of reasoning is illogical and 
irrational. In the list of the Kashmir kings of the Gonanda 
Dynasty, if we trace one hundred years backwards from 
3138 B.C.,—the date of Bharata Battle—-that is, from 3238 B.C. 
there reigned 62 kings. Of these the 45th ruler was “Suvarna”, 
his son ‘Janaka’ was 48th king, and his son ‘Sachinara’ was 
the 47th king. As this ruler had no sons, his great grand¬ 
father’s brother, ‘Sakuni’s great-grand son, ‘Asoka’ reigned 
as the 48 monarch and this was the king of Kashmir. AH 
this history is vividly described in Rajatarangini. The initial 
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date of the 53 Kashmir king, Gonanda III was 1182 B.C. 
If we go back from Gonanda III, the 48th king was Asoka. 
Between the two there reigned kings for five generations. 
The total period of their rule was 266 years, that is 
B.C, 1182 + 266= from 1448 to 1400 B. C., will be the term 
of Kashmir Asoka’s reign. As Maurya Asoka of 1472-1436 B.C. 
was the contemporary of Kashmir Asoka, he should have 
lived in loth century B.C., but not in third century B.C. 
This gross mistake was the out-come of the blunder committed 
by the alien chroniclers in identifying the 17th, 16th and 15th 
century B. C„ rulers namely Maha Padma Nanda, Chandragupta 
Maurya and Bindusara who reigned over Magadha Empire, with 
girivrajaas capital with the Andhra and Gupta Dynasty monarchs, 
called Chandra Sri, (the last Magadha Emperor of the Andhra 
Dynasty) Chandra-gupta and Samudra-Gupta, who ruled with 
Pataliputra as capital, at the time of the invasions of Alexander 
and Seleucus. Unless this chronological error is rectified we 
cannot have correct Indian History* 

' Even if we accept, the Kashmir Asoka and Maurya 
Asoka to be identical, according to Rajatarangini, his date 
will recede to 15 th century B.C. According to Puranas, if 
we compute from 3138 B.C. the date of Bharata fight, the 
dates of IGonanda Dynasty Asoka and Maurya Asoka will 
be 15 century B.C., as related in Rajatarangini and the two 
will be contemporaries and separate sovereigns belonging to 
different dynasties. Both kings became converts to Buddhism. 
Kashmir Asoka had stupas erected and Maurya Asoka had 
inscriptions engravedl Kashmir Asoka descended from Gonanda 
dynasty, a pure Kshatriya family. On the other hand, all 
the Puranas proclaim with one voice that Maurya Asoka 
was the scion of a Sudra family. Maurya Asoka’s father 
was “Bindusara”, grand father was “Chandra Gupta Maurya;” 
his. son was ‘Suparsva or Suyasa’ and ‘Dasaratha* was his 
grandson. All through his life Maurya Asoka reigned as 
emperor. But we know nothing about the father and grand¬ 
father of Kashmir Asoka; his great-grand-father was ‘Sakuni.» 
His predecessor was the grandson of his elder grand-father. 
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His son was ‘Jaiauka’ and grandson. ‘Domodara II.* Kashmir 
Asoka, being defeated by the Mlechehas, retired into forest 
and spent his life in penance and contemplation. His son 
‘Jaiauka’ vanquished the Mlechehas and regained his kingdom. 
So there is no reason at all to say that the two Asokas 
are, one and the same. Rajatarangini describes Kashmir Asoka 
as follows:— 

“The great-grand-son of Sakuni and the son of that 
king’s (Sachinara’s) grand-uncle named Asoka, who was 
true to his engagements then supported the earth.” (R.T. 
1-101 verse). 

“That king, who had extinguished sin and had accepted 
the teaching of -Buddha, covered Sushkaletra Vitastatra with 
numerous stupas.” (1-102 verse). 

“In the Dharmaranya Vihara in Vitastatra town the 
Chaitya built by him was so high that the eye could not 
see the extent of its height”. (R.T. 1-103 verse). 

“Possessing 96 lakhs of dwelling houses resplendent with 
prosperity that illustrious king founded the magnificient 
city of Srinagari,” (R.T- 1-104 verse) 

“After removing the dilapidated enclosure of stucco of 
the sacred shrine f>f Vijayesa, the sinless one had a rampart 
of stone constructed.” (R. T, 1-105). 

“Within the enclosure and near Vijayesa, he who had 
extinguished sorrow, had two temples built kndwn as Asokes- 
wara. ’ (R. 1.106 verse). 

“when the country had been overrun by mlechehas for their 
extermination that meritorious king obtained from ‘Bhutesa’ 
who had been propitiated by his penance, a son.” (R.T. 1-107 
verse) 

“Then became king, that son Jaiauka, leader of men 
and of the gods, who with the nector of his glory rendered 
gleaming white the cosmic world.” (R.T. 1-108 verse) 

(From R.S. Pundit’s Translation of Rajatarangini.) 
The story of this Jaiauka continued till 1-152 verse. This 
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king’s son or one from another family by name Damodara II 
came to the throne as his successor. 

The Date of Maurya Chandragupta. 

Calculated on the Basis of Rajatarangini 
and other Puranas Maurya Asoka’s date— 1436*1472 B.C- 
Computing backwards Maurya Asoka’s 
father Bindusara ruled for 28 years -1472-1500 B.C. 
Bindusara’s father and founder of Maurya 
Dynasty, “Maurya Chandragupta” ruled 
for 34 years. 150G-15c4 B.C. 

So it is clear, that the beginning of the rule of Maurya 
Chandragupta was 1534 B.C. 

The Date of Mahabharata War. 

Counting backwards from Chandra Gupta Maurya’s date- 
1534 B.C., towards the Bharata fight, Chandragupta Maurya’s 
father Mahapadmananda and his first wife’s sons, together 
the Nanda race ruled for 100 years. This comes to from 
B.C. 1534 to 1634 B.C. The ten kings of Sisunaga dynasty 
ruled for 360 years; the five kings of Pradyota family reigned 
for 138 years; lastly the twenty two monarehs called the 
Barhadrathas ruled till the Bharata Battle date, for a period 
of 1006 years. These three dynasties had reigned for an 
aggregate period of 1504 years, that is from 1634-3138 B.C, 

(1634+1504 = 3138 B.C.) 

From this, it is evident, that 3138 B.C. was the date 
of the Bharata War, The victor in the Bharata Battle, 
Yudhistira ruled for 36 years and on hearing the demise of 
Sri Krishna and the dawn of Kali in 3102 B.C., K udhistira 

abdicated In 3101 R.C., and ascended to heaven in 3076 B.C., 
on the 1st of the month of Chaitra (March or April). From 
that time begins the Yudhistira Kala or the Saptarshi Era 
or Loukikabda. 

In pages 29-36 of this book, we have discussed about 
the “Age of Yudhistira Kala” (or Saptarshi Saka or Lcuki- 
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kabda) and the Age of the “Saka Kala” which was given in 
13-3 of Varahamihira’s Brihat-Samhita. In addition to that, 
the reader’s attention is invited to the following further parti¬ 
culars on the subject. 

;5bo3 33o8 13 

si Sr'5 soo^SodSx^ $\i ro ~rzi%\.” (Brihad S. 13-3) 
<b ■« -* o su- ^ 

£1 gw =awfcr i 

um\'’ 

The sloka means: “when the Saptarshis were in the star 

Magba, Yudhistira was the reigning Monarch, The Swarga’ 
rohana time cf Yudhistira coupled with 2526 years become 
Sakakala.” 

The Swargarohana time (or the Demise) of Yudhistira 

is 3076 B.C., or Kali 26th year. Coupled with 2526 years 
this becomes (i. e, 3076 B.C.- 2526 or Kali 26+2520) = 550 B.C., 
or Kali ?552nd year. So. The Saka kala of Varahamihira is 
550 B.C,” or 2552 Kali i.e. 550 B.C. (Beginning of Kali 
3102 B.C.-2552=550 B.C.) 

The first line of the verse means “when the Saptarshis 
were in the star Magha, Yudhistira was the reigning Monarch.” 
(The Kaliyuga Raja Vrittanta Bhaga III, Ch,3) declares the 
Saptarshi Mandala (the constellation of the Great Bear) entered 

the star Magha 75 years before the commencement of the 
Kali Era (3102 B.C.+75=3177 B.C.) and that in Kali 26 
(3076 B.C.), on the 1st day of the month of Chaitra, it 

leaves Magha behind and passes on the next star and in 
Kali 26 or 3076 B.C., Yudhistira attained Svarga, and the 
Yudhistira Kala or Loukikabda commenced in 3177-3076 B.C* 

Dr. Buhler states in explanation of the same that 

the Great Bear left Magha in Kali 26 or 3076 B.C., 

and establishes that the Kali Era commenced in 

(3076+26) =3102 B.C. It is clear from the first line 

of the verse quoted that Yudhistira was the 
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reigning monarch at the period of Dwapara into 

Kali. So, says Vriddha Garga ‘‘£3 

g So the 

Magha star century corresponds to the period 3177-76 
to3077-76. During that Century in 36 before Kali or 3138 

B. C„, the Mahabharata War took place, the victor in it Yudhistira 
was crowned in the ss.me year, and 36 years subsequently i,e. 

in 3102 B.C., Feb. 20th 2-2T-ZQ-* when the seven Planets 
were in conjunction in Mesha, and at the transition time of 
Dwapara into Kali, the Kali era is proved to have commenced. 
In Kali 26 or 3076 B.C., Yudhishtira attained Swarga. The 

Saptarshis left Magha and entered the next star and from 
that time Kali 26 or 3076 B.C., commenced the Saptarshi 
Era or Yudhistira Kala or Loukikabda and became current. 
As it has been current in Kashmir, in particular even to 
this day it is called "Kashmirabda.” The Verses of Kaliyuga- 
raja Vrittanta are given by me in page 34 as Nos. 20,21,22,23,24 

The statements of Dr. Buhler in this regard have been 
cited by me in pages 46, 47 of this book (and vide Dr, Euhler’s 
preliminary report on the result of the search for Sanskrit 
Manuscripts in Kashmir. Ind Ant. Vol. V, 27th page ff. 
Ed. 1876 and also page 164 to 268 Ind. Ant. Vol VI). 

The second half of the sloka may be understood in the 

fpllowing words:— 

7Tr33? (tre;8) 

(SSdyS) d5j»e$8 (&g“) #§''3"°e>8 

“ zm* m: (*RraO §cr: 

This is substantially the same as Utpala’s interpretation. 
In the first part of the s"oka the author fixes the Yudhi¬ 
shtira Kala in the er.d of Magha century Kali 26 or 3076 B.C., 
and in the second half he defines his Saka Kala which is 
at a distance of 2626 years from Yudhistira Kala, 
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Yudhistira Kali Kali 26+2526 = 2552 Kali (550 B.C.J is 
the Saka Kala or 3076 B.C.—2526 = 550 B.C, 

Both these Sakas (or Eras) are determined by Varaha- 
mihira himself here. 

This is a nice formula which holds good at all times 
Now (in 1954 A.D.) we are in 2504 Cyrus era (1954+550 = 
2504) Add 2526 to this and we get 5030, which is the number 
of years since the commencement of Yudhistira Kala (or 
Laukikabda or Saptarshi era.) Going back by 5030 from 
1954 A.D., we get 3076 B.C., the Yudhistira Kala. 

We can apply this formula to 427 of Saka Era in Pancha 
Siddhantika of Varahamihira and we get 550 B,C.—427=123 B.C. 
Yudhistira kala 2526+427 ,Saka-Kala=2953 years from Yudhi¬ 
stira-Kala. Yudhistira-Kala 3076 B.C.— 953 = 123 B.C. is the 
time of Varahamihira’s Panchasiddhantika. 

Going back from 123 B.C., by 2953 years we arrive 
at 3076 B.C., the Yudhistira Kala. There can be no objection 
to place, in 123 B.C., Varahamihira who flourished in the 
court of Vikramaditya of the Panwar Dynasty, who was 
crowned in 82 B.C. 

Varahamiaira was in the court of emperor Vikramaditya 
of Ujjain and might have therefore lermed himself an Avantika. 
But the family name f‘Mihira’' is widely prevalent in Kashmir. 
Mihirakula, the king of Kashmir, Padma Mihira (who wrote 

■ a history of Kashmir previous to the Rajatarangini of Kalhana) 
and Varahamihira the astronomer were Kashmiris, very likely* 
It is not unlikely that Varahamihira of Brihatsamhita used 
in 'is bookj the Cyrus Era which was cuirent in his home 
pro ince till his time The fact that we do not find the 
era or its founder in our Puranas, as some historians think, 
need not invalidate the assumption. There is no mention 
what ever of the invasion of Alexander in any of our Puranas- 
But we have not hesitated to take Alexander’s invasion as 
a landmark in Indian History. 

I wonder why the modern historians who are seekers 
after truth does not come forward to accept my interpre- 
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tation which reconciles a number of otherwise irreconcilable 
points and which is quite plain and does not deviate a whit 
from the text of the sloka. 

According to those that take Saka Kala to mean Sali- 
vahana Saka or 78 A.D., the formula would be Salivahana 
era 4*2526= Yudhistira-Kala. Salivahana Saka 427 = 505 A.D. 
(4274-78 A.D.) 

Salivahana Saka-Kala 4274-2526 = 2953. 
Going back by 2953 from 505 A.D., we get 2448 B.C.» 

which is not the time of Yudhistira (3076 B.C.) and is quite 
contrary to the time determined according to the first half of the 
sloka 13-3 of Br. Samhita. So it is clear the Saka year, 
427. mentioned in the Pancha Siddhantika of Varahamihira 
is not the Salivahana Saka year. This is a matter of calcu¬ 
lation and facts and figures and there Is no scope for 
opinion or conjecture in it. The distance between Yudhistira- 
Kala of 3076 B.C., and Salivahana Saka of 78 A.D., is 
3154 years (3076 B.C. 4-78 A.D.); 3154 is not mentioned in 
the sloka as the difference between Yudhistira-Kala and 
Sakakala but 2526 is mentioned. So the Yudhistira*Kala 
Kali 26 or o076 B,C„ increased by 2526 becomes 2552 Kali 
or 550 B.C., the beginning of Varaha’s Saka-Kala mentioned 
in the second half of the sloka 13-3 of Br. Samhita. Let us 
calculate as the modern historians suggest ‘"The Saka Kala 
increased by 2526 years represents the time (3076 B.C.) of 
that king.*’ Going back from 78 A.D., by 2526 we get 
(2528 —78 A.D.)=2448 B.C. 2448 B.C., does not represent 
Yudhistira-kala. Saka kala 550 B.C,4-2526=3076B.C., represents 

the time of Yudhistira-Kala, Therefore the Saka Ksla of 
Varaha is the Saka Kala beginning with 550 B.C., and not of 
78 A.D. 

Now let us see how 2552 Kali (Kali 264-2526) or 550 B.C. 
can be called Saka-Kala. It should be remembered that the 
Persians were Sakas of Indian origin, their full name being 
Parasakas in Sanskrit books'as distinct from the other Sakas 
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who were simply called Sakas, The Parasikas is a corruption 
or a derivative of Parasakas. 

While there is this abundant proof of the Saka-Bhupa- 
kala (era) of 2552 Kali or 550 B.C., why should the modern his¬ 
torians hesitate to accept it. 

So the date of Bharata war comes to 3138 B.C., 

or36 years before the beginning of Kaliyuga{3102B.C.) 

As there are various astronomical evidences for the entrance 
of Kaliyuga, none can deny or disregard it. Even Kalhana, 
in the Rajatarangini gave 3102 B.C., to be the initial of Kali 
Saka. Even M. A. Troyer and Dr. Buhler have accepted it. 
Further “Stein”, who ventured to diminish the periods and 
distorted the chronology of Rajatarangini as he pleased to 
suit his own purposes, was good enough to admit 3102 B.C., 
as the start of Kali Saka. The author of the lineage of 
Nepal rulers or “Nepala Raja Vamsavali,” wrote his 

book taking 3102 B. C., as the beginning of Kali Saka. 
Moreover there are many evidences. For fuller details of 
Kali Saka vide Indian Eras” by this Author. 

The praise of Srimad Ramayana. 

In Rajatarangini there occurs an instance to the effect 

that Srimad Ramayana was considered a sacred book, till 

Kali 18 th century or 14 century B.C., whose reading could 

expiate the sins of men. The 50 th king, Damodara II of 

1348-1298 B. C. got the curse to become a serpent and it 

was told that he could get rid of the curse, if he heard 

the whole of Srimad Ramayana recited in one day. From 

this it is clear that it was deemed a Holy Book by 14th 

century B.G., which could absolve men’s sins. So the theory 

that it was written in A.D., is contradicted and exploded. 



Reference to Yavana countries. 

To the west of Kashmir there were five Yavana countr* 
ies. Some of them are now part of Kashmir Empire. These 
Yavanas were not Greeks but they belonged to the Kshatriya 
race of India. As these disregarded and neglected the 
performance of vedic duties and rites they were called 
MIechchas. In those Yavana regions lived four castes of 
people. As all these castes relinquished Vedic rites, their 
easte-names were merely nominal. Among the people of the 
Yona kingdoms’ Rajatarangini relates that there were castes 
called Yona Brahmins, Yona Kshatriyas, Yona Vaisyas and 
Yona Sudras, 

Yona or Yavana Kingdoms. 

1. Abhisara, 2. Uraga (Urasa), 3. SimhaPura (Singapura) 
4. Divya Kataka (JDeva Kataka or Kataka ), 5, Uttara 
jyotisha. (Vide the Map of western India). “Abhisara’’ 
consisted of two regions namely “Darva” and “Abhisara.’’ 
The kings of these Yavana regions were Kshatriyas who 
became MIechchas were subordinate and paid tribute to Kashmir 
Kings. We find in Rajatarangini many instances, when 
these Yavana rulers revolted and became independent and 
the Kashmir monarchs subdued the rebels and brought them 
again under their sovereignty. Some of these five regions 
are part of Kashmir anl others are on the western border. 
In the list of the Kashmir Kings, during the reign of 139 
ruler, Kalasa Maha Raja, there was the description of Yona 
Brahmin as follows:— 

“Safes'"’ as^sssr* 

cScn»s5|^fir> c&j-" 

n” 
“There was a Brahmin bom in the Yona Village who 

begged alms of paddy. Bis name was “Loshtaka” and ha was 
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considered to be an Astrologer of that village.57 So says 

Rajatarangini. From this, it is evident that the Kshatri- 

yas residing in the Yona regions, on the borders of Kashmir, 
though they were firstly Kshatriyas. were treated as Mlech- 

, chas, on account of their disregarding their vedic duties; the 
other caste people also were called Miechchas, Therefore, 
Rajatarangini relates that there were caste differences even 

among the Miechchas, The yona Brahmins were experts in 
Astrology. The 'Yavana Rishi," the author of “Yavana Sidd- 
hanta” was a ‘Bharatiya Yavana Brahmin5 but not a Greek. 
The territory “Ionia” which got that name, on account of its 
conquest by the Yavanas of India, was later called Greece 
from its contact with the savage Greek tribes. 

The Bharata Yavanas were of a very ancient origin. 
They took the sciences of Astrology and others, on their 
migration to ‘Ionia’ (modern Greece) from India, but India 
borrowed nothing from Greece. On the otherhand, the wes¬ 
tern writers turned matters topsy-turvy and proclaimed that 
all the arts and sciences flowed from Greece to India. The 
histories containing this inverted information were introduced 
as Text-Books and our children were taught these packs of 
lies in the schools and colleges. As the students were manu¬ 
factured to be disciples of the Greeks as a result, they 
cultivated a love for Greek lore and learning and 
developed a hate for Bharatiya knowledge and wisdom. 
Until and unless correct and true history of Bharat is written 
and these authentic books are prescribed as Texts for study in 
the schools and Colleges, these wrong and baneful notions can¬ 
not be torpedoed and the minds of future generations of 
young men cannot be diverted from the tinsel glamour of 
west to the true glory of the East, the hearth and home of 
culture and civilisation from time immemorial. 

Andhra Satavahana Dynasty. 

The kings of the Andhra Satavahana Dynasty reigned, 
pver Magadha Empire from 833 to 327 B. C, The Empire 
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grew weak and feeble from the beginning of the fourth 
century B.C. and began to disintegrate. As the feudatories 

became independent states and their kings, the relatives of 
the Royal family asserted independence, the great Satavahana 
Empire which existed prior to 327 B.G., broke into pieces. 
The Puranas speak that it was split up into 5+7=12 parts- 
But they might have been further sub-divided and the 
country might have been bristling with small and petty 
independent states Pallava, Cheta, Kadamba, Vishnukundina* 
Brihatphalayana, Ganga, Bana, Hosala, Rajaputra, Vakataka 
Salankayana, Vallabhi, Vaidumba, Nolamba and many branches 
spread towards East and South, with free and independent 
monarchs ruling over them. Rajatarangini mentions that 

some off-shoots sprang towards North also. We learn that a 
descendant of the Andhra Satavahana Dynasty by name "Simha 
Raja” reigned over, Lohar Region, during 10th century A.D., 
which was on the Eastern side of Kashmir. This family 
ruled Lohar Territory from several centuries. This “Simha 
Raja,” the king of Lohar gave his daughter “Dittha” ■ or 
Didda) in marriage, to a descendant of Satavahana family, 
by name ‘Kshema Gupta/ the son of ‘Parva Gupta’ who, in 
10th century A, D.t ruled Kashmir, as king. Cn the death oj 
Sangramadeva, the 119 th ruler in the list of Kashmir kings, 
his Brahmin minister "Parvagupta” a descendant of the Sata¬ 
vahana family became the 120 th ruler in the list of Kashmir 
kings. He and his descendants ruled from 946 — 1012 A.D., 
then from 1012 to 1110 A. D„ "Sangrama Raja” and his 
descendants ruled Kashmir; Sangrama Raja reigned as 127th 
king in the list and he was the son of Lohar king, a des¬ 
cendant of Satavahana dynasty and brother’s son (nephew) 
of Dittha Devi, the daughter-in-law of Parvagupta. About 
850 A.D., on-wards the rulers of Yavana regions, namely 
Simhapura, Divyakataka. Uttara Jyotisha and others were 
defeated. When "Lalliya or Lalliya Sahi, a Brahma-Kshatra 
king, a descendant of Thomara family of Agni Vamsi, refused 
to pay tribute, during 898 A. D., the 108th king in the list, 
the ruler of Kashmir by name "Sankara Varma” invaded 
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against ‘Lallya Sahi” and drove him out of the kingdom. 
Afterwards, on Lallya Sahi’s again conquering his kingdom, 
it is stated that, Prabhakara Deva, on behalf of ‘Gopala Varma’ 
.son of Sankara V&rma, expelled Lallya Sahi and conferred 
the throne upon his son Thomara. The dynasty which ruled 
the Mlechcha Yavana Kshatriya kingdoms was known as 
“Sahi Dynasty.” As such the Lalliya family also was called 
the ‘Hindu Sahiya Dynasty.’ The descendants of this race, 
nine monarchs reigned, from S5Q to 1026 A.D., over Yavana 
territories, that is, the middle regions of present Afghanis¬ 
tan, from North to South and from there North-East-wards to 
Kashmir. This Hindu Sahi Dynasty was extirpated by Ghazni 
Muhammad and all the Yavana Mleehehas were converted 
Into Muhammadans. So at present we find no traces of these 
names, Yavana regions, Yavana Kshatriyas or Yavana Mleehehas 
anywhere. But by the time of Rajatarangini these names 
were in frequent use among the people. 

Lalliya family alias "Hindu Sahi Dynasty** 

1* Lallya Sahi (Lalliya) 2, Thomara. 3. Samanta or Samanta- 
sena. 4. Kamalavardhana. 5. Bhimasahi, (The wife of Kshema- 
gupta and daughter-in-law of Parva Gupta, the king of Kashmir, 
namely “Didda” was the Grand-Daughter or daughter’s daugh¬ 
ter to this Bhima Sahi). G, Jayapala. 7. Ananda Pala. 8. Trilo- 
charia Pala (When this Thrilochana asked for military assistance 
to stem the tide of Muhammad Ghazni’s invasion in 1020 A.D., 
Samgrama Simha (a descendant of Satavahana family and king 

of Kashmir, who was the daughter’s grandson of Bhima Sahi, 
that is, son of ‘Udaya Raj i,’ daughter’s son and nephew to 
Didda Devi) sent ‘ThungP with a large army. In the battle 
that took place in 102L A.D., with Ghazni Muhammad died 
Trilochana. 9. Bhima Pala. This king was killed in the fight 

against Muhammad Ghazni in 1025 A,D. Then all the people 
there were, at the point of sword, converted as Muhammadans. 
Therefore, we have altogether forgot that Bharatiya Yavanas 
lived here from a very long time. All these nine were kings 



of Andhra Satavahana race. They reigned for about two 
hundred years in the Yavana regions called Afghanistan at 
the present day, 

Lohar Dynasty, 

The kings of this family belong to Andhra Satavahana 

Dynasty, As far as we know from Rajatangim,the daughter 
of ‘Bhima Sahi’ married Simha Raja, the king of Lohar. His 
son was Udaya Raja and the latter’s son was Samgrama Raja 
and was nephew to Didda Devi, the queen of Kashmir. 

Through her this Sangrama Raja became king of Kashmir from 

1012 A.D., and his descendants ruled Kashmir till 1110 A.D. 
His brothers ruled at Lohar, Though we cannot trace the 
first ancestor, at least we can give the genealogy of the 

dynasty from “Nara.” Thus it is clear that the Andhra Sata¬ 

vahana kings reigned over some territories in North-India till 
1110 AJD. 
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The Empire of Kashmir 

Kashmir was not a small state but an empire having- 
many small states as feudatories and their rulers paying 
tribute to their over-lord. There were twenty-two petty regions 
under its sway: 1- Darva. 2. Abhisara. Though these two 
were comprised In Kashmir, they had independent rulers 
who were sub-ordinate to the king of Kashmir. These were 
inhabited by people called Yavana Kshatriyas. 8 Urasa or 
Uraga, This Is also part of Kashmir, having an indepen¬ 
dent ruler, sub-ordinate to the king of Kashmir. This region 
also was inhabited by Mlechchas termed Yavanss. 4. Kambhoja; 

its capital was Rajapura and was in the Southern part of 

Kashmir. This region had an independent ruler and was sub¬ 

ordinate to the king of Kashmir. 5. Trigarta, This was a 

feudatory state to Kashmir, 6. Lohar, This was sub-ordinate 

to Kashmir king. 7. Dhekkan territory. This was a region 

consisting of three Yavana Kshatrlya states called Simhapura^ 

Divyakataka, Uttara Jyotisha. Its capital was “Udabhartda- 

pura. The people living in these tracts were Yavana Ksha¬ 

triyas and the other three castes. These extended from 

North to South, three-fourths region of present Afghanistan. 

The descendants of Lallya Sahi or Hindu Sahi Dynasty con¬ 

quered and reigned over this territory from 850 A.'D. on¬ 

wards. This was also sub-ordinate to the king of Kashmir. 

8. Phalguna Dvara Region. 9. Krama Desa. 10. Champaka 

pura. 11. Gada Desa. 12. Kastavata Rashtra. 13, Nilapura 

Rashtra, 14. Vallapura Rashtra. 15. Dhakka Desa. 16. Lata 

Desa 17. Gurjara Rashtra. 18. Lonamaka Rashtra. 19. Madava 

Rashtra. 20. Karala Rashtra. 21. Yavana Rashtra. 22. Kampana 

Rashtra. The states from 8to22 were round about the Kashmir 

Empire and, Rajatarangini” relates that the rulers of 

those states paid tribute to the kings of Kashmir. 
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Darada, Turushka (which are In present Russian Turkistan) 

and Gandhara Desa were often conquered by Kashmir kings 

and again used to declare independence. The states 1. 2, 3. 

and 7 were Kshatriya kingdoms of the Yavana sect. Raja- 

tar an gini mentions that besides these, the 21 st also went 

by the name of Yavana country. In the seventh a Number 

of states were comprised such as Simhapura. Divya Kataka 

and Uttara Jyotisha, which were Yavana regions. In olden 

days these three states were under independent kings. It 

appears that the Brahma-Kshatriya king by name Lalliya 

conquered these three states and consolidated them into 

Dhekkan territory. Therefore, Kashmir was a small Empire 

comprising of these petty states. 

END 
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Appendix. 

In this as well as many other publications of mine, I 
had several occasions not only to refer to but also to prove 
the genuineness of the Saptarshi Era and the Kali era.,. In 
fact many of the questions dealt with by me in my works 
have a bearing on these eras. The validity of much of what 
I have said on several problems of Chronology, depends 
on the genuineness or otherwise of these eras. My 
esteemed friend Sri. V. Venkatacharya M. A„ L. T., h§.s 
written masterly thesis on the saptarshi era in which 
he proved its validity and genuineness with incisive logic 
and incontrovertible astronomical evidence. 

I have great pleasure in publishing hereunder the thesis, 
which he kindly sent to me with a wish that it might be 
published as an appendix in the present volume. I am deeply 
thankful to him for this favour. 

Varahamihira and His Sakakala 

A necessity for rectification of Chronology of Indian 

History, 

by 

Sri V. Thiravenkatacharya, M. A., L. T., 
Madras Educational Service {Retired) 

Astronomical data the sheet-anchor of 

Indian Chronology. 

There are a number of astronomical references in our 
ancient literature which give the lie direct to the existing 
pet theories of historians. One of the references is as follows 
and it is given by Varahamihira, 



3^: 5ii«f^r gf^ I 

51^15^91 m*z II 

WrdST 55bq&n>KX> S5bo?5cS5c8 V^rCj© Xhjljgo <35bo^tvl5 ^Sj§T | 

SldTS^lf SjO%5S£c53oo^8 ^§'’ST0eJ TdoJg TT0^^ II 

"The Great Bear-'-aptarshis-was in the constellation, Magha, 
when Yudhishthira was ruling; add 2526 years to his ka!a to 
fret the S^ka kala.” (Brs, 13-3) 

So, if 2526 years are added to (algebraically) 3077 B. C.f 
we come to 551 B. C. 

Is there any era corresponding to 551 B. C. 
It is the object of this article to discover this era. But con¬ 
sidering that the Saka mentioned by Varahamihira to be Saliva- 
hana Saka, Indian historians have brought down the date of the 
Mahabharatha War to about 2448 B. C.; others have assigned 
even much later dates to the same. 

(a) The date of Varahamihira What does Varaha¬ 

mihira give as his date? In Panchasiddhantika, he gives the 
following data:— 

5i d I 

ii 

"Subtract 427 from Saka Kala, when the sun is half¬ 
setting at Yavanapuri at the beginning of Chaitra Sukla 
Prathipadi (that is when the Chaitra new moon ends), it is 
the beginning of Wednesday.” 

'Wednesday’ is the reading given in some books, I have con¬ 

sulted; but in the text edited by Dr. Thibaut. (Monday) 

is put down instead of Wednesday. Sankara Balakrishna Dikshit1 

gives sffa ^°o5b (Tuesday) as his readirg. Which are we to take? 
Dr, Thebaufc, unfortunately, does not give the alternative 

(i) Indian Antiquary (Vol, XIX, page 46). Original Surya Siddhanta by 
Sankara Balakrishna Dikshit. 
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readings, whereas S. B. Dikshit gives them, but prefers Tuesday 
to Wednesday. But both of them took Saka Kala as Salivahana 
Saka, whieh naturally led to textual modifications. I shall 
quote S. B. Dikshit. 

“The real epoch and the intial day of the Panchasiddhantika 
is the Amanta Vaisakha Sukla Pratipadi of Saka Samvat 

428 current (427 expired) which ended on Tuesday 

22 3-505 A. D. The Amanta Chaitra Sukla Pratipadi 

wsSx*olJ^^^^8s5a ended not on a Tues¬ 

day but on a Sunday, while Chaitra Sukla Prathipadi in Saka 

Samvat 427 current ended on a Wednesday, some Antiquarian 

of the present century seem to have altered into §',*3 

(Tuesday into Wednesday) to suit these results.” Arguing 

in this manner about the Kshepas also, Dikshit ends as follows:- 

“And the nearest Sukla Pratipadi, viz. the Amanta Vaisakha 
Sukla Pratipadi of Saka Samvat 428 current is in fact the epoch 
selected by Varahamihira for calculating the Ahargana.” The 
conclusions are peculiar and unscientific; Quetelet’s maxim 
has evidently not been followed. Dikshit says that some 
antiquarian of the present century seems to have changed 

^J7$r*5Sb into i e. Tuesday into Wednesday. All these 

arguments had to be resorted to simply because Dikshit was 
under the impression that Salivahana Saka was meanjt 

whenever ‘3akaJ was used. Panchasiddhantika is a Katana 

grandha- a text book of rules for calculation. It stands quite 

to reason that the kshepas or additive constants at the epoch 
Would have been changed with the date of the epoch. 

No astronomer would worry himself whether it is 

(beginning of a Tuesday) or 

yKcig (beginning of a Wednesday). 

Another defect in the arguments and conclusions of 
Dikshit is when he wants to accept Vaisakha Sukla Pratipadi 



instead of Chaitra Sukla PratipadL No astronomer of the 
status of Varaha-mihira will mean Vaisakha when he states 

Chaitra, 
Again when Varahamihira stated 

*^KJofP»go5b,^*Kjg (when the number 427 is subtracted) it means 

only An elapsed year and never a current year as Dikshit 
would have us believe. So the arguments and conclusions of 
Dikshit are untenable and fallacious. Now let us take the week 
days of Chaitra Sukladaa for each of the Saka years 427 

current and elapsed. I am following Swamikannu Pailai’s 

Ephemeris for the calculations: ~ 

Salivahana Saka. 

(i) 427 (elapsed) Chaitra Sukla Prathipath begins at lOgh 

10 'v. gh. on Friday, March 3-A. D. 506. 
(ii) 427 (current) Chaitra Sukla Prathipath begins at 4gh« 

2 ,-v. gh. on Saturday, Feb. 19-A. D. 5Qi, but ends on Sunday 
20-2-505 A. D. as pointed at by S. P. Dikshit. 

Vikrama Saka. 

(iii) 427 (elapsed) Chaitra Sukla Prathipath begins at 49gh. 
50 ,v. gh, on Wednesday, March 2-371 A. D. 

Saka 551 B. C. 

(iv) 427 (elapsed) Chaitra Sukla Prathipath begins at 69 
gh;':5(» v. gh. on Tuesday, i.e. early morning of Wednesday or 
2-3-124 B. C. 3-3-124 B. C. is a Wednesday with Chaitra 

Sukla Prathipath fully current. 

3 he results speak for themselves and do not require an 
adyocatfi to prove that Varahamihira did not mean either 

the Salivahana Saka or Vikrama Saka when he used 

the word Saka, but meant some Saka commencing 

with 551 B- C. which /, for the sake of convenience, 
designate as the Andhra Saka. It is very clear from the 

above tabulation, that the ep~ch chosen by Varahamihira is 
TuesdaytWednesday mid-night 3-3-124 B. C* corresponding to 



Chaitra Sukladau of Saka 427 (e’apsed). ^[=1 es'S"’9 means the 

beginning and the beginning of Chaitra Sukla Prathipadi, 
i. e., the ending of Chaitra new moon, is to be taken as the 
moment of epoch. According to Hindu astronomy, when the 
Sun is half-setting at Yavanapuri, it is midnight at Ujjain 
a town on the standard meridian for India. Therefore, the first 

thithi of the bright fortnight of Chaitra, ° 

must begin at mid-night Tuesday-Wednesday at Ujjain. The 
moment of epoch we get in (iv) of the table given earlier 
is 15 ghatis earlier and the error is not serious and is 
within the limits of probability. Finally it is clear that the 
Saka of 551 B. C. is the S-tka used by Varahamihira. 

Thinking that Saka-Kala mentioned by Varahamihira is 
nothing other than Salivahana Saka, oriental scholars have 
assigned ^27+78 = 505 A. D. as the period of Varahamihira. 
whereas according to the present scheme, his period must 
be about 124 B. C. (551-4271. This result refutes the existing 
theory of all oriental scholars that the Indians were indebted 
to the Greeks for their kno.vledge of Astronomy; for Hipparchus, 
the first Greek astronomer, lived about 160 B. C. and Ptolemy 
came later and worked from 127 A. D. to 151 A. D. 

What has been proved now helps us to clarify the doubts 
of Dr. Thibaat expressed by him in his introduction to 
Panehasiddhantika, page XXX:— 

“There may have been special circumstances rendering 
the year 427 Saka a more convenient starting point than a 
later year; but I am not f >r the present able to point out 
any such.” 

“I consider it altogether improbable that any of the three 
treatises should have originated so late as 505 A. D.” Yes. 
These treatises were written about 600 years earlier, i. e„ 
in 123 B. C. 

(b) The date of Bhattotpala 

Bhattotpala is a commentator of the treatises Brihatjataka 
aijd Brihat Samhita of Varahamihira. At the end of his 
scommentary on Brihatjataka, Bhattotpala states as follows;: 
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wtish f^rar 1 

tM faifcrW 11 

^^SScr^tfg s3o4$s5sn'go ^iF'c^o XaSSoT9^'^ 1 

3?S£;^g£»l! -^"i S^lldSbo S5^S5^c55r» II 

“This commentary was written by me in the year 888 
of the Saka on Thursday, Suklapaksha Panchami of the 
Chaitra month.” 

Neither 888 of Salivahana Saka nor Vikrama Saka tally 
with the week day. This matter can be easily Verified from 
Swamikannu Pillai’s EphemeHs. Salivahana 888 (elapsed) Chaitra 
Sukla Panchami corresponds to 18th March 967 A, D. but 
the week day is Monday and not Thursday. 

Vikrama Saka 888 (elapsed), Chaitra Sukla Panchami 
corresponds to 10th March 832 A. D. but the week day is 
Sunday and not Thursday. 888 current (Vikrama Saka) Chaitra 
Sukla Panchami ends with 56gh. 4h v, gh on Sunday 
19-2-831 A. D. 

But 23-2-338 A. D. falls on Chaitra Sukla 

Panchami with Thursday as the week day. So, if 888 

of the Saka mentioned by Bhattotpala corresponds to 338 A. D. 
when did the Saka begin? The era began in-550 astronomical 
or 551 B. C. So, we may take 551 B. C. as the starting year 
of the Sa«a mentioned by Bhattotpala and Varahamihira. 

From the sloka i5b^xr»?5o jio;5es£>3” 

we get 551 B. C. plus 2526 = 3077 B. C. as the year of 
Yudhishtira kala which began after the expiry of 25 years of 
Kali, that is, in the 26th year of Kali, 

3077 B. C. plus 25=3102 B. C„ is the beginning of Kali- 
yuga tallying with the traditional date given in the Puranas. 
Astronomical and puranic date lead us to the same'; conclusion. 

What more is necessary to establish the validity of our 
arguments. 



The late Nadimpalli Jagannadha Rao of Narsaraopet, 
Guntur Dfe. has made a lot of research in this field and 
published the results of all his researches in a Telugu Book 
under the title “Andhra Mahasamrajyam.” In his research, 
he found that three or four published editions of Bhattotpala’s 
works contained the sloka as given above, whereas in some 
editions published by Sudhakara Dwivedi the sloka is corrected 
as follows:— 

wsgsrci fgcfarcwfedrqt i 

a£§c?5x^c55cr» SSb^ir,,cS5b-oo I 

Tl &\lfcS£o »s5\® 8jc55cr» II 
e) fi) (6 

Jagannadha Rao’s contention is that Pandit Sudhakara 
Dwivedi purposely changed the original sloka since Chaiira 
Sukla Panchami of 888 Salivahana Saka is not a Thursday 
as required. But I kept an open mind till now as I could 
not come to a definite decision as to which version is the 
modified version. 

Fortunately in an old edition of Bhattotpala’s commen¬ 
tary on Brihatjataka in Grantha characters, published in 
South India and so more reliable, I found the version 

’’ etc. So I have come to the conclusion that 

Sudhakara Dwivedi’s version is the modified version and 
has to be rejected. 

Some scholars feel otherwise as regards the dates of 
completion of the commentaries by Bhattotpala on Brihat¬ 
jataka and Brihatsamhita— 

They state that, according to Bhattotpala, the commen¬ 
tary on Brihat Jataka was completed on Chaitra Suddha 
Panchami, Thursday of Saka 888 elapsed and that the 
commentary on Brihat Samhita was completed on Phalguna 
Krishna Dwitiya, Thursday of Saka 888 elapsed. The 
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following results of mine calculated with the help of the 
tables of Swamikannu Piilai’s ephemeris are given below :— 

Sukla Panchami of Chaitra month : 

(i) Salivahana Saka 888 elapsed:— Chaitra Sukla 
Panchami begins on Monday,, 18ch March 967. A. D„ at 
16 ghatis and ends on Tuesday. Week day is not a 
Thursday. 

(ii) Salivahana Saka 888 currentChaitra Sukla 
Panchami ends ion Wednesday, 28th February 966 A. D. 
The week day is not a Thursday. 

(iii) (Cyrus Saka or) Andhra Saka 888 elapsed:- Chaitra 
Sukla Panchami begins at 16 gh. 12 V. gh. on 19—3—340 A. D. 
Wednesday and continues on 20—3—340 A. D. Thursday 
which is ,'the required week-day. 

Krishna Dwitiya of Phalgana month : 

(i) Salivahana Saka 888 elapsed;— Phalguna Krishna 
Pratipathi ends on Tuesday, 17th February 968 A. D. at 
61 ghatis: Dwitiya falls on Wednesday, 18th February 
968 A, D. The week day is not a Thursday. 

(ii) Salivahana Saka 888 currentPhalguna Krishna 
Pratipathi ends on Thursday, 28th February 967 A. D. at 
11 gh. 24 V. gh. So, we might take that Dwitiya falls on 
Thursday in this case. 

(iii) Andhra Saka (or Cyrus era) 888 elapsed :— Phalguna 
Krishna Dwitiya begins at 16 gh, 12 V. gh. on 19th February 
341 A. D. Thursday, which is the required week-day. 

This table gives an unequivocal proof that the Saka 
referred to by Bhattotpala is not the Salivahana Saka but 
the forgotten Andhra Saka (Gyrus era) which began in 
550 B. C. as this satisfies both the dates whereas Salivahana 
Saka satisfies only one date. 



Extract from the Jour a si of indian History, Vol. XXVIII, Part II, No- 85. 

Ayaaansa and Indian Chronology 

The Age el VaraLai-.iliira, Kalidasa, Etc. 
AN ASTRONOMICAL PROOF 

By 
V- ThiruverJkatachatya, M. A., L. T. 

Madras Educational Service {Bid.) 

Astronomers have playe ! no email part in fixing up the 
Chronology of Indian History; but I consider that the last 
word on the subject has not been said; this is mainly due 
to the complexity of the materials dealt with. The late 
Swamikannu Pillai, having fixed 63d A. D. as the year of zero 
Ayanamsa, came to the conclusion that Varahamihira lived 
in the sixth century A. L), Bui his method requires reconside¬ 

ration on purely astronomical grounds and the object of this 
article a reconsideration of the subject in a different light. 
The results arrived at may not be r.ew, but I am sure that 
the method adopted is entirely original; I commend this article 
to the attention of oriental scholars for their critical study. 

We have seen that the epoch of Panchasiddhantika of 
Varahamihira is 427 Salta u e., 121 B. C. In the same book, 

he gives some more points foi the verification of the correctness 
of this date. 
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‘‘Old books state that once Dakshfnayana began when the 
sun reached the mid-point of Aslesha and Uttarayana when 
the sun reached the beginning cf Dhanishta. But now the 
ayanas begin when the sun reaches the beginning of Karkataka 

and Makara signs. This can be verified by actual observation.” 
But in Chapter III of Panehasiddhantika, Varahamihira states 

as follows:— 

snljer: n 

"Once the sun changed his course from the mid-point cf 

Aslesha; but now from Punarvasu.” 

The beginning of Karkataka coincides with the end of the 

third pada of Punarvasu.So what doe 5 ffrom Punarvasu= 

punarvasuthah mean? Pu.narv~isuth.ah cannot mean the 

end of third pada or the beginning of fourth pada. The two 
statements have to be reconciled. It can be done in one of the 

following ways:— 

(a) Either that the author—even though of the same name 
of Panchasiddhantlka is different from that of Brihat Samhita. 

(b) Or that Brihatsamhita being a non-Karana grantha, 
Varahamihira gave only a rough position, whereas in the 

Panchasiddhantika he gave the actual longitude, the end of 

Punarvasu as the point at which the southward motion of the 

sun began. It is also, to be remembered that Punarvasuthah 

cannot mean the beginning of Punarvasu, but must mean 
only the end of it, since otherwise he would have stated 

definitely the beginning of Punarvasu just in the same 
way he mentioned dhanishtadyam. 

So, let us now find what the date of the epoch is when 

Dakshinayana began when the sun reached the end of Punarvasu, 
that is, when the Nirayana longitude of the sun was 93° 20 ’ 



This change in the dates of the beginning of Dakshi- 

nayana and Uttarayana is due to the well-known astronomi¬ 
cal phenomenon, called the Precession of the Equinoxes, 

According to Newcomb, Ball and other authorities, the 
value of the rate of the Precession of the Equinoxes per 
year, Ayanaaaihi is 5(r5 .2585 in 1909 A. D., while its rate for 
a year in the pact, n years earlier than 1909 A. D. is given 
by 50” .2585—7iX.000 225” per annum. Swamikannu Pillai1 

found by calculation, from the nautical almanac that when 
the apparent vernal equinox fSayanai occurred at Lanka, 

the date was March 21.2143 and that the beginning of the 

Indian Sidereal year Nirayana at Lanka was April 12.9492, 
The difference, between the two moments equal to 22.7349 
days, is the time taken by the sun to travel along the eclipti0 
from 0° tropical longitude or Havana to 0n Indian sidereal longi¬ 
tude cr Nirayana in the year 1909 A. D. Then Swamikannu 
Pillai shows that 539 A. D. is the year of zero ayanamsa and 
therefore the epoch of Panchasiddhantika. There are the 
following drawbacks in the whole argument:— 

(a) It was considered that Dakshinayana began when the 

Sun reached the beginning of Karnataka instead of the end 
of Punarvasu. 

(b) At least at the time . of Varahamihira, the Indian 
Sidex’eal year—so designated at present—was really a tropical 
year and the value for the precession of the equinoxes must 
be taken as 50”.2585—nX.000225” ar.d not as 54”, 7505 as 
assumed by Swamikannu Pillai. 

Calculation of Ayanamsa>'Now 22. 7349 days in time- 

interval for Ay aramra is equal to 22.4136 degrees and adding 

3°20’ the equivalent for Punarvasu fourth pada, we get, on simplif¬ 
ication 2C>°45’ as the sr ace interval for ajax amsa between the time 
of VarahamiMra arid the year 1909 A. D. But the interval 
from 427 Saka( = 124 B. C. or-123 astronomical) and 1909 
A, D, is equal to 2032 years and taking the cumulative value 

for n years as 60".2585x»- n — x0.000225" and substitu- 

J. Indian Ephemerjs by Swamikannu PiUsi- 
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ting 2032 for n in this formula, we get 28° 15' as the 
ayanamsa, whereas we have seen that the value must be 
25° 45'. How is this difference to be reconciled ? 

The ayanamsa for one year is 50”.25 and so it works 
out roughly to be 72 years for one year. Now 28° 15'—25° 
45=2° 30' will correspond to about 180 years and are we to 

shift the epoch of Panchasiddhantika to a date 180 years 
later, that is, to 180 — 122 = 58 A. P. ? No, that will not be 
the correct procedure; but unfortunately that has been the 
method adopted almost uniformly in dealing with Indian 

Chronology. A different method will now bs followed. 

The discrepancy resolvedIt ha? been already noted 
that Kaliyuga began at mid-night of 17-I8th February 3102 
B.C. 1 But most of the ephem rides reckon on February 15.579 as 
the epoch of kaliyuga. that is, they have used a bija or 
correction. Since the clay begins at mean sunrise at Lanka 
for Indian Siddhantas, mid-night of 17- 18th February 3102 B.C. 

corresponds to February 17,75 of 3102 B.C, The value of 
correction used is 17.75-15.57 =• 2,i3 days and the Indian 
Sidereal year began in 1959 A.sJ, not on x4pril 12.95 + 2.18 
days = April 15.13. 1 So the interval between the moment 

of apparent vernal equinox and the beginning of the Indian 

Sidereal year is 2L91 days bat not 22.73 days as assumed 

by Swamikannu Pillai. The time interval of 24,91 days 
corresponds to a space interval of 21° 30’ and so the space 

interval of ayanamsa between the epoch of Panchasiddhan¬ 
tika and 1909 A.D. is 24°,39'+3°2'.)' = 27°59', whereas according 
to our calculation it ought to be 28°15' with an error of 

16 minutes which falls within the limits of probable error 
and so can be considered as insignificant. So ayanamsa 

calculations lead us to the conclusion that the epoch of 
Panchasiddhantika is 124 B.C. and not 505 A.D, as wrongly 
presumed hitherto. As Varahamihira makes no mention of 

ayanamsa, it is presumed that it vs as zero in his time. 

1. Vide Swamikannu Pillai's Ephameris. 

Vide Brihat Saxnhita with IhaUctp-iVs commentary Adityachara 



The epoch of Bhattotpala: • Bhattotpala finished his 
commentary on Brihatjataka in Saka 888, and he mentions that 
the ayanamsa in his days was 7 days or to be more 
accurate 6| degrees (sardhashatkamsah) according to one 
reading. The commentary on Brihatjataka must have been 
finished in 883 — 549=-389 A.D. The interval between the 
epoch of Panchasiddhantika and the completion of the 
commentary on Brihatjataka is 888 — 427=461 years. There¬ 
fore the value of the annual rate precession of the equinoxes 
is 6§°/461 = 390x 60/461 seeonds-50.8 seconds, which maybe 
considered as a fairly accurate value. The early Indian astronomers, 

are really to be congratulated on their proficiency in astronomical 

calculations. All these results prove conclusively the 

unsustainability of the theory that the Indian astronomers 

were wholly indebted to the Greeks for their knowledge of 

astronomy. • Hipparchus lived about 160 B. C. and Ptolemy 

made observations between 127 A. D. to 151 A.D. 

Some deductionsIt is easy to draw some important 

and interesting deductions from the above results. Amarasimha 

(or is it Amaraja?; has stated that Varahamihira died in 

Saka 509 at the age of 82 years. So he must have been 

born in 427 Saka, the epoch of Panchasiddhantika. It may 

be safely assumed that this versatile Hindu astronomer lived 

between 427-509 Saka or 123 B. C.—41 B. C. This fixes 

the period of Kalidasa and other poets (nine gems of the 

court of Vikramarka. vide Jyotirvidabharana 22-10 & 20.) 

Later astronomers.*- AH the later astronomers, including 

Bhaskaraeharya have given the epoch of zero ayanamsa 

some year in the fifth century of Salivahana Saka. For 

example, the author of Ganakanandam gives 421 (499 A.D.) 

as the year of zero Ayanamsa, with 54 seconds as the rate 

per year, whereas Bhaskara gives 412 (490 A. D.) as the year 

9f gero ayangmsa but with 60 seconds 
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Let us consider the following table as regards the year 
of zero ayanamsa:— 

Varahamihira ... 427 Saka (sapthasvivedasamkhya) 

Kalidasa ... 445 Saka (sarambhodhiyuga) 

Bhaskaracharya \ 
Suryadaivagna J *“ k'dka 

(Author of GanakanandanV 421 Saka 
by calculation. 

This shows that all these astronomers are agreed that 

some year in the fifth century cf seme Sake as the year of 

zero ayanamsa. What is that Saka? Varahamihira, Kalidasa'and 

Bhattotpala seem to refer to the Saka with its epoch in 551 

B. C as their Saka. But the later astronomers thought that 

the Saka was Salivahana Saka and by actual calculation 

arrived at the year of zero ayanamsa. That accounts for the 

difference in the rates of ayanamsa among the later 

astronomers. Further this is the only method that can be 

adopted, as the point with which the first point of Aries 

coincided during the time of Varahamihira is an imaginary 

point which cannot be located by the later astronomers, when 

once the first of Aries had moved away from that point* 

Again it is to be noted that at the time of Varahamihira 

the summer solstice seems to have coincided with the end 

of Punarvasu and not at the beginning of Karkata (cancer.) 

That is the only inference j can draw from pure calculations 

from the available data. 

Does Bhaskara Use Salivahana Saka?:- Yes. There 

is no doubt about it. Let us consider the following:— 

“gathobdadri nandau (974) mite saka kale.” - 

1 “Years 74, 111', 1256. 1378 of Sakakala are years 

having Kshaya months and thur period is generally 141 

years apd occasionally with period of 19 years. 



On actual calculation. I found that 1052 A. D; correspon¬ 

ding to 971 Salivahana Saka, was a year with a Kshaya 

month, whereas the Saka of 551 B. C. does not satisfy this 

test. So the proof is unequivocal 

Conclusion: Bat the week days mentkmed by Varaba- 

mihira and Bhattotpaia do not satisfy the Salivahana Saka and 

so the Saka referred to by them cannot be Salivahana Saka 

but only the Saka with 551 B. C. as the epoch. Bhaskara 

and others refer only to Salivahana Saka. I leave it to 

scholars to judge on their merits the conclusions of this 

discussion in which I have attempted to remove some of the 

existing discrepancies in Indian Chronology. It has been 

shown clearly that in 124 B. C. the epoch of Panehasiddan- 

thika, the ayanamsa was zero; In conclusion, let me end 

with a statement of Quetelet, the eminent French statistician 

“Never reject data, contrary to your theory.” 

Sri Ajanta Art Printers, Kollur. (Guntur Dt.) 



Chronology of Kashmir History Reconstructed. 

ERRATA. 

Page Line Read for 

3 27 below before 

4 17 ail-lived were all lived 

40 21 fabulous fadulous 

48 17 paintedly painted by 

51 33 as a 

84 last line fads fabs 

91 5 462 42 

140 6 to 10 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 19,20,21,22, 22 




